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This qualitative study examines the relationship between professional
group belonging and what individuals deem valuable within the creative
partnership projects they carry out together in schools. There were three
consecutive

stages

to

the

research.

The

first

stage

was

the

phenomenographic analyses of interview transcripts from twenty three
teachers and twenty three creative practitioners who partnered each other
to run year long projects. The second stage was the aggregation of the
resulting forty six analytic outputs into formats permitting inter-group
comparisons to be made. This stage included three separate analyses: not
only was an individual’s professional group belonging shown to impact on
what they deemed valuable, but partnership type, i.e. new versus
established, also had a substantive impact.

The influence of school type

was examined and shown to have a lesser effect. The third stage was the
use of formal, academic theories to interrogate trends appearing in the
results: social identity theory and social representations theory, alongside
discursive psychology and readings of identity from cultural studies, were
mobilized as consecutive lens on the analytic outcomes. These theories
were found to be apposite and a deeper comprehension of creative
partnership dynamics was arrived at.

This study evidences not only a

difference between what teachers and creative practitioners respectively
value, but shows how the application of theory is a valuable aid in
understanding the variations. This represents a major contribution to the
field as the use of formal academic theories does not, as yet, feature in the
discourses underpinning creative partnership work.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.

Rationale and approach

This research study was inspired by a desire to examine closely some of the, at
times, hidden dynamics of a trend very prominent in educational practice today.
Partnership practice between the education sector and the cultural/creative
industries is now commonplace, and, as the literature review for this study
demonstrates, there is no shortage of literature that asserts that arts and creative
engagement partnerships are powerful agents of change. The creative partnerships
in education that are at the centre of this research study are no exception to this
supposition, their founding premise being that the co-facilitated creative activity
project is a phenomenon that yields a wide range of positive impacts for all the
stakeholders involved.

The reporting of impacts attributable to partnerships for creativity is widespread
within the literature. How the human dynamic of doing cross-sector partnership
plays itself out is also present in the literature, but to a less prominent extent.
Researchers have surveyed creative partnerships that functioned well (e.g. Doherty
and Harland, 2001) and case studied those that didn’t (e.g. Thomson, Hall and
Russell, 2006) but these examinations, and those like them, do not use social
scientific theories to help explore and explain the ‘why’ of partnership project
dynamics. How projects are respectively perceived and variously valued by the
teaching and creativity professions, and to some extent the ‘why so’, is of primary
interest here.

The principal aim of this study is to examine whether professional

group belonging, in this instance ‘teacher’ and ‘creative practitioner’, influences what
teachers and creative practitioners describe and ascribe as being valuable within the
projects that they undertake together. This not only in terms of how projects can be
valued for developmental impacts on participants but also in terms of what
practitioners make of being in partnership and doing action research.

Many rudimentary questions in social scientific theories start with a concern about a
direct and unqualified association between two constructs (Hoyle and Robinson,
2004).

‘Does professional identity influence the value ascribed to creative

partnership projects in education?’ is such a starting point. But the aim here is to
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build a more in-depth and theoretically informed account of what may be at play
when people make value judgements. If the initial analyses do map out differences
in what teachers and creative practitioners construe to be of value, then the
exploration of mediators (that is, intervening variables or mechanisms) that
potentially influence these value judgements should be the next task. Meeting the
research aim overall requires a threefold approach which is explored later in this
chapter.

A chronology of development, that is, the relationship between an earlier research
project completed by this researcher and the study presented here, must be briefly
outlined.

Table 1, below, summarises the main features of the initial study in

question and the research proper developed in this doctorate.

Table 1: Differences between initial and doctoral study
Dates

Focus

Circumstances of data
collection

Initial study

Doctoral study

March 2002-July 2003

May 2005-June 2009

Impacts of the arts on

Regional

pupil achievement

Action Zone project

The

influence

of

professional identity on

National

Educational

Creative

Partnerships initiative

the values ascribed to
creative projects

In 2003, the researcher led an evaluation of an arts programme that took place in
three education zones simultaneously; the objective of this evaluation being to
determine the academic, social and personal impacts on pupils that could be
attributed to arts project engagement. The study in question was carried out before
Creative Partnerships activity had been truly established in England and its
previousness is apparent in that it does not focus on evidencing any impacts for
practitioners, explore the phenomenon of partnership, the notion of creative agency
or the practice of action research. Whatever the shortcomings of the initial study (for
example, it could also be seen as lacking in innovation as it does, in one sense,
merely corroborate was generally known at the time) it does function as a structural
link between typical practice in the field prior to Creative Partnerships as contained
in documents up to 2002 and the doctoral research presented here, which of itself
arises from a Creative Partnerships initiative.

First attempts are often the starting

point from which very differently conceived subsequent studies can emerge, and in
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this sense it is an heuristic mechanism that made possible the discovery and
learning that was necessary for deeper research engagement.

For these reasons, this initial study warrants being presented as a chapter in its own
right because it served two important functions in relation to this thesis. Firstly, it
trialled this researcher’s first attempts at research design and data collection
methodologies in the field of partnership arts projects, and this experience provided
an opportunity to reflect on, critically analyse and subsequently devise a revised
approach for a doctoral study. Secondly, the initial study yielded some interesting
‘incidental’ data, that, when examined, was found to be an appropriate starting point
for a fundamental shift in thinking and focus, resulting in the main study presented
here. In short, this previous work served an invaluable function in signposting what
would constitute a more germane and innovative study with greater theoretical
grounding.

When one looked beyond counting up the impacts for pupils that participants in the
initial research listed, what became apparent were unanticipated differences
between professionals, these differences being located in the ways they talked
about project work and the values that they variously attached to it.

These

unanticipated findings were so interesting that they became the impetus for
designing the research proper as an examination of professional group difference,
rather than simply focusing on whether positive impacts for pupils were attributable
to creative projects. In this study, rather than focusing solely on reported pupilcentred outcomes (although these do function as one of the mechanisms for looking
for differences between practitioner), attention will be given to accounts of and
perceptions about practitioners’ own experiences of their projects.

These

experiences include being exposed to assumptions and discourses about, and using
frameworks to respond to and account for the instrumentation of continued
professional development, as well as action research practices and partnership
working. These phenomena will serve as categories to be investigated throughout
Chapter 6 (Main Study) and Chapter 7 (Discussion) and as conduit to exploring
appropriate social theories.
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Furthermore, academic psychology in the form of social identity theory1, social
representations theory2 and some of the mechanisms within discursive psychology3
is introduced as a theoretical mainstay of the research proper. These were not
mobilized in the initial research study, and are, as far as it is possible to say, also
glaringly absent from existing research literature that surrounds the phenomenon of
creative partnerships in education.

Their inclusion in the present study is a

conceptual innovation, another (methodological) innovation being the use of
phenomenography4 to analyze creative project partners’ interview transcripts.
These theories will be employed as a series of lens5 through which the researcher
will hopefully achieve a deeper understanding of why certain value judgments may
arise. So moving from initial attempts to the research proper, the focus switches
from ‘What impacts are attributable to arts projects?’ to the research question
embedded in this study, namely: ‘What is the influence of professional identity
on the values that people ascribe to creative partnership projects in
education?’

1.1

Using a threefold process to analyze the data

Achieving the desired level of explication in this study requires a threefold process.
Firstly, it is necessary to make apparent what teachers and creative practitioners
value and this is achieved by performing phenomenographic analyses on the
interview data from 46 people (23 teachers, 23 creative practitioners) who worked
in pairs to co-facilitate a creative partnership project.

Within this, what was

variously valued comprised the categories of description and outcomes spaces that
the analyses yielded, but the analysis will not stop here. Phenomenographically
analyzing a pair of interviews allows us to determine any difference in what is valued
1

Social identity theory: individuals derive identity and self-esteem via group membership, and therefore an
unconscious and internalised sense of self that is nonetheless socially constructed, determined by intergroup
dynamics and value-laden (Tajfel and Turner, 1979; Tajfel 1981).
2

Social representations theory: everyday explanation and understanding is a socially transmitted shared belief
system created by social activity such as discourse (including very much the media) that leads to consensual
frameworks being unconsciously applied when individuals make sense of the (their) world (Moscovici, 2001).
3

Discursive psychology arises from the social constructionist school of thought and proposes that talk is social
action that in turn impacts on the world that can be spoken about, in others words discourse is socially constitutive
(Potter and Wetherell, 1987).
4

Phenomenography: qualitative methodology which allows for a phenomenon to be mapped according to the
various ways in which it has been construed (Greasley and Ashworth, 2007).
5

In this study, the term ‘lens’ (plural) is used to denote the use of theory as mechanism through which to view the
data. Each theory or school of thought can be a different lens (singular) on the data.
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between any two partners at the level of individual project, but this study is
concerned with group level variation.

In order to arrive at the necessary level of resolution, the superordinate categories
and the outcome spaces that re-appear from one individual analysis to another are
counted up across results for teachers, and likewise across results for creative
practitioners. This allows two ‘professional group’ sets of results to exist and it is
these that comprise the results in Chapter 6 (Findings).

As well as grouping

together related items for each professional group per se, further collations are
performed for professional group within ‘partnership type’ (new versus established)
and professional group within ‘school type’ (secondary, primary, special, nursery) in
order to see if partnership and/or school type have any impact on what is valued by
professional types. These further collations are also explored in the Findings.

Secondly, the first part of the Discussion chapter considers and discusses these
results in the light of what we might expect in terms of (and what existing research
evidence suggests as) characteristic professional positions and viewpoints. The aim
is to look for patterns in the results that seem to ‘speak’ a particular professional
position or identity. For example, it is clear that teachers and creative practitioners
think that creative partnership projects are valuable opportunities for pupils to
explore, experiment and engage in new experiences, but it is not necessarily the
case that both groups use the same language when describing these impacts: terms
like ‘risk’, ‘innovation’, ‘flexibility’ and ‘freedom’ might not be employed equally, or in
the same way, by both groups.

Similarly, if one group values a project in terms of

perceived impacts on academic attainment more than the other group does, is this
likewise an expression of professionally situated norms and agendas?

In order to examine this more deeply, and as the third step, the second part of the
Discussion chapter generates a more theoretically grounded discussion that uses
the social scientific theories of social identity, social representations and a discursive
psychology approach as lens or spotlights on the grouped results and related
discussions thereof. This is in order to try to make further sense of the ‘why’ of any
patterns and tendencies within the results. The application of formal theory as an
interrogative lens or spotlight, in other words, the attempt to further explicate
patterns of results at a formal theoretical level, is not uncommon within educational
research.

It is however not common or even present at all within the creative

partnerships in education research literature to date.
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1.2

Order of this thesis

This thesis is presented in the following order.

The aforementioned initial study, a

thorough understanding of which is crucial to the doctoral study, is presented first.
The literature survey, which was carried out in two phases, is presented next as
Chapter 3. The first half of this literature survey was conducted in 2003 and reviews
the ‘instrumental use of the arts for change’ knowledge base which was prominent
between the late 1980s and the turn of this century. This phase of the literature
search informed the initial study outlined in Chapter 2, itself conducted 2002-2003.
The second half of the literature review surveys the literature that has since come in
to being, and in particular reviews the creative partnerships in education literature
that has emerged in the last seven years.

Although the latter half of the literature

survey has very particular and up-to-the-minute contemporaneity with the research
proper, both phases of literature survey are informative of the arguments to be
considered in this research, and therefore both half of the literature should be
presented together.

Therefore, a literature search which has, historically speaking, been conducted in
two phases, is presented in this thesis as one continuous chapter (Chapter 3) in
order to tell a chronological story spanning twenty years of research evidence in the
arts and creativity in education field. The alternative would have been to split the
search and present each phase separately, the first as part of an initial study
(Chapter 2), but this would have created a synthetic hiatus in the literature
discussion and destroyed the internal logic of the literature overview. Thus pedantic
historical contiguity is usefully sacrificed for coherency of research story. For the
same reason, the literature search is presented after the initial study is presented
(even though part of the search informed the initial study) in order that the
chronological story laid out in the literature survey can rightly been seen as relevant
to and ushering in the main study.

Likewise, Chapter 4, which overviews the social scientific theories to be considered
in the main study, is presented before the research proper and serves as a second
and equally important survey, this time of the key texts and relevant premises
subsequently relied upon in the Discussion. Chapter 5 (Methodology) sets out the
material circumstances of and procedures followed within the data collection, and
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reviews ethical issues as well as those pertaining to reliability and validity.

It

provides an indepth look at the method of analysis, namely phenomenography, and
considers some of the alternative approaches that were rejected. Chapter 6 sets
out the findings, Chapter 7 discusses the findings using social scientific theories as
lens and conclusions can be found in Chapter 8. A brief and evaluative personal
reflection on the research study carried out is presented as Chapter 9.

2.

Policy background and research population

2.1

Creative Partnerships

The data on which this research study is founded was originally yielded by a
research population drawn from a Creative Partnerships initiative. Predominantly
funded by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) with significantly
smaller monies from the (then) Department for Education and Skills (DfES), the
Creative Partnerships initiative was launched in 2001 as part of New Labour’s
intention to bring about the changes deemed necessary in the seminal publication
‘All Our Futures: Creativity, Culture and Education’ (Robinson, 1999). As one of the
largest programmes in Arts Council England’s remit, between 2002 and 2008
upwards of £80 million was spent on creating thirty six Regional Partnerships, all
located in socially and economically deprived areas of England, involving
approximately

4,300

schools

and

3,200

creative

organisations/individuals.

Described as the government’s flagship creativity programme for schools and young
people, its objective was, and still is, to simultaneously develop the creativity of
young people and raise their aspirations and achievement, develop teachers’ skills
and their ability to work with creative practitioners and to encourage a wider school
approach to culture, creativity and partnership working and finally to develop the
skills, capacities and sustainabilities of the creative industries. From the middle of
2008 onwards, Creative Partnerships as an initiative has experienced a reinvention
in the way that it is presented, governed and implemented (it is currently
administered by the new government funded organisational body ‘Creativity, Culture
and Education’) but is nonetheless still primarily about partnerships in education.

Interestingly, recent shifts within the teaching of the traditional arts within higher
education suggest that a common trajectory of innovation, entrepreneurialism,
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professional practice and the employability of young people is being followed at all
levels of education, (e.g. Norman, 2003) not just in the 3-18 age ranges covered by
Creative Partnerships, that is, the Foundation Stage, and Key Stages 1-4. This shift
is considered in the Discussion in Chapter 7 with reference to changing social
representations of what it means to be a creative practitioner: no longer the
aesthetic genius awaiting discovery by art historians, but a proactive agent using the
media as patron, and, presently, Creative Partnerships - not inappropriately - as an
employment exchange. Craft (2003) also proposes that part of the current agenda
is about improving creative capacity in order that it may be a more powerful driver of
a healthy economy, and, by implication, a wealthy society.

2.2

The programme giving rise to the data in this study

The interview data which this doctoral study uses originated from a large Creative
Partnerships funded programme, of which this researcher was commissioned to
carry out a national evaluation. That she was commissioned as principal and sole
evaluator permitted her enough control over the original circumstances of data
collection to be satisfied that the interview transcripts were suitable for revisiting
(including new and thorough re-analyses) for this doctoral study. The programme in
question was considered to be the ‘thirty seventh’ Partnership alongside the thirty
six Regional Partnerships and it supported over a hundred school/creative
practitioner action research partnership projects, approximately 80% of which
directly involved the arts (Burke, 2006). The programme’s remit was to fund and
support partnerships between schools and external creative practitioners whereby
creative activity was co-facilitated and action research frameworks used to
investigate and evidence outcomes for pupils, practitioners and schools generally.
The programme operationalised a democratic and inclusive model of partnership
(Doherty and Harland, 2001) where reification of creative agents as commodities
was rejected.

The interview data that this researcher originally gathered during her national
evaluation of the programme was of a depth and quality that made it appropriate for
revisiting at doctoral level (i.e. this present study), and the commissioning
organisation granted this researcher permission to revisit the existing transcripts she
had made as lead evaluator in order that she could perform an entirely independent,
new analysis. Clearly these pre-existing interview transcripts had to be completely
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re-analysed according to what was deemed appropriate for this doctoral thesis.
Additionally, this study supports not only an analysis of reported outcomes for pupils
and practitioners but importantly the use of psychological theories to investigate for
any professional frameworks and schema that may have been used when ascribing
value. Such is an improvement on the arts education research study outlined in
Chapter 2, as well as an enhancement of the evaluation which of itself gave rise to
the transcripts re-examined here.

Furthermore the inclusion of a theoretical

dimension is an improvement on research in the creative partnerships field
generally. There were some potential risks attached to revisiting an existing data
set, especially one that arose from a commissioned evaluation, and the
management of these risks is explored in Chapter 5 (Methodology) and in Chapter 9
(Personal Evaluation).

2.3

Introducing arts engagement and creativity literature

2.3.1

Pre-Creative Partnerships

The end of the 20th Century saw an increasing belief in the power of the arts to
effect change beyond the development of arts skills for their own sake and the
promotion of aesthetic appreciation. This meant that much of the polemic pervading
educational policy literature in both the UK and the USA was saturated with the idea
that the arts were the answer to many of education’s troubles. The main thrust of
the seminal arts participation advocacy literature coming out of Whitehall (e.g.
Robinson, 1999; Shaw, 1999), and similarly from US government bodies (e.g. the
Arts Education Partnership Report, 2002), proposed that participation in arts
programmes advanced the development of wide-reaching and profoundly
transferable cognitive and/or curriculum-related skills, in addition to developing
personal and social skills, all of which in turn had an overall positive effect on
mainstream achievement.

Previous to 2002 and the advent of Creative Partnerships, primary research and
related literature surrounding the ‘arts as agents of change’ agenda was
wideranging in terms of its aetiology, scope and remit. In order to make sense of
such a huge volume of literature it was crucial to select the key reports and
documents that charted the evolution of research practices and knowledge in the
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field in the UK and the USA and to ignore for the most part the huge plethora of
grey literature that commonly attends such a prolific phenomenon.

American

practices and literature had to be taken very much into account as it was (is) of
great quantity and, as the review in Chapter 3 shows, often leads the field both in
terms of the arts participation phenomenon becoming visible, as well as in terms of
methodological approaches.

In European countries beyond the UK it is clear that the arts for change
phenomenon did not exist so much as an emphasis on practising arts skills for
technical and aesthetic development, with a huge emphasis on cultural heritage
(‘Evaluating the Impact of Arts and Cultural Education’, a European and
International Research Symposium, Paris, January 2007). Literature about arts for
change practices was also found in Australia and New Zealand, but none written in
English (or translated into English) from Asia or Africa. Documents selected for
inclusion and consideration in the literature search represent up-to-date and
relevant literature available at the time of the search and reflect what was
considered to be most important and seminal in the field, including the critical
comment arising from Project Zero in the United States which advocated exercising
caution when assessing causal relationships (Hetland and Winner, 2001).

There are four distinct aspects to the arts participation research that pre-dates
Creative Partnerships and the chronological nature of the literature review signposts
how these different aspects of the field may have developed in relationship to each
other. There is a sense that a distinctly different ideology emerges in the literature
from 2000 onwards. Firstly, the pre-Creative Partnerships literature tends to be
recipient-centric: how engagement is shown to positively impact on those who had
the project done to them, whereas in later literature there is also an emphasis on
continued professional development opportunities for the practitioners involved.
Secondly, the two distinct methodological approaches espoused (the quantitative
experimental approach in which the effect of an intervention is measured, and the
qualitative approach in which the experience of participation is reported by those
involved) are adopted without much purposeful commentary on action research
epistemologies when such might have been appropriate, whereas action research
has much visibility in the arts partnership discourses of 2007. Thirdly, whereas the
earlier literature characterizes impacts as being personal/social, cognitive and
academic, although these key aspects do remain, the supremacy of the term
‘creative agency’ over arts participation means that specific outcomes relating to
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creative operation are now very much part of the lexicon: e.g. risk, innovation,
reflection, perseverance.

Fourthly, explorations of the factors supporting and

inhibiting partnership work did not feature as part of the research: today they do.
The main study presented here innovates in that it introduces the idea that factors
affecting partnership must include an examination of ideological and social, as well
as pragmatic and concrete, territories.

2.3.2

Creative Partnerships and a discourse around ‘creativity’

Since Creative Partnerships has dominated the field in the UK to such an extent
since 2002, the second half of Chapter 2 concentrates on literature that has arisen
as a consequence of the initiative, including: examinations of what creativity might
be (Banaji, Burn and Buckingham, 2006), reviews of creativity in education (Craft,
2001; Fryer, 2003) and the more practically oriented ‘how to scaffold creative
learning’ literature (Office for Standards in Education [OfSTED], 2003; Qualifications
and Curriculum Authority [QCA], 2003). Attention continues to be paid to ongoing
developments across the Atlantic, for example, Harvard’s Project Zero Classroom
initiative with its emphasis on developing creative agency in young people, as well
as the influential Chicago Arts Partnerships in Education.

Literature about the reported impacts of Creative Partnerships itself is readily
available, each of the thousands of partnerships being encouraged to submit small
reports about their activity and findings. Arts Council England itself has published
over a hundred reports, papers and documents which review and describe activity
within and impacts attributed to the programme.
publications, ‘This Much We Know….’

One of the more recent

(Arts Council England, 2007) funnels

research conclusions from four of the five large scale independent research projects
commissioned by Creative Partnerships, findings from some of the local level
research and evaluation projects and finally related scholarly output into one
overarching picture of impact.

Some caution needs to be used in considering the

conclusions drawn from the outsourced national evaluations commissioned by
Creative Partnerships to determine the initiative’s efficacy, and these are discussed
in Chapter 3.

Taken together - one overarching and summative research review, five large scale
independent research projects, over a hundred Arts Council publications and
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thousands of small scale project reports - it’s clear that there is great deal of
reported impact, and furthermore that testimonies as to positive outcomes are very
much in line with that which non-Creative Partnership arts engagement activity has
reported for the last two decades: personal and social growth, motivation and
enjoyment, raised aspirations and, in some cases, claims of greater academic
achievement.

However, like so much of the activity that precedes it, there is so little transparency
and clarity as to methodological rigour and authenticity of data at individual project
level that it is impossible to comment on the validity of reported impacts, except to
say that if certain impacts are said to exist in the overwhelming majority of cases,
and if we can accept that self-report has its own validity, then careful inferences can
be drawn from commonalities; what is not methodologically admissible is the
assertion of causal relationships. Worryingly, it is causal relationships that are all
too commonly proposed. This study does not pretend to have collected data in
ways

that

avoid

the

perceived

‘shortcomings’

of

selfreport

–

rather,

phenomenological approaches (reported first person experiences, self account) are
enthusiastically defended as an effective way to gather authentic data sets.
Endeavours to establish validity and authenticity in ways alternative to quantitative
triangulation are set out in Chapter 5, and careful attention is paid to allowing the
data to speak for itself, particularly in the analysis of open-ended, in-depth
interviews where bottom-up phenomenographical analysis is applied to maintain
integrity.

3.

The mobilisation of social scientific theories

Elejabarrieta (1994) proposed that although the respective emergences of social
identity theory and social representations theory are quite distinct, the two concepts
have a sufficient degree of connection for them to be usefully linked. As both social
identity theory and social representations theory operate in a complementary
manner at the interface of the individual and society, together they can provide
sociological and psychological insights into how epistemologies about self and
society, and self in society, are socially constructed. Moreover, the interaction of
social identity theory and social representations theory provides a means of
exploring how power, status and self-concept exercise a systematic influence on the
creation of ongoing social representations within any one group (Doise, 1984; 1988).
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Characteristic of social identification processes is that communication occurrences
result in consensual group representations: ‘reality’ as accepted by the group.
Analysis of professional ‘type’ tendencies in the way projects are valued could
provide a substantial indication of the value systems per se adhered to by the group
and through which new experiences are interpreted.

This thesis proposes that,

given enough time, new and shared frameworks might emerge belonging to the
partnerships as opposed to the distinct occupational paradigms from which
practitioners hail. This study is too short-lived to track this potential development,
but the idea is discussed in the Conclusion (Chapter 8).

No literature could be found that specifically takes a social representation lens to
examine the phenomenon of arts/creativity partnerships in education, despite an
internet-based worldwide library/journal search for such. An immediately obvious
possibility is that discourses around arts education partnerships and the issues
therein are still relatively young and therefore may need time to become assimilated
into, and indeed themselves incorporate, academic social theories.

It could also

still be the case that social representations theory might yet still reside outside of
wholly-embraced and mainstream UK-USA social scientific paradigms (Duveen,
2001; Hayes, 1991) and is therefore not a default academic position automatically
adopted.

Arising as it does from mid to late 20th Century European schools of

thought, social representations theory contains resonances of the European Gestalt
school of thought (i.e. takes a holistic rather than reductive approach), in contrast to
the operant behaviourism which dominated psychological theory in the USA and
subsequently the UK.

Banaji et al (2006) explore social constructions of what

creativity is, and related identity construction, placing such enquiry squarely within
the remit of Cultural Studies theories of identity. Craft (2001) covers very similar
ground. Both explore pluralistic and mutable conceptions of creativity, and, despite
neither of them specifically discussing the sociological and psychological theories
concerned with social constructionism, their respective commentaries

are

considered to be of great relevance to this thesis.

There is a small amount of work using social representations theory to examine
issues within education in general.

For example, Jarvis’ (2003) examination of

teacher stress, in which he explores teachers’ consensual beliefs that stress is a
phenomenon arising from the environmental rather than the individual domain, and
how such understandings are anchored in the political rather than the psychological,
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uses social representations theory to unpick how different groups can have a very
different conception of the same idea or happening, thus find it difficult to find the
common ground where effective progress can be made.

Howarth (2004), in

exploring attitudes to and behaviours within the practice of school exclusions,
cautions that we should adopt a critical version of social representations theory so
that it ‘offers us the possibility of examining how people collectively negotiate and
contest the institutionalized discourses and practices that inform and reflect their
multiple identities.’ And its application in other spheres, for example, health (e.g.
Stephens, 2007), the environment (e.g. Castro, 2006) and conflict resolution (e.g.
Sarrica and Contarello, 2004) is not uncommon.

Such literature, despite not being

concerned with arts education partnerships, can provide some interesting starting
points.

4.

Partnerships in education and professional group belonging

Partnership is one of the dominant modus operandi of today’s politico-social
landscape and furthermore it is the underlying premise of Creative Partnerships.
Literature about partnership practice as it relates to this thesis is considered in some
depth in Chapter 7 in order to usher in and contextualise the ensuing discussions
about how the participants in this study experienced and reported their experiences
of working in partnership. Partnerships between educators and creative agents, the
central tenet of Creative Partnerships and similar initiatives in the UK and worldwide,
are premised on the received wisdom that such cross-sector working amounts to an
effective and powerful alliance when attempting to construct greater opportunities for
young people to develop their creative and entrepreneurial agency.

The

‘theoretically unanchored’ partnerships to be explored in this study, therefore, do not
seem to be any exception to the tendency for practice to contain little self-conscious
reference to academic theory about partnership.

It is proposed here that teachers and creative agents, like all social individuals,
make sense of the world by using specific and at times respective frameworks to
interpret their experiences: frameworks created by individuals merged together into
professional groups which constitute the societal niches in which they reside. When
practitioners from different sectors come together to work in partnership, they are
typically burdened with a rhetoric about joint venture that rarely includes an
examination of the sociological and psychological difficulties of bringing different
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professional cultures together. Social identity theory can elucidate how individuals
form world views that are inextricably linked with the group(s) in which they operate.
Social representations theory offers insight as to how societies actively form the
received wisdoms that its members subsequently assimilate as the irrefutable,
common sense truth of the social (and physical) world. Both these social cognitivist
theories, as well as discursive psychology, are useful mechanisms for examining the
ascriptions that individuals make, as these ascriptions reveal the knowledges,
beliefs and values held to be true by the individual.

Once apparent, the value

judgements can then be used to explore the nature of socially constructed
understanding and experience in order that the complex dynamics of cross-sector
collaboration be better understood. An obvious political implication is that improved
perspicuity might lead to greater attention being paid to the socio-psychological
factors of partnership working, thus how to accommodate and mediate these within
infrastructures, and ultimately to a more efficacious partnership culture.

The present study also argues that teachers and creative agents are shaped and
restrained by the systems and professional spheres in which they reside, but here
the focus will be on the values ascribed to engagement by agents from different
sectors, the norms and knowledge systems that are exposed by this, and ultimately
the mechanisms of organisational enculturation that such frames of reference
reveal.

Using social theory to focus on the epistemological phenomena contained

in the outcomes spaces that arise from phenomenographically analysing teacher
and creative practitioner interview data, it is hoped that any conflicting trajectories
and ideologies can be elucidated, as well as any emerging new epistemologies and
ways of being identified. Moreover, it is hoped that an examination of differences
between practitioners in terms of what value is ascribed to engagement will lead to
further understanding about partnership work being a demanding business. The
policy implications of this could well be that, if the potential good of partnership work
is to be maximised, meaningful communication between practitioners over time is
recognised as an important factor in working through cultural differences so truly
collaborative spaces can be created.

5.

Innovations attempted in this study

The inclusion of social scientific theories as a series of lens on creative partnerships
in education data is a conceptual innovation that this study attempts, and,
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depending on the outcome, there may be implications for how people subsequently
conceive of creative partnerships in education practice. Creative partnership work is
a social practice and it makes little sense to continue to ignore formalized theory
when exploring it.

The use of phenomenography to analyze creative project

partners’ interview transcripts is an innovation of a methodological nature.

To the

researcher’s best knowledge, the use of social theory to further explore
phenomenographic results within the field of creative partnerships in education has
not been attempted before.

The use of social identity theory and social representations theory together is not a
theoretical innovation (Doise, 1988; 1998).

A modest attempt at theoretical

innovation is found in the present study via the use of these two social cognitive
approaches alongside approaches emerging from the social constructionist school
of thought, and in looking for further synergies with critical discourse and cultural
studies readings of identity.

The diagram in Chapter 4, Fig. 1, shows how social

identity theory/social representations theories sit on one side of an ideological,
paradigmatic divide, with discursive psychology and culture studies theories of
identity on the other.

Pan-theoretical resonances and linkages interest this

researcher: there has yet to be a defining moment that subsumes all social scientific
theories into a coherent meta theory, perhaps this is not even epistemologically
possible, but until then it is satisfying to consider how seemingly divergent schools
of thought can be lined up together in order that we can better understand a single
phenomenon.

If we turn the saying ‘Times change, and we change with them’ (commonly
attributed to Emperor Lothar I, 795-855) on its head, we are left with perhaps the
equally pertinent ‘we change, and times change with us’. Social scientific theories
continues to be an agent of change in important ways: its perspicacity can highlight
opportunities for transformation, whether through application or resistance, with the
result that epistemological shifts can be prompted often in accordance with a
dominant zeitgeist within, for example, institutional practice.

The political

implications of this study are that academic social theory can make provision for, as
well as advance, new and supposedly more enlightened ways of thinking at the
applied, practice level. In short, it can provide ideological parameters for framing
shift in ways that can be practically lived out by those working in, for example,
education.

Some challenges may be created by promoting the deliberate and

conscious theoretical grounding of practices that are often not thought about or
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enacted in this way: for example, it adds another layer to be engaged with and
potentially further increases the complexity of communication.

Despite this,

academic social theory does have the power to inform and support practitioners and
in so doing shape ideas about social worlds and what and how we can be within
them, and it is hoped that this study will make a contribution to this.
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Chapter 2: Earlier, initial study
1.

Summary recap of reasons for inclusion in this thesis

The work summarized here is the initial study alluded to in Chapter 1 (Introduction).
It is included as a chapter in this thesis because its execution, and subsequent
reflections on it, formed much of the thinking that led to the doctoral study presented
as the research proper in this thesis. It is important to present it in detail as doing so
allows for several comparisons to be drawn.

Firstly, it demonstrates the

researcher’s initial awarenesses and starting point compared with her subsequent
development; in other words, it was part of the researcher’s journey and
development discussed in Chapter 9 (Personal Reflection).

Secondly, the work

presented in this chapter epitomizes what was typical in the field in the period
immediately preceding the advent of Creative Partnerships, and thus provides a
good sense of the differences between researching ‘the arts as agent of change’ as
opposed to the impact of creative partnerships in education. Thirdly, the incidental
data that arose from this initial study was fundamental to the design of the research
proper, and this is explored in detail in part two of this chapter.

1.1

Background to the initial study

The research project outlined in this chapter captured impacts that were reported by,
and for, primary and secondary school pupils who engaged in a regional level
Education Action Zone (EAZ) arts programme. Data around impacts for others in
the school community, e.g. teachers was also captured. The programme involved
three Education Action Zones: ‘B’, ‘H’ and ‘W’ from which a sample of case study
arts projects were drawn. Education Action Zones were set up ‘to tackle problems
of underachievement and social exclusion in disadvantaged areas by devising
innovative methods and strategies that would involve disaffected pupils more fully in
education and improve academic performance…….EAZs were encouraged to be
bold and creative in their use of funding and in their partnerships with the business
community and other agencies….the emphasis was on new activities and
combinations of activities that had not been tried together before’. (Ofsted, 2003).
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The EAZ arts programme used for the study typified innovative working with arts
organizations and individual artists in order to lever personal, social and ultimately
academic achievement benefits for young people. Given that in 2002-3, when the
arts programme ran and this study was conducted, the majority of associated
literature in the field was concerned with looking at the personal-social development
that might be expected and inferring an assumed link with subsequent academic
achievement, this initial study simply set out to establish what impacts for pupils
could be attributed to engagement. As a piece of work that pre-dated both the
creation of Creative Partnerships as a government initiative, and the emergence of
more visible discourses about creativity within education (e.g. QCA, 2004), both the
EAZ arts programme and this study are very much of their time.

Interviews with a range of adult stakeholders did, however, reveal so much more
than just perceived benefits for young people, even though interviews had not been
set up to purposely examine the processes of implementation. Glimpses of there
being different conceptions as to what the project work signified, and the theoretical
and political implications of this, are discussed in detail in the second half of this
chapter, and formed the basis for significant design changes to the main study.

1.2

Methodology

1.2.1

Research design

The study hinged on two main mechanisms for yielding data. Firstly, two-phase
questionnaire-based surveys were completed by pupils: these required no writing
but the selection of an expressive face option (happy, frowning, neutral) to indicate
whether or not impact statements were true for them, thus the use of emoticons
made the data collection inclusive of all pupils regardless of literacy skills.
Secondly, face-to-face interviews were conducted with teachers and support staff in
order to ascertain what impacts for pupils were reported by school-based adults. In
this way the design is mixed method, using both a reductionist, quantitative
instrument and a phenomenological qualitative approach, and a degree of
triangulation between the subsequent data sets was found.
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1.2.2

Selecting a sample

A typology of arts projects was constructed out of all the arts partnership work
occurring in the three Zones according to: artform content (visual art, music, drama,
creative writing); school sector type (primary, secondary, nursery, special); type of
provision (formal curricular versus informal out of school hours). This constituted a
totality of projects from which an opportunity sample was chosen. As well as being
representative of artform type overall, school and provision type, the sample was
selected according to the following further criteria: depth of pupil involvement had to
be other than superficial; their participation had to take place over an extended
period of time and the project had to end in an event such as a concert or display.
The final sample also attempted to display equity across the three Zones. A sample
of nine projects was thus identified, involving a total of thirty one schools.
Information sharing meetings were set up between the researcher and head
teachers of individual schools, and twenty five agreed to support the research,
representing an estimated total of thirty lead teachers, approximately five hundred
pupils and nine artists.

1.2.3

Data collection and analyses

A main strand of the research strategy was a questionnaire-based survey of pupil
attitudes, completed by a sample of 246 pupils, that is, approximately half of the
total number of pupils estimated to have taken part in the nine arts projects. As the
sample was representative of age group, school type and project type these views
can be taken to be broadly characteristic of the views of the programme population:
the pupils who took part in the data collection, the schools they attended and the
projects they experienced, did not differ in any systematic way from those not in the
sample.

There are two data collection design exceptions to the questionnaire approach:
nursery-aged pupils were too young to be surveyed directly so detailed observations
were relied upon as a means of capturing impacts for pupils that were then explored
in interview with nursery staff. Similarly, the views of students at a special school
were elicited by teachers asking students to record or voice their impressions of the
project in which they had participated, rather than the researcher administering the
questionnaire. Again, these were used as prompts in teacher interviews.

Issues
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around the robustness of data when collected from young people with a wide range
of ages, needs and experiences is discussed in detail in Part 2 of this chapter.

Pupils in the survey completed two questionnaires, both specifically designed for the
pilot research. The first questionnaire was used to measure general attitudes (to the
arts, school, themselves and their relationship with others), and the second to
measure arts project-specific attitudes, each of the questionnaires being divided into
three sections:
•

•

Questionnaire 1: Pupils’ General Views


Myself and the Arts



Myself and School



Myself and Others

Questionnaire 2: Pupils’ Views about the Project


Myself and the Project



School and the Project



Me, Others and the Project

The rationale for designing and using two versions of the questionnaire with each
participant was an attempt to disaggregate pupils’ general attitudes from what they
wanted to specifically attribute to projects. In this way a ‘project effect’ can be
isolated that avoids the bluntness of the experimental design – that is, pre- and posttest around an intervention whereby a causal effect is sought to provide evidence of
intervention efficacy.

The difficulties and inadequacies of applying positivistic

approaches, such as experimental design, to complex human situations are widely
discussed in the research methodology literature. Banister et al.(1994) urge us to
‘go beyond positivism’, and do research in a useful and relevant way; Devalle (1996)
considers that the ‘simple methodological stereotype of the laboratory’ can usefully
be succeeded by other, equally empirically objective, methods that are more suited
to making sense of the non-laboratory like human situation.

The two-part questionnaire was administered by the researcher in both primary and
secondary schools in the sample. Delivering the survey to classes and groups of
pupils in person ensured that uniformity of data collection was maintained,
especially in relation to how the distinct parts of the questionnaire were
contextualised for pupils.

In this respect, it was possible to measure general
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attitudes to the arts, school, the self and others first, as this part of the survey was
done without any mention to pupils of their involvement in specific arts projects.
Secondly, measuring attitudes to arts project involvement was done some time later,
within the context of having discussed individual projects in order to stimulate
recollection of involvement.

Pupils were allowed to complete the questionnaire

anonymously and were given an identification number so that parts one and two
could be paired correctly for coding and analysis.

All completed, two-part questionnaires were coded into Excel and analyses were
conducted using the overall percentage mean for the number of positive responses
per section for firstly, the general views version, and subsequently, for the project
specific views version. This allowed:
•

quantification of general attitudes towards ‘the arts’, ‘school’, and ‘self and
others’ which is of intrinsic interest in itself, and as a backdrop or contrast to
project specific attitudes;

•

some quantification of the impact attributable to specific arts projects via an
analysis of project-specific attitudes: ‘the project’, ‘the project and school’,
‘myself, others and the project’. This was compared with general views data
to see if there was a value-added effect attributable to projects.

The other substantial strand to data collection was to interview school staff who had
sufficient involvement with the projects. To this end, fifteen short, semi-structured
interviews were conducted with head teachers, and seventeen longer, in-depth
interviews carried out with classroom teachers.

Both yielded qualitative, textual

accounts of reported impacts for pupils engaged in the arts projects which provided
some triangulation of pupil survey data. Texts, in this case interview transcripts, can
be seen as ‘objects that reflect and construct accounts of reality’ (Freebody, 2003, p.
181).

Using an iterative process of working from the data up (rather than merely

looking for phrases that would confirm researcher expectation but no more),
transcripts were exhaustively thematically analyzed for messages about, and
citations of, impacts attributable to the arts project in question. All words, phrases
and explanations located by subsequent siftings through the texts were then
assigned to mutually exclusive categories of impact.

These were finalized into

separate ascriptions falling into six overarching categories: ‘artform’; ‘curriculum’;
‘creativity’; ‘personal’; ‘social’ and ‘fun’ - see Tables 1 to 3 in Appendix 1.
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Some staff were in a good position to look at how projects had impacted not only on
individual and small groups of pupils who, for a range of reasons, had high visibility
within the school, but also in terms of how projects impinged at the level of the wider
school community, perhaps the less immediately obvious outcomes.

As people

whose vision is at the level of the whole school community, head teachers were in a
particularly good position to comment as to whether (and if so, how) arts projects
had enhanced the life of the school. Conversely, class teachers were well placed to
offer insights as to how participation (often of whole classes at a time) had impacted
upon individuals or small groups. The different world views of the two groups and
the ways in which project value was ascribed differently - which this pilot provided a
foretaste of but did not fully exploit - again prompted thoughts as to how to
reconfigure the research proper (i.e. the main study) in order to start examining how
different groups of practitioners conceive of meaning differently, and according to
the professional niches they inhabit.

It was not part of the design of this initial study to interview artists and external
partners as systematically or rigorously as school staff. The rationale for this was
partly grounded in accepting that the projects were run along the lines of traditional
residencies within which the artist’s focus would be on this/her own performance,
productivity and working up a tangible outcome, rather than on assessing pupil
engagement. It was a decision that was also influenced by artists’ wishes to avoid
the hidden costs of engaging with schools: specifically, time spent working with a
researcher that would not be financially remunerated, and it was not considered
ethical to interview artists while they were working with pupils.

However, all artists and external partners connected to the sample were contacted
in order to invite them to make any contributions they wished to make to the overall
picture of impacts, having experienced working with these pupils first hand. Some
were happy to briefly discuss their impressions over the telephone, while others
offered copies of their own end-of-project small scale evaluations. A very small
minority of artists expressed anxieties about, and a resistance to, the research, and
expressed distress at being ‘scrutinised-by-proxy’ as they saw it.

These issues

were quickly resolved when the one or two individuals concerned were invited to
elaborate on their concerns and came to realize that the research was not at all
focused on tracking their efficacy.

In the second part of this chapter, artists’

comments are considered alongside those of school staff, and differences of
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professional culture clearly emerge. The partnership complexities that this raises clear differences of opinion in terms of the purposes and remit of not only projects
themselves but also the research - provide an interesting opportunity to re-evaluate
and make more substantial the theoretical underpinning of the study: see Part 2 of
this chapter.

1.2.4

Validity, reliability

A test-retest was carried out on the Pupils’ Views survey and it was found to yield
consistent results, so can be considered as reliably collecting the data it purports to
collect. It was also designed with due attention to what was already established as
working well in the field at that time e.g Harland et al, (1995); Harland, (2000). The
validity of interview data was established by creating as authentic an opportunity as
possible for participants to volunteer what they felt the impacts were for pupils,
without there being social desirability effects.

Transcripts were checked with

interviewees for authenticity.

1.2.5

Ethics

The gaining of formal ethical approval for the study lay with this researcher’s line
manager as he was the named principal investigator, even though the design,
execution and subsequent analysis of the study was handed over to this researcher.
In order to work in schools, a researcher must have an up-to-date criminal records
check and this was in place. The researcher took care to arrange for a member of
staff to, at all times, accompany any children with whom she was working. Schools
differ in how they interpret their in loco parentis standing, and where schools felt it
was necessary, the researcher obtained parental consent before inviting pupils to
take part in any research. All pupils and adults were given understanding that they
were free to withdraw themselves and their data up to the point of collating the data.
No adults did this, two pupils chose not to take part in the research activity.
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2.

Findings

2.1

Findings of Pupils’ Views survey

Detailed tabulations of pupil data are found in Tables 1A to 1S in Appendix 1 and
these are referred to throughout this section. Six separate comparative analyses
were conducted on the data set as follows: full data set; by individual project; by arts
genre; by school type (primary and secondary); by formal/informal (in-schoolhours/out-of-school-hours) and by EAZ.

In summary, analyses consistently showed that pupils were already positive about
the arts, school, and personal and social aspects of life quite apart from project
work, and this was consistent across the three Zones. In terms of project impact,
the results demonstrate that the projects seemed to help most of all with arts skills
and understanding. Next, pupils reported that the projects helped with personal and
social development, such as feeling more confident and getting on with others.
More than half the pupils also thought that projects helped with some aspects of
school, such as making it more enjoyable. Pupils thought least of all that projects
impacted on core curricular subjects and academic attainment, with only a minority
in most cases indicating this.

This pattern is found to be the case (with some

interesting small variations) throughout the six separate analyses.

These are

summarized below.

2.1.1

Full data set analysis (see Tables 1A to 1C, Appendix 1).

In their general attitudes, pupils were very positive about their experiences and
abilities within the arts (75%), within school more widely (64%), and in terms of their
own confidence and in their relationships with other people (74%).

This is an

indication of how pupils felt prior to, or regardless of, project experience.

The arts
The summary table also shows that a majority of pupils reported that project
experience was impactful in terms of their engagement with the arts including the
acquisition of skills (80%). It is not surprising that an arts project would be reported
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as having the most noticeable impact on arts skills and understanding, especially
given that these projects were quite traditional ‘skills acquisition’ and product
focused residencies.

School
57% of pupils reported that arts project participation helped them with aspects of
school.

Table 1C, Appendix 1 shows that projects assisted overall aspects of

school (such as working hard and enjoyment) and pupils’ general cognitive abilities
(such as planning, problem-solving and thinking independently) rather more than it
enhanced academic achievement in specific core subjects. Only minorities of pupils
felt that projects had a positive impact on academic attainment.

Personal and social
Pupils did report positive project impact on personal and social development (69%).
It is clear that participation enhanced personal and social aspects of pupils’ lives,
such as helping them to feel more confident, and to have greater pride in their
efforts, in addition to assisting them in the way they relate to others.

2.1.2

Analysis by individual projects (see Tables 1D to 1G, Appendix 1)

Analysis by comparing individual arts projects showed that there was little difference
between the projects in terms of impact on pupils’ arts experiences and personal
and social development. Not surprisingly, the presence or absence of concrete
links with curricular subjects influenced whether or not participation was reported as
having an impact on that area of school.

The arts
Pupils across all project cohorts report very positive attitudes in terms of their
experiences, skills, understanding and enjoyment of the arts generally (range = 70
to 89%).

Project-specific attitudes related to artistic engagement were in the range of 75 to
86%. Overall, pupils were more positive about project-specific experiences than
before, with six out of eight cohorts reporting more positively about project-related
than about general experiences.
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School
A clear majority of pupils in each of the eight project cohorts had positive general
attitudes to school (range = 59 to 75%). If ‘Myself and School’ questionnaire items
are broken down into general e.g. (attendance), academic (e.g. curricular subjects)
and cognitive (e.g. solving problems) subsets, the general trend across project
cohorts is that pupils were positive about general aspects of school (range = 61 to
97%) and curricular aspects (range = 66 to 76%), then slightly less positive about
their cognitive skills (range = 52 to 70%).

There were interesting differences between project cohorts when it came to
reporting what impact project work had on different aspects of school. On the whole
project cohorts thought that the project had least impact on subject-based curricular
aspects of school: not surprisingly, the presence or absence of concrete links with
curricular subjects influenced whether or not participation was reported as having an
effect in that area. An out-of-school-hours cheerleader performance project, entry
via audition, was seen as having the least impact on school experience. Two inschool-hours projects, one poetry, and the other digital imaging, were reported as
being the most impactful.

Personal and social
Pupils across all project cohorts reported very positive general attitudes in terms of
self-esteem and relationships with others (range 67 to 84%).

Intra-project

comparisons showed remarkably little difference between these scores and projectspecific scores suggesting that pupils, who were already positive, maintained this
positivity in project contexts.

2.1.3

Analysis by arts genre (see Tables 1H to 1M, Appendix 1)

Across the four arts genres (visual arts, music, drama and creative writing) the
means follow an identical pattern: there is no difference by arts genre. The biggest
% mean difference in every genre case is between ‘Myself and the Project’ and
‘Myself and School’. For all four genres, projects impacted on arts experiences the
most and on school the least.

Pupils saw benefit in terms of personal and social

development: to a lesser degree than arts skills, but to a greater degree than
positive effect on attitudes towards the self as cognitively and academically able.
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The arts
The most positive response occurred for ‘Myself and the Project’ without exception
across all four genres. It is not surprising that arts project participation seems to
positively affect arts experiences, and attitudes to the self as artistically able, more
than it affects other areas of the self or school.

School:
The area of pupil life least positively affected by arts participation seems to be
attitudes to the self as cognitively and academically able. This is still positive with
the majority of respondents, as grouped according to arts genre, indicating that arts
participation had a positive effect (as opposed to not having a positive effect or not
knowing) for visual art, music and creative writing and a technical minority of 49.1%
for drama.

Personal and social:
The second most positive response sets occurred for ‘Myself and Others’ and ‘Me,
Others and the Project’ sections.

Across all four genres the majority of pupils

already felt confident, and, again without exception across the genres, arts project
participation seemed to positively affect attitudes of personal and social confidence
as a majority reported that the project had helped them to feel more confident about
themselves.

Table 1M, Appendix 1, shows that when aspects of school are broken down into
subsets general e.g. (attendance), academic (e.g. curricular subjects) and cognitive
(e.g. solving problems), projects have the most marked effect for general aspects
(i.e ‘X project has helped me to find coming to school more enjoyable’). Overall, a
majority of pupils across the four genres felt that project participation had helped to
improve their cognitive skills, but means were slightly higher for the creative writing
genre than drama.

Means for project participation in terms of helping with

academic aspects of school were consistently lower across all four genres, with
drama the lowest, suggesting again that voluntary out-of-school-hours work,
compared with compulsory in-school-hours work, has less of an impact on thinking
skills and academic attainment.

Having said that the means follow a clear pattern, it is possible to find small, but
nonetheless interesting, variations. The figures can be presented in such a way that
suggests that students involved in drama may have been predisposed towards
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higher self-esteem to begin with, but whether global high self-esteem influences a
pupil towards drama, or that drama projects engender higher self-esteem, it is not
possible to say. It is equally possible that any differences between the arts genres
in this initial study may merely reflect other systematic differences between the
samples: the research design meant that pupils completed either a visual art, or
music, or drama or creative writing 2-phase questionnaire, and never more than
one.

2.1.4

Analysis by school sector - primary and secondary (see Tables 1N and 1O,

Appendix 1)

Again, pupils (primary and secondary alike) were most positive about project impact
on their arts experiences than on personal and social development, and on aspects
of school to a lesser extent. Secondary school pupils tended to be more positive in
their responses in arts-related and personal/social-related sections than primary
pupils. Primary pupils were more positive about project impact on school than were
secondary pupils and this may have been because more of the primary projects
were run in school time and had clear links to, or were embedded within, the
curriculum.

It seems that variation in terms of impact of arts projects on aspects of school can
be related to mode of implementation. Among the most successful in terms of
reportedly impacting positively on the curriculum were those delivered within the
primary school timetable for whole classes. Projects that were less successful in
these terms, i.e. impact on pupil experience of school, were out-of-school-hours
projects in secondary schools attended by self-selecting enthusiasts. Perhaps a
consistency of context (in-school, formal curriculum, classroom) assists pupils to
realise formal curriculum gains more than out-of-school-hours projects which take
place in an altogether different context.

The arts
There were some small difference between primary and secondary schools in the
way that pupils report attitudes to general arts experiences and arts project
experiences.

Secondary school pupils were slightly more positive about their

general attitudes (range = 76 to 89%) than were primary school pupils (range = 70
to 81%).

Again, secondary school pupils score higher in the project-specific
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measure than do primary (secondary school range = 80 to 86%; primary school
range = 75 to 81%).

School
There was little difference between primary and secondary in terms of general
attitudes to school. In terms of whether pupils thought that project work helped with
school, there was some difference. Primary school pupils reported more positively
(range = 50 to 63%) than did secondary school pupils (range = 37 to 60%). This
may be because both secondary school projects were extra-curricular projects
where inclusion was via already having the arts specialism, in contrast 4 of the 6
primary projects were run in school hours and were linked into the curriculum.

Personal and Social
There was some small difference between primary and secondary schools in that
secondary school pupils were slightly more positive about their general personal
social selves (range = 83 to 84%) than were primary school pupils (range = 67 to
79%). Again, secondary school pupils scored higher in the project-specific measure
than did primary (secondary school range = 80 to 83%; primary school range = 61
to 71%). It is not surprising that older pupils gave higher self ratings for personal
and social selves, and perhaps older pupils were happier with and/or had a better
understanding of the questions.
2.1.5

Analysis by formal (in-school) and informal (out-of-school-hours) (see

Table 1P, Appendix 1)

Pupils in both groups (in-school-hours/out-of-school-hours) were most positive
about project impact on their arts skills and understanding. They were positive
about project impact on personal and social learning to a slightly lesser extent, and
less positive about projects impacting on aspects of school, and on academic
subjects least of all.

The arts
Analysis comparing formal, in-school-hours projects with informal out-of-schoolhours projects shows that pupils in both groups were very positive about their
general and project-specific experiences.

General attitude to the arts was

somewhat higher for out-of-schools-hours pupils (range = 70 to 89%) compared
with in-school pupils (range = 70 to 74%). This is not surprising given that the
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pupils in the out-of-school hours projects would have elected to attend and possibly
already had considerable skill in the artform.

School
Both in-school-hours and out-of-school-hours pupils were more positive about their
general attitude to school than thought projects had made a big impact on school.
Not surprisingly, out-of-school-hours pupils thought least of all that projects
impacted on school (range = 37 to 60%).

Personal and social
There was no real difference between in-school-hours scores compared with out-ofschool-hours scores. Many pupils (range 61 to 84%) reported feeling positively.

2.1.6

Analysis by EAZ (see Tables 1Q to 1S, Appendix 1)

Treating the EAZ as a variable serves the useful function of allowing three data sets
to be compared for similarities and differences. This analysis showed that pupil
means followed closely similar patterns regardless of Zone. Given the similarities
between the EAZs, including socio-economic profile, (Education Action Zones were
created to ‘improve educational achievements and promote social understanding in
disadvantages areas’ [Ofsted, 2003]) cross-Zones data similarities are not
surprising.

The ‘H’ zone generally had higher scores throughout, although this

pattern was not pronounced enough to warrant significance.

When grouped pupil responses are compared by EAZ, there are marked similarities
between the Zones, with pupils being most positive about general art experiences,
‘Themselves and Others’, and slightly less positive about ‘School’. Across all three
EAZs, most pupils indicated that projects had had a positive impact on their arts
experiences: ‘Myself and the Project’ (enjoyment of the art-form and abilities and
successes within) was the most highly rated section. A slightly smaller majority felt
that projects had helped with personal and social development. Projects having a
positive impact on different aspects of school was scored least highly, but still by a
majority of pupils in all 3 EAZs.
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The arts
In all three EAZs, a majority of pupils (B=75%, H=79%, W=70%) reported positively
about general arts experiences and abilities. In all three EAZs, a majority (B=80%,
H=81%, W=78%) reported positively their experiences and abilities within the
contexts of specific arts projects. Across all three EAZs, pupils responded more
positively in the context of specific arts projects than they did in the context of
general arts in terms of ‘being good at’, ‘having good ideas’, ‘enjoying’ and the
‘project having a good effect’.

School
In all three cohorts, approximately two thirds of pupils (B=60%, H=67%, W=62%)
reported positively about school. If ‘Myself and School’ items are broken down into
general e.g. (attendance), academic items (e.g. curricular subjects) and cognitive
(e.g. solving problems) subsets, cognitive received the lowest score across all three
EAZs, suggesting that pupils felt less confident about these skills than other aspects
of school.

In terms of overall means, a majority of pupils (B=58%, H=60%, W=55%) in all three
EAZs felt that project participation had helped with school. If ‘school’ is broken
down into general, cognitive and academic subsections, there was a remarkably
consistent pattern across all three EAZs:
-

Pupil means were higher for general aspects of school as opposed to
cognitive or academic. ‘The project has helped me to find coming to school
more enjoyable’ received the highest score within this subsection across all
three Zones. In two of the Zones (B and H), means for enjoying school were
higher in Project than in General. This suggests that projects did positively
influence pupils’ experience of school as projects were something that
helped them to enjoy school.

-

Pupils means in the academic subsection were consistently lower for Project
than for General.

Although the two data sets should not be directly

compared (as they are each measuring a discrete and different context and
therefore do not function as a pre- and post-measure) depressed scores for
academic items in ‘Myself, the Project and School’ suggest that pupils across
the EAZs did not overwhelmingly associate academic improvement with
projects. Means indicate that project impact on academic aspects of school
was stronger for ICT and other subjects than for literacy and science; maths
least of all.
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-

In comparison, pupils across all EAZs did have higher mean scores for
cognitive aspects of school in Project contexts, compared with General:
specifically in terms of ‘thinking clearly’ and ‘being creative and imaginative’.
This suggests that pupils did associate projects with improved cognitive
functioning.

Personal and social
In all three EAZs, approximately three quarters of pupils (B=72; H=79; W=72)
reported positively about themselves and their relationships with others. Across all
three EAZs, pupil means (B=67, H=75, W=65) indicated that that projects had a
positive effect on how pupils felt about themselves and other people:
-

In all three Zones, pupil means for ‘I am comfortable showing people
my feelings’ were higher for Project than for General.

-

Again in all three, three quarters of pupils (B=75, H=76, W=75)
reported that projects had helped them to ‘get on well with other
people’.

-

‘I feel good about what I can achieve’ were the highest scored item in
two out of the three EAZs (B and H).

2.2.1

School staff interview data

2.2.1.1

Interviews with head teachers

Fifteen short, semi-structured interviews were conducted with head teachers.
Transcripts were exhaustively analyzed: twenty five discrete ascriptions about
project impacts on pupils and staff were located throughout the texts as a whole.
These ascriptions were assigned to four overarching categories of ‘artform’;
‘personal’; ‘social’ and ‘fun’. All texts were then re-examined and all occurrences of
ascriptions recorded.

Table A, Appendix 2, details the frequency with which impacts for pupils and
teachers

were volunteered by head teachers.

The most frequently reported

outcomes for pupils and staff were social developments, especially the positive
benefits of working with a professional artist, and personal developments,
particularly raised self-esteem and confidence.

Artform learning was also
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frequently talked about, especially in terms of an increased teacher skill. Heads
also thought that projects provided therapeutic fun for pupils.

A third of head

teachers thought that project work resulted in a useful resource and/or sustainable
ways of working. Additionally, a third thought that projects allowed teachers to see
pupils in a new, more positive, light.

2.2.2.2

Interviews with classroom teachers

Seventeen longer, in-depth interviews were carried out with classroom teachers.
These transcripts were also exhaustively thematically analyzed: twenty six discrete
impacts for pupils were located throughout the texts as a whole, and these were
formed into six overarching categories: ‘artform’; ‘curriculum’; ‘creativity’; ‘personal’;
‘social’ and ‘fun’ - see Table 2, Appendix 2. Additionally, fourteen discrete impacts
for teachers emerged as findings from the interviews with the teachers themselves,
see Table 3, Appendix 2.

2.2.2.2.1

Impacts that classroom teachers reported for pupils

Most (13 out of 17) teachers said that pupils were ‘excited, inspired, motivated and
enthusiastic’. Two thirds of teachers thought that projects had increased pupils’
confidence and self-esteem. More than half reported that pupils had better artform
skills, better behaviour than usual and a more responsible attitude, and that pupils
found working with a professional artist was a positive, enriching experience and
had valued the project. More than half thought projects were inclusive allowing
pupils of all abilities to succeed.

2.2.2.2.2

Impacts that classroom teachers reported for teaching staff

A majority of teachers thought that staffs’ artistic skills were raised as a
consequence of being involved in projects.

Other impacts were cited, such as

projects having useful links with the curriculum, and that artists working with pupils
allowed to staff to see pupils anew.
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2.3

Reviewing the data so far

There are some small variations in the data that have been noted throughout this
analysis, but overall, projects were reported via the pupil survey to impact most
noticeably on arts skills, secondly on personal and social development and to a
lesser extent on aspects of school: perhaps on academic attainment the least.
Broadly speaking, interview data painted a very similar picture of arts project
participation impact: that projects influenced arts-related experiences and skills, as
well as positively influencing personal and social development, such as self-esteem
and collaborative teamwork, so a degree of triangulation has been achieved. These
results are broadly supportive of the ‘power of the arts’ literature that is reviewed in
Chapter 3, as well as the literature that cautions against making causal links
between arts engagement and academic achievement (e.g. Hetland and Winner,
2001).

Interestingly, head teachers did not talk about projects as having any meaning or
impact in terms of the core academic curriculum, or in terms of pupils’ cognitive
development.

Teachers did focus on this to some extent, with a small number

asserting that the project did positively influence curricular attainment and even
exam marks. It is this difference between the import that different groups attach to
the meaning of projects, and the standpoints from which they view and interpret
events, that provides greater research interest than whether or not survey data
simply validates existing discourses.

Information provided by artists and other external partners has not been analyzed in
this summary of the pilot as their contributions did not constitute a coherent enough
data set.

However, a full examination of the issues that arose when these

comments were considered alongside those of school-based staff constitutes Part
Two of this chapter. The function of Part Two is twofold. Firstly, to illustrate that the
study yielded enough incidental discursive data to simulate researcher interest in a
new direction, namely of designing a study that would focus on examining the
professional cultural differences that were beginning to be glimpsed in this pilot, and
to use these detailed examples to start introducing a suitable social theoretical
framework with which to underpin the main study. Secondly, to critically assess the
design of the pilot overall, especially the survey’s potential two-dimensionality or
superficiality in not having yielded any data that challenged commonly received
wisdoms, leading to a substantial reconfiguring of research intention for the research
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proper. The third and final part of this chapter will provide an academic review of
the social scientific theories to be thus employed in grounding the main study,
namely social identity theory and social representations theory.

3.

From pilot to main study

The focus of the second part of this chapter is twofold. Firstly it overviews some
instances in the study where dissonance was apparent, where it seemed that
different individuals involved in the project were exhibiting values and attaching
meanings that showed them to be very different from each other, even at times
bringing them into conflict. The focus of the study and method of data collection
was not designed to capture these views in particular as the intention was to make
apparent the impacts on pupils that could be attributed to arts engagement.
However the study yielded enough incidental discursive data to make apparent
some interesting and unanticipated differences between professionals.

The

vignettes here are considered with brevity, simply to provide examples of exactly
what sort of unanticipated findings the researcher found so interesting, and to
prepare the foundations for introducing the social theory framework in which the
main study (Chapter 4) becomes grounded.

The second function of this latter half of Chapter 2 is to briefly critically assess the
design of the pilot overall.

This led to a substantial reconfiguring of research

intention for the research proper, resulting in a study that focuses entirely on
examining

variations

between

different

professional

groups.

Despite

its

shortcomings, is important to have considered this initial study in such depth as part
of this thesis, in particular the new research interests that it stimulated, without
which there would little compelling justification for the bigger piece of work that is the
doctoral study. It is only by persistently continuing to engage with this early, initial
data that genuinely interesting discoveries came to light (effectively that persons, in
speaking about project impacts, could be seen to ‘speak’ their own entrenched
professional positions, and the implications that this has for partnership practice),
from which a more innovative and more scrupulously theoretically grounded
research question has been fashioned.
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3.1

Differences between school practitioners and artists

As explained in Part 1 of this chapter, artists were invited to contribute data to the
study but on the whole chose not to. This in itself perhaps suggests something
about whose role evidencing impact is perceived as being.

One artist was

vehement about ‘the pleasure of creative involvement being taken away when you
try and measure project success using academic criteria’ and another expressed
‘being sick and tired of the having to be accountable’, that it ‘wasn’t appropriate to
evaluate project success, the project was just the project and speaks for itself’.
Adoption of such stances was not commonplace enough to be entirely
representative of the artists’ ‘group’ overall, but it was a recurring theme. Other
contributions from artists emphasized that the work was about ‘learning skills’,
‘freedom of expression’ and ‘encouraging children to express themselves’.

The

latter sentiment only occurred as the teacher’s view in the one Children’s Centre
project in the pilot, see below.

One teacher marvelled that the children were able to attend to the artist for a very
extended period of time without the ‘usual fuss’ and put this down to the fact that the
artist ‘let the children sit how they wanted to, not like we make them sit cross-legged
in school’.

It is interesting to consider the teacher’s choice of the word ‘let’ in

relation to the dynamic between artist and pupil, and ‘make’ in terms of teachers’
relationships with pupils. This potentially speaks volumes about how the different
social actors in the context are allowed to be with each other, what they respectively
consider their roles to be, and how these are mutable, given that the pupils acted
differently in the two contexts.

Perhaps the most telling example of culture clash between school staff and external
partners occurred in one project run across several secondary schools. The project
aimed to produce a professional level dance routine that culminated in a public
performance to be broadcast live on Sky TV as part of a high profile sporting event.
Whereas the artist was adamant that the opportunity was transparently sold to
schools as a project whereby pupil participation was entirely voluntary, was via
audition, and moreover that he was entirely honest about intending to run the project
his way, school staff seemed to have problems with the ideologies circulating within
the project. Being effectively a cheerleading routine, teachers saw it as being noninclusive of boys, certain minority ethnic groups, and pupils who did not meet
existing ability to dance, physical fitness and body shape criteria. This raises lots of
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questions about the overall purpose of extra-curricular opportunity and reveals
divided opinion as to whether equal opportunities, non-competitive policies should
always be in operation. For the artist, this was a ‘world of work project that was
about giving talented pupils a chance to raise their game and perform to millions’,
when to teachers it seemed to make a mockery of their own and school’s values;
they seemed quite confused, and in some cases, offended, as to why it was on
offer.

3.2

Variation between differently focused classroom practitioners

One project that ran in a Children’s Centre for nursery-aged children exemplified
that it is not just power differentials or variance in sector norms that can create
difference of world view, but that individuals in the same profession sometimes find
themselves in distinctly dissimilar landscapes.

Of all the projects from which data

was drawn for the pilot, only staff from this one talked about starting with the child’s
needs as the stimulus for engagement, partnership between teachers and artists,
evidence-based practice and the need to be reflective. In other words, it the only
one to completely anticipate the main tenets of the Creative Partnerships initiative,
which was at that time still very much in its infancy. All the other projects in the pilot
(typical of their time and maintaining the entrenched attitudes towards having artists
in schools that Creative Partnerships were in the future to find so hard to change)
viewed the involvement of an artist as expert intervention and as having the project
done to them, as being about the tangible product that they would inherit. It should
not be surprising that this forward thinking project unfolded in an early years setting,
a context long immersed in cross-sector working, as well as increasingly involved in
the innovative and wide-scale partnership approach of the Reggio Emilia pre-school
model (see Martin, 1996).

3.3

Differences between head teachers and classroom practitioners

There are noticeable differences in the data arising from interviews with head
teachers as opposed to classroom teachers, despite both groups having been asked
the same, open-ended, stimulus questions. Teachers chose in the main to focus on
reporting impacts for pupils, all seventeen being able to cite multiple impacts (see
Table 2B, Appendix 2). Although asked the same questions and, as a group, able to
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report impacts for pupils to some extent, the range of pupil impacts cited per
interviewed head teacher was much narrower (see Table 2A, Appendix 2).

There are several straightforward explanations as to why head teachers’ attributions
of value around a project may differ from that of non-management and/or classroom
teachers. Firstly, the head teacher, as overall director, presumably has a strategic
view that is not necessarily shared by those whose focus remains within the four
walls of a classroom. This, together with the privileges conferred by the hierarchical
nature of schools, allows head teachers to focus on overall added value that the
project has achieved. With more than half the head teachers interviewed keen to
demonstrate that the project had improved the professional skills of their staff,
although a majority of classroom staff also talked about the skills improvement that
could be attributed to the project, they were talking about their own skills; this is a
subtle but important difference.

Head teachers were also more likely to focus on overall and longer term value that
the project achieved: a third felt that the project resulted in a useful and sustainable
resource that became embedded in school practice.
volunteered this particular view of project worth.

None of the teachers

It was also clear that head

teachers dealt in matters of leverage more than classroom practitioners: ‘The point
is to focus on arts leadership within the school and how to get more funding for arts,
to develop an already excellent track record, and use it support the alternative
curriculum’, (head teacher, special school).

Furthermore, the only mention of

external inspection mechanisms validating project work was made by a manager.

3.4

Differences between head teachers and Zone directors

Different value systems in play did not only appear as an issue between school staff
and artists, head teachers and classroom teachers.

Head teacher desire to

maximise project impact at whole school level is understandable and even laudable,
but this was achieved in one project at the expense of overall Zone strategy, which
caused tensions. In this project, the Zone director’s intention had been to use it as a
community focused inclusion project and contract the artist to work with parents:
‘This was about channelling resources to develop a community element, hence a
brief went out to school emphasising that the artist would provide workshops where
parents were to be the focal learning group.’ (Education officer). The majority of the
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ten head teachers participating in this project had other plans: they arranged it so
that the artist worked with non-teaching assistants instead, typically: ‘We wanted the
expertise to stay in school, so we did it with non-teaching assistants not parents.
That way, the skills are banked in school and the baton can be passed to pupils’
(Head teacher, primary school). This quote also contains a very interesting value
judgment about whose role it is, and by implication whose role it isn’t, to pass skills
on to children.

In another example, the Zone director made a bid for funds to support a ‘three
school’ project: ‘these schools are geographically close therefore it makes sense for
them to work as a cluster’. The schools in question were quite annoyed by this
assumption, their view being that ‘we are so diverse in our needs that we cannot
agree on what one project would serve all our needs. Anyway, why should we share
when every other school gets their own project?’ What is seen as supportive of
networking (and moreover efficient) by a Zone director with a strategic overview, is
seen as unproductive and furthermore unfair by the schools in question.

3.5

Methodological changes to the research

Revisiting the study as not adequate enough in terms of innovation to stand as the
research proper, yet interesting enough to serve as a starting point, resulted in
significant design changes to the main study, which are outlined fully in the
methodology and design section of Chapter 5.

Collecting data from children requires a good deal of thought (Mauthner, 1997). For
example, to what extent is the ‘adult visitor in school’ synonymous with authority and
does this cause a social desirability effect (whereby the respondent tries to choose
the answer that will most please the researcher and/or teacher) - or worse, anxiety?
Given that it is not legally acceptable for researchers to work with pupils on school
premises except in the presence a member of staff, to what extent does staff
presence precipitate a worsening of social desirability effect? To what extent do
schools blatantly lead pupil response in order to try and lever further funding? How
do researchers navigate the necessary parental permission required when schools
have different interpretations of what it means to be in loco parentis? What ethical
issues are involved when schools don’t allow pupils a dignified mechanism for not
contributing to the research; to what degree is the experience of being involved in
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data collection distressing for young people when school does not allow them a
choice? How does a researcher get round the non-representative nature of data
when schools tend to handpick articulate, more able, academically successful and
polite pupils for focus groups? What are the methodological and ethical issues
involved in wholesale, whole class completion of pen and paper exercises, again,
always in the presence of a teacher and often with attendant issues about variation
in pupils’ secretarial skills?

All these considerations, and more, surfaced in the pilot and, although the
complexities that arose did not, in the opinion of the researcher, compromise the
data, pupil data is no longer of enough relevance to the revised research question to
warrant addressing these very complex issues in order to collect it with impunity.
Given also that the new focus is on examining variation between different
professional groups in what they ascribe as having value, data collection from pupils
does not feature in the main study. Instead the study will be designed around indepth interviews with a range of adult stakeholders. Transcripts will be analyzed
iteratively (Burman, 1994) rather than according to the hypothesis-led approach
employed in the initial study. Additionally, the methodology of the main, doctoral
study pays heed to the importance of developing categories early on in data capture
processes (Lyons, 2000) and these clearly identifiable themes serve as ‘topics’
within the phenomenographic analysis employed. After the literature review, which
follows as Chapter 3, Chapter 4 overviews the formal academic theories to be
employed in the main study.
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Chapter 3: ‘The Arts’ and ‘Creativity’ in Education: a
Literature Review

1.

Rationale for the structure of this chapter

The scope of this literature survey is such that it firstly explores, in depth, two
decades of transatlantic literatures appertaining to the ‘the arts as agent of change’
in both educational and social regeneration contexts. It then examines, in equal
depth, the advent of the creative partnerships in both the UK and America via the
plethora of literature that the phenomenon has stimulated, including primary
research reports, large scale evaluations, discursive essays and advocacy
documents. In this latter half of the chapter, attention is particularly paid to how
creativity and the role of the creative partner are variously conceptualised within
educational contexts, as such is very germane to the thrust of the research enquiry
of this thesis. There are other bodies of literature, such as that on the dynamics of
partnership practice, which this chapter does not present.

Not presenting the

literature on partnership practice in the current chapter is a decision that has been
made in the interests of avoiding repetition: it appears elsewhere in this thesis,
particularly in Chapter 1 (Introduction) and Chapter 8 (Discussion) where it is used
to develop and advance arguments in relation to the partnership data, therefore it
does not need descriptively overviewing here. Besides, to do that latter would be to
over-extend the scope of this chapter as defined by its title. Likewise in the interests
of keeping chapters manageable, literature pertaining to the social scientific theories
mobilised in this thesis are presented separately as Chapter 4.

This chapter comprises two distinct parts: ‘The Arts as Agent of Change’ and ‘The
Creativity Agenda in Education’. The first part, ‘The Arts as Agent of Change’, was
carried out and completed in 2003 at the same time as the research activity that this
thesis presents as an initial study (see Chapter 2). The second part, ‘The Creativity
Agenda in Education’, was commenced in 2005 alongside data capture activities
that comprise the doctoral research proper. The split of first and second parts,
however, also reflects the paradigmatic change that dominant discourses and
praxes in arts education underwent in the UK, namely that partnerships for creativity
in education became the mainstay of the debate, replacing former discourses on the
arts as agent of change.
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In this way, the literature review is chronological and offers to some extent a
historical picture of changing discourse. The first half explores the instrumental use
of the arts phenomenon which was dominant in America (and to some extent still is)
and in the UK before the advent of Creative Partnerships. In the UK, this arts-forchange agenda emerged from the cultural capital and community regeneration
output of commentators such as Myerscough (1988), and the assertion, on both
sides of the Atlantic and elsewhere, that the arts was a powerful means of effecting
personal, social and academic growth, was often unquestioned.

Part two of this chapter starts with the taking stock of the British educational system
that occurred towards the end of the 1990s. The rhetorics of creativity and what it
means to be an artist or a creative practitioner receive particular attention as the
theoretical thrust of this study centres on how meaning and identity are interpreted,
socially negotiated and often in a state of flux.

Literature emerging from the

Creative Partnerships initiative in the UK also receives particular attention as it is
this programme that supported the data capture for this study.

Literature that

considers the implications of creative partnerships between professionals in the
education context is also touched on as these feature substantially in the Discussion
chapter.

The review is also meant to convey not only a sense of different eras and instances
of cultural import from America to the UK, but also the extent to which the Creative
Partnerships initiative took the UK off on a distinct trajectory.

To that end, the

review returns to the American projects and initiatives explored in the first half, such
as Harvard’s Project Zero and CAPE Chicago, and finds them alive and well, but still
wedded to a discourse that centres on the arts, as opposed to creativity. Finally,
literature is reviewed that demonstrates how the social constructions of artists and
creative practitioners may have changed and be changing still.

This again is

revisited in the Discussion.

2.

The arts as agents of change
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A strong belief in the power of the arts to effect change (beyond the honing of arts
skills in themselves and learning in aesthetic arenas for the sake of cultural
education) means that educational advocacy and polemic contained in policy
literature in both the UK and the US is permeated with idea that the arts are the
answer to many of education’s troubles. The merits of practising aesthetic genres
for their own sake aside, the main thrust of much of the arts participation advocacy
literature coming out of Whitehall (e.g. the DCMS NACCCE report, 1999; Shaw’s
(1999) Policy Action Team 10 Report) and likewise from the USA (e.g. The Arts
Education Partnership Report, 2002; CAPE Chicago) proposes that participation in
arts projects and programmes advances the development of wide-reaching and
profoundly transferable cognitive and/or curriculum-related skills, in addition to
developing personal and social skills which in turn have an overall positive effect on
mainstream achievement.

Recent useful overviews of this polemic, and importantly some of the research
literature which has contributed to it (including much of the primary research
literature considered here) include: Reeves (2002); Deasy et al (2002); Coalter
(2001) and Jermyn (2001). Similarly, advocators of the importance of evaluating
and researching the so-called ‘arts impact’ phenomenon have written equally
weighty documents for the Arts Council of England, (e.g. Woolf, 2000; Rogers and
Carter, 2001).

Policy-orientated grey literature aside, the primary research and related literature in
the field reviewed was wide-ranging in terms of its aetiology, scope and remit. In
order to make sense of such, it is possible to pick out from a large range the key
reports and documents that chart the evolution of research practices in the field in
the UK and the US. American literature has to be taken very much into account as
it is, understandably, of great quantity and, as this review shows, often leads the
field, both in terms of the arts participation phenomenon becoming visible and in
terms of methodological approaches. Inclusions considered in the first part of this
chapter reflect what was considered to be most important and seminal in the field at
the time of writing it, as well as what was important for the study outlined in Chapter
2, which the first half of this review was conducted to support, namely: ‘what are the
benefits of arts participation for pupils, and how was this investigated?’

There are two distinct, though often interrelated, aspects to arts participation
research. First, how it might affect personal and social skills, and second how it
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might lead to the learning and development of transferable cognitive skills. There
are also two distinct methodological approaches. First is the quantitative
experimental approach in which the effect of an intervention is measured, and
second the qualitative approach in which the experience of participation is reported
by those involved. It makes sense that a chronological look at the literature might
reveal how these different aspects of the field may have developed in relationship to
each other.

2.1

Arts participation and self-esteem

Earlier examples of quantitative research seeking a causal relationship between
participation in the arts and self-esteem via a correlational analyses of psychometric
data can be found in Wylie (1979). To summarise, Wylie (1979) reviews research
studies that attempt to correlate psychometric measures of self-esteem [as indicated
by the outcomes of personality characteristics inventories such as the California
Psychological Inventory (Gough, 1969) and Gough’s Adjective Check List (Gough &
Heilbrun, 1965)] with three different ways of assessing creative ability and success.
These measures of creative ability and success are namely: (1) nominations by
teachers or professional peers; (2) scores on tests of creativity such as the Torrance
test (Torrance, 1966) and the Barron-Welsh test (Welsh, 1959) and (3) self-reports
of involvement in activities and creative production within associated fields. The first
and last classes are of most interest here as the initial study did not use creativity
indices.

Furthermore,

Wiley

(ibid)

concluded

that

associations

between

psychometrically measured self-concept and creativity (a generalisation which
included creative thinking in science and mathematics, and as scored by the
different methods outlined above) could be shown to exist, but the data gave rise to
predominantly inconclusive results. She did, however, show that where creativity
was inferred from nominations and tests (for example, Schaefer and Anastasi, 1968)
these results could be recognised as able to produce predicted trends when
analysed.

At roughly the same time as Wylie’s work there were many unpublished theses in
this field in the period of the late 1960s to the late 1980s.

The majority of these

small-scale research projects supported unpublished doctoral theses and used or
looked at correlations between psychometric measures and/or experimental
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methods as a way of using self-esteem as a variable that might be altered by
opportunity for creative expression and arts participation. A few of these studies
used qualitative self-report data as a means of supplementing the data, but the
majority were very small-scale and quantitative.

It is possible that this

intervention/comparison-based experimental work reflects the way that many
doctoral researchers involved in measuring the impacts of arts education in a social
scientific way carried out work with a very strong positivistic bent before the groundbreaking arts impact research of Heath and Soep (1998) in the US and Harland et al
(1995) and Matarasso (1996) in the UK had its big impact on the field.

In looking at the data made available in small research studies, Esker Kent (1980)
concluded that:

‘Thus we have created a cycle – art allows us to give vent to our creative
urges; our creativity brings about self-esteem; our improved self-concept
assists in the breaking down of our inhibitions so that we can more readily
communicate through art or other modes of expression.’ (Esker Kent, 1980,
p. 23).

Further, Woodrow (1981), using contrasting arts programmes as interventions in a
two-condition experiment, compared within-subject Tennessee Self-Concept Scale
scores of two groups, (for a recent version of this measure, see Fitts and Warren,
1996). The experimental group had followed a unified arts programme (termed as
non-conventional), while the control group was involved in a conventional arts
programme. Woodrow showed that whereas there were no significant differences in
the initial comparisons between the two conditions, students in the non-conventional
programme had ‘significantly better attitude(s) toward each other’, Woodrow, 1981,
p. 90), and they scored significantly higher on a second measure called ‘How I See
Myself’. Woodrow concluded that the non-conventional, unified arts programme had
a greater impact on self-esteem/self-concept than the conventional arts education.

Woodrow’s assertion was supported by McKeon (1982) who used the Coopersmith
Self-Esteem Inventory (Coopersmith, 1967) as a pre- and post-test assessment in
an experiment with pupils to investigate the outcomes of following an integrated arts
intervention.

While the experimental findings were not significant there was an

increase in mean scores.

Teacher observation data concluded that there were

‘observed changes in the attitudes of some of the students that participated in the
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integrated arts classes’. (McKeon, 1981, p. 30).

An example given is the way in

which ‘troublesome’ students were turned around by the experience and became
very different – ‘the kind of experience that may not always show up as a statistic’
(Op.cit. p. 31).

2.2

Arts Participation and academic achievement

Other small-scale, unpublished theses have looked at the effects of arts participation
on academic achievement. Glismann (1967) used ‘arts and crafts’ participation as
the independent variable to determine the changes in academic achievement in
experimental and control groups of less able pupils involved in industrial and
technical education. Results showed that the arts participating experimental groups
made gains in mathematics achievement that were statistically significant, and
Glismann concluded that the experimental arts programme must have included
more opportunities for maths learning than was provided for the control group.
Norman (1986) tested the impact of an integrated ‘Learning Through the Arts’ (LTA)
arts programme on students’ scores on standardized academic achievement tests,
again using experimental and control groups.

She found that ‘students who

received the LTA curriculum for one year attained significantly higher scores on their
achievement tests that students who received the traditional curriculum’. Analyses
of the difference between groups exposed to varying amounts arts participation
were not found to be significant, the key finding was that significant differences in
academic achievement were found between those who did and did not participate in
the LTA programme. She concluded that:

‘the integrated arts approach to curriculum design has potential as the
superior educational paradigm.’ (Norman, 1986, p. 127).

This is attributed to the LTA programme concentrating not only on cognitive, but also
on affective and psychomotor objectives: diversification and sensory training being
cited as the reasons for its superiority. The assertion that what is important is the
breadth of learning that arts participation engenders is echoed in later and current
arts impact research, for example Heath and Soep, (1998).
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In seeking a connection between art judgement, creativity, academic achievement
and intelligence, Washington (1988) used four discrete psychometric measures and
found four positive correlations between the four areas of measurement. She
concluded that:

‘Education in the arts provides students with experiences that broaden their
interests, pique their curiosity, and afford opportunities for self-expression.
The growth experience provided by arts studies creates the initial validation
for art education programmes.’ (Washington, 1988, p 30).

The perceived link between arts participation and academic achievement has been
investigated from a slightly different angle. Stumm (1994) examined the relationship
between creativity, art ability and academic achievement using the Pearson product
moment correlation coefficient to look for associations between Torrence Test of
Creativity scores (Torrence, 1966) and the California Achievement Tests (McGrawHill, 1992). Stumm found that academic ability could be predicted by a creativity
test, and that ‘high’ academic achievers also ranked well on a task requiring
imaginative ability.

This suggests a relationship between those who do well

academically and those who are creatively ‘able’.

One (and there are many)

interpretation of this might be that there is a special synergy between creative
confidence, ability and academic attainment, other than seeing them all as just parts
of a fixed and static global intelligence (see Gardner, 1983). Arts impact research
suggests that is it exposure to arts experiences that can generate attendant success
in other non-arts areas (see for example Harland et al. 1995, amongst many).

Mussoline, (1993), provides a slight change of focus here in that her Art and
Academic Achievement paper reports findings from an entirely qualitative study.
Analysis of a large corpus of observation and interview data led Mussoline to
conclude that:

‘Art can be a powerful motivational tool to those who are successful. It can
provide the impetus to succeed in other areas of school work. (.....)
Participating in an art activity is generally a joyful experience for a child,
regardless of his (sic) academic achievement level.

(.....) Peer group

acceptance through art work builds self-esteem in the child who feels
accepted and important.’ (Mussoline, 1993, pp 83-85).
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In the UK and other non-American research communities, there has been much less
experimental research into the effects of arts participation, and visible research
interest occurred later. Myerscough (1988) is responsible for the hugely important
Economic Importance of the Arts in Great Britain, which, as its title suggests,
primarily investigates the economic impact of arts activity in Britain’s communities,
but it also looks at less tangible outcomes of arts provision. 99% of research
participants reported that they perceived positive community benefits in the arts.
Since Myerscough, research into arts impacts by non-American research groups
has developed in two distinct ways. There has been much research activity into the
role of the arts in community regeneration and neighbourhood renewal initiatives
(e.g. Matarasso, 1997), in addition to several large scale research projects into the
views and experiences of school-aged pupils involved in the arts as part of the
everyday curriculum (e.g. Harland et al., 1995).

2.3

Neighbourhood renewal and community regeneration

Despite the small amount of school-specific literature, the use of the creative arts in
regeneration projects in the UK, Eire and Australia is a very widespread practice and
has given rise to a large quantity of literature in the last decade. Thus, although this
review is concerned with school-aged pupils, community arts participation literature
needs to be considered in some depth due to its emphasis on the social and
personal psychological gains that can be a result of arts involvement.

Much of the

data informing this ‘regeneration via the arts’ literature is qualitative in nature. Some
of it tends to report on multiple ‘snap-shot’ small-scale research case studies, thus
providing an overview of the reported effects of many projects over a period of time
that have a particular focus area or shared remit. For example, Gould (1996): ‘The
Art of Survival: Investigating Creativity in Humanitarian Aid and Development’.
Other literature reports gathered data on a single project, for example Khan (1996)
‘The Tent that Covered the World: Multiculturalism and the V&A Textile Project’.
There is very little evidence that quantitative arts participation data exists except as
a result of conducting after-the-event snap-shot surveys, such as that of Williams
(1996).

As community arts researchers that collectively, individually (and prolifically) work as
Comedia, Matarasso et al.(e.g. 1996a, 1996b, 1997, 1999) claim that creative arts
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projects – especially those delivered as part of regeneration programmes – can be
shown to be effective routes to a wide range of social policy objectives, of which
individual and collective self-esteem is a major component (see also ‘Art for Health’,
from the NHS Health Development Agency [2000] and ‘The Art of Wellbeing’ from
London Arts, [no date]). Incidentally, the latter defines well-being as ‘a state of
complete…mental and social well-being’ of which positive self-esteem is a vital
component – a concept found in any number of psychological accounts of selfesteem e.g. Steffenhagen and Burns (1987) and Bednar, Wells & Peterson (1989).
Frequent claims are made for developments in self-confidence, increased
independence and explorations of self-identity, all as a result of participation in a
wide variety and range of arts projects. On the basis of conducting and analysing
after-the-event interviews in addition to large-scale corpuses of survey data from
participants and practitioners, a picture of the individual and psychological benefits
of involvement in the community arts projects is built up.

More recently, ‘Use or Ornament’ (Matarasso, 1997) has an entire chapter devoted
to how creative arts projects impinge on personal development, especially in terms
of increasing confidence, and changing people’s feelings about their capacities.
Although confidence and self-esteem are not interchangeable per se, it is difficult to
identify where one ends and the other begins. In addition, Kelly, Wojdat and Khan’s
‘The Creative Bits’ (1997) reports on the social impact of using digital technology (a
newcomer in the field of creative arts), where individual or personal development
and health and well-being feature as two of six categories of ‘impacts that
involvement in the arts creates’. These are further exemplified as ‘enhanced status
and increased self-confidence’ due to participation in some projects surveyed.

Arts impact research of seminal importance is the longitudinal work of Shirley Brice
Heath (Heath and Soep, 1998; Heath and Roach, 1999).

These accounts of the

positive effects of participation in the arts as part of neighbourhood renewal
programmes are written from a perspective of knowing that an abundance of
theories, clichés and nuggets of received wisdoms as to why arts should feature in
the lives of the young co-exist alongside a lack of academically rigorous and
methodologically sound research, and that it would be unhelpful just to add more of
the same to this. Using qualitative research methods (interviews, focus groups and
observation) together with quantitative surveys, and within-subject comparisons
made between arts project attendance and standardised national attainment scores,
Heath et al. seek to establish a robust evidence base via a triangulated, thoughtful
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and consistent methodology applied long term.

‘Youth Development and the Arts

in Non-School Hours’ (Heath and Soep, 1998) provides an overview summarising
10 years (1987-1997) of research into many out-of-school-hours creative arts
programmes. Using a wide range of qualitative evidence therefore, Heath et al.were
able to pinpoint common characteristics, or outcome indicators, such as the
development of personal and social skills and increases in academic achievement,
and other general beneficial effects of participating, that were a reported result of,
and indicated ‘good quality’, community arts projects.

In addition, the effects evidenced included a perceived increase in motivation,
measured by the completion of the National Educational Longitudinal Survey, in
which creative arts participants were compared with a representative sample of nonarts-participating respondents (a control group).

From this, Heath and Soep drew

many conclusions based on quantitative comparisons that supported the case for
the positive effects of arts participation. Overall, not only do these provide a picture
of increased motivation within the field and across wider curricular areas, but also
give a picture of more confident, self-effective and satisfied individuals. In short,
participating individuals had some indicators of more positive or enhanced selfesteem when compared with the control group.

2.4

Arts participation impacts on school pupils

Leaving aside literature from a broadly or loosely educational field, and the
neighbourhood renewal and community regeneration literature that reports on the
instrumental uses of the arts to generate the positive changes discussed above,
there is school (or ‘pupils of school age’) arts engagement literature. Perhaps the
most relevant research literature comes from the work of Harland et al. for the
National Foundation for Educational Research. In addition to a large-scale survey
and interview based research project ‘Arts in Their View: A Study of Youth
Participation in the Arts’, Harland, Kinder and Hartley (1995) investigate pupil
participation in the timetabled arts curriculum and report that the ‘arts effects’
evidence included increases in self-esteem and confidence, as well as
enhancement of thinking, organisational skills and other cognitive gains.

Moreover, Harland et al. (2000) present a further account of the National Foundation
for Educational Research/RSA’s research study into the effects and effectiveness of
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arts education in English and Welsh secondary schools. Using prior and subsequent
academic attainment scores (in addition to interview and survey data) they set out to
measure the beneficial effects of participation in the arts on academic attainment.
Funded by the Arts Council of Great Britain and the Local Government Association,
this study set out (in addition to other remits) to:

‘investigate the range of outcomes attributable to arts education, including
the hypothesis that engagement in the arts can boost general academic
performance.’ (Harland et al., 2000).

Importantly, one of the noticed effects on pupils in schools with good reputations for
high quality provision of creative arts learning situations was a heightened sense of
fulfillment and advances in personal development, and data to this effect from
research participants features strongly in the report.

Additional research data

came out of the NFER’s Arts Interface Research Programme, (2004) which
investigated the role of the arts in the Education Action Zones of Corby and Bristol.
Other literature found specific to arts programmes in schools, specifically Education
Action Zones, were Bryant’s (2001) short essay on the contribution to development
and improvement to schools that the arts are reputed to make, and the inclusion of
Learning Zone arts programmes in the DCMS sponsored ‘Count Me In’ research
programme (Leeds Metropolitan University, 2002).
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2.5

Transfer of skills

Recently, there have been extensive quantitative meta-analyses of (predominantly
American) research investigating causal links between participation in the arts and
academic achievement, e.g. Winner and Cooper, 2000; Winner and Hetland (eds),
2000; Hetland and Winner, 2001. Here, substantial comment is made around the
US-based REAP (Reviewing Education and the Arts) Project. In ‘Arts and Academic
Achievement: What the Evidence Shows’, Hetland and Winner (2001) examined
reported correlations between arts education and academic achievement.
Comprehensively synthesising 188 studies and calculating 275 effect size rs with
which to conduct 10 meta-analyses to contrast and compare these effect sizes
across studies, Hetland and Winner found three areas where clear causal links
could be made:
•

Firstly, a link between listening to music and improved temporal-spatial
performance;

•

Secondly, a link between playing music and spatial reasoning;

•

Thirdly, between classroom drama and improved verbal skills.

In addition, Hetland and Winner found three areas where there was equivocal
support: ‘learning to play’, ‘music and maths’ and ‘dance and non-verbal reasoning’.
Although they found some evidence, they found no generalisable, reliable causal
links for the following: ‘arts and verbal/maths scores’; ‘arts and creative thinking’;
‘music and reading’; ‘visual arts and reading’ or ‘dance and reading’. These authors
emphasised that arts participation may well add value to non-arts academic
outcomes, but that it is dangerous to justify inclusion of the arts by supposed
secondary non-arts effects – the arts should be of value in their own right.

In response to this meta-analysis, and to the REAP research evidence in general,
Arnold (2001) called for new research to be done on the impact of integrated arts
teaching on academic achievement, and cites the arts as a possible valuable entry
point for educating underachieving students.

This echoes assertions made by

Glisman (1967) and is later reinforced by Catterall (2002).

The Critical Links

Compendium, (Deasy (ed.), Catterall, Hetland and Winner, 2002) likewise contains
many overviews of small scale REAP-linked research projects, within which some
support is found for the theory of transfer of skills, but there remains much reticence
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about making any definite claims. As a delegate at the ‘Beyond the Soundbite: Arts
Education and Academic Outcomes’ conference (Getty Centre, Los Angeles, 2000),
Harland (2000) emphasises the desirability of ‘measured’ conclusions.

One

frequently stated conclusion is that the lack of evidence for causal link between the
arts and academic achievement should not be used as a reason to stop promoting
the arts for their own sake.

2.6

Arts for arts education’s sake

The ‘arts education for the sake of the arts’ argument that features highly in much
arts education literature is deemed peripheral here only for reasons of economy.
Similarly, alongside literature that investigates the effects of participation in arts
projects in terms of raising self-esteem, or impacting positively on academic
achievement, some related reports focus on arts participation effects in terms of
perceived increases in motivation for learning. Here the implication is usually that
arts participation has a positive effect on motivation and cognitive learning, and
subsequently higher achievement across the curriculum is attained. A literature
review into arts participation research should also be inclusive of discursive
literature such as that which contests the use of research findings to make the case
for the instrumental use of the arts. Eisner’s ‘Does Experience in the Arts Boost
Academic Achievement?’ (Eisner, 1998) and Catterall’s response to that paper
‘Does Experience in the Arts Boost Academic Achievement? A Response to Eisner’
(Catterall, 1998), are amongst some of the work that has an emphasis on discussing
not only arts effects and arts participation outcomes, but the nature of cognitive
transfer itself, in respect of whether thinking in the area is generally over-simplified.

Here, the question is whether it is too simplistic to make declarations about causal
links between skills learnt in an arts arena and subsequent enhanced performance
in academic areas, when these declarations are often based purely on the anecdotal
reflections of those asked, rather than on more rigorous data collection methods that
might include a pre- and post-test measure.

Methodology causes concerns for

many researchers in the field who, like the authors here, may be concerned with
executing methodologically rigorous research, whilst at the same time avoiding the
two extremes of an inappropriately rigid experimental ‘treatment’ on the one hand,
and the miasma of completely qualitative submissions on the other.
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Additionally, as may be anticipated, any research emphasis on the arts as a useful
vehicle to enhance learning in other areas (see Dean and Gross, 1992; DuPont,
1992 and Hamblen 1993) can prompt an ‘art for art’s sake’ backlash (Davis, 1996).
Paradoxically, however, as the creative arts in education have become sidelined by
funding and ‘back to basics’ curriculum focus ideas, the battle cry is frequently
raised by arts professionals and practitioners themselves that pupil involvement in
the arts impinges positively not only on personal and social skills, such as enhanced
communication, and has the psychological benefits of elevating self-esteem, but
positively affects other, notably academic, curricular areas, see any of the
artistic/creative company literature that is frequently sent into schools .

2.7

What is lacking in terms of research practice

Despite a more or less blanket recommendation of the instrumental values of the
arts, regardless of the levels of significance reported in some experimental studies,
with the exception of Harland’s work for the NFER (Harland et al.1995, 2000 and
2001) and the work of Heath and Soep (1998) and Heath and Roach (1999), very
little primary research literature exists which explores the effect of extracurricular
arts activities. Of those that do utilise mixed methodologies, there is a tendency to
collect quantitative data using survey techniques and triangulate these with
analyses of interview, rather than try to mix experimental data, such as pre- and
post-test scores before and after participation with in-depth participant self-report.
Therefore, at the time of writing this, a gap exists in the UK for research into the
personal and social, cognitive and ultimately academic outcomes attributable to arts
participation that goes beyond the single phase survey-based and qualitative selfreport evaluations conducted to date.

Whereas the area of interest is one already investigated by many researchers on a
variety of levels, the research outlined in this paper contends that the use of
statistically testable pupil scores for within- and between-subject comparisons,
together with interview data to add detail, colour and definition to findings, provides
a tighter research project, that it also broader in scope – one which goes beyond the
‘survey + interview + extant academic scores data’ default position of much arts
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participation research. Neither is there any coherent attempt at comparing data
between arts genres or specialisms: much of the research work to date focuses on
either one arts specialism, or on a mixture of the arts in general. The researcher
who is interested in whether comparisons between four different arts genres, or
specialisms, will indicate that one, as opposed to another, may be shown
comparatively speaking to have had a more profound effect on pupil self-ratings.
However, the current lack of any such research in the existing corpus would lead
the researcher to consider why the gap exists and to think very carefully about
ethical and practical considerations.

3.

The Creativity Agenda in education: UK discourses in the 21st

Century

3.1

Defining ‘creativity’

On the other side of the Atlantic, the discourse on partnership practices in education
maintains its focus on the arts, e.g. Burnaford et al. (2007). Twelve years ago, a
taking stock of what was happening in education including a retrospective look at
the National Curriculum’s first decade, resulted in the UK government publishing its
white paper Excellence in Schools (Department for Education and Employment,
1997). Whilst the main focus was on raising standards in numeracy and literacy,
this paper also emphasised that education urgently needed to unlock the potential of
every young person, indeed that the future economic prosperity and social cohesion
of the country depended on this. Furthermore it argued that a national strategy for
creative and cultural education was essential to that process. New Labour’s rallying
cry was one of educating a generation in such a way that their creative talents could
be used to build a true enterprise economy; thus that creativity be intrinsic to
education, skills, training and management practices.

Despite this appearance of a common purpose (i.e. an apparent consensus as to
the increasing desire for creative agency to feature increasingly within education),
the literature shows that what is meant by ‘creativity’ is very varied. What creativity
diversely and assortedly means is as dependent on socially constructed terms as
any other phenomenon.

The All Our Futures report to the National Advisory

Committee on Creative and Cultural Education (NACCCE) in 1999, whilst ushering
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in a new discourse on creativity and its increasingly desired presence within
education, suggests that ‘creativity’ can be mistakenly hijacked as synonymous with
the traditional arts, advising that it should be seen as ubiquitously fundamental to
other practices such as scientific, economic and political activities. Similarly, rather
than accept the elite view that creativity can only be the rare, unusual and innate
preserve of the few, whilst it is important to recognise exceptional talent and
achievement, the paper democratically proposes that everyone is capable of some
degree of creative agency, given the right conditions. This is an attitude more useful
to fostering the omnipresent creative and cultural education that All Our Futures
seeks to promote.

Given the pragmatic essence of All Our Futures, it is somewhat surprising to find its
definition of creativity: ‘imaginative activity fashioned so as to produce outcomes that
are both original and of value’, rendering itself virtually redundant by being so
abstract, all-encompassing and ephemeral.

Likewise, there is an esoteric

vagueness to Doherty and Harland’s (2001) description of creativity as an
‘interaction between individual, material and environment in new and innovative
ways’. Both are interesting given that the task with which creativity is charged, i.e.
to engender independence and entrepreneurialism in the up and coming generation,
is a concrete and specific expectation. Clearly it has been necessary for policy
makers and educationalists to translate these ambiguous abstractions into more
practical and concrete guidelines (such as in the ‘how to’ toolkits that are discussed
below), but it remains the case that creativity, for the most part, eludes clear and
useful definition.

Creativity as a descriptive term succumbs to socio-historical forces and is therefore
subject to both multiple existences and change. In asking ‘What do we mean by
creativity?’ Craft (2001) explores the differences between what she calls ‘high or
extraordinary creativity’ and ‘ordinary/democratic everyday creativity’; the latter
being the more appropriate and relevant to education in her opinion. Craft (2003,
2006) later considers the suturing of creativity to and within education and asks
whether this is a good thing for education, given the limitations she outlines. Her
conclusion is that the phenomenon creates dilemmas for the educator such as
whether education is the correct place to nurture culturally specific practices, and
that creativity should be fostered ‘wisely’. Gibson (2005) also looks at some of the
assumptions that can underpin constructs of creativity, e.g. individualism and
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instrumentalism, and suggests that both are questionable within an educational
context.

Banaji, Burn and Buckingham (2006) have produced an interesting document that
looks to some extent at the social construction of creativity, distinguishing no less
than nine rhetorics that construct it, including the representations of ‘creative
genius’, ‘ubiquitous creativity’ and ‘creativity for social good’. They warn that these
nine rhetorical positions are not necessarily used with clarity or consistency and that
their relationships to each other are not fixed and stable but dependent on specific
social situations. One dominant representation of creativity has been its alignment
with the traditional and commercial arts, with certain media and aesthetic practices.
Although this social representation of creativity-as-traditional-arts has dominated
Western society until recent years, it is possible to see new social representations
emerging in the plethora of media that herald creativity-as-entrepreneurialism, for
example, and creativity-as-enterprise. The latter reflect current drives to engender
economic viability in the UK and prepare a workforce accordingly, hence the link to
education and educational initiatives.

3.2

The role of creativity in education, including catalyst for change

In 2001, Doherty and Harland asserted that in the early 1990s, discussions about
the role of creativity in pupils’ learning were comparatively rare and somewhat
esoteric’ (ibid p.1).

However at the beginning of the 21st Century, the development

of creative agency began to be seen as something that conferred educational and
entrepreneurial advantage, and thus contributed to a young person’s ability to shape
their future and contribute to the cultural and economic capital of the country.
Several reviews have been produced that examine the dynamic between the arts,
creativity and education. For example, Sharp and Le Metais (2000) explored the
international picture across nineteen educational systems and concluded that these
countries share the same beliefs, priorities and challenges in their mutual
recognition that creativity has a key role to play in contributing to economic
competitiveness. The Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) (2002) have
explored the notion of the ‘arts-rich’ school, their examination of eleven schools
(identified as outstanding in terms of their Artsmark [www.artsmark.co.uk]
achievement) resulting in ‘arts-rich’, meaning possessing a strong vision of and
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provision of the arts, whereby the arts are a mechanism for inclusive educational
practices and contribute to more global and general processes such as motivation
and self-esteem.

Loveless (2002) reviewed creativity, technologies and learning, examining both the
role of digital technologies in creative processes and the role of creativity in
education. In ‘Expecting the Unexpected’ (Ofsted, 2003) the Office for Standards in
Education reported its inspection of forty two schools, concluding that the effective
promotion of creativity is about staff commitment, subject knowledge competencies
and the pedagogical know-how to foster creativity in all abilities, as well as schools
being outward-facing and welcoming of the perspectives and competencies that
external partners can bring to the them.

Fryer (2003), on behalf of the QCA,

reviewed formalised programmes in the UK, USA and Japan designed to develop
creativity (such as the Synectics Education Initiative, the de Bono programme), her
view being that three broad approaches to developing creativity exist and that these
are culturally specific: in the United States, the focus seems to be on active idea
generation (invention, innovation and discovery), in Japan the focus is more
contemplative and about making contact with personal intuition, whereas in the UK
creativity = ‘the arts’.

Alongside these predominantly UK government funded

research reviews, academic scholars have also independently engaged in the arts
and creativity in education debate, for example, Prentice (2000).

3.3

Creativity in education: ‘how to do it’

It is almost inevitable that any educational trend, once it becomes fixed within
discourse and praxis, brings with it a raft of ‘toolkit’ and ‘how to do it’ literatures.
There is a vast array of advice on how to ‘do creativity’ in education ranging from
government guidelines to commercial schemes. This is particularly the case right
now, given that tasking schools to design a creative curriculum is a recent edict to
have come out of Whitehall. Space does not permit such literature to be examined
for scope and pitch, but includes books (e.g. Cropley, 2001); central UK government
strategies (e.g. DfES, 2003); schemes published by official government bodies
(QCA, 2004) and Arts Council England publications (Wolfe and Belloli, 2005).
Commercially published schemes are numerous to fit into the remit of this literature
search.
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3.4

Large scale creativity in education initiatives in the UK

This section of the chapter reviews the literature that has arisen from the largest
scale creativity in education initiative: Creative Partnerships. Creative Partnerships
was officially launched in 2001, following the influential White Paper All Our Futures
(NACCCE, 1999).

The initiative’s original aims and objectives: to develop and

nurture young people’s creativity by supporting arts organisations and creative
professionals to work with them as well as to promote and celebrate the value of the
arts in the lives of young people, were initially outlined in the government Green
Paper ‘Culture and Creativity, the Next Ten Years’ (Department for Culture, Media
and Sport [DCMS], 2001). There is an increasing volume of UK literature that refers
in some way to impacts ascribed to Creative Partnerships and these broadly fall into
four categories.

Greatest in volume are the very short, web-published, individual partnership project
reports that all school partnerships funded by Creative Partnerships have to submit
and these run into thousands. Creative Partnerships also commission what Arts
Council England calls ‘public research project’ reports around regional Creative
Partnerships and certain aspects of the initiative overall.

These are attractively

produced, illustrated documents that exist in the public domain as free,
downloadable documents and they are often launched at conferences. To date
there have been five, large scale national evaluations of Creative Partnerships per
se.

A fourth area is the independently produced scholarly output that provides

comment on the phenomenon of Creative Partnerships. Lastly, there has been a
House of Commons Special Report on Creative Partnerships and the curriculum
(House of Commons, 2007), to which this researcher contributed.

Literature about the reported impacts of individual Creative Partnerships projects is
overwhelmingly available, each of the thousands of partnerships being encouraged
to submit small reports about their activity and findings. Not only would it have been
impossible to review these individually for this literature survey, but it would also be
difficult to justify what purpose this would have served. For the most part, these
web-published reports describe individual, small scale local partnership projects and
contain very little in the way of research evidence that could be independently
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verified for rigour. It would theoretically have been possible to attempt a metaanalyses of these many projects, akin to the comprehensive synthesis preformed by
Winner and Hetland (2001) described in Part 1 of this chapter, to determine any
generalisability; however, such is not the focus of this thesis.

Arts Council England itself has published over a hundred ‘public research and
evaluation reports’ which were commissioned to review and describe activities and
impacts attributed (http://www.creative-partnerships.com/researchandevaluation).
Again these documents are too numerous to review individually. Many are small
scale, highly narrative, case study descriptive and often lapse into ‘toolkit speak’.
They are therefore of limited use to any researcher determined to find any sound
educational research basis to the confident assertions about creativity as a catalyst
for change that are commonly and frequently broadcast.

This category also

includes five substantial documents that comprise the Creative Partnership Series
commissioned to introduce readers to the main principles, theories, research and
debate in the field. Specifically these focus on: the rhetorics of creativity (Banaji, S.,
Burn, A. and Buckingham, D., 2006); consulting young people (Bragg, 2007); whole
school change (Thompson, 2007), the cultural and creative industries (O’ Connor,
2007) and arts in education and creativity (Fleming, 2008). Those that are useful to
this study are discussed at more length where appropriate.

Creative Partnerships has been subjected to five large scale national evaluations of
its impact and efficacy, including one Ofsted inspection. All these findings have
recently come into the public domain. Evaluation processes within the first national
evaluation of Creative Partnerships (Sharp et al., National Foundation for
Educational Research [NfER], 2006) focussed on capturing reported changes in the
self-confidence, self-esteem and attitudes to learning amongst the young people
involved in projects, and the differences that adult stakeholders ascribed to project
participation for themselves as professionals. This evaluation report asserts that
‘Creative Partnership Coordinators had many positive things to say about Creative
Partnerships after two years of involvement.’ (Sharp et al, ibid, p.11). Some of
these claims are unambiguously underpinned by self-reported research data: when
asked to agree or disagree with five statements about the impact of Creative
Partnerships on their school, more than 80% of the respondents indicated that the
impact was positive in each of the five instances. Findings were likewise clear that
majorities of professionals reported positive impacts for school staff development,
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especially in later rounds of data collection when CPD programmes had been
undertaken.

Sharp et al.’s report is interesting from the point of view that other data is less clearly
presented in the document; in fact, the precise meaning of some of the research
findings are difficult to tease out from the (large body of) text in general. Close
reading reveals that some asserted findings that have been presented positively can
conversely be interpreted in a more negative light. Whereas the report confidently
asserts that teachers had many positive things to say, scrutiny of the descriptive
statistics upon which this statement partially relies reveals that, for each of the nine
most frequently volunteered positive descriptive terms, in actual fact only a minority
of the research population had volunteered them in each instance.

Impacts on pupils are even more difficult to disentangle from a text heavily laden
with caveats and counter arguments, possibly in an attempt to obfuscate the failure
to achieve unambiguously positive results in closed questionnaire work with a
sample of around 2500 pupils. In summary, the report eventually concluded that, in
their own estimation, pupils were already motivated, confident, and well-disposed to
learning before the advent of Creative Partnerships, but that secondary pupils’
scores became less positive in relation to effort, motivation and attitudes to
teamwork during their first two years of Creative Partnership involvement. Both
primary and secondary pupils’ scores indicated greater interest in other cultures
after two years of the programme, but the latter could be an arbitrary co-existent as
it was not triangulated by data from any of the other stakeholder groups: none of the
teachers volunteered greater knowledge of other cultures as an impact attributable
to Creative Partnerships. The extent to which changes for pupils (some of them
negative) were influenced by Creative Partnerships is still open to question. Like
researchers and commentators before them (e.g. Hetland and Winner, 2001), the
research team recommend that caution is needed in terms of citing a causal link
between positive trends in attitudes and pupil involvement in the initiative.

Interestingly, Sharp et al’s national evaluation Final Report is not overviewed in
Creative Partnership’s latest research overview publication ‘This Much We Know….’
(Arts Council England, 2007) despite it being a large scale piece of work. ‘This
Much We Know….’ funnels research conclusions from the other four of the five
large scale independent research projects commissioned by Creative Partnerships
(in addition to findings from some of the local level research and evaluation projects,
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and some related scholarly output) into an overarching picture of impact. Again
some caution needs to be exercised when considering the overall conclusions
celebrated in the advocacy text that cushions the research findings, and the
sometimes uneasy relationship that such assertions have with the detailed findings
emerging from the research projects.

For example, the NfER Tracking Survey (Eames et al., 2006), which looked at
Creative Partnership’s impact on young people’s attainment, concluded that
although some statistically significant impacts on attainment could be found (in
some Key Stages for some academic subjects) these could not be said to be
educationally significant:

that

the

measurable

outperformance

of

Creative

Partnership attendees compared with their school peers could not be conclusively
attributed to the programme. Ofsted (2006) concluded that Creative Partnerships
was effective in developing in pupils some of the attributes of creative people and in
developing personal and social skills; the evidence offered by schools as to the
impact on academic achievement remains untriangulated. The British Research
Market Bureau found that the majority of head teachers they surveyed cited positive
impacts for pupils in terms of personal and social development and educational
attainment (Mackey and Ullman, 2006) but these are reported outcomes arising
from small scale projects, about which there is no way of ascertaining the degree of
methodological rigour or integrity of data.

Finally, the Burns Owen Partnership

(2006) report on Creative Partnership’s impact on the creative and cultural economy
concluded that there was a significant effect on the development of the sector: these
findings are predominantly based on reported experiences via focus groups,
interviews and surveys, although there might be a degree of triangulation as
financial records were also interrogated.

That the relationship between co-existing variables within a data set - or indeed the
direction of any such relationship - cannot be confidently asserted from the level and
quality of data available is a problem in the field that frequently arises. Causal
relationships

cannot be confidently asserted due to the impossibility of

disaggregating all the multiple experiences that, in this case, pupils and teachers
and external partners experience over a period of time, and thus it does rather call
into question the validity of using a quantitative, closed system methodology such as
a survey to yield data about complex human experiences. In attempting to achieve
‘scientifically’ rigorous data, it is easy to confuse validity that belongs to a positivistic
paradigm with authenticity. Likewise, where qualitative data does exist, often it is
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untriangulated or relegated as anecdotal due to lack of transparency of data
collection methods. These issues and others related to validity are explored fully in
Chapter 5 of this thesis, Methodology.

3.5

Large scale initiatives and literature external to the UK

A worldwide search for national level arts/creative programmes has not been
attempted in this literature search. Bamford (2006) provides an interesting global
view of the impact of the arts in education, and ‘Evaluating the Impact of Arts and
Cultural Education, A European and International Research Symposium’ held in
Paris in January 2007 likewise provided a useful snapshot of current practices
across the world, so it would be erroneous to give the impression that it is only on
this side of the Atlantic that large scale initiatives are taking place. In fact, much of
the ethic attached to Creative Partnerships derives from Chicago Arts Partnerships
in Education (CAPE), an independent arts body in existence since 1991 with a large
scale reach and wide sphere of influence. In America, however, it does tend to be
the arts, rather than creativity, that is at the forefront of discourse and practice.
CAPE literature is much less profuse than that of Creative Partnerships and tends to
fall into the categories of books, monographs and journal papers e.g. Aprill (1999);
Burnaford (2001); Rabkin and Redmond (2004) and Aprill (2005): arts partnerships,
arts integration, arts education, arts in the classroom - this is the main focus here.

Project Zero, based at Harvard Graduate School of Education, is an education
research group in existence since 1967 that also works to promote, support and
research learning, thinking and creativity in the arts.

Its output is too prolific to

review here but its latest offering (Seidel et al., 2009) explores the question: ‘what is
quality arts learning?’ concluding that arts education has many purposes, from the
development of aesthetic awareness to personal and social self development.
Nationally in America, the Arts Education Partnership is not so much an initiative but
a strategic partnership comprising the National Endowment of the Arts; the US
Department of Education; the Council of Chief State School Officers and the
National Assembly of State Art Agencies. Its role is to promote and support arts
partnerships in education and, once more, its emphasis is on the arts in education;
its output is also prolific with a big emphasis on review and recommendation (e.g.
Seidel, Eppel and Martiniello, 2001; Burnaford et al., 2007).

Canadian literature
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likewise tends to have an emphasis on arts partnerships in education, e.g. Hanley
(2003), Rademaker (2003) and Andrews (2006).

Beyond America, Canada and the UK (bearing in mind that a full search was not
attempted) some interesting literature on creativity in the educational context
emerges from Australia and New Zealand. Some of this earlier literature, which had
an emphasis on the arts in education has already been reviewed in the first half of
this chapter. More recently Loi and Dillon (2006) explore the potential of non-static
environments as creative learning spaces and White (2006) looks at creativity in
Australian teacher education. A focused search would have to be performed if any
conclusions were to be drawn as to whether Australia was following a creativity
rather than arts in education trajectory, as is currently the case in the UK. Although
not specifically sought, creativity in education literature written in English was also
found from Turkey (Tamdogon, 2006) and Cyprus (Diakidoy and Kanari, 1999).

3.6

Representations of the creative practitioner in educational contexts

Whereas both Craft (2001) and Banaji, S., Burn, A. and Buckingham, D. (2006)
discuss the how the notion of artist/creative practitioner differs depending on which
rhetoric you are attending to, other literature explores the educational programmes
that arts organizations offer and some (e.g. Ross, 2003) conclude that arts
organizations are unclear as to what their role is.

What happens when

artists/creative practitioners and teachers engage with roles traditionally assigned to
the other?

The literature gives a sense of creative practitioners being ‘different to’

in that they often import and enact a superior approach. Teachers as a professional
type do not fare particularly well in some of literature and are sadly consigned to a
world of curricular constraints and power-laden didactic pedagogies.

Pringle (e.g.

2002; 2009) considers this migration of professional identity into the domain of the
other in the context of the museum/art gallery as the site of partnerships in
education.

She explores both the artist-as-educator and, less thoroughly, the

teacher-as-artist.

Her view is that the artists in her studies rejected didactic

pedagogies and promoted instead experiential learning opportunities in which a ‘coconstructive’ learning approach was adopted.

Interestingly, these partnership

projects took place in a non-school setting and the artists reflected that curriculum
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restrictions normally prevented teachers from doing what they had been able to do
in this work.

In terms of the teacher-as-artist, Pringle focuses on the role that specialist training in
art affords and concludes that the implication is that ‘teachers who are permitted to
behave more as artists, drawing on their own creative practice, are more satisfied
and effective educators.’ (Pringle, 2002, pp. 21-22).

Bearing in mind that Pringle

wrote this before Creative Partnerships discourses and practices had come into the
educational domain, if teachers are ‘more effective’ because they are, in actual fact,
also practising artists who can use this to good effect, then there are implications for
partnership work: why would schools engage with external creative practitioners if
the staff body already included teacher-artist hybrid persons? This also potentially
relegates most teachers, who do not have specialist arts skills, to an unhelpful
position given that all schools have been charged with addressing creative
engagement for the last decade. Hall and Thomson (2007) suggest that creativity is
generally seen or engaged with as projects existing outside school structures such
as the curriculum and as located in artists rather than teachers, the same authors
having previously explored what happens when a creative partnership project fails
(Thomson, Hall and Russell, 2006).

Galton (2008) explores the role of and the pedagogies adopted by the creative
practitioner from the perspective of students. He concludes that creative practitioner
approaches were seen as dialogic rather than didactic and utilized ‘scaffolding’ to
guide discovery and to support student generated ideas: this created student
independence rather than dependency.

They were also seen as bringing their

individual and personal selves into the learning situation and that this was
appreciated.

Both Pringle and Galton seem to be asserting the primacy of the

creative practitioner in terms of promoting ‘good’ collaborative learning environments
within which the pupil is a central stakeholder, and that this is something that
teachers don’t, or aren’t necessarily afforded the opportunity to do. Underpinning
this is the implication that the creative practitioner is different, or allowed to be
different, and it is this that creates a superior learning environment. There is no
sense that the creative practitioner is successful because they adopt the mores and
pedagogies of the teacher; quite the opposite in fact.
Lastly, changing constructions of what it means to be an artist or creative
practitioner are also apparent in an entirely different genre of literature: that is,
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higher education programme specifications and course literature.

For example,

modules in entrepreneurship (Norman, 2003) are now offered in creative industry
degree courses spanning textiles, design, and media. There is also the emergence
of hybrid higher education learning opportunities; for example, the strategic
partnership between the Royal College of Arts and Imperial College London which
results in the multidisciplinary centre, Design-London at RCA-Imperial, its purpose
being to bring together the disciplines of design, engineering, technology and
business to address the challenges of future innovation. Furthermore, ‘professional
practice’ modules can be found in many new arts degree programmes, which
suggests a move away from artistic professionalism being reliant on the patronage
of the art critics and historians who guide the collector.

The artist or creative

practitioner becomes instead the self publicist who actively engages with the market,
rather than awaits discovery and approbation as a genius by gainsayers of taste.
Creative partnerships in education is one of the largest markets with which artists in
England currently engage and the whole ethos of Creative Partnerships is synergic
with the entrepreneurial approach. The Creative Partnerships initiative can also
function as a mechanism for the professionalisation of an otherwise disparate group
of individuals who may share a niche in society but are not a cohesive group.

4.

Conclusion

Chapter Three has reviewed two, at times distinct and at times interwoven,
phenomena. The first half of the chapter focused on the arts as agents of change
and the second on the rise of creativity and creative partnerships in education. The
literature under review has mainly focussed on that which has arisen in America and
the UK. During the late 20th Century, an ‘arts as an agents of change’ discourse
was prevalent in the UK and could be seen, to some extent, as an American cultural
import.

Discourses about cultural heritage and the aesthetics of art, as on the

Continent, were certainly less pronounced. With the new century, a paradigmatic
shift seems to have occurred in the UK and, from All Our Futures onwards, the
discourse has switched to being one of creativity. It is the creativity arena in which
this study is firmly placed whilst at the same time hoping to extend the thinking
within it.
The second part of this literature search identifies a second and no less important
impetus for this doctoral study. The shift in the literature from ‘arts and agent of
change’ to ‘creative partnerships in education’ makes this study of partnership timely
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and relevant: not only does this study reflect the sea change inherent in art
education practice before and during Creative Partnerships, but it provides a
theoretically anchored examination of creative partnerships where such is, to date,
missing from the field.
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Chapter 4: Overview of the social scientific theories to be
used as lens

1.

Introduction

Chapter 2, which outlined an earlier study conducted by this researcher, has shown
that an arts project in school, facilitated by an external person, is an event from
which impacts for pupils and others in the school are routinely extrapolated.
However, the arts project as a shared, social event is an interpretable, non-static
phenomenon, and the second part of Chapter 2 demonstrated that different
professional groups sometimes used different frames of reference when attributing
value and articulating significance. For the Key Stage Two class teacher, it was
perhaps natural to focus on the presence or absence of pupils’ curricular
improvement, whereas Children’s Centre staff talked about ‘working with the child’s
emotional needs as the starting point’. In contrast, a focus on net gains that can be
banked within the wider school, specifically a skills legacy that the artist bequeaths,
has resonance with a head teacher’s view.

Artists talked about ‘stimulating

creativity’, ‘artistic skills development’ and ‘getting children to express themselves’:
all these examples are quotes from the professionals who contributed to the study in
question.

Thus the qualitative data in the initial study affords an interesting glimpse of the
discursive and epistemological consequences of there being different professional
niches available for habitation, within which individuals may be expressing culturally
specific and socialized narratives that can set them apart from each other. A look at
how professionals make sense of their experiences, including any culturally specific
reference points and frameworks, as well as any differences overall in what teacher
practitioners in the education sector and creative practitioners from the creative
sector report, is the main focus within the research proper.

Multi agency partnership practice continues to be promoted – at times demanded –
by government initiatives and public service funding mechanisms, yet the dynamic
and implications of being in cross-sector partnerships, although discussed at length
in themselves, are rarely, if ever, viewed through social scientific lens. Some social
scientific theories are currently very much in vogue in the exploration of the
school/educational context per se, for example: social identification and learning
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(Wortham,

2004);

self-constructed

teacher

‘entrepreneur’

identities

and

competencies in social leadership (Chand and Amin-Choudhury, 2006); ‘pupil voice’
and shared social meanings (Cruddas, 2007); ‘caring’ as part of teacher
professional identity (Oswald, 2008); teacher identity as ‘performing’ relationships to
the curriculum and to students (Stillwaggon, 2008); teacher identity construction
through talk (Cohen, 2008); and school identification and wellbeing (Bizumic, 2009).
But given that creative partnerships for education have been a feature of the AngloAmerican school scene for the last two decades, it is interesting that this
phenomenon seems to have escaped any substantial examination in terms of what
social scientific theories may have to offer in the way of explanation.

The lack of scholarly use of social scientific theories to explicate creative partnership
work aside, the ‘grey literature’ advocatory rhetoric that surrounds the practice
likewise fails to employ, explore or make apparent any formal theorizing about
individual, group and organizational identity, sense-making or professional cultural
divergence, even though at the practice level these differences often act as a brake
on otherwise innovative practices within education. The impact of, for example,
professional group belonging on what people value, even how differences in
perceived value might be an impact in itself on what the partnership can be, might
usefully be illuminated by such theories.

This chapter first overviews three social scientific theories or approaches that, in
turn, may provide some leverage in understanding why individuals from different
professional groups might conceptualize and report the same phenomena
differently; the diagram in Fig. 1 (overleaf) highlights them. All three will be used as
lens in the Discussion chapter to consider the ‘why’ of the results yielded by the
phenomenographic analyses performed in this study. Firstly, two social cognition
perspectives, social identity theory and social representations theory, will be
mobilized. It is not uncommon for these two to be used in tandem, albeit that they
are distinct theories.

They have been proposed as usefully synergic in that

intra/intergroup processes can shape social representations (Breakwell, 1993) and
have thus frequently been used in conjunction with each other (e.g. Haworth, 2002).
The third school of thought to be used as a searchlight on the results resides not in
the social cognitivist domain, but within that which has emerged from the
postmodern critical perspective, namely the discursive psychology school of thought
within social constructionism.
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Additional to the above, some of the thinking that emerges from sociological and
cultural studies such as habitus (Mauss, 1985; Bourdieu, 1987) is briefly pulled into
the discussion because such also informs the idea that teachers and creative
practitioners can inhabit professional positions that construct them as subjects; that
acquired patterns of thought, behaviour and preference arise from internalising
cultural and social structures. Social/cultural ‘cognitive anthropological’ notions of
communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1998) are not used here
for the sake of not overloading the model. Lave and Wenger’s work focuses on
practitioners experiencing and continuously creating a shared identity through their
engagement with organisational practices within their own communities, so there
would have been a degree of good fit.

To that end, the notion of communities of

practice is mentioned briefly in Chapter 9 (Personal Evaluation) as an alternative
theoretical lens that could have been used, and it has been included in the diagram
below.
A combination or plurality of lens is used in order to examine the potential of these
different domains of theoretical thought for exploring the data. It is also interesting
to see how different epistemological paradigms converge with each other even
though they do not cohere as one school of thought. There is no suggestion here
that they, as theories, flow seamlessly one from another.

Whereas some theorists

comment that all of the three social scientific theories outlined above are ‘subsumed
within the broad category of social cognition’ (Augoustinos, Walker and Donaghue,
2006, p. 15), there are important metatheoretical differences between them and the
view is one with which not all would agree.

Pan-theoretical resonances and connections interest this researcher: there are
perhaps echoes between the social linguistic action that constitutes social
representations and the stuff of critical discursive psychology, hence the two-way
arrow in the diagram.

Having said that, it is important to remember that two

approaches emerge from different paradigms and offer distinct ontologies; their
respective accounts of what it is to be a person in the world are clearly
epistemologically and philosophically distinct from each other. Referring back to the
diagram, critical discursive psychology and cultural study theories of identity have
the common denominator of Foucauldian thought, hence that arrow.

Communities

of practice theory arises from outside of the social cognition paradigm (hence the
arrow on the right coming in from outside), and there is no formalised placing of
social identity theory within this approach, but there seem to be some synergies
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between the two and hence they are connected in this diagram with a dotted line.
All of this is not to suggest a metatheoretical pulling together of paradigmatically
diverse approaches, just the suggestion that we might gain more from using a
plurality of lens on the data, and that there may be interesting parallels between
theories which not formally and epistemologically connected.
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Figure 1: theories and approaches chart

cognitive psychology

perceptual cognitivism

e.g. schema theory

social cognitivist theories

social
representations

social identity
theory

Communities of
practice, situated
learning

Attributions, attitudes,
stereotypes theories

cognitive anthropology

all the above = realist epistemology, that is, humans apply
interpretative behaviour to knowable facts that are ‘out there’
all the below = critical perspectives in postmodern social
theory within which language is a socially constitutive force:
knowledge is socially constructed and therefore culturally
historically located and plural.

Cultural studies
theories of identity

postmodern critical
perspectives

social constructionism

discursive psychology

critical discursive
psychology

conversation analysis
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A reductionist cognitivist theory such as schema theory (Bartlett, 1932; Anderson,
1977) may have shed some light on how people in this study mentally organised
their understanding of the projects they engaged with, and a comparison of the
resultant schemas might have provided an illustration of professional group
difference, especially as schemas are to a certain extent fluid and can shift:

‘Schema theory interprets human perception, action and communication in
terms of cognitive schemas……..(T)hey do not reflect the ‘full’ meaning of external
reality but are always (at least potentially) in a state of flux…………’ (Arbib and
Hesse, 1986, p. 181).

Similarly, attribution theory (Heider, 1958) within the social cognition approach
would have provided a chance to examine group difference in terms of any causal
explanations offered about project meaning.

Both approaches rely on there being

mental representations of, and templates for, external ‘facts’ that can be known.
Clearly, the internal organisation of knowledge is fundamental to being able to own
and express any experience; however this study is not only interested in whether
partners from two distinct professional groups value their project-in-common
differently to each other, but, crucially, whether a relationship can be suggested
between ‘valued differently’ and group members being socialised into a professional
mindset.

Thus the mental representations of the meanings and structures of the

(their) world that the people in this study carry is only part of the story: they are not
innate and inevitable, they are socially constituted.

Social identity theory, first attributed to Henri Tajfel and J.C. Turner (e.g Tajfel and
Turner, 1979), provides interesting insights into the dynamic of cross-sector
partnership work (in this case, creative partnerships in education) as it proposes that
certain psychological mechanisms are at play in intra-group attachment and intergroup discrimination. In the context of this research, that might present itself as
professional self-identity via positive group allegiance, respective converging of
views according to professional group and a labelling of out-group individuals as
‘other’.

The implications of social identity theory in the context of examining

professional practice and organizational life may also be concerned with status,
power, the self-ascription of roles and assigning roles to others. (It does need to be
borne in mind here that social identity theory per se is not exclusively concerned
with identities that are chosen or adopted, but is also about ‘involuntary’ identities
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such as gender or ethnicity, although an examination of these is not part of this
study).

Social representations theory, originally coined by the French social psychologist
Serge Moscovici (e.g. Moscovici, 1984), is both complementary to SIT and of further
use because it proposes that what we speak as individuals and groups of individuals
is created via systems of social negotiation such as communication, including a
large part played by the media. As such, common sense understandings are far
from being fixed and definitive: they cannot be disaggregated from the context(s)
from which they emerge and, at the same time, drive. In this study, what may
appear to be articulations of common sense ‘reality’ from the point of view of
professional practitioners, may contain socially and professional sector-determined
differences, and these differences might present themselves as, at times, subtle
variances in the impacts cited.

Critical discursive psychology provides a way of viewing any findings that are
revelatory of the discourses that describe what it means to be a teacher or a
creative practitioner: there may be multiple discourses in existence as to what
legitimately constitutes ‘being a creative practitioner’ and

‘being a teacher’ and

these discourses in themselves may exert contradictory regulating influences.
Foucauldian notions of technologies of the self (Foucault, 1988) may be particularly
useful here.

Further readings of identity that tend to fall into the sociological, cultural studies
domain (e.g. Elias, 1978; Bourdieu, 1987) plus the Kuhnian notion of paradigms of
knowledge (e.g. Kuhn, 1996) as well as Lave and Wengers’ (1991) communities of
practice are also relevant because they potentially provide a means of considering
the insidious power of organizational enculturation and the subject positions that the
processes of institutionalization make available. It is easy to see how teachers
might internalize a sense of what it is to be (think, speak) ‘a teacher’ as schools are,
blatantly, training grounds. Prima facie it seems that creative practitioners - many of
them freelance entrepreneurs - operate within no such regulating boundaries, so
one would expect this difference to be evident in the research results. However
these have not all been included in this study, as to try and include anything and
everything that looks relevant and interesting starts to make the discussion
unmanageably wide.
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2.

Social

cognition:

social

identity

theory

and

social

representations theory

Social cognition is an approach rather than a unified theory, and as an approach
contains a collection of perspectives on how people understand themselves, the
world and themselves in the world (Augoustinos, Walker and Donaghue, 2006); this
has been appreciated for almost two decades, Fiske and Taylor (1991) being
credited as having provided the first exhaustive account of the entire domain of
social cognitive research (Hogg and Cooper, 2007). Social cognition borrows from
mainstream cognitive psychology in that a reductionist, sometimes experimental,
paradigm is adopted: human cognitive architecture makes sense of the ‘real world
out there’ by building and mobilizing mental structures that organize knowledge.
This is not a passive transfer of external reality into the conscious brain but active
sense-making via the cognitive apparatus. However, this realist approach is not the
same as a socially dependent/contextualized construction of what the world can be
and subsequent experiences of it - that is the realm of relativism and the social
constructionist approaches explored later in this chapter.

2.1

Social identity theory

Social identity theory (SIT) proposes that mental representations of group belonging
are used to define who we are and who we aren’t. The social group can act as an
influential boundary between the individual and society, whereby personal
motivation for self-esteem is bound up with identifying oneself with the in-group and
being able to favourably compare the in-group with out-groups.

This is both

invidious and insidious: the discriminatory nature of membership becomes
subconsciously internalised and becomes part of deep, global self-concept: socially
constructed belief systems can therefore masquerade as ‘essential being’ -ness.
The theoretical mechanisms of social identity theory are threefold.

Firstly,

categorisation and membership: similarities of the in-group are exaggerated, as are
differences of the out-group. Comparison is a mechanism whereby the in-group
becomes cohesive, in which non-identical components are valued in terms of
commonly shared understandings of how they respectively serve the group, so that
social identities are nested, one within another. Understanding and accepting the
status of one’s own subgroup within the group overall so that intra-group
cooperation is achieved is a powerful mechanism for both attaining cohesion and
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positioning individuals within a status quo that preserves the hegemony in which the
powerful have vested interests. Maintaining individual positive self-esteem is the
third element: group membership must provide individuals with the necessary
degree of self-regard to permit identification to occur (Tajfel and Turner, 1979).

2.1.1

Antecedents of social identity theory

SIT brings together and develops several antecedent theories from both the
interactionist, collective behaviour school of thought and cognitive theories
concerned with meaningful human information processing. Historical antecedents to
SIT include: McDougall’s (1920) research into group will and the tendency for
collective sense-making to be unconsciously influenced by socio-political factors
such as power and status; Lippman’s (1922) research on stereotyping, that
evaluative practice that serves as a cognitive shorthand for categorizing people,
producing prejudiced and inadequate conceptions that often result in the maligning
of out-groups or celebration of in-groups; Asch’s (1951) research into social
conformity, whereby the group acts as an agency exerting powerful influence on the
individual; and the Sherifs’ work on collective action grounded in intragroup
cohesion and intergroup rivalry (e.g. Sherif; 1936, Sherif and Sherif, 1969). The
cognitive theorising on which social identity theory draws includes the pioneering
work of Bruner (e.g. Bruner, 1961) who asserted that personal motivation and social
values were meaningful variables in the experimental testing of perception.
Additionally relevant is Bartlett’s (1932) schema theory: ‘effort after meaning’,
whereby cognition, especially memory, includes the cultural and social assumptions
bound up in contexts and personal motivation.

The latter was subsequently

developed by Neisser (1976), particularly in terms of his model of the perceptual
cycle in which knowledge, perception, action and the environment all interact in
order to allow the achievement of goals.

Finally, in ‘Groups and Individuals:

explanations in social psychology’ (Doise, 1978) the motivational and conceptual
implications of membership of different societal groups are explored, the conclusion
being that the mechanisms for achieving group identity are universal and transhistorical: in other words that the processes of identifying with and internalising
social groups represents a fundamental adaptive function in humans.

Thus Tajfel and Turner’s (e.g. Tajfel and Turner, 1979; Turner, 1981; Tajfel, 1982)
SIT can be seen as a hybrid stemming from both collective will/group influence
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theories and the versions of cognitive processing that are inclusive of personal,
social and cultural values. There is also an important conceptual borrowing from
sociology in that society, being hierarchically structured, contains social categories
that relate to each other in terms of power differentials: for Foucault (1980), power
differentials in society are fundamental to how social identities can emerge and
Torfing (1999) has since explored the relationship between social identity and social
(including class) hegemonies.

In spanning both the sociological and the psychological SIT performs the useful
theoretical function of providing an interface between the person and society; it is
useful for examining the relationship ‘between the individual and the collective’ as
Jenkins (2008) puts it. Deaux (2000) describes it as a key concept for theorizing
about social processes due to the levels of analysis to which it can be applied, be
that the construction of the self, inter-group relations or the individual in societal
structures. It is therefore a useful starting point theory for this study because it sets
the tone that what is of primary interest is the sense that people make of their
experiences within the social domain and whether ‘the group’ (here, specifically, the
professional group) and group values can be indentified in what emerges as ‘of
value’.

2.1.2

Social identity theory as a lens in this study

The usefulness of SIT to this study as a means of understanding partnership
interaction and the dynamics within cross-sector project work was initially stimulated
by unanticipated events that occurred in the pilot. As the intention of the pilot study
was to examine what impacts for pupils were attributable to project engagement, it
was incidental that accounts of what it was like to work in partnership surfaced. SIT
can provide insights into where the boundaries of groups might occur and even
inter-group conflict. Looking at some of the attendant data in the pilot demonstrates
this: it is not hard to find examples of the theoretical mechanisms of social identity
theory being acted out: categorization, for example. Although there is no evidence
that individual persons in the pilot study came into conflict with each other, there is
certainly evidence that there were conflicting ideologies as to the purpose of project
work.

Similarly, in their contact with each other, the occupational categories of

‘teacher’, ‘manager’ and ‘artist’ could be interpreted as major determinants of the
actual interpersonal interaction that took place.
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One of the out-of-school-hours projects in the initial study (Chapter 2), in particular,
case studies the ideological conflict that can occur between the educational and
creative sector. One project was introduced to secondary schools by the director of
one of the Zones who described it as ‘world of work project for Gifted and Talented
pupils’. The project was focussed on producing a professional-level dance routine
that culminated in a public performance to be broadcast live on Sky TV as part of a
high profile sporting event.

Some secondary school teachers, supportive of

educational mores about developing individual pupil aptitudes in non-competitive
environments, expressed outrage at the lead artist’s non-compliance with this ethic
and aligned themselves to the ‘higher moral ground’ group, which in this case was
synonymous with being in the teacher group:

‘Building self esteem is a big school issue, so we don’t need projects that
work against this. All this changing of minds as to who could be in the project and
project sackings. It’s not how schools work. The project was executed in a very
commercial way – the artist has to learn to have objectives which are in favour of
pupils.’ (Teacher, secondary school).

Thus the external partner is denigrated to the ‘don’t understand how schools work’
out-group, which in this example and from the point of view of the teachers is the
unfavourable position. By internalising a commitment to a particular educational
trend (the pupil-centred, non-competitive learning context is a social construction of
the last two decades) that has become synonymous with accepted professional
practice, the teachers become that identity and thus their membership of the group
is secured.

Half of the people in the present study work within institutional organisation
structures.
attention

SIT, in the specific context of organisational practice, has received
recently,

for

example

Jenkins

(2008)

explores

institutionalising

identification in which processes of habituation (routinisation of behaviour) and
intersubjectivity (articulating a common language around what is habitual) are both
necessary to arriving at institutionalisation. Both create the institution and in turn the
experiences of individuals within it. Oftentimes, practitioners are not consciously
aware of the dynamics within this phenomenon and therefore consider, if they think
about it at all, that things ‘are’ because of some natural order or because they
should be like that. Such a position is rife with context-specific value judgements
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which may not even be consciously recognised, so it is easy to anticipate disconnect
and even tension when two very differing professional worlds come into contact with
each other such as in the programme from which data was gathered here.

The concept of ambiguous organisational membership whereby ‘situational cues
create boundaries that push individuals to go beyond the periphery’ (Bartel and
Dutton, 2001, p.117) is of particular interest given that a creative partnership project
may take place in out-of-school-hours at a location other than school. This ‘different
to school’ context potentially creates a dynamic that may interfere with the teacher’s
habitual processes of social identity; it may increase, intensify or attenuate group
belonging behaviours, and it may cause confusion and dissonance.

That SIT

provides a useful vehicle for understanding employees’ responses to organizational
merger (Terry, 2001; van Leeuwen and van Knipperberg, 2003), especially the idea
of agreeing to differ, is also relevant to an examination of partnership practice, for
what is a partnership other than a merging of two domains, albeit here on a micro
scale?

Likewise, group membership is revealed via the positions that people ‘speak’ and it
is evidence of this phenomenon that is sought in this study, the hope being that
revealing such will increase the richness of thought around what it means to engage
in partnership work. Furthermore, Brown and Lunt (2002) suggest that the work of
Deleuze and Guattari (e.g. 1983) enriches SIT in suggesting that groups territorialize
within the social machine, and in so doing are the sites of connection and
differentiation. Findings that emerge from the phenomenographic analysis here can
be examined for any evidence that the professional groups act in a territorial manner
in the way they value projects.

There will also be an examination of whether and

how individuals cross the boundaries of group membership, for example, ‘artists
becoming teachers’ as there is a some literature that focuses on these border
crossings (Adams, 2007) even if such literature does not contain specific reference
to SIT.

2.2

Social representations theory

If SIT provides a convincing account of how individuals come to speak subject
positions that are bound up with group identity, then social representations theory
(SRT) provides an account of how what is commonly spoken comes to be available
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for articulation in the first place. A pleasing synergy between SIT and SRT exists in
that the latter defines the versions of reality held by groups that subsequently guide
their social actions: effective group communication is facilitated and an agreed view
of reality that helps the group to categorise in terms of inside and out is achieved. In
this way, social representations (SRs) provide an ontological function in that they
also define what can be known: Chapter Two of this thesis overviews pretty vigorous
assertions about a causal link between arts engagement and academic
achievement despite a lack of any sound educational research evidence base. At
the risk of slipping into relativism, the notion of what constitutes a sound evidence
base is in itself a social representation of certain scientific paradigms.

The relevance and usefulness of SRT has been frequently overviewed in the last
decade (e.g. Wagner et al., 1999; Howarth, 2006).

SRT provides an account of

how explanation and understanding in everyday life, whereby it appears that
definitive accounts of immutable truth are being exchanged, are grounded in
socially constructed, socially transmitted shared beliefs that can and do change.
Emerging first in the work of Moscovoci (e.g. 1963; 1984; 1998; 2001) SRT gained
ground in Europe as a reaction against both the behaviourist school (e.g. Skinner,
1957) and individualistic social psychologies (e.g. Allport,1954; Kelly, 1955) that
dominated American 20th Century social theory from the middle of the 20th Century
and were subsequently culturally imported to the UK.
2.2.1

Antecedents and mechanisms of social representations theory

Like SIT, SRT represents a pulling together of sociological and psychological
domains in that it proposes that individual acts of sense-making and communication
cannot be divorced from the historical, cultural and macrosocial conditions that give
rise to that which is commonly known, and therefore communicable; it asserts the
primacy of culture and ideology in that the individual cannot be disaggregated from
the social and collective (Augoustinos, Walker and Donaghue, 2006).

The link

between social and psychological is further exemplified by SRT providing
simultaneous accounts of the macrosocial (how the world ‘is’, i.e. appears to be) and
the microsocial (that is, an individual’s commonsense account of why things happen
as they do in a world that ‘is’ a particular way).
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Such is in contrast to the dualist epistemological structures of both Descartes (i.e.
the mind-body distinction) and Hegel (i.e. the subjective versus the objective) that
antecede many of the dominant American-Anglo sociological and psychological
theories of the 20th Century.

SRT sees as socially acontextual, and therefore

inadequate, the Cartesian paradigm of the conscious mind being the black box that
stores a coherent representation of all sensory information. It rejects the view that
such representations straightforwardly replicate an immutable external reality and
furthermore that they can exist in an actual physical place in the brain (if only there
was a way for the external observer to be lift the lid and look in!).

SRT also

questions the Hegelian paradigm that the rational whole has greater claim than its
constituent parts; that the group has more reality than the individuals who compose
it (Kreis, 2000). Instead SRT gives greater weight to the social actors who compose
groups and construct and speak social representations, and in this way an alliance
of social and the individual agency is struck. As early as the 19th Century, Durkheim
(1895; 1982) made a distinction between individual sense-making and collective
representations of reality, and SRT provides a way of conceiving of the effect of
both the individual on society and society on the individual. What is key is that
social action (including communication and the media) is the active force in
determining social behaviour.
Social representations (SRs) themselves are consensually held beliefs that deploy
an explanatory framework that is familiar: new phenomena are perceived of in such
a way that they are a good fit to previous experience, thus individuals are allowed to
feel secure because the explanation seems appropriate. The very fact of their being
consensual forms an interface between the individual and society: the individual is
plugged in to the wider whole via the shared nature of the belief. When there is a
challenge to social consensus (within this study, at the micro level of groups and in
the context of project work, this might look like an out-group individual opposing a
‘world’ view unquestionably held by a particular in-group), difficulties that have
professional, psychological and emotional overtones can occur. However, there is a
necessary pluralism of social representations as the consensual world originates in
the individually experienced social world. This pluralism reflects both the pluralist,
relativist nature of society itself (Wetherell and Still, 1996) and the power relations
contained within it.
SRs are proactive and can determine the selection of views held by groups of
people, and this rather tautological process tends to ensure that any new, additional
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information strengthens the representation being made.

They also function as

frameworks within which people are socialised and thus act to maintain wide-scale
social practices especially those that contain power differentials, as in the
workplace.

They are generated by processes of anchoring and objectification

(Moscovici, 1981; 1984; Wells, 1987; Augoustinos, Walker and Donaghue, 2006).
Anchoring is a suturing of new ideas into a familiar context; a process of classifying
and naming so that the phenomena become ‘real’ and acceptable.

Objectification

involves turning new phenomena into something concrete which can be visualised,
in

other

words

making

them

tangible

through

discovering

(signifying/representing) quality or adopting a suitable metaphor.

an

iconic

As the image

becomes assimilated, the icon replaces the phenomenon, whether concept, thought
or intention. Typically, this in itself is a three-stage process: ‘expert’ elaboration of a
theory, after which related images and concepts are communicated and
disseminated throughout society and in the process are modified and recast. This
transformed version becomes a signifier (or icon) which is then adopted by the
hegemony,

and

finally

imposed

via

various

social

technologies.

Thus

representations migrate from specialised and context-specific theory to everyday
and lay common sense.

A timely example of this is the transformation of

experimental neuroscientific knowledge into lay conceptions of ‘how to teach to the
way the brain works’ and the role that the media have played in this.

2.2.2

SRT as a lens in this study

Within this study, the use of SRT as a lens to further view the findings that the
phenomenographic analysis makes available allows for ‘teacher’ and ‘creative
practitioner’ findings to be examined for any value systems represented within, and
what this might tell us about professional group belonging. Doing this will hopefully
allow a fuller conception and appreciation of the complex phenomena of partnership
work to emerge. Although no literature could be found that explores the use of SRT
in the context of educational arts projects or creative partnerships in education, its
use is established within the education context/sector per se: Jarvis (2003) has
used it in the context of teachers and stress management; Howarth (2004) in her
examination of representations within the practice of school exclusions; Nuria and
Nuria (2005) in their examination of mathematics learning; Ivenson and Duveen
(2005) when looking at classroom structuration; Hovardas and Korfiatis (2006) to
assess change in science education.

Nothing was found in the way of SRT
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literature with a focus on creativity or art except Luckerhoff (2006) who looked at
SRs within the context of art museums and museum attendance.

The use of SRT as a diagnostic tool to identify cultural and other group differences
is not uncommon either. In the last decade, the SRT perspective has been used to
compare group held norms and value within the several arenas, for example:
community participation (Campbell and McLean, 2001); health (Ewe, 2002); and
sport (Stewart and Lacassagne, 2005). The idea that different epistemologies meet,
clash (even transform themselves) and the use of SRT to understand such is not a
new one; consider, for example, the work of Jovchelovitch (2006). This might be a
useful reference point in any examination of how practitioners work through change
and the notion that the creative partnership itself might function as a new group.

The predictive power of SRs is discussed by Markova and Wilkie (1987) and with
this the emergence of new social attitudes. SRs may not be global, being more
relevant to, and therefore emerging, in some societies and not in others. In the
context of this study, a ‘new’ social attitude in the UK, USA and Australia is the
transformative power of the arts for personal and social change, and arts’ relevance
for community cohesion (see Chapter 2).

It is interesting that identical social

representations of the transformative power of the arts does not seem so insistently
visible on the Continent: there the emphasis is on art in terms of technical, aesthetic
development and cultural heritage as expounded in the European and International
Research Symposium, ‘Evaluating the Impact of Arts and Cultural Education’, Paris,
January 2007.

Perhaps the SRs of the arts as agents of personal change are

indicative of the current Anglo-American obsession with the personal transformation
agendas which epitomize the narcissistic zeitgeist of current times (Lasch, 1984;
Rose, 1989; Giddens, 1994; Craib, 1998).

Other SRs that might concern this thesis may come from more traditional
knowledges. Many SRs in common usage are packets of traditional knowledge
passed on through social and institutional mechanisms and, in so being, continue to
exert an influence. The myth of artistic genius is one social representation that we
may find alive and well in the group-held beliefs of both teachers and artists, if such
an allegory serves a useful function in preserving intra-group cohesion.

Social

representations may be the vehicle through which ideologies become cognitively
real to the individual, and therefore it will be important to highlight any evidence of
belief systems and value-ridden theories about the arts and creative practices, as
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well as other paradigms (such a those centred around inclusion, or achievement).
What ideological functions do these serve? Is the default position of the traditional
artist’s residency, i.e. the reification of the artist to the commodity that injects the
necessary technical skills and aesthetic appreciation, an inevitable? Is the teacher,
if similarly reified as a mere technician of the curriculum, only ever able to relate to
academic attainment, and if not, do any of the alternative value systems held have
‘predictable’ flavours?

SRs are dynamic social constructs that are continually discursively created and
recreated via interpersonal negotiation, conversation and the mass media. Arts and
creativity initiatives in education flood out on waves of grey literature advocacy and
polemic that are in themselves created via the social interactions between
governments and their subjects, and whereas there is a process of negotiation and
redefinition, modification and adaption to fit the elements of shared experience (to
which this thesis will hopefully contribute, as is its political purpose).

In

this

way the social representations tend to have a life of their own as the external ‘truth’
of matters, which is why they can be so invidious.

The professional trajectories and educational historical contexts that individual social
actors bring may reveal personal epistemological paradigms that can’t help but
position practitioners as ‘other’ than each other, and therefore ideological variance
and, at times, conflict is almost inevitable.

That practitioner thinking and

understanding is affected and influenced by socio-historical contexts is crucial to this
thesis: shared beliefs within the group serve to conventionalise explanations, giving
them a group-acceptable form, and therefore social ‘reality’ may have fairly rigid
boundaries in terms of what can be imagined. Thus the consensual universe of
society is represented – pluralistically – at the microlevel of professional groups:
teachers and creative practitioners.

The social representation of the ‘creative school’, (the idea can be anthropomorphic
where ‘creative’ signifies creative agency, or ‘creating’) for example may to some
extent emerge from discourses arising from received wisdoms about creativity,
entrepreneurship and their association with the economic importance, impact or
benefit of the arts on the economy (Myerscough, 1988). This is one example of a
tautological change that SRs might promote: the concept of the ‘creative school’ as
a social representation of desired practice provides a mechanism whereby creative
schools can be actively created via discursive practices.

In other words, the
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process, conscious or not, is one of creating and signposting a position that can be
inhabited (and ideally, according to the government, should be) by making it
available in the first place and secondly providing the criteria for attaining it. It is a
process designed to bring about a social ‘reality’ from an idea, and it will be
interesting to see if the teacher or creative practitioner group mention such.

Additionally, SRs do not seem to need a long period of gestation when they are
linked to socially meaningful events (Galli and Nigro, 1987). It is difficult to know
whether or not Creative Partnerships is a socially meaningful event in the wider
scheme of things but the devolvement of funded arts projects to individual schools is
on such an unprecedented financial scale that it has a good chance of being socially
meaningful at the level of individual school. Were the terms ‘creative practitioner’
and ‘creative agent’ in common usage before the 2002 launch of Creative
Partnerships, or was the word ‘artist’ used? What about ‘creative partnerships in
education’ as opposed to ‘artists’ residencies’?

Social change and SRs are intimately linked, and any relationship between the
social representations that come to light in this study and the social-political
powerbase from which they are seen to emerge could be examined by looking at the
extent to which certain representations were accepted, and the perceived status and
import of the initiative overall. Creative Partnerships is founded on a need for upand-coming generations to be entrepreneurially and economically active, and for
existing creative industries themselves to be further developed.

Current dominant

social discourses that both emerge from and shape present day socio-political
climates also include: community coherence, the standards agenda in schools, the
age of personal and social growth and transformation of the self. It seems that arts
and creativity in education initiatives tick all boxes in theory.

SRs can explain and illustrate social experience in that they can simultaneously
reflect dominant social views but also link to particular individual experiences and
histories.

Carugati (1990) shows that social representations are used to justify

actions and roles, and that the beliefs about education respectively held by parents
and teachers correlate with the individual’s social roles. Interestingly for this thesis,
Carugati also explores the experience of the teacher who is also a parent – what of
the teacher with an arts background, artists who are also teachers? If social identity
theory allows the simultaneous inhabitation of more than one niche, as does
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Bourdieu’s (1987) notion of habitus, then this multiple social agency or performance
provides an interesting area of investigation within the study.

Discrepancies between different explanations of experience can present a
significant barrier to effective communication and meaningful partnership work.
Different and sometimes conflicting social representations as to the overall
ideological purpose of the work, the desired outcomes, what is of value, what action
research means/entails etc. may hinder project progress: does the project have a
good fit with the schemas held by different groups but are there cases of objectives
being in tension with each other? For example, can a project simultaneously serve
both a freeing up of pupils and risk-taking, whilst increasing their academic
attainment, or are the two ideologies mutually exclusive?

All these lines of enquiry will provide some focus for the discussion of results within
which SRT functions as a mechanism for considering the assertions of value that
have emerged in the findings. For example, if either set of group findings contains a
view that is so widely proliferated it is endowed with ‘objective reality’ and has
slipped into ‘common sense’, such can be read as the social representations used
by that group.

3.

Critical discursive psychology

Both SIT and SRT subscribe to a realist epistemology in that humans apply
interpretative behaviours to knowable facts that are out there.

A process of

individual and collective cognition in and of the social world leads to an actively
interpreted sense of self and other. We can also influence, through our human
linguistic and communicative action, what specialist discourses emerge in everyday
parlance as common sense. In contrast, critical perspectives in postmodern social
theory look at human action as much more socially constitutive per se: rather than
assimilate and interpret the knowable domain of facts, such theories propose that
we create the social world and, in so doing, we create what can be known. In other
words, knowledge is socially constructed (Gergen, 1985; 1999).

Likewise, the

discursive actions in which we are emerged construct us because subject positions
are brought into being this way (Parker, 2002).

The findings in this study will be

considered for any evidence that teachers and creative practitioners invoke
particular subject positions in the way that they review their projects, and
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furthermore if there are any nascent discourses that are perhaps indicative of
identities in flux.

Three critical discursive psychology concepts appear to be

particularly useful to the subject matter under review here, and they are the situated
practices and interpretative repertoires (Potter and Wetherell, 1987) that give rise to
constructions, for example, of what it means to be a teacher/artist/partner, and
technologies of the self (Foucault, 1988).

Discursive psychology is not a unified approach but is a spectrum that embraces a
number of schools of thought. Emerging in part from the philosophical linguistics of
Wittgenstein, discursive psychology considers language and linguistic action as
vehicles for the production of meaning, this process impacting on what meanings
can be created, rather than reflecting any immutable meaning ‘out there’. Discourse
as a social practice achieving social things can be simply understood as language
used to do things and get things done (Potter and Wetherell, 1997).

Because

meaning is constructed and negotiated, multiple versions of ‘reality’ can and do coexist whereby people orientate towards the versions that function for them. This in
itself is further constitutive of meaning as alignment and engagement are
themselves actions that further generate sense and meaning. It is proposed that the
situated practices and interpretative repertoires of which Potter and Wetherell speak
may be present in the phenomenographic categories of description that comprise
the findings in this study. Furthermore that these categories contain specific and
recurring metaphors, arguments and terms that ‘speak’ the group and therefore
describe professional group belonging.
The emergence of the poststructuralist school, especially the work of Michel
Foucault, provides us with a genealogical account of discursive action.

In The

Archeology of Knowledge Foucault (1969) proposes that speech acts not only
comprise the rules as to what is meaningful but are events in themselves that bring
social meaning and knowledges into being.

Drawing on the Nietzschian principle

that all knowledge is situated in definitive social situations and is revalued through
human action, Foucault proposes that meaning and knowledge are controlled by the
mechanisms of power owned by the hegemony. Foucault’s opus focuses on the
role of institution in regulating meaning (e.g. Foucault, 1975) and he proposes that
institutional practice transforms persons into docile bodies, i.e. ‘subjects’.

The

transformation is insidious in that individuals become encultured into self-regulation
and self-discipline in order to conform to dominant discourses via a process he calls
technologies of the self (Foucault, 1988). Evidence as to whether technologies of
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the self are at play in the way that teachers and creative practitioners find valuable,
and whether such can be read as self regulation according to institutional discourse,
is explored in the Discussion.

4.

Cultural studies readings of identity

Rather than identity being trans-historically essential and absolute, the genealogical
approach to identity (du Gay, 2000) proposes that historically-specific practices,
techniques and forms of training are the mechanisms through which we acquire
attributes and are comprised.

In this way, particular types of personhood are

constituted and lived out as identities. Although there are limitations in that this is a
sociological account of how specific forms of personhood are acquired via
organizational practices, and can therefore be accused of being a ‘thin’ account of
personhood (Redman, 2000), nonetheless it provides useful theoretical models for
examining evidence of professional identity that may arise in this study, especially in
relation to historical contingency and plurality. In other words, what does it mean to
be a teacher right now and is it possible to inhabit more than one identity?

In particular, the ‘genealogy of subjectification’ approach (du Gay, Evans and
Redman, 2000) provides an account of the many societal processes, practices and
experiences through which individuals come to relate to themselves as a certain sort
of person, this being particularly relevant to how a person considers themselves as
defined by (thus acts and lives out) certain sorts of professional practices. For
Mauss, (1938; 1985), this means that the inhabitable personhoods on offer in
society are representative of the means available for conducting oneself and one’s
relations with others, including inherent power differentials and statuses. The way in
which available personhoods are inhabited may also be unfixed; for example, what
one identifies with may simply be one way amongst many and potential ways of
being a person, these ways being distributions of particular cultural techniques for
building and regulating a ‘self’. That available personhoods may change is very
germane to this thesis as the partnership practices under investigation (that is, the
interrogation of existing social representations and related social identities of what it
means to be a teacher/artist/ or even ‘school’) may in themselves eventually give
rise to new personhoods that mirror emerging ways of being. This historical and
anthropological way of seeing available personhoods as culturally and contextually
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driven is also apparent in Weber’s account of ‘personae’ (Weber 1919; 1994),
personae being housed in distinctive orders of living.

Both Mauss’ techniques and practices of the person and Weber’s ‘conducts of life’
and ‘departments of existence’ that define and constrain identity have resonance
with the Foucauldian accounts of the self discussed above that are likewise
historically and culturally comported, again dependent on technologies of
subjectification. These models are usefully applicable to this study: the notion of the
teacher practitioner, enjoined by organizational mechanisms of control to internalise
regulating practices and bound to a certain way of being.

These in turn may

influence what teachers can and do report as meaningful or of value, perhaps
particularly in terms of the inevitability of all supplementary opportunities being
essentially about continued professional development, as opposed to primarily
about enjoyment, for example.

External partners, as the out-school group, are

certainly not regulated in the same way as teachers, but this study may uncover
evidence that other mechanisms do emerge, such as Creative Partnerships
operands themselves, to instill particular and centrally ‘useful’ conceptions of
professionalization in an otherwise disparate (and therefore difficult to control)
collection of practitioners.

Elias (1968) also reminds us that categories of person happen in specific sociopolitico-economic

contexts

and

that

within

figuration

(the

network

of

interdependencies formed by individuals) identities and selves are variable and
contingent, and mirror the changing dynamics of that network. This is apposite
support for social representational practices to potentially create a new category of
professional person: the one who excels at partnership working. If professionals
initially exhibit and express differences borne of their respective sector-belonging,
then working through difference and arriving at a new consensus, the latter being
borne of the new grouping of partnership, exemplifies the fluidity of what can happen
within social and discursive practices. Put another way, this may be what Giddens
(1979) sees as a central problem in sociological theory and the continuous process
of construction: that human action constitutes a social world that in turn determines
what action can be taken, and the inherent tautologies and limitations within this.

Bourdieu (1987) proposes a way of seeing identity as the different forms of
personhood that are attributed to individuals in their passage though social
institutions, and that one’s life history is a mechanism for producing a sense of
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unified self.

This theoretical proposition, that a trajectory of self can only be

understood by constructing the successive states through which that trajectory was
accomplished, together with the notion of habitus or residence, allows individuals to
inhabit different categories of self successively or simultaneously. Thus, there may
potentially be no identity crisis in being both the artist and the schoolteacher. There
is also room for change as states succeed each other according to the social and
discursive practices that achieve dominance.

Finally, with Rose (1996), who defines subjectification as all those various
processes and practices through which individuals come to relate to themselves and
others as subjects as a certain type, the focus falls once again on the historically
contingent practices which engender ‘regimes of the person’, these being inclusive
of authorities which can legitimately claim the ‘truth’. The idea of ‘being an authority
on….’ may be central to this study in terms of tacit sector knowledge perhaps
lending the territorial power (as well as the physical geographical territory of school)
that effects a sovereignty of knowledge, thus once again positioning practitioners in
relation to each other.

5.

Conclusion

Difference is interesting because it suggests that, rather than some immutable,
external project reality, what individuals are capable of reporting and expressing is,
to some extent, socially and culturally determined. The social scientific theories
used as a theoretical lens in this study propose that social constructions shift over
time, so it is possible to propose that the project partnership experience in itself may
eventually give rise to a new ‘reality’, i.e. a converging of perspectives after a period
of time whereby the partnership becomes the new frame of reference, of itself
fuelled by dominant discourses about partnership and cross-sector working (e.g.
Powell and Dowling, 2006). Given that is has been shown that different groups can
conflate into one if sufficient overarching criteria and general linking themes are
present (Gaertner et al., 1990), and that we learn how to be what we learn how to
speak, then individuals with a commitment to engage in sufficiently deep levels of
reflection and communication may ultimately be responsible for the creation of new
meanings and new categories of being that effectively span the different sectors and
result in more effective partnership working. The different theories and approaches
overviewed here will hopefully be illuminating when they are turned on the findings
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of this research in order to examine how belief systems might emerge, exert an
influence, and finally take precedence as dominant social discourses, in the hope
that such helps elucidate the complex dynamic of partnership working.
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Chapter 5: Methodology

1.

Overview

In this study, the overarching research paradigm was hermeneutic as opposed to
experimental. Interviewees reflected on, interpreted and reported their respective
project experiences, and data was collected in such a way that allowed the
conscious experiences of the individual social actors concerned to remain
paramount and unquestioned. Thus, in the first instance, data was contained within
the perspectives of people (Groenewald, 2004) rather than emanating from the
researcher perspective, and this has some resonance with a phenomenological way
of working.

However, because the analytic thrust was phenomenographic: ‘a

qualitative methodology in which each particular study focuses on a concept, entity,
or situation and tries to map the various ways in which that thing is construed.’
(Greasley and Ashworth, 2007, p. 819), the researcher was also an active agent in
drawing out meaning in the way that these reported perceptions and experiences
were subsequently categorized and characterized.

Phenomenography was

employed in this study because it is an approach that allows the capture and
characterization of both variety and commonality between people in terms of how
their experiences and perceptions are laid out.
A phenomenological study would have kept as its primary focus the individual and
detailed experiences of the individual life world – a concept originating in the
phenomenological philosophy of Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) and would have
rejected analytic interpretation beyond an understanding of the phenomenon in
question from the point of view of the viewer. The phenomenographic approach, is,
however, theoretically very distinct from phenomenology (Uljens, 1996; Svensson,
1997). It is a methodology whereby the researcher analyses and classifies the ways
in which individuals think about and understand a phenomenon (Marton, 1994;
Barry, Brew and McCulloch, 1999) in order that such can be laid out to view.
Therefore, in locating and laying out clearly the ways in which a phenomenon can
be experienced, the researcher is an active agent of description.

This is a

particularly useful approach where the phenomenon in question is linked to policy
driven initiatives (such as teaching) as it allows variations between individuals’
perceptions, attitudes and experiences to be captured, organized and characterized
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in order that comparisons might be drawn between people (Patrick, 1998; Åkerlind,
2005).
As outlined in detail in Chapter 1, Introduction, there are three phases to the
examination of the data in this study. Taken together, these stages allow a large
collection of discursive events, i.e. interviews, to be interrogated for any properties
that would reveal professional group membership. Firstly, the interview transcripts
are analyzed phenomenographically. The procedures involved in this are set out in
detail in this chapter and the resultant collated (i.e. ‘group’) phenomenographic
results are set out in Chapter 6, Findings.

Secondly, these results are sifted for

instances and examples of where professional group belonging might be at play
(see the first half of Chapter 7, Discussion).

Lastly and importantly, social identity

theory, social representations theory and the discursive psychology approach,
alongside some theoretical techniques provided by sociological and culture studies,
are brought to bear in the second half of Chapter 7 in order to further explore any
evidence of the presence of professional identity. The idea that persons are active
agents in the construction of the various subjectivities that can be inhabited is very
much the focus in Chapter 7, given that discourses and discursive activities are as
“systems of thoughts composed of ideas, attitudes, courses of action, beliefs and
practices that systematically construct the subjects and the worlds of which they
speak’ (Lessa, 2006, p. 285).
Phenomenographical analysis was used to transform a large body of raw data (forty
six separate transcripts arising from twenty three teacher-creative practitioner
‘project pairs’; for an example of a full transcript, see Appendix 3) into the resultant
outcome spaces. When the collective outcome spaces belonging to professional
type are examined, can intra-group commonalities and intergroup variation be
identified?

Are social representations also present in such a way that signpost

group beIonging?

What could the theoretical motifs underpinning discursive

psychology (e.g Foucault, 1972; Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Parker, 2005;
Fairclough, 2001) offer when looking at the precise characteristics of different
outcome spaces, perhaps as evidence of participants’ professionally conditioned
selves?
The relevant sections below describe how semi-structured interviews with teachers
and creative practitioners allowed for first-hand experiences to be captured in such a
way that individual voices remained maximal.

Analytic procedures are then
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described whereby data pertaining to each topic within the phenomenon (i.e. within
the project) were mapped into the ‘categories of description’ and these then ordered
into an hierarchical set called the ‘outcome space’: both are terms coined by Marton
(1981) and used widely within the literature.

The results yielded (i.e. outcome

spaces) then permit useful comparisons to be made: they potentially contain values
attributable to projects, and it is these that are of particular interest. The researcher
proposes that this is an effective way of looking for intra-group commonalities in that
similar ways of representing a particular phenomenon will group individuals
together. It is equally a way of looking at inter-group differences: differences in the
ways that people represent the phenomenon may function as a distinction between
people. Hence the method is an effective starting point in exploring professional
group differences in the self-professed experiences of distinct groups.

2.

Theoretical aspects of research design and data analysis

2.1

Experiential research paradigm

Even

though

a

phenomenographic

methodology

has

been

adopted,

phenomenological thought in itself still has much to offer this study in terms of broad
principles, especially when it comes to looking at what it might mean to experience
and engage with emerging practices and discourses around creative partnership
work. There is not the scope for an extended review of phenomenology here: it is a
philosophical approach within psychology in the main attributed to Husserl who
developed the teachings of philosopher psychologist Franz Brentano (1838-1917).
Husserl’s theories (1913; 1989) were, in turn, progressed by other writers such as
Merleau-Ponty (1908-1961) and Scheler (1874-1928).

In short, phenomenology

strives to understand the meaning of experience, that is, Brentano’s internal
perception (Albertazzi, Poli and Libardi, 1996).

Phenomenological methods can

help social science make discoveries about the experiential world (Giorgi and Giorgi,
2008) and show where and what knowledge is socially constructed, thus challenging
positivistic and objectivist orientations (Hayes, 1997). It is not only a philosophical
approach to but a particular way of gathering information about the social world
(Lemon and Taylor, 1997).

Although this study does not claim to be

phenomenological, some of its theoretical tenets are borne in mind. There are three
theoretical developments within the phenomenological school that are of specific
interest here. They are:
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(a) the importance of physical/experiential immersion and its relationship to
socially constructed meaning (Merleau-Ponty, 1962);
(b) the existence of particular types of reasoning within evaluative activity,
especially the anticipation of the (perceived) value of something yet to be
experienced (Scheler, 1973), as well as the potential impact that this can
have;
(c) that value has to be experiential i.e. part of a sentimental (or sentient)
subjective experience (Dappiano, 1996).

These three avenues of thought were seen as having some initial resonance for a
study looking for evidence of social representations in the making.

Does the

particular relationship to, or experiential immersion in, the project (i.e. as staff
member

teacher

or

external

creative)

impact

on

what

discourses

are

embraced/perpetuated, bearing in mind that emerging discourses can contain
evidence of the preciousness of new things anticipated. e.g. the ‘creative school’ or
‘community of enquiry’, as well as the difference between policy: ‘partnership is
good’, and actual experience, or practice: ‘the partnership was good’.

To take (a), Merleau-Ponty’s development of phenomenological theory (Olkowski
and Morley, 1999) is particularly relevant for any study which considers the
importance of physical/experiential immersion: here, specifically, engagement in a
co-facilitated creative project and the relationship of this to socially constructed
meaning.

Merleau-Ponty proposed that knowledge is derived from the cyclical

nature of both corporeal/sentient exposure to a physical social world and human
impact on what that physical social world will be - part of that cycle being the
subjective nature of reconstruction. This is an exciting philosophical idea in a study
seeking to evidence the generation of new discourses and social representations
attenuated to them. These discourses will constitute part of the newly emerging and
ever-changing dynamic reality of lived professional experience: ‘we are both a part
of the world and coextensive with it, constituting but also constituted’ (MerleauPonty, 1962, p. 453), whereby the human situation is both a product of the mind and
the social-historical situation (Olkowski and Morley, 1999). One of the similarities
between phenomenographic non-dualism (that is, that an immutable external reality
and an internally represented reality do not co-exist, rather we understand the world
by being in it, and be being in it we make it what it is) and phenomenology is that
they both accept this position (Uljens, 1996).
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Scheler’s value theory also has a degree of singularity for this study.

Scheler

proposed that people, in attaching positive and negative value to things and
concepts, apply a particular kind of reasoning within their evaluations which includes
anticipating the perceived value of something yet to be experienced:

‘A value

precedes its object; it is the first "messenger" of its particular nature. An object may
be vague and unclear while its value is already distinct.’’ (Scheler, 1973, p. 18).
Coming back to social representations, whereby a consensual belief about a
phenomenon (such as a ‘creative partnership’) is brought into being by collective
human discursive action, the perceived value of that object/phenomenon could be
one of the influential drivers for its being accepted and realised in particular ways.
In other words, if individuals believe, as a precursor to concrete and lived
experience, that partnership practice is a good or bad thing, the belief of itself will
impact how the actual partnership occurrence can be experienced.

Furthermore,

Dappiano

(1996),

in

considering

the

contribution

of

the

phenomenologist philosopher Meinong who proposed that it is possible to think
about and value something that does not (yet) exist, countered that ‘value can only
become value for us within a sentimental subjective experience………. valuability
which becomes real only when it is placed in relation to an effectively evaluating
subject’ (Dappiano, 1996, pp. 393-394 in Albertazzi, M. Libardi and R. Poli, 1996).
Within the framework discussed here, the emphasis on the experiential as reported
by practitioners is paramount, and the value of personally experienced creative
engagement (which according to some can have an epiphanistic quality, e.g.
Heimbecker, 2003) may be found in the outcome spaces.

An interesting

commonality between Dappiano’s position and phenomenographic theory is that, in
the latter, it is assumed that one cannot talk meaningfully about inexperienced
reality (Uljens, ibid).

2.2

Phenomenographical methodology

Phenomenography emerged in Sweden in the 1970s as a means of looking at
teaching and learning, a written account appearing first in the work of Marton in
1981 (Pang, 2003).

The word itself derives from phainonmenon meaning

‘appearance’ and graphein meaning ‘description’, (Hassselgren and Beach, 1997).
Marton (1981) describes the aim of phenomenography as
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‘……the finding and systemizing of forms of thought in terms of which people
interpret significant aspects of reality……it aims at description, analysis and
understanding of experiences.’ (Marton, 1981, p. 177).
As a means of charting the experiences and perceptions of people, and importantly
the differences within these, phenomenography is a descriptive study of variation. It
accepts each individual’s take on reality as the reality in question, recognizing their
naturalistic, everyday response to the phenomenon in question as the point of
departure. The ‘interpretation of reality’ referred to in the above quote is located in
the person experiencing it and sharing their perceptions with the researcher. But
phenomenography also engages the researcher as an active agent in categorizing
the reported experiences of participants whereby the researcher’s task is to look not
at the thing itself, but for and at the different ways in which the thing can be
experienced and described by a range of people (Uljens, 1993).
Within phenomenography, the different ways that topics within a phenomenon can
be seen are analyzed, via iterative processes, into researcher-generated categories
of description. Thus two levels of variation exist, being respectively located in the
different individual perceptions as to what a thing is, but also in the various
categorical descriptions that the researcher lays out: this two-aspect nature is
referred to by Marton and Pang (1999) and Pang (2003) as the ‘first and second
face of variation’. The first face of variation is the differences in how a phenomenon
is experienced.

Refining the categories of description (i.e. the second face of

variation) culminates in a stable outcome space that characterizes what the
‘realities’ of the topics within the phenomenon respectively are for the individuals
experiencing them (Marton, 1986). The section below, ‘Analysis’, explains how a
phenomenological analysis is worked up, and a fully worked through transcript is
presented in Appendix 5.
Given that the ultimate goal of phenomenography is to develop descriptions of the
range of ways in which a phenomenon can be experienced (Bowden, 1995), that is,
the multiple conceptions that a particular group of people have for a particular
phenomenon (Orgill, 2007), then it is suitable for a study that wishes to look ways in
which partnership projects are experienced differently depending on who you are.
Furthermore, as a method that supports a collective analysis of individual
experiences, that is, where there are a number of people in the study, it is a useful
way of looking at commonality and difference in terms of group (Åkerlind, 2005).
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Evidence of professional group belonging via the expression of shared values and
beliefs about what projects are and mean, including the social representations that
are discursively employed, are precisely the sort of data that phenomenographic
technique handles well.

It is because of the second level analysis, i.e. the

formulation of categories of descriptions into outcome spaces, rather than
descriptions of phenomena themselves, that results can be compared between
people.

Others have previously seen a synergy between phenomenographic

analysis and discourse studies, specifically in terms of demonstrating commonality
as evidence of participation in different discourses rather than speaking
idiosyncratically (e.g. Patrick, 1998).
The synergy between phenomenography and the gestaltist school of thought is a
defining feature of some of the discourses around phenomenography, for example,
Marton and Booth (1997) and Marton and Pang (1999). The interconnectedness of
the categories of description that come out of analyzing the perceptions and reports
of another are seen as evidence of a form of collective intellect within the individual
(Marton, 1981); in other words, perceptions persisting from one context to another
provide individuals with what Marton calls an ‘evolutionary tool in continual
development’. An hypothetical example relevant to this research might be a creative
practitioner, who, having already emphasized the importance of allowing pupils an
escape from a punishing curriculum, reveals that his or her own experiences as a
pupil were of a constraining curricular regime. The frame of reference or schema
that this person might have for school transfers across contexts and can be part and
parcel of their general attitude or world view. This study proposes that the position
adopted by any one individual in relation to the creative partnership project is not
idiosyncratic, nor is it particularly conscious, but that the holistic tendency in
question is impacted upon and shaped by the professional culture to which they
belong, and which they ‘speak’ via the social representational concepts that appear
in their discourses.

Although phenomenographic results describe the variety in

what is being experienced across participants, rather than the experience of the
individual (unless there is only one person in the study!), the variety of positions
adopted in relation to the project should be evident in the outcome spaces that the
data analysis makes possible.
Other methods of data explication were certainly available and these might also
have rendered an interesting analysis. However, due to the nature of the research
question and the theoretical foci in the study, phenomenography, for all the reasons
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explored above, is appropriate as it allows the researcher to study how a number of
people experience topics within a given phenomenon, rather than the researcher
looking at the phenomenon itself (Orgill, 2007). Patrick (1998) makes connections
between phenomenography and Munby’s (1986) analytic processes that identify
dominant metaphors, especially in terms of how categories/dominant metaphors
emerge from the data rather than analyses being constrained by pre-defined
categories and assumptions. This further suggests that there is a good fit between
collecting/characterizing others’ perceptions/interpretations as to the meaning of
projects and the subsequent analysis of results through a discourse studies lens.

Had the study been more phenomenological in nature, and the projects themselves,
rather than varied experiences of them, the focus of the research, then Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, Jarman & Osborne, 1999); Shaw, 2001;
Smith and Osborn, 2008) might have been a good choice. IPA is particular form of
inductive, data-driven analysis that avoids objective description; rather, it allows for
insights to be gained as to how individuals personally perceive and experience a
phenomenon in order that the phenomenon itself might be understood. IPA is not
dissimilar to Hycner’s expliciation processes (Hycner, 1999, in Bryman and Burgess,
1999) in simplified form (Groenewald, 2004), which is, broadly speaking, gestalt in
origin in that verbal events - such as occur in interviews - are part of the participant’s
interconnectedness with his/her environment, history and culture, and as such can
be seen as part of the experience as well as symptomatic of it.

IPA requires the researcher to be both wholly immersed in the participant’s account
and yet also interpretative of it. Interpretation includes identifying all aspects of the
transcript that are relevant to the research question, extrapolating them and
clustering them into themes. In terms of successive rounds of iterative processes,
there are similarities to phenomenography, but IPA yields themes rather than
categories of description, and these are brought together into a clustering, as
opposed to an outcome space. As well as the foci of study being a different level
(IPA supports a first level of analysis i.e. is a study of the thing itself, whereas
phenomenography supports a second level analysis, i.e. studying different
experiences of the thing), the other main difference between them is the question of
bracketing, or the ‘epoché’.

Bracketing is the suspension of presuppositions

(Ashworth, 1999) in order that the researcher’s preconceived ideas are excluded
from the analysis so that to that only the thing itself, i.e. the participant’s conceptions
and perceptions, remain.

Within phenomenography, the issues that bracketing
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raises are recognized, but there is debate and question as to its centrality and what
form it should take (Uljens, 1996; Åkerlind, 2002). That bracketing can be seen as
not central to phenomenography in that same way that it is to phenomenology (this
study is one of organizing descriptions rather than stripping away to the heart of the
phenomenon) was another reason for phenomenography to be preferred over IPA,
given that some of the accepted protocols of bracketing (such as conducting a
literature search prior to data collection and analysis) had been broken.

Why not employ thematic analysis (e.g. Boyatzis, 1998) or grounded theory (e.g.
Strauss and Corbin, 1990; Glaser, 1992)? In an interesting paper, Braun and Clarke
(2006) explore the versatility of thematic analysis, concluding that it is the one of the
least theory-ridden and therefore most flexible of methods due to it being ‘essentially
independent of theory and epistemology …..can be applied across a range of
theoretical and epistemological approaches. Although often (implicitly) framed as a
realist/experiential method (Aronson, 1994; Roulston, 2001), thematic analysis is
actually…….. compatible with both essentialist and constructionist paradigms.’
(Braun and Clarke, ibid, p. 78). Realist research paradigms (Hedrick, Bickman and
Rog, 1993; Pawson and Tilley, 1997; Robson, 2002); are gaining increasing
attention, and therefore any method which, because of an absence of strict
theoretical perimeters, supports the more applied approaches, is useful. Others
(Boyatzis, 1998) see it as not so much a method, but as part of the toolkit that can
be used to support a range of methods.

In this study, however, thematic analysis per se did not suffice for several reasons.
Firstly, as Braun and Clarke point out, thematic analysis can be overly passive if
themes are seen as things that merely emerge or are discovered. Such suggests
that a definitive reality exists and merely needs the right conditions to float to the
surface: there is the danger of too objectivist an approach. A central tenet in this
research was letting individually experienced versions of projects stand, so therefore
it was important to adopt a method that did not rely on finding evidence of one
reality, and at that, the researcher’s. Secondly, to make thematic analysis more
appropriate to social constructionist paradigms, the researcher needs to apply
thoughtful interpretation to what the themes are – but is this the same as divining
what themes might mean in relation to the social psychological landscape of the
participant and in relation to the research question? Thirdly, if thematic analysis has
to be so transformed, or a specialist version of it employed, in order for it to have
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goodness of fit for this study, isn’t it more economical to chose a method that has
good fit in the first place?

Grounded theory was rejected on the grounds that it is too inductive, i.e. too focused
on the development of principles that explain behaviour: it is a theory-building
approach (Charmaz, 1995). Analytic methods that move from data-driven codes
and categories to eventual theoretical development, in the absence of a preceding
literature search so as not to create researcher expectation of themes and
relationships, would have been a poor fit with the second phase of analysis, i.e. the
application of a discourse theories lens. It is not the generation of a new theory that
is needed, but data rendered into an authentic, methodologically suitable set of
results (i.e. outcome spaces) in order that the twin theories of social identity and
social representations might be engaged.

The latter allows the researcher to

deconstruct available situatedness, as characterized by the outcome space, as a
means of better understanding the drivers at work in order that the dynamic of
partnership work itself might be better understood.

Phenomenography was chosen as a more appropriate way of explicating the
content of transcripts than discourse analysis. The latter was, initially, considered
as the (almost default) means of analysis given that this study looks at the social
construction of meaning, but for the reasons outlined in Section 2.3 below, discourse
analysis per se (in any procedural/methodological ‘pure’ sense) was rejected.
However, as previously mentioned, a second level of analysis employed here was
the use of the motifs that underpin discourse studies, (e.g Foucault, 1972; Potter
and

Wetherell,

1987;

Parker,

2005;

Fairclough,

2001).

This

allowed

characterizations of participant discourse, including the value labels attached to
projects, to be investigated for evidence of socially conditioned selves. In this way
an analysis using the central tenets of discursive theory, rather than discourse
analysis, was employed as a further lens on the extrapolated results.

2.3

Phenomenography plus discursive theory

A discourse analysis approach to data handling would, on the face of it, appear to
have been appropriate, given that social identity theory, social representations
theory and discursive psychology all sit on the social construction of meaning
continuum.

Although it should also be noted here that discourse analysis and
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discourse theory include several theoretical traditions that are not always in
harmony with each other (Potter and Wetherell, 1995). Discourse analysis is a
technically complex way of engaging with texts that involves being on the lookout for
multivoicedness, maintaining a focus on semiotics, looking at the proactive agency
of discursive acts, or power and resistance, and the social bond aspects of
discourse where in- and out- groups are present (Parker, 2005).

Whereas all of these are pertinent indicators of relationships in the social world (and
therefore by implication key to this study) in the main, discourse analysis is better
suited to examining everyday, unsolicited talk (Potter and Wetherell,1995). It is this
ethnomethodological (Garfinkel, 1967) version of discourse analysis, i.e. its
usefulness when examining of how people make sense of everyday life through
everyday talk, rather than a Foucauldian version of discourse studies - in which the
systematic construction of social people is the focus of investigation - that
potentiates it as a natural setting approach. Potter and Wetherell (ibid) go as far as
to point out that tensions between the spirit of discourse analysis and the contrived
nature of interviews make for a less than ideal fit with a discourse analysis
approach.

There are other reasons why discourse analysis was rejected as the predominant
means of analyzing the data in this research.

It was thought to be too intensively

focused at the micro-level of discursive events and semiotics: analyzing the
meaning of each pause, and each intonation was thought to be unworkable with
such a large data set as is found here and, furthermore, inappropriate in terms of the
way the research question is framed: this study required that data sets from
teachers, creative practitioners and research mentors be rendered into a format that
allowed broad comparisons to be drawn.

Lastly, focusing on the interaction

between interviewer and interviewee (which is often part of discourse analysis)
would have been a distraction.

However, an analysis as the professional discourses apparent in the data is still
crucial to answering the research question. By utilizing the canons and theories that
underpin discourse analysis, specifically those that appear in the discursive
psychology approach (e.g Foucault, 1972; Potter and Wetherell, 1987; Parker, 2005;
Fairclough, 2001), the essential character and theoretical motifs of discourse studies
can be put to good use. Specifically speaking, to use them as a further lens on the
outcome spaces arrived at, looking within them for evidence of professional group
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habitation and the individual perceptual consequences of such.

Potter and

Wetherell (1995) use the terms ‘interpretative repertoires’ and ‘constructions of
culture’ to describe the linguistic resources that are available to people engaged in
making evaluations and constructing verbal versions of events. Thus investigating
language use rather than linguistics itself can be a means of understanding the
content of discourse (in this case, interviews) and how it is organized. By looking at
how interviewees draw on associated themes and how these inform the categories
of description it should be possible to identify a number of repertoires or versions of
creative partnership activity, perhaps even find evidence of different articulations of
a shared experience that can be attributed to professional group belonging.

This is not to suggest that a hybrid has been created from phenomenographical
analysis and discourse analysis: the two are altogether too theoretically distinct and
technically discrete for such a thing to be sensible. The advantage is, rather, that
each participant’s individual response to the creative project is distilled into a form
which encapsulates the subjective experience. Experiences across the sample can
then be categorized, and the results interrogated for evidence of variation in the way
that projects are assigned value, using the principles of discourse studies – the
formation of social identities, the function of language in creating consensual socially
represented understandings, the role of organizations and related traditions in
creating work personae, etc. to look first for, and then at, professional group
difference.

2.4

Looking for evidence of social identity and social representations

The literature search presented in Chapter 3 shows that partnership work between
the education and creative sectors, although increasingly common practice in UK
education (and about to be more so with Creative Partnerships and Find Your Talent
within the new national organization Creativity, Culture and Education), pays little
attention to social theory that could help inform the many aspects of partnership
work.

Even the publications that look specifically at the experience of creative

partnership work from an ‘impacts on practice’ perspective as opposed to simply
gathering impacts for pupils, do not ground the discussion in established social
theory. Part of the rationale for this study is to provide a theoretically grounded look
at partnership practice by examining the values attributed to projects with a social
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constructionist lens. Within this paradigm, social identity theory, social construction
theory and the theory of social representations provide theoretically intuitive starting
points for looking at the data for evidence of professional group belonging and
consensual intra-group epistemologies and belief systems.

These social scientific theories are not only intuitively apposite to an investigation of
partnership practice, but sit well within a broadly phenomenological research
framework. Their salience to each other prompts some to call for their theoretical
integration, e.g. Breakwell (1992). The individual experience as the focus of data
capture and the subsequent analysis of perspectives across the group is an attempt
to provide a more compelling account of what is held to be of value. Crucially why
and how these ascribed values fit into professional group schemas: this to be
worked out as part of the refinement of categories of description. For example, what
does an assertion as to the impact of the arts on curricular attainment tell us about
the individuals asserting this? What does it say, if anything, about any group to
which they may all belong? Can the categories of description be worked up in such
a way that reveals variation between and within groups? Much of the research into
arts education partnerships is a trawl for anticipated outcomes of a certain nature
and thus is quite instrumental. A further attempted innovation within this work is to
take the spotlight off reported impacts for impacts’ sake, and see them rather as
indicative of positions inhabited, in order that professional culture, and all that this
might entail, might be pushed to central stage as the focus of itself.

A detailed look at social identity theory has been provided in Chapter 4. Social
identity theory as a driver behind the psychological dynamics within and between
groups is a well established theory, arising in the late 1970s with the work of Tajfel
and Turner (e.g Tajfel and Turner, 1979) from a rejection of individualistically
oriented explanations of behaviour (e.g. Allport, 1961).

Because social identity

theory provides an account of identity that contains both society and the individual,
and proposes that many identities are available on that continuum, depending on
the precise context, it is a useful theoretical underpinning to any study that is looking
for evidence that society can shape both individual experience and the individual in
the experience. In other words, the identities that this study is interested are the
socially motivated group frames of references that make teachers distinct from
creative practitioners, as evidenced, perhaps, by the different values they
respectively attach to creative project work. Central to this is the idea that people
might ‘judge and treat one another as representatives of social groups and
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categories rather than individuals.’ (Abrams and Hogg, 2004).

The results of

interviews are to be examined for any evidence that either practitioner group so
categorized their partner as part of their experience of the project (such
characterizations might appear under the topic of ‘doing partnership’). Furthermore,
there will be consideration of the extent to which this might reveal a value system,
given that stereotypes can be reified and conversely deified.

The sense of

otherness that group identity establishes also establishes the affiliations through
which we are bound to each other, and these affiliations in themselves might be part
of a value system that, once again, might be revealed by working through the
categories of description for the topic ‘doing partnership’.

The use of existing social representations, and the practice of helping to bring new
representations of phenomena into being via shared discursive acts such as talking,
sharing and paying attention to the related media, including policy documents, is
also to be examined.

Stewart and Lacassagne (2005) suggest that social

representations are also a powerful diagnostic tool in identifying group difference. In
drawing out the categories of description per topic, it is possible that socially
constructed representations, or social representations, will be present in the way
that participants describe their experiences and therefore the representations
themselves become likewise fixed in the categories in the outcome space. To raise
the ‘doing partnership’ topic again, an example of social representations theory in
action would be where the coming together of teacher and creative practitioner was
described as a ‘creative partnership’, regardless of how creative it was in any
otherwise evidenced sense, and regardless of the extent to which it was a
substantiated partnership.

The ‘reality’ as revealed by the phenomenographic

exploration of the data might suggest that the experience could be more accurately
described as an uninspired, short term co-existence. But usage of the term ‘creative
partnership’ (a term which did not exist a decade ago, although the term ‘arts
partnership did) is also the participants’ reality. What else is real for the participant
is a belief that the terms means something in particular, and that whatever it is can
be applied to their situation.

For all these reasons, the presence of the social

representation (or piece of jargon/policy-speak) may be found in interview
transcripts because the terminology is part and parcel of the experience. Social
representations are insidious, and there will always be social pressure to talk the
talk. New social constructions arise all the time: terms such as ‘creative partnership’
can be, and are, socially constructed via saturating levels of media at strategic and
advocacy level all the time.

What makes them a social representation is the
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consensual practices involved in absorbing into the talk of everyday, including
research interviews.

Although attribution theory per se is not used here, this study does examine
discourses for attributions (in a common sense understanding of the word) of worth
and value.

Social identity theory, social representations theory and social

constructionism in the form of discursive psychology become aligned when shared
or group-based understandings, and the attributions they encompass, are
expressed in the form of a socially constructed term, such as ‘creative partnership’,
‘community of enquiry’ etc.

Social representations theory is very apposite:

where/how does this notion/new social construction of ‘the creative partnership’
come from if not partly via group based discursive behaviour?

Incidentally, the

‘group’ in this sense could be anyone engaging in Creative Partnerships-style work,
so not all social representations, especially those that are a product of any
overarching grouping, will be a way of making distinctions between distinct
(sub)groupings.

Having said that, social representations theory can assist us in understanding how
explanation and shared understandings develop within small groups and thus the
development of social identification within groups. In this way, social identification
can be seen as social representation on a micro level (Duveen, 2001). Knowledge
is actively constructed via communication and engagement and is the always a
product of a specialised group in specific circumstances: the education media, for
example, circulate ideological definitions (e.g. the power of the arts, the intrinsic
good of partnership work) and these socially represented constructions enter the
ordinary and everyday world and, lo and behold, turn up in interviews as the lived
experiences of individuals.

3.

The research study

3.1

The circumstances of data capture

As outlined in Chapter 1, the teacher and creative practitioner interview data on
which this study is based originated from a national scale partnership programme
funded by Creative Partnerships, which this researcher evaluated as the sole
investigator.

Being a medium term and large scale programme (one hundred and

forty five schools and over a hundred creative practitioners engaged in one hundred
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and four partnership projects across the whole of England), the initiative was an
important part of Creative Partnerships’ remit to build the capacity of schools and
teachers to work in effective partnership with the cultural and creative sectors. It
was designed to target schools that were not part of Creative Partnerships’ core
activity (itself consisting of thirty six regional level programmes) in order that the
learning arising from the initiative could be spread further and the profile of Creative
Partnerships raised generally.

An independent agency which shapes and delivers programmes in educational
contexts and has a long-established track record of informing and researching
partnership practice between the creative and education sectors, was contracted by
Creative Partnerships to shape, manage and deliver the programme from December
2004 onwards.

The organization’s management of the programme was based

around a democratic and inclusive model of partnership (Doherty and Harland,
2001) whereby, at the level of the individual project, the lead teacher and external
partner jointly devised and co-facilitated creative activity. This creative project also
had a ‘proactive internal review’ element in that partnerships were encouraged to
engage in action research data collection processes in order to be able to evidence
impacts and stakeholder learning. They were assisted in focusing on this by a
network of research mentors drawn from the higher education and arts consultancy
sectors.

In 2005 this organization contracted the researcher as a principal investigator to
conduct evaluative research on the programme.

As sole investigator with free rein

in designing and executing this evaluation, the researcher is confident that the data
collection methods were such that the raw data yielded was suitable for revisiting
and re-working for the purposes of this doctoral thesis; that they were a suitable
starting point for the academically and theoretically rigorous analysis outlined here.
It was important and necessary to gain the organization’s permission to revisit and
reuse the raw data (interview transcripts) for doctoral study purposes as the
organization had contractually asserted full rights to all and any evaluation outputs,
including data. This permission was sought and given. Formal responsibility for
ensuring ethical practice remained with the organization: ethical approval of the
proposed methodology and procedures had been one of the judgment criteria used
by them when selecting the principal evaluator, so ethical approval in the formal
sense this had already been addressed within the tendering stage of the original
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evaluation (Parker, 2005). The precise ethicality of the research processes that the
researcher engaged with is outlined in the section below: ‘Ethics’.

The teachers and creative practitioners interviewed were all engaged in enquirybased, creative activity partnership projects that were meant to have real relevance
for the school in terms of its development plan. In addition, the opportunity was
designed to create new professional level relationships between schools and
external partners and provide opportunities for them to establish and engage in
extended creative projects that would lead to some degree of legacy being
embedded in school. This is important to this study because all are symptomatic of
changes in the discourses that attend schools’ relationships with the creative sector.
As education policies change, new political and pedagogic concepts emerge and
become social represented by and within groups of practitioners.

This study

attempts to locate evidence that not only are these social representations present in
discourse, including everyday talk, but that they may have a particular relationship
with professional group belonging.

For example, within the policy rationale of the programme, reification of creative
practitioners as commodity (i.e, the former expert artist in residence painting a mural
in the hall) is rejected in favour of promoting the concept of artist as active partner
who works alongside school as a co-educator. Similarly, whereas the remit for the
funded research was to find evidence of impacts at the level of pupils, teachers,
creative practitioners and school communities, the semi-structured interview data
yielded withstands an entirely separately focused phenomenographic analysis as to
whether or not there is evidence of professional frameworks and schema at work in
what individuals see value. The broad areas where it was anticipated that worth
might be located included value in terms of:

teaching and learning processes;

continued professional development (CPD); experience of the partnership; engaging
with action research frameworks, and these are explored within the topics that make
up the phenomenon of the project (for the full extent of topics discovered, see
Chapter, 6: ‘Findings’). The extent to which teachers and/or creative practitioners
buy into, and therefore help to establish, new social constructs and representations,
and furthermore exactly what they do and don’t ascribe value to, is an important
focus within this study alongside whether there is evidence that professionals
‘speak’ their group belonging.
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3.2

Identifying and building a research sample

Purposive sampling, considered by Welman and Kruger (1999) as the most
important kind of non-probability sampling, is a core principle of broadly
phenomenological research design (Groenewald, 2004).

Samples should be

identified on the basis of the purpose of the research (Babbie, 1995; Greig and
Taylor, 1999; Schwandt, 1997), and therefore it was necessary to look for those who
‘have had experiences relating to the phenomenon to be researched’ (Kruger, 1988,
p. 150). This dictated that a certain research population be identified, practicalities
dictating that this also be a population to which the researcher had sufficient access.
Real case studies of schools engaged in creative partnership projects with the
creative sector to which the research had access were not hard to identify.
However, programmes were either too nascent for the purposes of doctoral
research, for example, Creative Partnerships Bradford (Creative Partnerships,
2007); insufficiently intensive in terms of partnership/creative activity, for example,
DfES Regional Partnership Programme Yorkshire and Humber (Comerford Boyes,
2006). Others were either too small to be able to generate a sample of sufficient
size, or were made up ‘subprojects’ that were too discrete and disparate to be part
of any real overarching implementation strategy and therefore would have caused
too many complexities in terms of trying to group the professional actors into
substantive groups.

As outlined above, the programme which was eventually identified as being the
most fertile for a doctoral level inquiry was one in which the researcher had already
been closely involved as a principal evaluator. In 2005 the evaluation that she
singlehandedly conducted generated 60 semi-structured interviews with teachers
and creative practitioners. As the person who had designed the interview schedules
and carried out all this research, the researcher had enough control over the
conditions of data capture to feel secure that within this pre-existing raw data set
was an appropriate opportunity to explore the research question outlined in this
thesis. Here were not only a sufficient number of projects within an overarching
programme which of itself functioned as a useful common framework but perhaps,
more importantly, she was confident of consistency in terms of data collection: one
set of background interview themes had been used throughout, and furthermore that
the transcripts themselves were eminently suitable for phenomenographical
analysis.
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That thirty five projects were selected for the original evaluation was the
organization’s decision: one third of the total number of partnerships were to be
targeted for in-depth interview work.

This was arrived at by first building an

exhaustive typology of the hundred and four projects that made up the programme.
Although all partnership projects were designed around investigating creative
learning, the programme as a whole consisted of projects that were very different in
their detail. The typology was based on the ways in which projects differed, and
‘variables’ were: curricular focus (wide ranging); art form to be employed (music,
dance, drama, visual art, creative writing); school type (primary, secondary, special,
nursery) and Arts Council England regions (nine).

As far as these project

differences are concerned, in the present doctoral study it has been useful to
conduct a by school type analysis to investigate whether such makes a difference to
the categories of description and outcome spaces that are yielded. Curricular foci
and art form employed are not examined in this study in the same way: the initial
study (Chapter 2) having already demonstrated that nothing really noteworthy was
gained from looking at these differences.

Data was not directly examined via

teacher type (i.e ‘specialist subject’ as opposed to ‘general’), however, secondary
schools were compared with primary schools. Given that secondary schools and
primary schools differ to the extent that they employ subject specialists, and that all
of the projects yielding interview data for the present study had an element of arts
engagement, a comparison of ‘arts teacher’ with ‘general teacher’ can be assumed
from the secondary versus primary school comparison, especially as nearly all of the
secondary school teachers were arts subject specialists and the primary school
teachers were not.

The funded evaluation had yielded sixty interview transcripts from the sample of
thirty five partnership projects.

In the majority of cases, both the teacher and

creative practitioner that had shared a project were available for interview, albeit
separately. However there were some individuals who were not able to take part in
the evaluation, otherwise there would have been an original data set of seventy
transcripts.

For the purposes of this doctoral study, forty six of these interview

transcripts were revisited on the grounds that these forty six comprised twenty three
complete sets (i.e. the teacher and creative practitioner project pair).

All of the data collection procedures set out below refer to the original processes set
up and followed by this researcher within the aegis of the funded evaluation. All of
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the analysis procedures discussed refer to the recent revisiting of that raw data set
within this doctoral study.

3.3

Data collection: the semi-structured interview

One of the problems with much of the existing research in the creative partnerships
in education field is the funneling of individual experiences into large scale surveys
that attempt to find evidence of cause and effect, or, at the very least, locate what is
called the ‘recipe knowledge’ (a social representation if ever there was one) and/or
the crucial variables that need to be present in order to ensure success (see
Chapter 3).

This is not surprising given that much of the data collection is

conducted with the express intention of evaluating programmes in order to locate
examples of so-called ‘best practice’ so they can be disseminated and used to
underpin future policy and practice.

But surely causal relationships cannot be

confidently asserted due to the impossibility of disaggregating all the multiple
experiences that individuals experience over a period of time?

This calls into

question the legitimacy of using a quantitative, closed system methodology such as
a survey to yield data about the complex human experiences that a creative
partnership project is. Related to this are persisting confusions as to validity, which
is typically thought of in its positivistic sense rather than as the need to establish
credibility, and the generalisability factor, which is usually sought as part of the hunt
for the recipe. These large scale surveys aside, much of the remainder of the extant
research exists as small case studies from which there is little or no transferability,
and often little more than description.

For these reasons this researcher rejected the idea of conducting a survey, even
though the sample was large enough to warrant one. By comparison, natural talk is
typically populated with discursive events such as assertions and attributions that
can signpost the beliefs and value systems held by these individuals.

Such

discursive events can be organized and reconstituted in such a way that they may
provide insight as to the professional group, and professional cultural assumptions
therein, to which the speaker belongs. However, natural talk is difficult to capture.
The advantage of interviews over unsolicited talk is first of all access, and secondly,
that interviews allow each participant to be exposed to, and explore, a relatively
standard range of topics (Potter and Wetherell, 1995).
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Linder and Marshall (2003) describe a way of experiencing as the fundamental unit
of phenomenographic research. Interviews allow teachers and creative practitioners
the platform to talk about how they respectively experienced the project, the sense
they made of the opportunity and the value and impact they perceive it as having
had. Booth (1997) suggests that open, deep interview, as opposed to structured, is
the usual method for a phenomenographical capturing of an individual’s
understandings, perceptions and conceptions. ‘Open’ and ‘deep’ suggests that a
structured schedule of questions is abandoned in favour of allowing enough time
and room to explore fully interviewees’ interests, some of which may be unexpected.
Such can’t be done effectively if there is pressure to return to a rigid list of questions,
although within this study it was very important to allow all participants a chance to
visit the same broad themes. Failing to make sure that each participant had an
equal chance to visit, explore, respond to the same themes in harmony with what
they themselves raised in the interview would have rendered it impossible to do any
comparative work in the last stages of analysis.

Interviews were therefore, strictly speaking, semi-structured, whereby several topical
areas were introduced with an open-ended stimulus question (Flick, 2006). Parker
(2005) considers that interviewing in qualitative contexts is always semi-structured
because it invariably contains traces of the researcher’s agenda. Theory-driven and
hypothesis directed questions were avoided in order that this did not lead the
participant into ways and areas of thinking that had not previously occurred to them,
and in order to try to adhere to the proper processes of phenomenographic method.
The open-ended stimulus questions used to introduce topics can be found in the full
transcript in Appendix 3.

Such schedules need to be used flexibly (Burman, 1994)

in order that the interviewee’s train of thought can be followed organically so that the
conceptions and perceptions are as authentic and as naturally linked to one another
as possible. Interviews were conversational in tone (Gaskell, 2000) or, in the words
of Freebody (2003), a co-ordinated interaction, a special case of talk, and ranged
from one to two hours: length was determined by how much and/or what the
participant wanted to say.

The participant’s voice was always allowed to be

dominant, and there was natural, organic flow in that interviewees’ comments were
individually followed up.

In terms of recognising that the original interview schedules were suitable,
phenomenographic rigour forbids the researcher’s interests to be paramount within
the data capture and analysis.

This means that the researcher has to avoid
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foregrounding any relationships that they might anticipate from knowing the
literature and from their own previous research and instead use a set of open ended
themes (such as impact for pupils), introduced as very open ended, conversation
stimulating questions.

This allows a theoretically informed and policy oriented

hypothesis to be avoided. The investigative thrust in this thesis was explored using
data that had arisen from a funded research project; the question is, had any
predefined researcher assumptions existed in the original research schedule that
could constrain the study here? The answer is a fairly confident ‘no’.

The funder

wished for teachers’ and creative practitioners’ experiences of projects to be
captured in relation to (a) if any impacts had arisen that could be attributed to the
creative project and (b) what these were. Open-ended, stimulus questions were
asked in order to reveal these. For the purposes of this thesis, the resultant set of
interview data was deemed an appropriate starting point for re-analysis from scratch
using the phenomenographic method of analysis.

Specifically, the areas that

evaluation funders requested coverage of (impacts for pupils, impacts on adults,
experience of partnership and doing action research) were seen as legitimate
‘topics’ making up the phenomena of ‘project experience’

Finally, it is important to note that in the funded evaluation the researcher had
avoided any suggestion to the interviewee that she was interested in evidence of
professional group belonging, the social representations (jargon, policy-speak) used,
whether there was a relationship between professional type and the values that
projects were attributed as having.

3.4

Procedure

Detail as to the research procedures undertaken, and importantly why they were
selected, have either already been covered in the preceding sections relating to
circumstances of data collection or are covered below in the extended discussion
about validity and reliability, on analysis and finally ethics. It is difficult to talk about
dependability, credibility, transferability and authenticity, that is, the qualitative
paradigm parallel concepts to experimental validity and reliability, without specifically
talking about and exampling the checks, balances and processes implemented in a
specific case. For that reason, this section ‘Procedure’ is brief and outlines what
was carried out: the whys and wherefores have either already been explained or can
be found in the ensuing section.
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To recap: forty six semi-structured interviews (twenty three with teachers and twenty
three with creative practitioners) were taken as a sub-group of a slightly larger data
set which was originally yielded within the aegis of a funded evaluation project. The
forty six were selected on the grounds that they comprised twenty three complete
project sets.

The original evaluation sample was not a probability (i.e proper

random) sample but broadly representative of the whole programme typology, as
requested by the funder. Within the latter, project individuals were first contacted by
an email, which introduced the research, explained the reasons for the researcher
getting in touch and also requested they send an email back to the researcher
containing a contact ‘phone number if they agreed to be part of the research. A
follow-up email was sent sometime after to those who had not replied at that point.
The researcher then ‘phoned individuals who expressed a willingness to contribute
to the research to discuss their preferences (date, time of day, mode) in terms of the
interview that was being requested. A schedule of interview timings was drawn up.
A schedule of themes to be visited during the interview was also drawn up, piloted
and small amendments made. During the data collection phase, a typical fieldwork
day would contain a maximum of two face-to-face interviews and a good deal of
travel. Train travel was the primary and preferred mode of travel, as it allowed a
reflective space for the researcher to write up the interview notes immediately after.
Audiotape recording was not conducted for the reasons given below in the section
‘Potential

threats

to

dependability/trustworthiness’.

Interview

transcripts

(transcription of detailed longhand field notes) were sent to a sample of interviewees
for the purposes of member checking; see the section below: ‘Internal validity’ =
credibility’.
3.5

Validity and Reliability: using parallel constructs

In order to make findings worth taking account of, believability and trustworthiness
need to be established.

In reflecting on what makes research good research,

Robson (2002) explains it is not enough to plan and execute methodologically and
thoroughly and present a clear and logical argument in an accessible, well
referenced manner. In addition, the researcher needs to consider issues of validity
(including reliability) and establish credibility. Generalisability and objectivity may
also be important, depending on the research paradigm.
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The distinction between reliability and validity is not always clear cut, and there are
different interpretations as to what, precisely, the terms mean (Bush, 2002). Some
question whether achieving reliability within a social research context is possible
(Merriam, 2002). Others (e.g. Flick, 2006) consider that establishing the validity and
assessing the quality of qualitative work – as opposed to that which is
positivistic/experimental – can be an unresolved debate in terms of what criteria
should be applied. Flick raises the fundamental question as to whether research
can be valid and reliable in any meaningful way if the nature of the research means
that traditional experimental criteria are not applicable. It seems to Flick that there
are three possibilities, one of which is to reformulate classical criteria so that they
become fit for purpose within the qualitative context, another is to develop new and
alternative method-appropriate criteria. Interestingly the third possibility is to declare
that the very nature and purpose of qualitative work render establishing validity an
ideologically redundant process due to what Denzin and Lincoln (2000) call crises of
representation and legitimation (Holt, 2003; Flick, ibid).

Ever with a mind on real world research as opposed to convoluted ideological
debate, Robson (2002) systematically sets out a range of parallel concepts that can
be taken as fit for purpose alternatives to established experimental criteria. In some
ways this is akin to conflating Flick’s first two possibilities, those outlined above.
The result is that a usable and practicable framework is available, and such has
informed the methodology of this research. A further useful source has been Hoepfl
(1997), who similarly proposes naturalistic (qualitative) versions of conventional
(experimental) criteria for assessing worth and value,.

3.5.1

‘Reliability’ = dependability/trustworthiness

Establishing reliability contributes to the overall integrity of the research by
demonstrating that an instrument or procedure is consistent and can be relied upon;
reliability is a quality control check and can be seen as a particular form of validity.
Within positivistic, experimental traditions reliability can be established via statistical
means. Specifically, stability can be demonstrated using test-retest procedures: two
separate administrations of the same test should correlate. Internal consistency
(that is, multiple items purporting to measure the same general construct produce
similar enough scores) can be demonstrated using Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach,
1951). Equivalence reliability, or convergent validity (the degree to which a measure
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correlates with other measures) can also be established via statistical correlation.
For detailed examinations of reliability and validity issues within quantitative ways of
working, see Wegener and Fabrigar, 2004; Howitt and Cramer, 2005.

Statistical testing of quantitative measures in order to establish reliability is not
always available or appropriate, especially so for the qualitative researcher. Where
there are no standardised, positivistic tests to interrogate, reliability has to be
attempted in radically different ways.

According to Hoepfl (1997), reliability has

typically received less attention from qualitative researchers who instead tend to
focus on demonstrating validity (Kirk and Miller, 1986), and Lincoln and Guba’s
(1985) fallback position of there being no credibility without dependability as an
argument for the existence of the former automatically establishing the latter is a
somewhat commonplace way of solving the problem.

Within qualitative work

generally, reliability and consistency can be established using inter-rater reliability
(King, 2004) or concordance strategies; this entails establishing a sufficient degree
of agreement between discrete observers and ‘raters’ such as those analyzing
interview transcripts for meaning. In the absence of there being other raters, such
as in this research, reliability is more a matter of dependability (Robson, 2002) or
trustworthiness (Lincoln and Guba, 1985).

A demonstration of dependability has been attempted within this study by paying
attention to the integrity and trustworthiness of both data collection methods and
subsequent analyses: exactly how this achieved is covered below in the discussion
relating to internal validity, meaning the extent to which the findings represent the
phenomena under investigation (Bush, 2002) rather than researcher assumptions or
bias.

Dependability can also be maximized by persistent and prolonged

engagement in the field (Robson, 2002; Bush, ibid). Here, six years’ experience of
leading research projects in the creative partnership field has led to an ongoing
refining of constructs so that any gaps between researcher categories and
participant realities are hopefully diminished - not only by piloting interview
approaches, which was done, but by continually reviewing specific types of question
and subsequent analysis of data in order to allow participant voices to dominate.
The researcher’s long term observations of persistent patterns and positions within
the self-report of many creative project actors can contribute to a developed sense
of what tends to constitute participant realities.
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Long term exposure to the field also allows for a working awareness of degrees of
triangulation – an important concept for dependability – within existing research
studies. Concurrencies and consensualities appearing across studies can assist in
assessing the dependability of any one study if it is in line with what is generally
found to be the case. Clearly, the carrying out of a thorough literature search allows
a sense (of whether or not any one set of data ‘fits in’) to develop: the relationship
between the data in this study and the literature is examined in depth in Chapter 7,
Discussion.

It is also hoped that a sufficient degree of transparency of method and

process, crucial to establishing dependability, has also been achieved in this thesis.
Equally crucial is the practice of self-audit - especially in relation to researcher bias which has been carried out with a particular emphasis on guarding against potential
threats to dependability, credibility and authenticity.

3.5.2

Potential threats to dependability or trustworthiness

Potential threats to high dependability might include participant error, that is,
fluctuations in participant performance due to external circumstances.

This is

perhaps what Flick (2006) had in mind when raising the spectre of ‘systematic
deformations’ in the data that result from the interview situation itself. Between April
and October 2005, which was when the bulk of creative activity happened in
schools, the precise timing of interviews in terms of date and time of day was
negotiated open-endedly with participants, although where long distance travel was
required of the researcher there was greater pressure to devise a practicable series
of interviews with individuals all living in the same geographical region within a
specified range of dates. Otherwise, teachers and creative practitioners were more
or less able to choose when in the life of the project they were interviewed. It was
not evident that calendar month, e.g. April, as opposed to October, threatened
dependability as participants usually chose to be interviewed towards the end of
their project, therefore some consistency across projects can be shown in relation to
timing of interview and project phase.

For teachers choosing to be interviewed on school premises (all did), time of day
was a particularly important factor as there are clearly less productive times to sit
down and talk in an uninterrupted fashion; the beginning and end of the school day
being good examples of slots unsupportive of a reflective mood. Exam time, Ofsted
visits and the very end of term were avoided, as was the end of the day or week:
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teachers may be tired and distracted and this can negatively infect the interview or
artificially truncate it. The cost to the researcher was often that the preferred time,
typically between eleven and three, was such that it was only ever possible to
conduct one interview a day, or two at most. Although this was researcher timeexpensive, allowing participants to be interviewed when most conducive and
convenient to them was seen as a way of avoiding, or at least limiting, potential
participant error.

Time of day was not necessarily a concern for creative practitioners, but venue was
a greater issue. Many creative practitioners did not, understandably, wish to make a
special journey into school to be interviewed, given that there was no remuneration
on offer for this.

Some chose to be interviewed in their own homes, others at

venues where they were temporarily based for other project work and others at
public places such as libraries or art venues in their home towns.

Cost to the

researcher was one of inconvenience: making a large number of one-off visits to
some out-of-the-way places up and down the country took a lot of organisation and
preparation in terms of consulting maps, working out routes and finding places to
stay, but this was felt to be a reasonable price to pay for the convenience it afforded
participants.

As it turned out, a number of creative practitioners opted to be

interviewed over the telephone so there was a sense that this offset the physical
effort involved in some interviews. There was no evidence in the transcripts that
telephone interviews were inferior to face-to-face interviews. Rather, in allowing all
participants to choose the method via which they wished to be interviewed, it is
hoped that this helped the interview to be comfortable, natural and therefore
authentic. So long as suitably quiet and interruption-free space can be secured,
semi-structured interview technique is eminently suitable for telephone conversation
(Robson, 2002) and phenomenography a suitable way of analyzing a transcript
whereby voice alone is captured.

The method of recording – detailed but

abbreviated longhand – is again practicable when speaking on the ‘phone and a
hands-free set helps.

Participant bias or social desirability effect (Elmes, Kantowitz and Roediger, 2006) is
a further potential threat to dependability, and indeed to internal validity, which is
discussed below. The researcher worked hard to avoid giving the impression that
there were any better, preferable or anticipated ‘answers’, and the success of this
can perhaps be judged by the spectrum of experiences reported: one or two
participants gave negative accounts of some aspects of their project experience.
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The researcher also tried to establish an absolute disconnect between her data
collection and any of the financial aspects of the programme in order to prevent
participants from thinking that a positive report would predispose the organization to
make further funds available to them.

Had participants been allowed to believe that positive comments advantaged them
in any way then the integrity of the data would have been threatened by the
presence of this social desirability effect. It was therefore explained very clearly that
the researcher was, and would always remain, entirely absent from any central
decision-making about funding; and that no-one except herself would have access
to, or sight of, the raw data in any form: in other words, that the funder would never
see individual transcripts and therefore could never trace specific comments back to
identifiable individuals. Thirdly, the researcher was entirely transparent about her
commitment to aggregate findings in all reporting and writing-up processes,
ensuring once again that the anonymity of individuals and the schools remained
protected.

Researcher error is a further potential threat to dependability. Fluctuations in the
carrying out of data capture can lead to anomalous outcomes that are the fault of
researcher inconsistency. Attempts to minimize this included the following:

(a) having a copy of the interview themes to be introduced to hand. The nature
of semi-structured interviews forbids overly rigid adherence to a script as
interviewee responses need to be followed up (Freebody, 2003), but it was
important to ensure that all interviewees had an equal chance to say
something, or conversely nothing, about the same broad areas;
(b) making sure that the researcher had enough time available for each
interview, whatever that time was. Participants varied to the extent that they
wanted to elaborate, so interviews were between one and two hours in
duration, but were always terminated once the interviewee felt that they had
nothing further to add, rather than the researcher drawing things to an
artificial close because ‘time was up’;
(c) because it was not possible to interview the participants in a consistent
venue, consistency was achieved by always allowing the interviewee to
chose the mode (face-to-face or telephone according to participant choice)
and venue. Researcher notes about venue helped to determine whether or
not certain modes or types of venue introduced a bias. It was thought that
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this was not the case; the overwhelming sense was that interviewees were
relaxed and in control because they were on their own territories;
(d) in the piloting of interview process, it transpired that the tape recording of
interviews could make some people feel uneasy, that the interview felt less
natural and therefore might lead to misrepresentations and omissions
(Shaughnessy, Zechmeister and Zechmeister, 2006). The researcher made
a decision that the least intrusive way of recording the exchange was to take
detailed notes in all interviews rather than tape some and not others. As the
researcher is confident in her ability to write a fast abbreviated longhand, and
that notes were transcribed as soon as possible after the exchange whilst
the exchange was still fresh, the decision not to tape record was not felt to
be a disadvantage, rather, it allowed for consistency throughout. The idea of
typing straight into a laptop computer was rejected out of hand, as not only is
it noisy but the screen can act as an off-putting physical barrier between
interviewee and researcher.

A final threat to dependability is researcher bias, that is, that interpretations can be
tainted by the researcher’s own belief system. This poses an interesting question in
the context of phenomenography as the process of working up categories of
description is to some extent interpretative. However, it is also the case that it is
important to be vigilant about researcher-centric interpretations, and a more detailed
look at this is covered in the section that looks at internal validity.

3.5.3

‘Validity’ → credibility, transferability and authenticity

Traditionally, validity is concerned with whether or not researchers actually see what
they think they see (Flick, 2006). As it is methodologically inappropriate to apply
experimental validity constructs to qualitative data, parallel constructs, that provide a
way of rigorously auditing qualitative work, are again invaluable here.

Robson

(2002) has further developed the ‘versions’ of validity that are appropriate to an
interpretative paradigm that arose in the work of Guba and Lincoln (1994). Thus
notions of credibility, transferability and authenticity can be added to dependability
and trustworthiness as measures of worth and integrity. These are useful in that
they provide further opportunity to systematically review how data has been
produced, phenomena presented and conclusions drawn.
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3.5.4

‘Internal validity’ = credibility

Within experimental traditions, internal validity is concerned with showing that the
conclusions reached are not only replicable but, in accurately reflecting an external
reality, are the only conclusions feasible. Interpretative research contexts, however,
assume that multiple versions of ‘reality’ are available, therefore assessing the worth
of non-positivistic work has to take this into consideration: internal validity becomes
more of a demonstration that researcher constructs actually are grounded in
participant versions of events. It is necessary to show that the enquiry was carried
out in such a way that accurate identification and description can be established,
and thus becomes an issue of credibility and authenticity. Lincoln and Guba (1985)
talk about ‘truth value’: that is, how do you establish confidence in what is ‘true’ for
the person in the context and the truth of the context itself? Equally importantly,
how is neutrality (rather than objectivity) achieved: can it be established that the
findings are determined by the participants’ responses and contexts, rather than
perspectives, biases, motivations and interests of the researcher?
bracketing

(i.e.

the

suspension

of

research

The use of

presupposition)

within

phenomenographic work is considered by some, e.g. Ashworth and Lucas, 1998;
1999) to be worth the effort involved in establishing the desired validity and reliability
(Morris, 2006).

Credibility, like dependability, is dependent upon prolonged engagement and
persistent observation and triangulation. Furthermore, participant checks and peer
review is vital to establishing what is true for participants, untainted by researcher
effect.

This study attempted to establish internal validity or credibility by

demonstrating that the study was carried out in such a way that accurate-toparticipant and interviewee-centred effects, impacts and relationships were identified
and described by data capture and analysis methods. At the time of data collection,
this was attempted by explaining clearly the purpose of the interview (i.e. to capture
as fully as possible the individual’s actual experience of project work and their
perceptions as to attributable impacts), in addition to pre-establishing the culture of
the exchange (i.e. that there were no right, wrong, preferred, expected or
unexpected responses to any of the questions), the researcher attempted to
establish a contract with the interviewee.

That contract was that, on the

researcher’s part, authentic and honest responses were preferred, and on the part
of participants, absence of any other researcher expectation allows this to be the
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case: that what is said is sincere, taken to be the participant’s reality and treated
accordingly throughout the analysis.

In terms of the analysis, the data needed to be explicated in such a way that it
remained clear what belonged to participants and where researcher interpretation
began (Flick, 2006).

The use of bracketing (i.e. the suspension of all extant

researcher presuppositions) does support the researcher in allowing the
participant’s life world to dominate in both data capture and analysis, but it is hard to
do exhaustively well at every level. Looking at Ashworth and Lucas’ (1998) advice
on bracketing, specifically the ‘where’ and the ‘how’ of the researcher taking care,
the ideal would be for the researcher to be an invisible agent of capture and
explication, thus leaving no trace of self on the data.

This researcher cannot fully

claim to have achieved such an absence. However, although certain ‘rules’ were
broken (a literature search was carried out before the research was conducted,
there was a degree of hypothesis construction in so far as the researcher suspected
that there might be a relationship between professional group belonging and the
perceptions as to project value), evidence from other sources and this researcher
beliefs (Ashworth and Lucas, 1998) were put aside as far as was possible in this
data collection and analysis.

The setting aside of the question of causation was slightly more complex. Although
the researcher feels that she did not set out to evidence that professional group
belonging caused certain professional types to value projects in a predictable way,
there was an underlying interest in this relationship when it came to looking at the
results, i.e. outcome spaces.

However, thoughts as to cause were not present

within data capture (participants were asked no questions that might have revealed
researcher’s interest in professional group belonging) nor in the building of
categories of description.

This seems to be in line with what Saljo (1988), in

Ashworth and Lucas (998), refers to as the postponement of any such assumptions
about variation in conceptions held as a issue for the theoretical framework.

Moreover, the ‘inquiry audit’ processes referred to by Lincoln and Guba (1985) that
promote consistency include the checks and balances put in place by authentic and
systematic reflection on researcher conduct. Here, awarenesses as to if, and how,
researcher personal background, influence and perspectives may have impacted
the research process were managed in part by conducting member checks and
respondent validation. Not only did the researcher utilize communicative validation
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(Terhart, 1985; Kelchtermans, 1994; Flick, 2006) to continually check back with
participants the precise meaning of their statements throughout and after interviews,
but a randomly selected sample of researcher’s notes arising from interviews was
sent to the relevant participants in order that they could validate the content. Peer
debriefing was also used in the form of regular reflective meetings about data
analysis with researcher managers from the organization: this itself can be viewed
as a form of inter-rater reliability or at the very least as a further check against
researcher bias.

3.5.5

Potential threats to credibility/authenticity

These threats include the often encountered difficulty in schools that it is almost
impossible to talk about one initiative in isolation from everything else that is
happening. Any change or intervention within the environment can have an impact,
but relationships between projects and impacts, and between projects and projects
are often not distinguishable. A further challenge is maturation or growth that is not
related to the project under review, but is seen and reported as such. Perhaps the
biggest threat to credibility is that exposure to research processes in themselves can
have a profound impact. An important methodological challenge is how to research
people’s awareness of a phenomenon when the research itself inevitability leads to
awareness developing. Within this research, it was very clear when participants felt
that the research process impacted on their thinking when they expressed this in an
unambiguous way, typically ‘It has not occurred to me till now, but I can start to see
a relationship between…..’ Scripts were marked up in such a way as to draw the
researcher’s attention to this, and deciding what to do about it became a conscious
part of the analysis process.

Ashworth and Lucas (1998) caution that the phenomenographic method in itself, if it
does not pay enough heed to capturing the actual lived world of individuals, can
potentially threaten the authenticity of results. Not only can the analytic necessity of
producing coherent categories of description be in tension with an individual life
world where the latter may be less than coherent, but there is also a need to ensure
that actual perceptions are not overridden by more accepted and ‘authoritative’
conceptions when categorising experiences. The points raised by Ashworth and
Lucas relate to the researcher needing to be ever-mindful that data capture keeps
as its focus the experiences and perceptions of individuals in the absence of
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research presuppositions, and that data handling, that is, the structuring of
categories of description into outcome spaces, is done in such a way as to avoid
researcher assumptions tainting the analysis.

3.5.6

External validity or generalisability = transferability

Within positivistic traditions, establishing external validity, or the extent to which
results are generalisable, is a matter of interrogating data with the appropriate
statistical test. Given that this is, strictly speaking, only methodologically permissible
where there is a proper random sample, research that relies on a purposive sample,
as in this research, should not, for theoretical and methodological reasons, strive to
establish this sort of external validity. It would be technically possible to use an
analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical model (Hayes, 2000) to interrogate the
different explanatory variables between projects (school type, curricular focus) if the
data could be manipulated into suitable sets, but there would be little political point.
Such an approach does nothing for the integrity of interpretative work in its own
right. The alternative is to gain a sense of the extent to which findings from the nonprobabilistic sample are transferable from the sample to the project population. In
other words, it may be possible to discover general principles that characterise the
relationships (Shoda, 2004). There is then the question as to whether there is any
mileage in making a case for transferability beyond this programme to other
Creative Partnership work, such as the Arts Council’s Regional Partnership
Programme. Whether or not enough similarity between this programme and other
programmes can be sufficiently established to suggest that transferability of findings
is useful is a matter for the concluding chapter.

3.5.7

Threats to transferability

These threats include the potential that findings are only specific to the group
studied, so the challenge for the researcher is to demonstrate that the sample group
is not systematically biased in any way (see discussion of sampling, above). That
findings may be dependent on the specific context of the programme in terms of its
particular programme management cultures, funding arrangements and rationale is
a serious threat to transferability.

The programme was, at the time of data

collection, a stand-alone pilot initiative and quite distinct from other Creative
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Partnership programmes, therefore it would, in methodological terms, be difficult to
find contexts that were similar enough for transferability of findings to be reasonable
or profitable. This is somewhat ironic given that one of the main reasons for the
funded evaluation of the programme was to make apparent what was generalisable
in order to inform Creative Partnerships’ exit strategy of the time. More importantly,
as the thrust of the research is phenomenological and interpretivist, the aim for this
researcher was to understand the particular context rather than to try to isolate any
universal laws that potentially withstand a range of contexts, so the question of
generalisability is somewhat redundant.

3.6

Ethics

The funder took overall responsibility for formal ethical approval as the ethicality of
the research had been an important judgment criterion in their selection a principal
investigator.

However, it behove the researcher to consider day-to-day ethical

issues at each stage of the research.

To that end, The British Psychological

Society’s (2006) Code of Ethics and Conduct, and the University of Bradford’s
(2006) Code of Practice for Ethics in Research were both consulted.

Both state that the dignity, rights, safety and well-being of all participants must be
paramount at times; that informed consent is at the heart of all good research, as is
proper confidentiality and the participant’s right to anonymity, and to withdraw
without giving a reason. Deceit should be avoided at all times, and all people should
be treated equally. Flick (2006) suggests that ethics are ‘often difficult to put into
clear-cut solutions and clarifications.

Rather, researchers face ethical issues in

every stage of the research process as a sort of dilemma.’ (Flick, ibid, p. 45).

Informed consent can only ethically be asked of, and given by, those competent to
so.

The person being asked to give consent should be adequately and

appropriately briefed about the research and consent should be emphasized as
being a voluntary thing (Flick, ibid).

Procedures were made very clear. Each

person in the sample was invited to take part in the research. In this invitation, the
researcher made sure she made (i) her role as researcher, (ii) the precise reasons
for and remit of interviews and (iii) the processes that this would involve very clear.
She explained that she was asking for an interview and outlined the purpose as the
gathering of participants’ reflections on and experiences of their project.

She
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explained that she had no remit whatsoever to judge, evaluate or otherwise check
up on any activity within the project, either the performance of the school or partner.
For this reason observational visits were avoided. She was careful to avoid any
impression that it was a requirement of project funding that teachers and creative
practitioners were obliged to contribute to the research, but she accepts that some
participants might have wondered if they had a choice, given that the funder had
contracted the researcher. Having been briefed as to all of the above, teachers and
creative practitioners who agreed to take part were considered to have given their
consent.

Minimizing potential harm is an important aspect of research if it is to be ethical
(Parker, 1994). The wellbeing of participants was carefully considered. Each and
every one was allowed to choose the venue in which they were interviewed, and the
mode (face-to-face or telephone). The participant’s right to withdraw is also an
important aspect of not causing harm and respecting their rights.

A sense of their

being in control was emphasized by it being made clear that they could terminate
the interview at any time without being obliged to provide a reason. They were also
allowed control over how long the interview was which afforded them the
psychological comfort of having enough time to say all they wanted to say, but also
to feel that they could stop when they had said all they wanted to say.

All

interviewees were given the right to withdraw at any time, none did.

The researcher did not consider the range of topics to be explored as particularly
sensitive or inflammatory. Furthermore, as the interviews were semi-structured, the
directions in which interviews went were up to the participant. The researcher was
aware that sensitivity would be required had participants felt that project had not
gone well and she would need to remain non-judgmental at all times. This would be
particularly important if some participants had exhibited nervousness or insecurity
about this.

At such times, the researcher would have needed to remind

interviewees that it was not her role to judge or evaluate, nor indeed to focus on any
particular aspect of the project, but simply to capture the participant’s experience.
As it was, there were very few occasions when interviewees did not demonstrate
anything other than confidence and oftentimes pleasure when reflecting on their
projects.

Parker (2005) suggests that there is no such thing as real confidentiality in research
as the point is always to find something out and then share it: therefore it does not
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make sense for research to remain a confidential thing between the researchers and
participants. Anonymity, however, is a traditional way of protecting participants from
being identifed and therefore can make the whole experience more comfortable, as
well as encouraging greater authenticity of response.

The phenomenographic

methods used here allowed individual identity to become entirely subsumed within
the process as all data was aggregated. When quotes are used, they are attributed
to either ‘teacher’ or ‘creative practitioner’. No individuals, or schools, or projects
are therefore identifiable at any point.

Finally, it is not ethical to carry out research for the sake of it, and when there is no
new knowledge to be gained. The researcher did not feel that this study was either
repetitive of any study before it or devoid of innovation, so that this was not
something to worry about.

3.7

Analysis

Detailed examinations of stages and processes within the phenomenographic
method have been provided by, amongst others, Marton (1981 and 1986), Säljö
(1988) and more recently by Patrick (1998) and Ashworth and Lucas (2000) as well
as Åkerlind, Bowden and Green (2005). Phenomenography is fit for purpose for any
study wishing to explore factors that impact on experience, for example,
professional group belonging, but in such a way that the emphasis remains on the
perspectives and experiences of those professionals, rather than on researcher
assumptions. Teachers’ and creative practitioners’ responses to the co-facilitated
projects in which they engaged can only be authentically interpreted in terms of their
own selves, including where data reveals their own professional enculturation, and
the contexts in which they experience projects. In which case, multiple and varied
interpretations are not only admissible but inevitable. Phenomengraphy admits that
raw matter underpins experience (the project in terms of housekeeping details –
dates, fiscal resources etc – exists) but the occurrence of the project is so bound up
in individual experience as to have multiple existences, including the extent to which
it is, and in what ways it is seen to be, valuable. It is the latter that this study wishes
to examine.
Within phenomenography, there is the question as to the employment of
phenomenological bracketing (the epoché) in terms of the suspension of researcher
theories, presumptions and presuppositions (Ashworth and Lucas, 1998; Ashworth,
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1999). The categories of description that make up the research results are the
researcher's own experience of the different ways that participants present their
respective experiences of topics within the phenomenon.

In this way,

phenomenography is a methodological and structural mechanism rather than a
psychology of the individual’s inner world (Marton, 1988). Here, the categories of
description that phenomenographic methodology allow define the various positions
(or outcome spaces) offered in relation to partnership project value. This study does
not attempt to recreate the many detailed psychic ‘realities’ because the point is not
to understand what the project is and can be from as many perspectives as there
are participants: that would be phenomenology. The point is to arrive at stable
outcome spaces for each of the topics (such as impacts for pupils) in order that a
view can be achieved that includes the outcome spaces as defined by the data and
the relationship of these to professional group belonging.

Within classic

phenomenology the outcome spaces arrived at relate to, and describe, the collective
position that relates to the group under consideration; the analysis in this thesis
deviates slightly from a truly classic application of phenomenography for the
reasons, and in the ways, outlined on page 141-2.
Phenomenographic analysis can be summed up as the following. The overall point
of the analysis is to yield the qualitatively distinct descriptive categories that
encapsulate the ways in which something is variously experienced (Orgill, 2007).
Categories of description are achieved by the researcher being immersed in the
data and conducting successive rounds of iterative processing, bearing in mind that
only a limited number of categories or ways of experiencing something are available
(Booth, 1997). Within this study, that ‘something experienced’ has plurality: several
aspects of the creative partnership project phenomenon were visited, so there are
several topics within the phenomenon.

Each topic will have its own eventual

outcome space that contains the least number of categories that fully explicate the
various experiences of that part of the phenomenon that can be had.
The first task is to try to define approximately what the topics are. This may change
as successive rounds of iterative analysis may allow unanticipated topics to emerge
that the researcher did not introduce, but participants did.

Within the interviews,

each topic was introduced by an open-ended stimulus question, for example, ‘How
would you characterize any impact on pupils?’ Having identified the approximate
topics, responses clustering round and relevant to each topic are gathered together
and the focus of each response identified. For example, responses might have focus
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on projects having impacted in terms of pupils being ‘better at speaking’. Identifying
the focus of this response by looking carefully at the context in which it is reported
allows a particular frame of reference with respect to the phenomenon to be
established. So, in this case, the focus of the ‘better at speaking’ response might be
a formal curricular one (e.g. drama) or conversely refer to social communication
skills etc. Both of these will be separate descriptions of impact within the initial
categorizing of impact on pupils.
The next stage is to further develop ways of describing the groupings in order to
establish commonality and variation. Within the response ‘better at speaking’ (in the
formal curricular sense) what did responses have sufficiently in common that
allowed them to remain together, and where and when does variation demand that
certain responses be re-categorised? Does the descriptive label of the response
group as a whole have to change in order to provide a better fit? The next stage is
look at the categories of description overall and search for structural and hierarchical
relationships between them, in other words how the categories are nested. ‘Better
at speaking’ in the social communication sense might be grouped with the very
similar ‘better at taking turns at speaking’. Both of these can be conflated into
‘improved social verbal behaviour’ and so on. The point is to work up to the least
number of categories that fully describe the variation, so that nothing is lost, but
nothing unnecessary remains.

The resultant outcome space, one per topic, is

therefore made up of the minimum possible number of categories of description
which explicate all the various ways of experiencing it.
To explore this hierarchical ordering and the relationships between descriptions a
little further the following procedure is typical. At the initial level, descriptions of
reported impacts on pupils might be ‘became more confident’; ‘better self-esteem’;
‘not so timid’. These three descriptions can all be conflated into the one description
‘increased self-esteem/confidence’.

Likewise, a ‘better at teamwork’ description

might be arrived at within which all references to collaborative effort, skill in
negotiating, turn-taking, sharing etc. have been conflated. Here, an important task
for the researcher would have been the bracketing of their own assumptions as to
what things mean. In other words, part of the process of upwardly conflating
descriptions would have been an examination of what the practitioners variously
meant when they said ‘sharing’? What was the context in which it was brought up,
and does the train of thought to which it belongs indicate that it was meant in the
context of ‘teamwork’?

If yes, then ‘sharing’ can sit within the category of
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‘teamwork’. If no, where should it sit? This means that the researcher also has to
maintain a clear idea of what interviewees meant by, for example, ‘teamwork’. What,
in the interviews, tells the researcher that ‘team’ means more than one, or
conversely ‘at least five’ etc. According to all of these considerations are categories
of description refined.
Having done the above, it would then be possible to conflate ‘became more
confident’ with ‘better at teamwork’ into an overarching category of ‘improved
personal/social skill’. It would depend on whether anything intrinsically valuable is
lost in terms of the raw data as to whether the conflation goes ahead. For example,
is there anything in the interviews that suggests that there is enough degree of
difference between the two initial categorizations from the point of view of
interviewees to make it worth keeping them distinct? Parsimony is the not the same
as rendering the data two dimensional and ‘less’ than the original richness of
interview. On the other hand, when you consider that the next category up might be
‘positive impacts for pupils’ (which is entirely meaningless in this consideration),
then ‘improved personal/social skill’ may still function as a useful category, as
distinct from an ‘increased academic attainment’ category. It depends entirely on
what is lost and gained in terms of checking back with the data at each successive
stage of readjustment. How categories of description relate to each other is an
important aspect of phenomenography.

An illustrative example is provided in

Appendix 4, and an example of a fully phenomenographically analyzed interview is
provided in Appendix 5.
In short, data is revisited and re-examined and categories adjusted until they are
sufficiently descriptive and wholly pinpoint the essence of the actual data. Within
analysis the researcher must not lose sight of the raw data and the emerging
categories must be tested, adjusted and retested until meaning is stabilized into a
steady outcome space (Marton, 1986).

Ashworth and Lucas (1998) remind the

researcher to continually guard against presupposition and use the maximum
empathy with the actual data that is possible. The avoidance of premature closure
(i.e. arriving at the outcome space too soon) because hierarchically-related
categories have been rushed into is also ill-advised.
Having reached a satisfyingly stable outcome space for each of the topics, whereby
each outcome space contains the least number of categories of description possible
that fully explicate the data (in other words, upwards revising has to stop at the point
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beyond which meaning and authenticity would be lost) then the work, where
classical phenomenographical analysis, is done: the outcome spaces that
encapsulate the variety, and its extent have been achieved.
The analyses carried out in this study differ from a classic application of
phenomenographic methodology in the following ways.

Firstly, the analysis

presented here uses phenomenographic technique as part of the analysis, but then
continues past the point at which classic phenomenography would cease: within the
latter, the analysis is complete once outcome spaces per topic have been defined at
the group level.

Within this study, an actively interpreted application of

phenomenographic technique is just the beginning.

Secondly, group-based

outcome spaces per topic were not sought in the first analytic phase, rather,
outcome spaces per the individual were arrived at.
The decision to work at the level of the individual rather than group within the first
phase of the analysis was based on the knowledge that several comparative
analyses were to be run subsequently, within which group belonging shifted:
although the groups teachers and creative professionals were static, introducing
variables related to partnership type and school type meant that there wasn’t a way
of defining two static groups from the outset on which to run a classic
phenomenological analysis. Using phenomenographic technique in such a way that
analyses were performed at the level of individual allowed the necessary flexibility to
be preserved. The forty six interviews (twenty three partnership pairs) were thus
analyzed, resulting in forty six sets of categories of description conflating into a
number of resultant outcome spaces per interviewee. An example of what this looks
like for an interview and subsequently for a pair of interviews side by side can be
found in Appendices 6 and 7 respectively. The purpose of setting these out side by
side in project pairs, as in Appendix 7, was to provide an at-a-glance impression of
difference within a project.
As outlined above, a classical application of phenomenographic analysis was not a
wholly suitable method for identifying group difference as to some extent group
membership shifted according to the comparison being drawn. But because the
central thrust of this study was ultimately to make group comparisons across the
whole data set (according to the variables ‘professional type’, ‘partnership type’, and
‘school type’) the analytic work was far from complete at the stage of outcome
spaces per topic per individual.

A version of phenomenographic technique as
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described in this chapter and in Appendices 4-7 inclusive was used to get this far,
after which the analysis proceeded as follows:
Once each interview had been analysed, resulting in a series of outcome spaces per
topic per person (see Appendix 6), ‘project pair’ results were laid out side by side
(see Appendix 7). These ‘project pairs’ results were then mapped into a tabulated
format (see Appendix 8) that allowed outcome spaces to be counted up and
aggregated across all the projects. The results of aggregating across all forty six
sets of outcome spaces according to the different variables being looked at
(specifically: professional type/group; partnership type: ‘new’ versus ‘established’
and school type: nursery, primary, secondary and special) are presented in
Appendices 9-12 respectively. Carrying out the aggregation at the level of both
outcome space and the superordinate category below it was a useful process for it
is at the pre-outcome space level of superordinate category that much of the
interesting differences occur.
This counting up and aggregating across projects is a way of looking at group
differences entirely numerically and it must be emphasised here that this phase of
data analysis onwards is not presented as being part and parcel of a standard
phenomenographic approach.

Rather, phenomenographic technique has been

used as a starting point, which has served to first identify, then lay out clearly and
usefully in tangible format, the views the experiences of the professionals in this
study and on which it has then been possible to perform further analysis.
Chapter 6 presents summary data tables and sets out key results.

These results

are subsequently addressed in detail throughout Chapter 7, Discussion.
This is a qualitative study recognizing the importance and value of what people have
said.

It is based on the notion that every contribution is valuable and means

something within the whole. Therefore the numbers in the tables in Chapter 6 and
in the appendices simply present the frequency of occurrence of the outcome space
or superordinate category across the whole data set. Differences in numerical value
guide what it is most interesting to talk about because these differences indicate
where there is the most convergence and variation between groups.
The decision to eschew inferential statistics was straightforward: even though data
analyses were performed in order to draw comparisons between various groupings
(i.e. for professional sector group, partnership type and school type), the use of
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statistical testing to determine significance was entirely rejected. This was not an
experimental study whereby it was necessary to determine if results were due to
chance or due to the manipulation of independent variables.
In terms of whether or not to try and establish scalar or proportionate meaning,
given that the data set is large, the decision not to use descriptive statistics was
harder. Descriptive statistics potentially offered an accessible way of quantifying
and describing the data: one way of feeling confident about data and patterns within
it, especially when comparisons are being drawn, is to attach percentages.

There

are two ways in which percentages might have helped: (a) in terms of the extent to
which something was valued, that is, helping to determine the relative value of
valued things (for example, if 75% of teachers said that their project impacted on
pupils’ academic attainment, but only 25% that it impacted on personal-social
development, then the logic would be that impact on academic attainment is the
more noteworthy of the two) and (b) to establish some degree of confidence in the
extent to which the two professional groups valued something: 66% of teachers
valued X as opposed to 25% of creative practitioners, therefore it follows that X is
more valued by the teacher group etc.

The use of descriptive statistics has been considered and rejected for three reasons.
Firstly and primarily in the interests of preserving the qualitative integrity of the
research approach, it is not necessary to translate or shoehorn qualitative data into
proportionate results for it to be meaningful: it exists, therefore it is meaningful.
Secondly, how would meaningful cut-off points be established when deciding what
patterns and differences in the data were worth talking about? 25%? 33%? 50%?
Any decision plucked out of the air is arbitrary, whereas the use of any mathematical
formulae takes a qualitative study back into the quantitative domain. Thirdly, where
very small groups occur (as in this study e.g. n=2), percentages can be entirely
unhelpful.

Clearly it would be impossible to work across the whole data set without using any
numbers at all, especially as the extent to which an outcome space reoccurs across
the whole data set (‘whole’ being forty six phenomenographically analysed
interviews) has been counted up. It is this tallying up of outcome space existence
that forms the basis of the comparison between the groups and it is comparison
which fuels discussions about difference throughout. For example, the outcome
space ‘impact on pupils’ formal curricular attainment’ arises in ten of the teacher
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analyses, and in five of the creative practitioner analyses. Within the realms of the
qualitative domain, this is sufficient a finding in itself without attaching a calculation
of mathematical robustness as a test of veracity. Likewise, it would be legitimate to
find the relationship ‘10 teachers…… as opposed to 7 creative practitioners
said………’ interesting, albeit that the difference between 10 and 5 seems more
slightly compelling in an investigation into professional group difference.

A further example of this might be that the outcome space ‘the project had personal
development impacts for my project partner’ only occurring within the data set of one
professional group (creative practitioner) is noteworthy even though there was only
one occurrence: such contributes to an overall topic-level finding that creative
practitioners saw the project as developmental of teachers more so than did
teachers of creative practitioners.

Furthermore it tells us that project - or this

particular project - achieved an outcome that was not about teachers ‘doing art
better’. The latter example is not less noteworthy because the numbers are smaller
than in the first example; it is differently noteworthy. No artificial cut off points have
been introduced, such as only considering results of certain magnitude and beyond
to be worthy of discussion.

Therefore, in the analyses that follow in the Findings chapter, meaning is not seen
as synonymous with imposed mathematical or quantitative thresholds. A scale of
meaning in relation to magnitude is not attempted. Rather the actual numbers of
individuals or occurrences of outcome space are there to be interpreted for
meaningfulness and are the only figures presented. In order to keep all discussion
around meaning grounded and transparent, actual numbers of teachers and creative
practitioners (n = x) and presented throughout subsequent discussions in Chapter 7.
The following chapter sets out the findings yielded, these are then considered in
detail in the Discussion.
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Chapter 6: Findings

1.

Overview

This chapter sets out the findings that result from forty six interviews (representing
twenty three partnership projects) being phenomenographically analyzed and the
subsequent

intra-group

collations

performed

in

readiness

for

inter-group

comparisons. Group collations were performed in relation to professional type,
partnership type (new, existing) and school type (primary, secondary, special,
nursery).

Examples of the 46 full phenomenographic analyses: firstly, single, then project pair,
then reformatted to support collation and comparison, can be found in Appendices 6
to 8 respectively.

For example, Appendix 8 provides an example of

how the

phenomenographic analyses of a pair of interviews can be presented in a
spreadsheet-like table, where Column 1 = topic; Column 2 = outcome spaces;
Column 3 = teacher-only superordinate categories; Column 4 = creative practitioneronly superordinate categories; Column 5 = superordinate categories that occurred
for both professional types.

All subsequent comparisons of grouped results are presented as Appendices 9 to
12. As these last four appendices demonstrate, aggregation of results into group
results (for example, by professional type) was conducted at both the level of
outcome space and the category below; this ‘category below’ is labeled
‘superordinate category’ in this thesis as it sits above several levels of subordinate
category. The superordinate category level in particular shows how the language of
description can differ between the two professional groups, and this will be returned
to in the Discussion, Chapter 7.

The lowest level of category (called here ‘subordinate’) has not been included in this
analysis. Within this study it is not the number of times that someone indicates that
they value X, but that X is valued (as opposed to, or as well as, Y).

The extent to

which similarities and differences of superordinate category and outcome space
occur across the two different professional groups is of primary interest and the use
of colour (‘teacher only’ = yellow, ‘creative practitioner only’ = blue, ‘both’ = green)
gives an instant visual impression of the differences and similarities that occur.
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Organizing each pair of analyses into this colour-coded format allowed several
comparative analyses to be performed on the whole data set with relative
straightforwardness; in other words this supports the inter-project analyses that are
of most interest here.

All of the findings set out in this chapter, and how these findings might relate to
professional group belonging as well as to the way in which communities collectively
construct meaning, are explored in Chapter 7, Discussion.

Comparison of professional group is of primary importance to this study so it is
therefore set out in the fullest detail within the main body of this chapter as Analysis
1. Appendix 9 presents a full collation of teacher and creative practitioner grouped
results at the level of outcome spaces and superordinate categories respectively.

Analysis 2, ‘comparison of partnership type: new versus established’ (see
Appendices 10 and 11), is also key as the partnership type itself might have
impacted on how professionals were able to value projects. Key findings in relation
to this are also set out in this chapter.

Analysis 3, ‘school type’, is not so fundamentally crucial to an exploration of
professional enculturement in terms of the creative practitioners: one might end up
doing a project in a primary school as opposed to a secondary school for reasons
entirely circumstantial. However, a summary analysis of ‘school type’ alongside
‘professional type’ can be found in Appendix 12. Any results of interest to this thesis
are noted in the main body of this chapter. It is important to note that the sample did
not contain an equal number of the four school types (primary, secondary, special
and nursery) and this must be borne in mind when looking at the numbers.

2.

Analysis 1: Professional group comparison

This analysis has been conducted on three levels:

(a) how differences in professional group data can be shown at the level of topic
(Table 2, below);
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(b) comparison of outcome spaces for teachers with outcome spaces for
creative practitioners (Table 3, below);

(c) how this breaks down into differences between the superordinate categories
that nested up into these outcome spaces

(to further show differences

between professional groups) (Tables 4 to 13, below).

Appendix 9 shows how individual interviewees’ outcome spaces stack up within a
professional group comparison (yellow = teacher, blue = creative practitioner) and
thus it informs Table 3 below. Appendix 9 also shows a further level of detail in that
it also contains the superordinate categories that nest into the outcomes spaces. It
shows how the superordinate categories (i.e. the level directly below outcome
spaces) ‘attached’ to each individual interviewee stack up within a professional
group comparison.

Appendix 9 therefore also directly also informs Tables 4-13 in

the analysis below.

2.1

Differences in professional group data at topic level

Table 2: Comparison of the number of times the outcomes spaces per topic
occur per professional group (T = teacher, CP = creative practitioner)
TOPIC

T

CP

RESULT

Impacts on pupils as creatively able

45

29

Teacher group

Broader impacts on pupils

135

94

Teacher group

Impacts on self

90

69

Teacher group

Impacts on project partner

15

24

Creative group

Impacts on other adults in the school

17

13

Teacher group

Impacts on the whole school

32

23

Teacher group

Impacts on wider community

2

5

Creative group

Experience of partnership

30

30

Equal

Doing action research

41

36

Teacher group

Experience of being mentored

25

17

Teacher group

•

Teachers clearly had more to say about how projects were valuable in terms
of impacts on pupils;

•

Teachers also saw projects as being about their own learning more than
creative practitioners did;
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•

Creative practitioners saw the projects as being about continued professional
development (CPD) for teachers more than teachers saw the projects as
being CPD for creative practitioners;

•

Not surprisingly, teachers saw how projects were valuable for other adults in
the school, and ‘the whole school’ to a greater extent than creative
practitioners did;

•

Creative practitioners saw value in for the wider community to a greater
extent than did teachers;

•

Teachers and creative practitioners valued outcomes associated with
partnership to an equal extent;

•

Action research was talked about to a similar extent. Some of this talk is not
about valuing action research but about finding it problematic: these
expressions of negativity or ‘absences of value’ are just as informative to
this study;

•

Teachers had more to say in terms of the value associated with being
mentored.

2.2

Comparing outcome spaces for teachers/creative practitioners

In Table 3 below, the figures in Column 3 show how many times the outcome space
in question occurred within the teacher group data (T) and likewise Column 4 shows
how many times it occurred within the creative practitioner group data (CP). Column
5 indicates for which professional group it occurred most frequently.
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Table 3: Outcome spaces occurrence, full data set.
TOPIC

OUTCOME SPACE

T

CP

RESULT

Working imaginatively

3

4

Creative group

General creativity

4

2

Teacher group

Impacts on pupils

Exploration

6

5

Teacher group

as ‘creatively able’

Risk / experimentation

15

9

Teacher group

Purposeful

8

5

Teacher group

Assessing value

4

3

Teacher group

Problem solving

5

1

Teacher group

45

29

Art form development

11

7

Teacher group

Positive emotional response

18

14

Teacher group

Negative emotional response

2

0

Teacher group

Valuable process / product

13

8

Teacher group

Attitude to learning

18

18

Equal

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group

Formal curricular attainment

10

5

Teacher group

Broader impacts

Development of cognitive skills

9

9

Equal

on pupils

Communication and verbal skills

13

11

Teacher group

Social development

17

10

Teacher group

Personal development

15

8

Teacher group

Pupils as researchers

5

1

Teacher group

Reflective processes

4

3

Teacher group

135

94

Own creativity

13

7

Teacher group

Own art skills / knowledge

8

1

Teacher group

Own personal development

6

3

Teacher group

Positive emotional response

14

14

Equal

Negative emotional response

6

8

Creative group

Own professional development

20

22

Creative group

Support of colleagues

10

4

Teacher group

Valuable process / product

4

6

Creative group

Reflective processes

9

4

Teacher group

90

69

Personal development

0

1

Creative group

Positive emotional response

3

5

Creative group

Impacts on project

Negative emotional response

1

1

Equal

partner

Partner’s prof. development

8

10

Creative group

Valuable process / product

1

2

Creative group

Research processes/ethic

1

3

Creative group

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group

Impacts on self

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group
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Reflective practice/processes

Creative group

1

2

15

24

Their CPD

7

4

Teacher group

Their arts skills / knowledge

0

1

Creative group

Impact on other

Their creativity

4

2

Teacher group

adults in the

Positive emotional response

2

0

Teacher group

school

Personal development

1

3

Creative group

Value of process / product

0

1

Creative group

Sharing practice

2

1

Teacher group

Reflective practices/processes

1

0

Teacher group

Research methodology

0

1

Creative group

17

13

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group
Outcomes for the

Special out of the ordinary

1

0

Teacher group

whole school

Positive emotional response

2

2

Equal

No impact

1

2

Creative group

Curriculum matters

7

6

Teacher group

School as community

5

7

Creative group

School as creative

2

0

Teacher group

School performance

1

2

Creative group

School’s learning

7

2

Teacher group

School profile

3

2

Teacher group

School ethos / culture

3

0

Teacher group

32

23

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group
Impacts on wider

Informs wider community

2

4

Creative group

community

Builds wider community

0

1

Creative group

2

5

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group
Experience of

Positive partnership

23

23

Teacher group

partnership

Partnership issues

3

7

Creative group

30

30

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group
Doing action

Research methods skills

14

10

Teacher group

research

Appreciated the ethos

15

14

Teacher group

Action research problematic

12

12

Equal

41

36

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group
Experience of

Negative view of mentor

9

6

Teacher group

being mentored

Positive view of mentor

16

11

Teacher group

25

17

Total outcome space ‘hits’ per professional group
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The extent to which the two professional groups talked about value at the level of
topics, e.g. impacts for pupils, has already been discussed in relation to Table 1. At
the level of outcome spaces, what appears to warrant comment is discussed below:

2.2.1

•

Impacts on pupils as creatively able:

Teachers and creative practitioners clearly valued projects in terms of how
pupils got the opportunities to explore, experiment and be purposeful;

•

Teachers reported project value as pupils being ‘purposeful’ and ‘problem
solving’ to a greater extent than did creative practitioners.

2.2.2 Broader impacts on pupils:

•

Twice as many teachers as creative practitioners thought that pupils gained
more in terms of the formal curriculum;

•

In addition, they found the project valuable in terms of pupil personal-social
development more so than creative practitioners.

2.2.3

•

Impacts on self:

projects generated positive emotional feelings for both professional types
equally;

•

likewise, project value in terms of some degree of their own professionalism
was reported by almost all (42 out of 46) interviewees;

•

Teachers reported gaining more in terms of their own creative and artistic
skills learning than did the creative practitioner group;

•

Teachers found the support of colleagues valuable more frequently than did
creative practitioners;
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•

Likewise, the reflective ethos of the project seems to be of greater value to
the teacher group.

2.2.4

•

Impacts on project partner:

Both professional types saw projects as valuable in terms of the continued
professional development outcomes that were generated for their project
partners;

•

Creative practitioners saw project value as CPD for teachers slightly more
than teachers did in terms of CPD for creative practitioners.

2.2.5

•

Impacts on other adults in the school/impacts on the whole school:

Not surprisingly, teachers saw how projects were valuable for other adults in
the school and for the whole school to a greater extent than did creative
practitioners.

2.2.6

•

Impacts on wider community:

Creative practitioners tended to see value in terms of the wider community to
a greater extent than did teachers.

2.2.7

•

Partnership work, action research and being mentored:

The value of partnership work far outstripped any problems experienced
according to both professional types. Although the numbers are balanced,
slightly more teachers found value in partnership;

•

Doing action research and being mentored were evenly balanced in terms of
how valuable they seemed to be to the two professional types.
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2.3

Differences between the superordinate categories

This next level of analysis is concerned with looking at differences between the
superordinate categories (i.e. the descriptions or values that nest directly into the
outcome spaces). This level of analysis has been performed because it provides
further detail as to group difference, especially in relation to what aspects of each
outcome space are particularly valued and by whom, and, in some instances, the
descriptive language used can be seen as indicative of group belonging, just as in
the level below (subordinate category). For example, the analysis of both teacher
and creative practitioner data yields the outcome space ‘risk and experimentation’
but it is creative practitioners in the main that use words like ‘risk’ and ‘improvisation’
and ‘experimentation’, whereas teachers tended to describe this as ‘trying
something new’.

Table 4: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 1:
‘Impacts on pupils as creatively able’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Working imaginatively

Using their imagination

2

2

=

Visualization

1

1

=

Invention

4

2

T

General creativity

Working creatively

3

3

=

Exploration

Investigate/interrogate

3

3

=

Freedom

2

4

CP

Taking risks

7

8

CP

Improvisation

1

2

CP

Trying something new

7

2

T

Being flexible

1

4

CP

Decision making

5

3

T

Taking control

3

4

CP

Application

2

0

T

Commenting own/others’ work

4

2

T

Critically evaluate

1

1

=

Challenge in appropriate way

0

1

CP

Overcoming challenges

3

1

T

Finding solutions

3

0

T

Working things through

0

1

CP

52

44

Risk / experimentation

Purposeful

Assessing value

Problem solving
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•

As has already been established, the teacher group overall talked more
about project value in terms of helping pupils to develop creative skills than
did the creative practitioner group, although the difference is not large;

•

The creative practitioner group cited project value as ‘freedom’, ‘taking risks’
‘being flexible’ and ‘improvisation’ more frequently than did the teacher
group;

•

Teachers talked more than creative practitioners about ‘trying something
new’;

•

Teachers more frequently saw project value in terms of pupil problem solving
(overcoming challenges and finding solutions) than did creative practitioners.

Table 5: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 2:
‘Broader impacts on pupils’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Art form development

Making artefacts

2

1

T

Technical skill/ability

6

4

T

Broaden use media/equip

2

2

=

Audience

4

0

T

Language of the arts

3

1

T

Response to the art form

4

2

T

Pleasurable

14

11

T

Interesting

4

1

T

Exciting / inspiring

10

11

CP

Enthusiasm

4

4

=

Negative emotional response

Project as pressure

2

0

T

Valuable process / product

Aesthetic worth

1

0

T

Developing a product

2

3

CP

Pupil voice

3

1

T

Following valuable process

7

4

T

Display/performance

3

2

T

Motivation & enthusiasm

7

7

=

Ownership

14

12

T

Self organize/time manage

2

0

T

Planning & decision making

3

2

T

Concentration & application

3

4

CP

Positive emotional response

Attitude to learning
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Commitment

2

4

CP

Transfer

3

3

=

Working with independence

1

0

T

Peer to peer

1

0

T

Better exam results

4

2

T

Improved subject skills

6

3

T

Formal curriculum engage

More enthusiasm/engage

4

1

T

Development of cognitive

Thinking skills

3

7

CP

Comprehension application

2

0

T

Analysis and synthesis

3

0

T

Relationship & connections

4

5

CP

Articulation

10

5

T

Speaking & listening

6

4

T

Views and opinions

2

4

CP

Vocabulary

4

3

T

World of work

2

0

T

Relationships with others

14

7

T

Inclusion

5

1

T

Collaboration

11

9

T

Emotional literacy

6

5

T

Confidence and self-esteem

11

4

T

Improved behaviour

6

4

T

Self awareness

5

4

T

Sense of achievement

2

0

T

Wellbeing

2

1

T

Improved research skills

2

1

T

Evaluating and assessing

3

0

T

Pupils actively involved

4

3

T

228
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Formal curricular attainment

Communication and verbal

Social development

Personal development

Pupils as researchers

Reflective processes

•

Again the teacher group had most to say about broader impacts on pupils;

•

The teacher group more than the creative practitioner group reported project
value in terms of helping pupils with their artistic development, although this
is by no means the most highly valued impact within either group (interesting
given that the projects were arts based);
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•

Projects were clearly and quite highly valued by both professional groups for
the pleasure that pupils experienced, as well as for how exciting and
inspiring pupils found them;

•

Project value in terms of allowing pupils ownership of the work also appears
to be important to both groups;

•

Teachers thought that projects were valuable in terms of positive impact on
the formal curriculum more than creative practitioners did;

•

Projects having positive impacts on pupils’ communication and verbal skills
was more frequently reported by the teacher group;

•

Creative practitioners and teachers talked about value in terms of pupils’
cognitive development in equal measure although creative practitioners
talked more frequently about thinking skills;

•

Teachers saw project value in terms of the personal and social development
of pupils more than did creative practitioners, specifically in terms of raised
levels of pupil confidence and self-esteem, as well as improved relationships
with others and working collaboratively.

Table 6: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 3:
‘Impacts for Self’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Own creativity

Risk taking/experimentation

7

6

T

Flexibility

4

3

T

Problem solving

2

0

T

Working creatively

7

0

T

Technical skill / ability

6

0

T

Use of media / equipment

6

2

T

Audience / display

1

0

T

Confidence

4

0

T

Personal achievement

2

3

CP

Pleasurable

8

9

CP

Interesting

1

3

CP

Enthusiasm

9

5

T

Inspiring/exciting

8

5

T

Own art skills / knowledge

Own personal development

Positive emotional response
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Negative emotional response

Project as pressure

6

7

CP

Own professional development

Limited / did not achieve CPD

1

2

CP

Curriculum matters

5

4

T

Communication & articulation

1

0

T

Role of arts in curriculum

7

4

T

Subject expertise

3

2

T

Professionalism

6

9

CP

Culture of school

0

12

CP

Project management

9

4

T

Networking

7

3

T

Working w. different pupil types

0

3

CP

Pupils’ learning styles

0

5

CP

Pupil-centred approaches

14

12

T

Pupils’ socio-emotional needs

4

4

=

Allowing for surprises

4

3

T

Enlightening & informative

6

7

CP

Re-discovery

4

2

T

Pedagogy

8

3

T

Independence

2

0

T

Working with others

10

6

T

Teaching for creativity

2

3

CP

Senior management support

9

3

T

Support of non-SMT

6

1

T

Developing a product

0

1

CP

Pupil voice

0

1

CP

Following valuable process

3

5

CP

Worth the effort

1

0

T

Level of resource

1

1

T

Audience

0

1

CP

Space / focus valuable

7

4

T

Shared discursive valuable

2

2

=

Opportunity to observe

2

0

T

195

150

Support of colleagues

Valuable process / product

Reflective processes

•

Again, although teacher and creative practitioners were equal in number, it
seems that the teacher group overall had more to say about project value in
terms of impacts on themselves;
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•

That projects were valuable in helping both professional groups develop
pupil-centred ways of working is a striking finding;

•

It is not surprising that creative practitioners thought that projects were
valuable because they helped them to understand school culture;

•

Likewise not surprising that teachers reported projects as valuable because
they provided a better understanding of, and skill in, working creatively and
art processes, as well as the role of arts in the curriculum.

•

Teachers found projects valuable in terms of the amount of senior
management support that projects levered;

•

Value in terms of helping to develop pedagogy was considerably more
reported by teachers;

•

It appears that teachers thought the reflective ethos of the projects more
valuable than did creative practitioners.
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Table 7: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 4:
‘Impacts for project partner’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Personal development

Confidence

0

1

T

Positive emotional response

Pleasurable

1

1

=

Interesting

1

0

T

Enthusiasm

3

3

=

Inspiring/exciting

1

2

CP

Negative emotional response

Project as pressure

1

1

=

P’s professional development

Curriculum matters

0

2

CP

Role of arts in curriculum

2

1

T

Subject expertise

0

1

CP

Project management

1

1

=

Pupils’ learning styles

1

0

T

Pupil-centred approaches

1

5

CP

Pupil management

1

0

T

Different pupil types

1

0

T

Culture of school

3

0

T

Allowing for surprises

0

1

CP

Enlightening & informative

0

1

CP

Pedagogy

1

0

T

Working with others

2

2

=

Aesthetic worth

1

0

T

Developing a product

0

1

CP

Following valuable process

0

1

CP

Level of resources

1

0

T

Research processes / ethic

Evaluative processes

1

2

CP

Reflective practice / processes

Space / focus valuable

1

2

CP

24

28

Valuable process / product

•

Both groups had much less to say about project value in terms of impact on
their partner than when asked about impacts for themselves;

•

Overall creative practitioners thought projects were valuable for the CPD that
teachers gained more than did teachers for creative practitioners:

for

example, compared with creative practitioners reflecting about themselves
(Table 5, above) only relatively few teachers thought the project valuable in
terms of developing creative practitioner understanding of school culture and
pupil-centred approaches;
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•

Interestingly, none of the interviewees thought that projects had been
valuable in terms of developing their partners’ creative and artistic practice or
understanding, which contrasts with teachers seeing value in this for
themselves.

Table 8: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 5:
‘Impacts for other adults in the school’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Their CPD

Working with pupils

3

3

=

Pedagogy

0

1

CP

Working with other adults

2

1

T

Project management

1

0

T

Enlightenment/discovery

2

2

=

Curriculum matters

2

2

=

No impact / negative impact

1

0

T

Technical skill / ability

1

1

=

Use of media / equipment

1

0

T

Risk taking

2

2

=

Experimentation

1

0

T

Working creatively

1

0

T

Inspired / excited

1

0

T

Enthusiasm / committed

2

0

T

Personal development

Confidence

1

3

CP

Value of process / product

Developing an output

0

1

CP

Sharing practice

Collegiate support

2

0

T

Not supportive

1

0

T

Reflective practices/processes

Value of reflection

2

1

T

Research methodology

Better at processes

0

0

=

26

17

Their arts skills / knowledge

Their creativity

Positive emotional response

•

Neither teachers nor creative practitioners in any great number cited project
values related to other adults in the school - teachers slightly more so;

•

Bearing in mind that the numbers are very small, project value in terms of
helping school adults external to the partnership to develop how they work
with pupils was identified equally by both professional groups;
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•

‘gains in confidence’ was reported more frequently by creative practitioners
than by teachers, again bearing in mind that the numbers are very small.

Table 9: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 6:
‘Impacts for the whole school’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Special or out of the ordinary

Departure from the everyday

1

0

T

Positive emotional response

Pleasurable

1

1

=

Enthusiasm

1

1

=

No impact

Limited or non-existent effect

1

2

CP

Curriculum matters

Embedding techniques/approach

4

5

CP

Cross-curriculum

2

0

T

Pedagogy

2

1

T

Sharing practice

2

7

CP

Supportive internal community

3

1

T

Awareness of wider community

2

2

=

Risk taking

2

0

T

Flexibility

1

0

T

Display

0

2

CP

Celebration event

1

1

=

Discovery

2

1

T

Dissemination

3

0

T

Enlightening and informative

3

1

T

Specialist status

2

0

T

Seen as successful

1

2

CP

Positively reinforced

2

0

T

Changing nature

1

0

T

37

26

School as community

School as creative

School performance

School’s learning

School profile

School ethos / culture

•

Again, the teacher group, more so than the creative practitioner, group saw
project value in terms of positive impacts on the school as a whole;

•

Both groups identified value in terms of curriculum legacy: project techniques
and approaches that could be embedded;

•

Where creative practitioners did see value differently to teachers was in
terms of projects stimulating more sharing of practice within the school.
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Table 10: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 7:
‘Impacts for the wider community’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Informs wider community

Project example good practice

2

4

CP

CPD for wider community

1

0

T

Arts focus to this

0

1

CP

3

5

Builds wider community

•

Slightly more creative practitioners than teachers found project value in
terms of impacts on the wider community (external to school).

Table 11: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 8:
‘Experience of partnership’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Positive partnership

New partnership

9

6

T

Existing partnership

13

14

CP

Benefits co-delivery / co-facilitation

14

14

=

Exploring roles and functions

12

9

T

Learnt skills from each other

4

4

=

Communication / planning good

8

2

T

Professional cultures a good fit

7

1

T

Culture clash

3

7

CP

70

57

Partnership issues

•

Teachers and creative practitioners clearly found the experience of
partnership to be of value;

•

Teachers cited good communication and planning as valuable to making the
partnership work more than did creative practitioners;

•

The teacher group talked more about how important it was that the partner
had been a good fit, whereas creative practitioners tended to express similar
sentiments about ‘good fit’ in terms of having experienced a clash of cultures
between their own ethic and that of the school;

•

Therefore, more creative practitioners than teachers cited the negative
‘value’ of culture clash.
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Table 12: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 9:
‘Doing action research’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Research methods skills

Better at processes/practicalities

13

10

T

Appreciated the ethos

Pupils as researchers

1

0

T

Qualitative approach

3

0

T

Quantitative approach

2

1

T

Multiple stakeholder voices

8

5

T

Action research approach

10

11

CP

Evaluation and assessment

2

2

=

Doing evidence-based practice

2

2

=

Data gathering

3

2

T

Mismatch skills / capacity

7

8

CP

Time / energy

1

2

CP

Roles and responsibilities

1

0

T

53

43

Action research problematic

•

Most noticeably, both teachers and creative practitioners thought that
projects had been valuable in terms of increasing skill in and understanding
of research methods; teachers slightly more so;

•

Both groups seem to have appreciated the action research ethos, and that
research elements supported multiple stakeholder voices (especially pupil
voice);

•

Both groups felt that the research aspect was at times and in part
problematic, creative practitioners more so than teachers.
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Table 13: Superordinate categories that nest into outcome spaces in Topic 10:
‘Experience of being mentored’
OUTCOME SPACES

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

T

CP

R

Negative view of mentor

Engagement inadequate

5

5

=

Role played / remit

4

5

CP

Supportive

13

9

T

Useful external eye

1

2

CP

Assisted with the report

4

3

T

Research methods expertise

9

8

T

Good fit with the project’s focus

2

2

=

38

34

Positive view of mentor

•

Teachers and creative practitioners felt that their action research mentor was
a valuable resource in that mentors had been supportive and able to assist
with research methods expertise; teachers saw value slightly more frequently
than did creative practitioners;

•

Where there was negativity, this was reasonably equally spread between the
two professional groups.

3.

Analysis 2: Comparison of ‘new’ with ‘established’ partnership

The sample comprised 12 existing, established partnerships and 11 new
partnerships. Where interviewees said that partners were known to each other but
had not worked together before, this was counted as a new partnership.

Appendix 10 presents a comparison of the outcome spaces that occur in the ‘new
partnership’ data set versus the ‘established partnership’ data set, alongside
professional type (denotes as T for teacher and CP for creative practitioner as per
the key).

Appendix 11 shows a further level of detail in terms of how partnership

types (new vs established) within the context of professional type (teacher vs
creative practitioner) compare in that it sets out the reoccurrence (of the
superordinate categories that nest into the outcome spaces found in the eleven
topics) across the entire data set.
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In Table 14 (below) the figures represent the number of times the various outcome
spaces that comprise each topic were found across each professional group
(teachers and creative practitioners) within each partnership type (new and existing).
The two boxed numbers per row (e.g. 36 and 38) were then compared to see
where the greater number of outcome space ‘hits’ occurred in terms of new existing
or existing partnership.

Table 14: Comparison of partnership type at the level of topic (T = topic)
T

FULL DATA SET

NEW PARTNERSHIP

EXISTING PARTNERS

T

CP

n=

T

CP

n=

T

CP

n=

1

45

29

74

T

22

14

36

T

23

15

38

T

EP

2

135

93

228

T

62

48

110

T

73

45

118

T

EP

3

90

69

159

T

43

33

76

T

47

36

83

T

EP

4

15

24

39

CP

4

14

18

CP

11

10

21

T

NP

5

17

13

30

T

6

10

16

CP

11

3

14

T

NP

6

32

23

55

T

12

14

26

CP

20

9

29

T

NP

7

2

5

7

CP

0

0

0

=

2

5

7

CP

EP

8

30

30

60

=

16

16

32

=

14

14

28

=

NP

9

41

36

77

T

22

16

38

T

19

20

39

CP

EP

10

25

17

42

T

11

13

24

CP

14

4

18

T

NP

At the level of topics, there seems to be little difference between the partnership
type data sets in terms of impacts on pupils and impacts on self, for example there
is no real difference between new and existing partnerships in terms of Topic 9
‘doing action research’. Something interesting might be happening within Topic 7,
‘impacts for the wider community’, in that no-one in a new partnership cited this as a
project value.

3.1

Comparison of outcome spaces for partnership type

It is necessary to look more closely at the outcome spaces and the frequency of
their occurrence across the data sets in order to start unpicking any relationship
between perceived value and professional type within the context of partnership
type.
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Appendix 10 contains the full outcome space analysis for partnership type (‘new’
versus ‘established’) within the context of professional type (teacher and creative
practitioner).

What is noted below are highlights that were interesting to the

researcher:

3.1.1

•

Impacts on pupils as creatively able:

There were no noteworthy differences between partnership types in terms of
how the different professional groups saw value. Within both partnership
types, risk taking and experimentation was the most frequently cited value.

3.1.2

•

Broader impacts on pupils:

Teachers in new partnerships tended to see value in the project process
more so than the three other groups did;

•

Creative

practitioners

development

twice

as

in

existing
frequently

partnerships

cited

as

practitioners

creative

pupil

cognitive
in

new

partnerships;
•

The difference between teachers and creative practitioners in terms of how
they respectively value projects for pupil personal development is more
pronounced for existing partnerships: three times as many teachers valued
this than creative practitioners.

3.1.3

•

Impacts on self:

Teachers and creative professionals in new partnerships were more vocal
about projects creating a negative emotional response for them;

•

Slightly more teachers and creative practitioners in existing partnerships
found projects valuable to their own continued professional development
than their counterparts in new partnerships did;
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•

Teachers and creative practitioners in existing partnerships tended to value
reflective ethos to a greater extent that counterparts in new partnerships.

3.1.4

•

Impacts on project partner:

There are no striking differences in respect of partnership type in terms of
how teachers and creative practitioners valued projects for impact on their
partner: perhaps slightly more evidence that people in existing partnerships
cited projects as emotionally positive for their partner.

3.1.5

•

Impacts on other adults in the school and impacts on the whole school:

Creative practitioners in new partnerships were more vocal about seeing
project value for other adults in the school than creative practitioners in
existing partnerships;

•

Teachers and creative practitioners in existing partnerships tended to see
value in terms of legacy to be embedded in the curriculum;

•

Creative practitioners in new partnerships saw value in terms of projects
helping to generate a sense of school community;

•

More teachers in existing partnerships saw the projects as valuable in terms
of school learning.

3.1.6

•

Impacts on wider community:

Only people in existing partnerships cited value in terms of impacts for the
wider community, and creative practitioners more so than teachers.
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3.1.7

•

Partnership work, action research and being mentored:

Partnership working was valued by both teachers and creative practitioners
in new and existing partnerships;

•

Both professional types in new partnerships had issues with partnership
work to a greater extent that those in existing partnerships;

•

There seems to be more reported project value in terms of ‘helped develop
research skills’ for both professional types within existing partnerships;

•

It looks like both professional types valued the research ethos more in the
context of new partnerships;

•

Creative practitioners in existing partnerships found the research molre
problematic than any other group;

•

None of the creative practitioners in established partnerships had a negative
view of the action research mentor, whereas in the context of new
partnerships, a third of the overall creative practitioner data set did.

3.2

Differences between superordinate categories: partnership type

A further level of analysis of partnership type was conducted, this time at the level of
comparing the occurrence of the categories of description below outcome spaces,
that is, the superordinate categories.

This analysis was conducted in order to

further investigate any notable differences between the partnership type groups in
terms of what teachers and creative practitioners said. Appendix 11 has also been
included in the interests of demonstrating exhaustive data analysis. The numbers
hear are very small so it would be ill advised to read to much into them, but what is
noted of interest here is later picked up in the Discussion:
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3.2.1

•

Broader impacts on pupils:

People in existing partnerships seemed to value pupil motivation and
enthusiasm to a greater extent than those in new partnerships;

•

Teachers in established partnerships tended to see project value in terms of
raising pupil confidence and self-esteem more so that did the other groups.

3.2.2

•

Impacts on self:

Teachers in established partnerships seem to have exhibited more
enthusiasm than the other groups;

•

Learning about the role of the arts in the curriculum was more frequently
cited as valuable by teachers in existing partnerships than by others;

•

None of the creative practitioners in established partnerships saw projects as
valuable for the networking opportunities that they afforded;

•

Creative practitioners in new and established partnerships learnt about
school culture, those in established partnerships slightly more so;

•

Teachers in established partnerships found the reflective ethos more
valuable than did the other groups.

3.2.3

•

Impacts on other adults in the school and impacts on the whole school:

Creative practitioners in new partnerships saw project value in the school
coming together to share practice more than the other groups did.
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3.2.4

•

Experience of partnership:

Teachers and creative practitioners in new partnerships tended to see value
in exploring roles and functions more than their counterparts in established
partnerships did;

•

They also were more vocal about the value of learning skills from each other;

•

Teachers in new partnerships valued good communication and planning
more than the other groups.

3.2.5

•

Experience of doing action research and being mentored:

Both teachers and creative practitioners in established partnerships reported
value in terms of learning research methods to a greater extent than people
in new partnerships;

•

Teachers in new partnerships tended to find the mentor supportive more
than other groups did.

4.

Analysis 3: School type comparison

Analysis 3, ‘school type’, has been conducted in order to explore any relationship
between school type and perceived project value. A summary analysis of school
type alongside professional type can be found in Appendix 12. The sample did not
contain an equal number of the four school types (primary, secondary, special and
nursery) so it is hard to compare findings from unequal sets. There were eight
Primary schools and 9 Secondary schools which makes comparisons between the
two possible.
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Things that stand out from the analysis presented in Appendix 12 are:

4.1

Impacts on pupils:
•

Secondary school teachers more than any other group saw projects as
valuable in terms of:

-

helping pupils to be inventive

-

supporting them to take ownership

-

being pleasurable for pupils

•

All the teachers in special schools thought projects were valuable because
they helped pupils to ‘try out new things’.

4.2

Impacts on self:
•

Creative practitioners in secondary schools more than any other group found
projects valuable because projects developed understanding about the
culture of school;

•

Teachers in secondary schools found the space for and focus on being
reflective valuable more than any other group did.

4.3

Impacts on project partners:
•

Creative practitioners in secondary schools more than any other group felt
that projects helped their partner teacher to have a better understanding
about pupil-centred approaches.

4.4

Experience of partnership:
•

New partnerships were the norm in Primary schools, whereas existing
partnerships dominated secondary schools partnerships.
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4.5

Action research and being mentored:
•

Teachers and creative practitioners in secondary schools seemed to have
found most value in becoming better at doing research, and they also found
the mentor more valuable than other groups did;

•

Teachers and creative practitioners in primary schools more frequently found
the action research problematic that their counterparts in other types of
school.

There clearly are some interesting differences in what teachers and creative
practitioners valued. The findings presented in this chapter are now discussed in
detail in relation to the theories and literature that inform and underpin this study in
the chapter that follows.
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Chapter 7: Discussion

1.

Overview

This chapter is split into two sections. The discussion in the first section works
through four topics (projects as valuable for pupils; projects as valuable for adults;
the experience of partnership; doing action research), reviewing the results
presented in Chapter 6 for any patterns suggesting that professional group
belonging is at play. This process sifts for and highlights the results to which it
would be most interesting to apply social theory lenses.

This section of the

discussion allows for participant voices to be fore grounded for a second time, this
time using direct quotations from the interviews.

Viewing highlighted aspects of results through social theory lenses comprises the
second half of this chapter; at this point the discussion is organised in terms of
social theory lens and not by topic. The chapter is structured in this way to avoid
unnecessary repetition when it comes to using the social theory lenses.

For

example, if discussions relating to social identify were embedded within each of the
four topics in turn, reviewing its usefulness for each of them in turn would be
repetitive and unwieldy, especially given that social identity theory is not the social
theory concerned with identity being mobilized in this discussion.

The results have been reviewed and explored in such a way that tries to avoid using
popular and stereotypical perceptions of practitioner groups in an uncritical way.
Rather the discussion tries to explore the dynamics that might underpin why more
individuals of one professional type saw a certain value in the project than the
number individuals of the other professional type. The data does not support the
idea that the creative practitioners in this study were artistic lone geniuses, anarchic
and fond of chaos, but it does suggest that they currently inhabit a space that is in
flux. They are sometimes seen, and see themselves, as the embodiment of creative
magic that ‘rightly’ resides within the artist; an alternative point on this spectrum of
being the creative practitioner as entrepreneurial persona conscious of market
forces and adept at repackaging skills to fit school needs.

In the same way,

teachers as a professional group may well have been institutionalized into mental
schemas that steer and constrain their thinking and behaviour towards choosing
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formal curriculum outputs over open-ended explorative processes, but it would not
be particularly useful to only look at data that supports this idea.

2.

Project impacts for pupils

Overall there was much greater volume of teacher commentary when it came to
reflecting on project impacts on pupils.

Leaving aside professional group

differences in the volume of reporting for a moment, it is clear that teachers and
creative practitioners thought that projects were valuable opportunities for pupils to
explore, experiment and engage in new experiences: these impacts are frequently
reported by both, see Table 3, Chapter 2. Projects were also highly valued by both
professional groups for the pleasure that pupils experienced and for how exciting
and inspiring pupils found them.

Both groups also talked about projects allowing pupils to exercise ownership,
decision making and taking control:

‘It was about choice and them being able to exercise it. The prescriptive
curriculum doesn’t allow them to choose.’ (Teacher, primary school).

‘The children took responsibility, they made the decisions and had to deal
with some sophisticated ideas around the concept of making art.’ (Creative
practitioner, primary school)

‘The pupils are not taught or directed, but enabled. We took their ideas and
shaped them, that way the pupils have ownership where they are providing
direction.’ (Creative practitioner, special school)

Within the ‘school type’ analysis, it was secondary school teachers who particularly
found pupil ownership to be valuable: 8 out of 9 volunteered this as a project
outcome.

Perhaps this is due to the secondary school timetable being tightly

packed with rigidly structured programmes of study that prepare young people for
exams: in contrast, projects must have provided a very different sort of space:

‘The project was exciting in two ways, first for the energy generated around
what we were doing………and secondly in terms of adrenaline, it was quite
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haphazard we allowed stuff to happen, allowed a response from young people
(Teacher, secondary school).

In terms of projects impacting valuably on pupils, there are some interesting
differences between what the two professional groups have to say. In a data set
dominated by teachers, creative practitioners nonetheless talked in no small way (n
= 18) about projects allowing pupils to experience freedom, take risks, be flexible
and improvise. It is clear that the creative practitioner group valued, facilitated and
encouraged flexibility as an advantageous way to operate:

‘We had to be very flexible, sometimes only two young people turned up and
staff were flexible, they did anything we asked. You have to try and adapt it and
change it and make it fit in with what was happening. You have to change things
and move things around, it’s the nature of working with these young people. Its
lovely when teachers are willing to let you change things and are prepared for this.’
(Creative practitioner, SEN)

Teachers did report these impacts, but to a noticeably lesser extent (n = 11). In a
recent study, Galton (2008) has likewise found that it was creative practitioners
rather than teachers that actively encouraged and supported pupils to take
advantageous risks; furthermore Pringle (2002) asserts that remaining open, taking
risks and making radical changes is fundamental to being the artist.

In contrast, purposefulness and problem solving were talked about more frequently
by teachers (n = 16) compared with creative practitioners (n = 9). It is perhaps no
surprise that teachers value purposefulness and problem solving: within the day-today curricula, purposefulness can be seen as synonymous with on task behaviour
and problem solving is a common requirement in some subjects such as maths and
science.

On the other hand, freedom, flexibility and improvisation are not

necessarily appropriate or expedient when the task in hand is to achieve a
predetermined output that resides within a carefully organized taxonomy of
knowledge. Therefore, it may be that teachers are not so primed to spot these
abilities compared with the skills that underpin curricular attainment.

There are also some differences in the languages used here: teachers expressed
experimentation as ‘trying something new’ to a noticeably greater extent than did
creative practitioners – the latter almost always used the word ‘risk’. Fiske reminds
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us that ‘Language……provides unique insights into the way that society organizes
itself and the ways its members have made sense of themselves and of their social
experience.’ (Fiske, 2002, p. 133). If use of language can serve as a signifier of
group belonging (Migdal, 2004) then it seems that the creative practitioner group in
this study are ‘speaking’ their professional identity as the less risk averse group.

When asked the same opened-ended stimulus question (i.e. ‘can you tell me
anything about impacts for pupils?’) almost three times the number of teachers (n =
16) spoke of project value in terms of curricular impacts, compared with creative
practitioners (n = 6);

curricular impacts including better National Curriculum test

results as a subcategory within the categories of description.

The successful

achievement of tests is often seen as better pupil learning and Adams (2008)
suggests that the socially constructed term ‘best practice’, with its aura of official
approval, is a self-perpetuated construction within the discourse on performance. In
this study, that discourse belongs to the teacher domain, not to that of creative
practitioners: by valuing creative projects in terms of the curriculum test results they
purportedly improve, teachers pull creative projects into a discourse that is familiar
(to the extent of default) and has little to do with creativity per se.

Likewise, that projects had positive impacts on pupils’ communication and verbal
skills was more frequently volunteered by the teacher group, especially those
working in nursery, special and primary school contexts where speaking and
listening, articulation and vocabulary are all core tenets of the Foundation Stage, P
Levels and KS1 & 2 National Curriculum programmes that these school types
respectively follow (see Qualifications and Curriculum Authority, www.qca.org.uk).
Teachers rather than creative practitioners clearly recognized project work as being
valuable with respect to oral fluency, and possibly even actively looked for it within
their lines of action research enquiry:

‘Our pupils with special needs have lots of problems with communication. By
taking on a film role they could articulate better. But they don’t see the project this
way, kids say ‘oh the project’s great fun, it gets you out of work’. For them, there is
no real connection. Even though the learning is really evident.
speaking and listening aspects of literacy.’

The film is the

(Teacher, special school).

Galton (ibid) concludes that teachers in his study valued performance pedagogies in
contrast to creative practitioners favouring competency ones. In the present study,
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teachers (n = 5) felt that projects stimulated pupil comprehension, synthesis and
application - all very useful in a learning context that rewards knowledge assimilation
and regurgitation - whereas no creative practitioners did. The latter group instead
clearly outnumbered teachers to the extent that they valued projects for developing
pupils’ thinking skills, seeing relationships and making connections (creative
practitioners n = 12, teachers n = 7). It could be argued that both the teacher group
and the creative practitioner group were translating the project into values that are
very close to their professional core functions: schools are so aggressively judged
by what knowledge pupils can perform it is little wonder that comprehension and
application of knowledge are ingrained in teachers’ schemas as ‘good things’.
Conversely, for creative practitioners, without deeper level thinking and the ability to
see patterns, connections and make links, creative invention may be adversely
affected.

Within every single one of the ten superordinate categories that respectively nested
into ‘pupil personal development’ and ‘pupil social development’ it was the teacher
group that had the most to say about project impact (bearing in mind that it was the
teacher group that had the most to say overall about impacts for pupils). In one way
this pattern is not remarkable: teachers know pupils cohorts over much longer
periods of time and more deeply than visiting creative practitioners can, and
therefore they are in a better position to be able to notice and/or judge. In another
way, perhaps this finding is indicative of the roles teachers are institutionalized into
having: they are actively encouraged to have an ongoing pastoral role as a matter of
policy e.g. Training and Development Agency for Schools’ Handbook of Guidance
(TDA, 2005).

There are no striking differences between new as opposed to

established partnerships when it comes to talking about project impact on the
personal social development of pupils, so it cannot even be said that creative
practitioners in established partnerships remarked upon pupil personal-social
development to a greater extent because length of acquaintance was a deciding
factor.

These patterns, found mostly in the teacher versus creative practitioner analysis, do
suggest the respective professional groups talked about their projects, or interpreted
project value, in terms of what they value per se rather than what it was theoretically
possible to value. It is possible to see normative school values present in the lens
used to view and judge pupil engagement:
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‘The project didn’t have a positive effect on all children, by half-term some of
them were acting in a really bizarre way. For them, it was too much responsibility,
asked them to be too independent. It’s a different way of working and they couldn’t
cope with the scale, without the structure and order they’re used to they couldn’t
cope. Some are not mature enough to use their initiative. Within the curriculum
there is not choice, you don’t have to take risks. The ‘go for it’ attitude scares some
children. The concept that ‘you can’t be wrong’ is alien to some, also the noise,
scale and mess.

They can’t cope with being independent or with risk taking.’

(Teacher, primary school).

What is striking about this assertion is that the teacher sees the fault as residing in
the children, not in the school and its processes for failing to prepare the children to
be able to operate within anything other than entirely predictable curriculum
strictures.

Likewise, what does the following quote say about the professional

person speaking it?:

‘I loved the fact that pupils, who were all Gifted and Talented group and very
able with proven talent and interest in drama and music, could work to high
standards and I loved being around them. (Teacher, secondary school)

Is the first teacher exercising that institutionally learnt self-government of thought
that Foucault refers to as ‘technologies of the self’ (Foucault, 1988) whereby it
cannot be the system that is wrong, but human error (and not even his/her own)
within it? Likewise, is the second trapped within a professional mindset whereby
positive regard is inextricably linked with high academic standards and
performance? These ideas, and some of the patterns within the results appertaining
to impacts for pupils, are revisited below in Section 5 of this discussion.

3.

Project impacts on adults

3.1

Impacts on self

There is variation in the extent to which the respective professional groups thought
that the project was about their own and other adults’ learning, the teacher group
saying considerably more in terms of volume overall (Table 1, Chapter 6). In terms
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of how their project might have impacted on them personally, teachers and creative
practitioners reported to an equal extent that projects stimulated a personal positive
emotional response. Looking at this more closely, teachers (n= 17) talked about
enthusiasm, excitement and being inspired more than creative practitioners did (n =
10). The latter were more inclined to express positive emotion as pleasure and
enjoyment. It is not surprising that teachers reported gaining more in terms of their
own creative and artistic skills learning than did the creative practitioner group; this
has perhaps always been a highly anticipated outcome since the advent of artists’
residencies in schools, even if it was not the express intention of the programme.

There are also some differences between new and existing partnerships. For
example, projects seemed to have stimulated more negative emotional responses
from new partnerships as opposed to established ones. Slightly more teachers and
creative practitioners in established partnerships found projects valuable to their
own continued professional development than their counterparts in new partnerships
did.

For those that are new to this way of working, there may be an interesting

relationship between the time and energy necessary for this focus on ‘how to do it’
at the expense of recognizing benefits, and more negative experiences arising from
the challenges that learning ‘how’ inevitably brings. In contrast, those in established
relationships may have more resource to experience, and focus on any benefits to
themselves as practitioners; rather than a focus on ‘how’, they are afforded a focus
on ‘meaning of’.

The dynamics between CPD and partnership practice are currently on the policy
radar: Rogers (2009) recommends that initial and ongoing teacher training should
commit to developing teachers’ cultural learning and conversely that the cultural
sector should expand the quality and scope of its professional development
opportunities, if cultural learning is to improve. Within the present study, almost
equal numbers of individuals (20 teachers and 22 creative practitioners) counted
positive impacts on their own professionalism as part of their project’s value.
Looking more closely at what these reported positive impacts amount to (see Table
5, Chapter 6), specific aspects that seem to be important for the teacher group are:
the role of the arts in the curriculum; project management; networking; pupil-centred
approaches; pedagogy and working with others. For the creative practitioner group
it is more a sense of professionalism, learning about the culture of the school sector
and pupil-centred approaches.
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That the teacher group valued networking and working with others more than the
creative practitioner group is perhaps symptomatic of the former being confined to a
fixed physical location and group of colleagues and project engagement providing
respite from this as it takes them into a wider physical (due to national level
development days) and social arena. Creative practitioners, having a much wider
experience of where and who from day to day, would perhaps not see project
opportunity as valuable in this way because its not really a deviation from the norm
for them. For them, what the project provides is greater exposure to education
sector practices, hence their learning about school culture; creative practitioners in
secondary school partnerships felt this most of all:

‘I learnt about how to relate to schools, the questioning that goes on. The
pace was a real eye opener.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school)

There is a sense of two professional groups physically moving in opposite directions
to each other as they traverse the shared virtual space that is the project: teachers
outwards from the location of school, creative practitioners inwards towards that
locus and the respective learning that occurs as a result of that migration.

That teachers (n = 7) counted amongst their own learning the role of the arts in the
curriculum to a greater extent than did creative practitioners is not surprising. All but
one of these was a primary or special school teacher, and therefore in a good
position have a whole curriculum overview and see the potential for the role of arts
as something transcending curricular boundaries. Only one was a secondary school
teacher; being subject specialists they are possibly not so aware of applicability of
approaches throughout different subject programmes of study. Additionally, 6 of the
7 teachers in question were in existing, established partnerships so are potentially
advantaged in this way too: they may have come to this appreciation about the role
of the arts across the curriculum over several projects. There were no ‘new versus
existing partnership’ differences between the creative practitioners (n = 4) who
thought projects were valuable in this aspect.

Own learning about pupil-centred approaches was reasonably equally valued
(teachers = 14, creative practitioners = 12) and individuals in established
partnerships talked about this more than those in new partnerships:
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‘I can see the value of it all and definitely want to put it into my routine. It’s
changed the way I think about my practice, potentially changing the way that I view
the kids and the processes that destroy the usual hierarchy, you are levelled into a
two-way process where you can learn from them.’ (Teacher, primary school).

‘It was excellent to be able to enjoy child-centred playful learning, to be a
new teacher but not ‘teachery’’. (Creative practitioner, primary school).

Again, the established nature of some relationships suggests creative practitioners
who are au fait with partnership working and the culture of school can focus on less
operational aspects, e.g. pedagogy. In her exploration of how artists engage with
learners, Pringle (2002, 2009) presents the view that creative practitioners see
themselves as engaging in co-constructed learning, as facilitators who engage
students in active sense-making processes located within themselves, and that they
promote experiential learning. Furthermore that they aspire to dialogic approaches
that support learning via ongoing and explorative discussion, rather than didactic
ones. This is certainly in line with what the creative practitioners in this study said:
‘pupil ownership’ was as valued as ‘adults adopting a pupil-centric approach’
(Tables 4 and 5, Chapter 6), and furthermore creative practitioners as a professional
type saw projects as opportunities for pupils to share views and opinions more than
teachers did.

However, the teacher group seemed to value pupil-centric approaches even more
than creative practitioners did (n = 14). Constructions of ‘learner empowerment’ and
‘pupil centredness’ are becoming more secure within educational theory and
discourse (Christie, 2004) so this might be expected.

There was no difference

between primary and secondary school teachers in this respect. Does this suggest
that teachers are, again, relying on what they value per se as criteria to describe
project worth? This can perhaps be elucidated a little further by the discussion on p
# which explores how creative practitioners valued projects in terms of what their
teacher partner stood to gain.

Even though 22 out of 23 creative practitioners listed instances of their own learning,
a few of these explicitly stated that the project had not resulted in their own CPD:

‘I feel a sense of ‘less than’ in terms of what artists can get out of the project
in terms of their own learning. CPD for creative practitioners can have a massive
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impact but there hasn’t been much emphasis on my learning in this project, it’s been
about impact for pupils.’ (Creative practitioner, primary school).

‘This project was not CPD for me, although that would have been a good idea.’
(Creative practitioner, nursery school).

and, where the occasional caveat or qualification was attached to an admission of
CPD, this was from creative practitioners rather than teachers:

‘In terms of whether there were any learning outcomes or professional
development outcomes for myself……..I’ve been doing this sort of work for fifteen
years and am teacher trained in art, so I already come with so much experience. I
know I become more professional with each project but it is difficult to see the CPD
for me as I am so much further down the line. My teacher training is useful, I
understand the culture of school. (Creative practitioner, primary school).

The creative practitioners quoted above then went on to list the professional
development gains they had experienced and did not seem aware of the
contradiction. No teachers displayed this inconsistency.

Whereas there is an established literature that examines the role of the artist as
educator, e.g. Pringle (2002), literature is only just beginning to emerge that
examines the role of projects in helping to shape creative practitioner learning.
Examples of the latter include Hayton (2008) in which the connection is made
between longer term partnership projects and CPD for creative practitioners. If the
creative practitioner is reified as a commodity - including how they see themselves as the intervention who comes into a place of learning to catalyze change and cause
new and different learning to happen, then no-one in that relationship is particularly
prepared to expect that learning to encompass what the creative practitioner can be
taught.

There is some evidence that this social construction of the practitioner,

whereby intervention is located in the person of the artist, is to some extent currently
waning in favour of intervention as located in the coming together of professionals,
for example the Arts-Education Interface initiative (Harland et al., 2005) in which the
interventions are the programmes not the persons. However some of the results of
this present study, especially any which point to creative practitioners taking a sole
lead on creativity while teachers manage behaviour, could suggest the idea being
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very much alive and well. This is revisited in Section 4 as part of the discussion
about the division of labour in partnerships.

The contradictions evident within some of the creative practitioner results supports
the idea that creative practitioners may be occupying a space that is currently in
shift: the evidence points to their very much experiencing professional change as a
consequence of engagement but they do not always anticipate or recognize this;
they do not always articulate where there are professional learning gains for
themselves

as

unselfconsciously

and

unconditionally

as

teachers

do.

Consequently, there is a sense of creative practitioners as a group being variously
on the borders of new understandings, a position that is akin to Meyer and Land’s
(2003) ‘thresholds concepts’ theory.

People are transformed in terms of the

concepts that they assimilate but also in terms of an ontological shift: there is a
change in what they know they know (Cousins, 2006). Perkins (2006) asserts that
threshold concepts can be troublesome, feel ‘counter-intuitive, alien, emanating from
another culture or discourse’ (in Meyer and Land, 2006, p, 7), and it’s possible to
see how the creative practitioners in this study have yet to make that ontological
shift to recognizing their own knowledges in terms of the projects achieving CPD
gains for them. For teachers, the matter seems more simple: they are typically
constructed as one of the parties in receipt of the intervention (the other party being
pupils) and, even though the programme was set up to be about teacher and
creative practitioner learning equally, it is the way in which they are constructed as a
profession that continually has to learn how to be better, that results in them being
able to be consistent in the discourse that they speak.

3.2

Impacts on the project partner

Although both professional types saw projects as valuable in terms of the continued
professional development outcomes they generated for project partners, creative
practitioners saw the projects as being about CPD for teachers more than teachers
did in terms of CPD for creative practitioners. Both had much less to say about
project value for partners than when asked about impacts for themselves.

Only

relatively few teachers thought the project valuable in terms of developing creative
practitioner understanding of school culture and pupil-centred approaches, which is
not the picture that we get from creative practitioners themselves. None of the
creative practitioners thought that projects had been valuable in terms of developing
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their teacher partners’ creative and artistic practice and understanding, which
contrasts with teachers seeing value in this for themselves. What is clear from the
data overall is that both professional groups saw the project as being very and
widely impactful for pupils and, to a lesser extent, for themselves. There is no
evidence that the majority were thinking about or reflecting on the value that other
adults might have gained.

The most frequently occurring outcome space was ‘partner’s professional
development’ (teachers n = 8, creative practitioners n = 10). Looking at the thirteen
categories of description that nest into this outcome space (Table 6, Chapter 6)
there is no real convergence of opinion, although it is clear that some creative
practitioners (n = 5) felt that projects helped teachers explore pupil-centred
approaches:

‘The project showed the teacher how to implement new ways of teaching
science.

The teacher’s initial planning was more like ‘we work like this in the

science curriculum’….., as a creative practitioner I learnt how to get science across
to young people practically and make science understandable – now more science
projects have come out of it.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school)

and that some teachers (n = 3) thought that projects had allowed the creative
practitioner to better understand the culture of school, including how to adapt the
pitch of verbal work more effectively:

‘During the art lessons we videoed the children demonstrating and explaining
their own drawings as they went on. The video highlighted the need for finding a
common language in that their explanations and verbalisations made the creative
practitioner realise that she had used language that was completely over their
heads.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school).

The data in this study has not been analysed in such a way that a detailed discourse
analysis exists and therefore it not possible to make an evidence based judgement
as to whether teachers talking about projects facilitating them to adopt pupil-centred
approaches is quite the same (or is perhaps an entirely different thing) as when
creative practitioners talk about teachers adopting pupil-centred approaches.
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This would make an interesting follow up line of enquiry: Galton (2008) reflected that
in his study ‘creative practitioners rarely talked about pedagogic issues relating to
learning’. (ibid, p. xi). Some of the creative practitioners in this study did. They
reflected on them particularly in terms of their own learning: how to work with
different pupil ‘types’; working with different learning styles; adopting pupil-centred
approaches; the socio-emotional needs of pupils that impact on the ‘how’ learning
can happen (Table 5, Chapter 6).

But they also reflected on what teachers

professionally gained from their engagement with the project to a greater extent than
did teachers about creative practitioner learning.

There are no striking differences

between new and established partnerships in terms of how people valued projects
for impact on their partner, so it seems that it is not length of relationship per se that
makes the difference. The extent to which creative practitioners may be influenced
by the same discourses about teachers and CPD is explored further in Section 5.
What is interesting is that creative practitioners in secondary schools, more than any
other school type group, thought that projects helped their teacher partner to have a
better understanding about pupil-centred approaches. Given that many of projects
in the programme had a focus on the traditional arts (visual art, drama, music,
creative writing etc) and that the majority of secondary school teachers were subject
specialists in this area, perhaps the point is that projects and more particularly
partnerships allowed these teachers to step out of the role of being the creatively
performing teacher into one who facilitated the creative engagement of pupils more
effectively. This suggests that this time it is teachers who exist within an ideological
space in flux; the arena that teachers currently inhabit is one experiencing
widespread change as schools attempt to engineer a more creative curriculum. It is
not so much the ‘artistic expert’ teacher that is able to support the best creative
engagement in pupils (often the opposite is true, an expert performance and
execution of artistic outputs can be very daunting for pupils) but the teacher who is
in tune with those pupil-centred pedagogies; those that, like the creative
practitioners in Pringle’s (2009) study, support active, experiential sense-making that
is located in the young people themselves.

3.3

Impacts on other adults in the school and the wider community

In terms of impacts on other school adults external to the partnership, the numbers
are too small at the level of outcome space to draw any sensible conclusions. The
outcome spaces that occurred the most frequently were: other school adults’
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continued professional development (teachers n = 7, creative practitioners n = 4);
their creativity (teachers n = 4, creative practitioners n = 2) and their confidence:

‘The project was inspiring, it’s just really nice to see people’s confidence
grow. Teachers got to have a go at the filmmaking even though they started with
lack of confidence and confusion about roles.’ (Teacher, secondary school).

Once more the teacher group volunteered more readily how the project impacted on
other educators in the school than did creative practitioners, although some
practitioners did have something to say.

One way of looking at this is to say that

they are in a better position to be able to comment: teachers know the adult school
community better than visiting creative practitioners do, therefore it is easier for
them to be able recognize when someone or something is different as a
consequence of the project. Teachers can in the same way better judge project
value in terms what senior management support and attention it levered for them.
There is, however, no robust pattern in the ‘new’ versus ‘established’ partnership
analysis that suggests that longer term, established relationships between creative
practitioners and the people in the school brings creative practitioners into a closer
relationship with adults beyond the teacher partner. There is a small amount of
evidence that creative practitioners recognized and valued impacts on the wider
community, i.e. beyond the location of school more than teachers did (teachers n =
2, creative practitioners n = 5).

This suggests that the two professional groups perhaps not only think differently
about the role of the project in terms of who it is for, but also perceive what
constitutes the project’s ‘physical’ boundary differently.

Furthermore, that their

perceptions as to the latter are bound up in the various physical spaces that they
personally inhabit.

Teachers, who inhabited both the classroom in which the

partnership was enacted and the wider school community, saw projects as valuable
for people in these two spaces. Creative practitioners, who inhabited the classroom
and arenas external to the school (but in most cases not the wider school), saw the
project as valuable for the people in these two spaces.
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3.4

Impacts on ‘the school’

Projects were not set up with the specific intention of having an interventionist
impact on the whole school, although sharing and dissemination which would
hopefully and eventually lead to embedding some learning were always key
aspirations within programme design.

A few creative practitioners were clearly

positive in their summation of this:

‘The school has really been able to play and take risks, experiment, make
discoveries.

Teachers have become very different, there’s more openness.

They’ve tried new stuff out and had the room to do this – out of risk and danger
come magical discoveries.’ (Creative practitioner, primary school).

The occasional interviewee was not so positive:

‘There has been limited impact on the school community overall. Stuff’s
been hidden away and although the head teacher gave the ‘OK’ and the project has
helped the school to tick some of its boxes, there has been little feedback about the
project really. We were going to provide inset but a lot of the teachers might be
cynical about the enlightenment aspect.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school).

In terms of the outcome spaces that occurred, projects impacting on the curriculum
(especially on embedding practices and approaches) and on the supporting the
school to be a community (especially ‘sharing practice’) are the most frequent (Table
8, Chapter 6).

Both teachers and creative practitioners (teachers n = 7, creative practitioners n = 6)
saw project value for school as the impacts that were to be had on the curricula,
mainly the skills and approaches that the creative practitioner brought that could be
embedded.

Established partnerships cited this more frequently than new

partnerships did.

Sometimes this was about school staff being reminded to do

what they already knew to be good practice:

‘It’s had a huge impact on us as a whole. Just having the artists in was a
change from being driven by targets.

They helped us to use our skills, not

stunningly new stuff but stuff we should be doing that we’d forgotten about. One of
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the benefits of having external partners in regularly is that it fires everyone up and
we see the children responding and it reminds us to do it and not let it slip.’
(Teacher, special school)

There was possibly even a sense that people felt that these approaches transmuted
curriculum boundaries and had an inherent transferability: two teachers volunteered
that it was all about the cross-curricular gains. Winner and Hetland (2000) and
Hetland (2008) suggest that the transfer of learning that has taken place in an arts
context to the wider curriculum is a complex one.

It is not clear what the

interviewees in this study precisely and deeply meant when they reported a gain for
school being the embedding of techniques and approaches, and this would perhaps
make another interesting follow-up study. But rather than this being a series of
thoughts about the mechanisms and conditions of cognitive transfer and their
respective roles in this, perhaps both groups were simply reflecting that creative
practitioners leave a legacy in school because they bring with them tangible things
such as practical skills and concrete ideas.

The creative practitioners in Pringle

(2002) were clear that they did not see themselves as teachers but that they had
skills to share:

‘The school have really taken this work on board, embraced it and
embedded it within the curriculum. They feel able to do this on their own now as
there has been a transfer of skills. Whereas it is nurturing and nourishing to bring a
third party in: it’s a very different dynamic to do this in-house, you do need to source
it out. (Creative practitioner, special school).

Does this suggest a sense of creative practitioners being identifiable with (or even
as) the desirable commodities that they can import rather than as a group of coeducators? This is discussed further in Section 5.

Both groups valued projects for the intra-school sharing that they felt projects
stimulated and supported (creative practitioners n = 7, teachers n = 5). It’s striking
that the creative practitioner group were more able to talk about positive impacts
such as sharing practice at the general level of ‘school’ than they were able to
comment on individuals (beyond their teacher partner) within that school benefitting
from the project. Perhaps to those that come into the school from outside, possibly
enter a very many schools in any one working year, it’s easier to relate to school
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(one homogeneous, sentient phenomenon that can ‘learn’) than to form associations
with and knowledges about actual individuals within it.

Teachers (n = 8) more than creative practitioners (n = 2) thought that projects had
been valuable to school-level learning, specifically in terms of enlightening
information, a discovery that could be disseminated. The way that this is reported,
i.e. ‘dissemination’, suggests that these teachers are thinking in terms of default
mechanisms of knowledge transfer such as the cascade model of in-service training
where the knowledge transfer is didactic rather than experiential.

Within the

programme, schools did not on the whole replicate the project throughout the site
(although a small number did), therefore whole school learning, where any did exist,
had a tendency to be via the ‘absorption of description’ method where the role of
the other educators was as audience to a show and tell.

4.

Experience of partnership

For the last decade, partnerships have been a central feature of New Labour policy
with much of the current abundance of affiliated working amounting, in many cases,
to little more than the ‘the indefinable in pursuit of the unachievable’ (Powell and
Glendinning; 2002).

Discourses around conceptual models for, and types of,

partnership - which might usefully provide illumination for teachers and creative
practitioners - do not often appear in the plethora of advocacy documents
underpinning arts education initiatives, and the lack seems to be a typical feature of
the polemically biased grey literature flowing from government offices on both sides
of the Atlantic.

Conceptual models do exist but in overviewing the progress of

theory as to the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of partnership working, Powell and Dowling (2006)
contend that theoretical frameworks are underdeveloped (Mackintosh, 1992); that
the design and management of partnerships has been little informed by theory
(Lowndes and Skelcher,1998) and that little theoretical and empirical evidence
exists as to when, and what type of, partnership is appropriate for different contexts
(Corry et al., 1997).

Although Powell and Dowling’s (ibid) paper focuses on partnership collaborations
involving the National Heath Service, notions therein of some of the models for, and
types of, partnership have some conjectural resonance for creative partnerships in
education initiatives.

For example, the ‘implementing’ partnership proposed by
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Snape and Stewart (1996), this being the ‘more pragmatic and time limited…..
concerned with specific and mutually beneficial projects’; Stoker’s (1998a, 1998b)
‘inter-organisational negotiation’ type that involves the coordination and blending of
capacities and expertises; finally Mackintosh’s (1992) ‘synergy’ model wherein the
combination of complementary assets and skills amounts to more than the sum of
parts.

Powell and Dowling also identify a gap between conceptual models and

actual and existing forms of partnership; that is to say a gulf between rhetoric about
partnership and the actual experiences of those who find themselves in the
partnership contexts. Needless to say, discourse about the gap between rhetoric
and reality does not feature in the advocacy literature any more than do references
to theoretical underpinnings.

All models of partnership have potential applicability in terms of the types of
partnership working that can be facilitated, but it is the ‘synergy’ type that the
programme in this study aspired to: projects were based round a democratic and
inclusive model of partnership (Doherty and Harland, 2001) whereby the lead
teacher and external partner were to jointly devise and co-facilitate a creative
project.

Partnerships between educators and creative practitioners (the central

tenet of Creative Partnerships and similar initiatives in the UK and worldwide) are
usually premised on the social construction that cross-sector working amounts to an
effective, powerful alliance that provides greater opportunities for young people to
develop creative and entrepreneurial agency.

The extent to which this belief is

founded on robust evidence as opposed to robust policy is very intriguing!

The partnerships explored in this study do not seem to have been any exception to
a tendency in the field to contain little self-conscious reference to academic theory
about partnership; they are just as ‘theoretically unanchored’. This is not to say that
the partnerships here did not exemplify good practice: in terms of how people
worked together, they frequently did.

Rather that perhaps it would assist the

professions to be able to come together as effectively as possible if they were
exposed to more information as to what it means to engage in partnership per se,
including the reasons why this might be hard.

All forty six interviewees reflected positively on their experience of being in
partnership, regardless of whether or not the partnership in question was new for the
purposes of this programme or established, in other words, pre-existed the
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programme.

New partnerships were the norm in primary schools, whereas

established relationships dominated secondary schools partnerships.

The following discussion centres around four themes: (1) reflections on a clash of
professional cultures; (2) a division of labour, roles and responsibilities; (3) learning
from each other and (4) what is seen as helping a partnership to function well, the
deeper partnerships that projects helped to grow and the perceived advantages of
the established partnership. These four themes are explored in this order as the
researcher sees such as describing a progression whereby culture clash and
established functioning partnership sit at opposite ends of a spectrum. All four are
explored in terms of any professional group differences, as well as any variation
between school type and partnership type.

4.1

Reflections on a clash of professional cultures

Whether ideology gap or culture clash between the two sectors (neither of which is
commonly signposted in the grey literature), disquiet about the more taxing aspects
of partnership is becoming increasingly featured in academic literature. In exploring
‘the largely avoided issues’ connected to Canadian arts education partnerships,
Hanley (2003) worries about the lack of thoughtful critique about new initiatives:
external partners working in schools can inject novelty and excitement but
‘meaningful learning occurs over time….visits must be continuous and sequential’
(Hanley, ibid, p. 14). ‘Quick-fix’ residencies tend not to support embedded and long
term gains, but can be the lived reality when short term funding predominates.
Furthermore, partnerships should be supported to progress with an absence of any
implied devaluing or denigrating of respective skills and expertise. Stereotypically,
this might be the danger when an artist has found artistic inadequacy in the
teacher’s or where the creative agent is seen as unskilled in managing pupil
behaviour.

Hanley expands on Jorgensen (1997) in that, whereas teachers may

adopt a greater responsibility for the socialization and enculturation of pupils as part
of their own pedagogic approach, thus freeing artists and creative practitioners from
such ‘contractual’ restraints and professional responsibilities, this is a choice made
by both parties.

Closer to home there is an emergent literature looking precisely at the difficulties
encountered by collaborations within the Creative Partnerships initiative itself (Hall
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and Thomson, 2004; Thomson, Hall and Russell, 2006; Pringle, 2008; Galton,
2008).

Thomson et al. (ibid) contend that ‘strong and sustainable partnerships

involve working through even apparently irresolvable difficulties’ and use a particular
incident of project failure to examine the differing perspectives of stakeholders. In
Thomson et al.’s study, teachers felt that the creative practitioner exercised poor
control over pupil behaviour and did not understand pupils’ educational needs. The
creative practitioner, on the other hand, saw the pupils’ lively behaviour in his
sessions as a release valve mechanism, a reaction to the school’s strict discipline
policy. In defence of the work, which school had found too controversial, his view
was that it had been a highly successful mechanism for learning as it was based
around genres that children were in tune with. In suggesting that teachers’ views
were ‘strongly rooted in professional histories and training and in dominant policy
discourses….and survival equipment in the testing and inspection regime,’ he
describes a professional niche not inhabited the artist, thus ‘conflicting trajectories’
are almost inevitable:

‘These differences are deeply rooted in teachers’ and artists’ ways of being
and ways of doing – they are ontological as well as axiological. There are aspects
of each which are fundamentally very different and potentially opposed.’ (Thomson,
Hall and Russell, ibid, p. 38).

In the present study, the value of partnership work far outstripped any problems
experienced according to both professional types. More creative practitioners (n =
7) than teachers (n = 3) talked about a clash of cultures having occurred:

‘I’ve been doing this sort of project work for years and tend to take it for
granted, and I realized that people don’t always have the same awareness. We had
to have lots of meetings to get things sorted especially when we had to change the
focus.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school).

The teacher group (n = 7) tended to look at culture clash as a potential problem but
that the partner ‘had been a good fit’ so clash was avoided. Although the numbers
are small, it seems that both professional types in new partnerships had issues with
partnership work to a greater extent that those in established partnerships (new
partnerships n = 7, established partnerships n = 3). There are no real differences
within the ‘school type’ analysis. The few instances of culture clash that did occur
revolved around differences associated with different professional knowledges and
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aspirations vying for dominance. There was one conflict around the ownership of
the project and decision making about outputs:

‘Some schools are very clear what sort of opportunity this is and were
committed to the project, the data capture and investigative learning journey. Just
that some schools want a traditional artist’s residency, wanted control over the
artefact. Senior management of one school was quite powerful and undermining of
the ethos. (Creative practitioner, primary school).

Physical space, or the lack of it, and/or the inability to reserve or retain existing
suitable spaces for project work, was also problematic for a few creative
practitioners:

‘In school there’s no space available so we had to do the project in non-ideal
spaces, but this did give me some interesting insights………we got loads more
achieved when we did get the rooms we’d originally planned to have though! Time
was lost due to the above.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school)

‘It was frustrating at the end of the project when we couldn’t have the space
that we wanted and couldn’t put the work up properly. This was disappointing and
floored us a bit.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school)

Participants in this study clearly did not experience the depth of difficulty that can be
found elsewhere in the literature. Creative practitioners were more frank about (lowlevel) culture clash and that teachers, when the latter mentioned professional
cultural differences, they framed this as ‘luck’ that they had got the right creative
practitioner:

‘We were very lucky in the partnership we had, a lot depends on that.’
(Teacher, special school)

Perhaps the absence of any significant problems in terms culture clash within this
sample is in part due to many of the projects adopting a model where roles and
responsibilities were carved up and shared out, and this is explored in the next
section.
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4.2

A division of labour, roles and responsibilities

Teachers (n = 12) and creative practitioners (n = 9) talked about partners having
specific roles, roles that were closely aligned to their existing core functions. 10 of
these 12 teachers were from primary or special schools; the 9 creative practitioners
being split between primary and secondary (4 and 5 respectively).

New

partnerships reported this ‘according to talent’ division of labour more than existing
partnerships did:

‘Whereas the school has a ‘make do’ attitude, the creative practitioner has
the artist’s vision so she was in charge of organising and technicalities. As the
teacher I did the paperwork, admin and managed the pupils.’ (Teacher, secondary
school)

‘Young people need a relationship so my role was to manage the dynamics
to allow the project to work. I knew the young people much better and whether or
not they were participating and so on.’ (Teacher, special school)

‘The delivery was founded on her skills therefore she had the leading role,
she led the drama and the games.’ (Teacher, special school)

‘She’s very keen and very good at managing the pupils. You couldn’t have
done this project if the teacher had not had a good relationship with the class.’
(Creative practitioner, special school)

These quotes exemplify those projects where the creative practitioner did the art
while the teacher managed the behaviour of the class. Creative Partnerships has
always been clear that it does not promote a traditional artist-in-residence model
whereby artists secure an opportunity to visit school and product-based outcomes
are the sole focus. Such often involves the artists ‘doing’ a product or their act to
the school in a vacuum, free of any intrinsic meaning to the school development
plan. The design of the programme in this study was such that the passive ‘school
being done unto’ model was actively discouraged, but the evidence suggests that it
still happened in some cases. That primary, special school teachers and people in
new partnerships reported this carving up of project roles most frequently suggests
that there is still a lot of work to be done to sell the idea of truly co-facilitated learning
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to some school sectors more than others.

It is understandable that nascent

partnerships perhaps need longer to recognise that the expert artist-in-residence
paradigm is not a fertile one for properly democratic partnership practices in which
every stakeholder has something to learn and something to give other than
behaviour management.

However, an artistically or creatively passive teacher does not necessarily mean that
the creative practitioner’s work with the pupils was entirely expert-centric or didactic;
co-constructive learning can still happen between the creative practitioner and the
pupils in such cases. Teachers’ work with pupils can still be cooperative (Grainger,
2001).

Many projects provided a space that was free of the usual curriculum

fetters and therefore allowed the pupils to operate differently.

On occasion, it was

evident that this also allowed the teacher to behave differently:

‘In the project, delivery was much more relaxed and informal and it was
really good for the kids to see the teacher being relaxed.’ (Creative practitioner,
secondary school)

There was however something of a recurring theme of creative practitioners being
the official project lead despite the programme promoting a democratic ethos as
preferable:

‘The delivery was founded on her skills therefore she had the leading role,
she led the drama and the games.’ (Teacher, special school)

‘The teacher was very good and let me get on and lead the project.’
(Creative practitioner, secondary school)

‘As the creative practitioner I was the project lead.

But I wasn’t always

communicated with as such and this could potentially affect a non-established
relationship. We flagged up that this was a creative practitioner-led project, but
school tended to be the first point of contact as this is the default model for this sort
of work.’ (Creative practitioner, primary school)

This again constructs the creative practitioner as the one with artistic power and
therefore keeper of the direction that the project will take, whilst the teacher assists
as the one who knows how to handle the pupils.
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The above gives the impression of contexts in which some default professional
knowledges are given prominence and both are used to best advantage, but in
which any ‘whole is greater than the sum of parts’ advantage is either missing or
severely limited.

In calling for both schools and cultural organizations to make

cultural learning one of their respective core remits, Rogers (2009) emphasizes the
need for structured alliance between the two sectors from the top down.

This,

together with both sectors giving greater commitment to making its respective
workforces better educated about and more skilled at facilitating cultural learning,
suggests a policy shift is needed that will help professionals to be better at joined-up
thinking and working.

Learning from each other has a potential role in this and is

discussed in the next section.

4.3

Learning from each other

Not many people said that partnerships were specifically about learning skills from
each other (teachers n = 4, creative practitioners n = 4). Many people did describe
the learning that they gained from the project (see Impacts for adults, above) often
placing the partner as a source or centre of that learning, but this was talked about
and valued in the context of people reflecting on their own CPD so has been
captured and discussed elsewhere.

Both groups tended to describe a skills

‘exchange’ in favour of the teacher:

‘For the teachers, it was a chance to work with creative professionals who
weren’t teachers, the teachers were inspired and there was a great exchange in
terms of methods of delivery. In the project, delivery was much more relaxed and
informal and it was really good for the kids to see the teacher being relaxed and for
the pupils to see different ways of working.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school)

‘In terms of impacts and outcomes for adults – certainly! It was a learning
curve and we did learn new stuff. It impacted on us emotionally and socially, for
example, how to engage, experimenting with how we could introduce stuff in terms
of delivering PSHCE.

All the adults in the partnership were able to bring stuff and

pick up ideas from each other, all that picking up tools stuff. It was wonderful to work
with the creative practitioner, someone with different ideas – teaching can be so
lonely!’ (Teacher, special school)
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There is a recurring sense of the teacher group in receipt of new knowledge in the
form of practical skills and techniques coming into school courtesy of the creative
practitioner. This is consistent with Pringle’s (2002) reflection of the artist as role
model where the pedagogic model supported by the arrangement is one of
apprenticeship. In the present study, it is possible to see the role of apprentice
being filled by pupils and teachers.

This is in interesting contrast to Britzman’s

(1991) exploration of the cultural myths with which the social construction of
‘teacher’ abounds, specifically as an expert upon which everything depends and as
sole bearer of power.

This may well still be the case in terms of the power

differentials between teachers and pupils.

Within the context of partnership work, the teachers in the present study did not,
collectively, present as a particularly powerful group in terms of project leadership.
It is almost two decades since Britzman’s suggestion of ‘the teacher’ as socially
constructed in this way and since then the National Curriculum, inspection regimes
and frequently changing policy around pedagogy may have taken a heavy toll,
resulting in the construction of the teacher as an altogether different creature, such
as the‘teacher as technician’, e.g. Grainger (2003); Leaton Gray (2007). It is a
speculation as to whether a decade of creative partnerships in education work will
lead to social constructions of teachers and artists as co-educators. Whereas there
is some degree of this in terms of creative practitioners (e.g. Pringle, ibid; Galton,
2008) there is little yet in terms of teachers being constructed in this way.

Co-

operative, cross-sector practices and contexts in which teacher development has
been enacted have been explored widely (e.g. Eames, 1999; Grainger, 2001;
Cullen, 2007) but, once one looks beyond Creative Partnership advocacy literature,
there is little literature in the UK that specifically looks at the teacher as a coeducator alongside others.

More than half the creative practitioners in the sample said they had gained new
knowledges about the culture of school. If the mutual learning to be had in some of
the projects can be summed up as teachers learning how to teach differently, and
creative practitioners learning how to ‘do’ school, then the abiding impression is of
an epistemological exchange that is not equal.

The first group potentially

experiences a shift of professional schemas and the assimilation of new knowledges
while the second works out how to operate more effectively within a system rather
than experiences any deep learning that is attributable to the teacher’s contribution.
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4.4

Functional partnerships, deepening and established partnerships

Ross (2003) suggests that arts organisations can be unclear about their educational
role: for partnership work to be properly successful, it has to be underpinned by an
agreed theoretical framework. In this study, teachers (n = 8) volunteered that good
communication and planning was valuable to making the partnership work. This is
in line with finding above that teachers rather than creative practitioners tended to
talk about the prevention of culture clash, not any actual occurrence:

‘Good communication is important so that everyone is kept in the loop to
avoid problems. Everything has to be open and above board.’ (Teacher, secondary
school)

Two creative practitioners did speak in of the necessity for careful groundwork:

‘There was a gap between getting the award and delving in. This was a
useful time to the do the groundwork and get to know each other. This meant that
we were all on board and all very honest with each other. I didn’t parachute in, a
solid relationship was built up with all the school.’ (Creative practitioner, primary
school)

Equal numbers of teachers and creative practitioners (n = 14) saw engaging in codelivery and co-facilitation as an intrinsic part of being in a positive relationship.
They frequently talked about the commitment that building good partnerships
required and that this often involved a learning curve:

‘Its been journey together: we’ve shared some frustrations, we’ve been
tested and brought closer together.’ (Teacher, primary school)

‘There was an issue with one teacher in that she felt that she was having the
project done to her.
involvement?

She wasn’t one of the core planners, so where’s her

She knows all the students, she should have been in at the

beginning. We could have maximized her contribution - this is a logistical mistake
that I wouldn’t repeat. It’s crucial for everyone to be involved from the beginning if
we want them to feel involved. We understood each other by the end of the project,
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although this situation meant that we didn’t feel comfortable with each other.’
(Creative practitioner, secondary school)

or a change of mind or attitude:

‘In the beginning I was sceptical to be honest as to what I’d get out of it. I’ve
always done all the arts in school as I’m art trained, so we don’t need a creative
practitioner. It was wonderful though to work alongside her with her new ideas and
new processes, for the children the whole buzz was around working with a real
artist. It’s definitely a contact we want to keep and it’s opened a door.’ (Teacher,
primary school)

The deepest partnerships in this study were exemplified by the creative practitioner
and the teacher allowing each other to inhabit their respective domains:

‘The partnership was very co-operative and easy in lots of ways. I’ve done
residencies in the school before, but it’s the first time I’ve worked in this way with
school.

That it was so easy is unusual, it was a lot of fun as well as being

educational.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school)

There were equal numbers of new and established partnerships in the sample. The
deciding factor for the researcher when categorising was whether the pair had
worked together before,

although there was sometimes a discrepancy between

partners in terms of how they categorised themselves, which was a little odd.

The joys and advantages of being in an established partnership were equally valued
by teachers (13) and creative practitioners (14):

‘I’ve worked with the creative practitioner before so yes she has worked
closely with the school before. Actually school chose the creative practitioner on the
basis of previous project. We’ve already had a positive experience of co-working:
we share having high expectations and we both felt strongly that it would be
mutually beneficial. It’s enriched my teaching. It’s very different, co-working, from
the first bit on planning onwards, all the dovetailing.’ (Teacher, secondary school)

‘We’ve all known each other from before and this is really important. One of
the strengths of the project is that we were building on a pre-existing relationship.
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There was good crossover in terms of the collective experience we brought to bear
and a good understanding of the usual constraints that go on. We started with real
world footing in that tacit knowledges were able to be brought to the project.’
(Creative practitioner, secondary school)

In terms of the sentiments presented here there is little difference between the two
professional groups. True co-facilitation and a blurring of professional domains,
where and when this was profitable was valued equally by teachers and creative
practitioners.

Furthermore, such was seen as the mark of the more mature

relationship: more established partnerships reflected on the value of co-delivery than
new ones did, whereas a division of roles and functions was the trademark of new
partnerships. This suggests that creative partnerships might pass through different
stages: individuals maintaining their respective professional territories while the
relationship is young, but where a relationship has survived and matured into an
established one there is perhaps a greater will and capacity to explore new things,
such as role reversal.

In the fifth section of this chapter this idea is explored in

terms of whether the professionals growing together into an established partnership
effectively makes the partnership a new grouping which is apart from their
respective professional domains but with which they both strongly identify.

5.

Doing action research

Of the four main foci in this study, the action research aspect of the creative
partnerships seemed to cause participants the most problems. Bearing in mind that
there were positive gains – both teachers (n = 13) and creative practitioners (n = 10)
said that it had been valuable to learn about and improve their research skills, for
example – what participants did not value can as much tell a story of professional
group belonging as what they said they had benefited from.

Within the field generally, there is significant challenge when it comes to the enquiry
aspects of creative partnership working.

Large scale research and evaluation

programmes such as those outlined in Chapter 2 tend to be carried out by an
external researcher on the participants of programmes, most attempting to
establishing cause and effect relationships between intervention and impact. The
ethos of the programme in this study was rather that each partnership would engage
in a focussed action research inquiry around an aspect of learning that was central
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to the project that they (supposedly) co-devised and co-facilitated. Both partners
would embrace the role of action researcher thus each project would become a
micro community of inquiry with a research question that was unique to each, and
data collection programmes that were likewise tailor-made. Mentoring in all aspects
of this would be achieved by the assignment of a research mentor to each of the
projects. Partners also received some information on action research practices in
the form of a workshop early on in the programme.

‘Action research’ and ‘enquiry’ are not necessarily synonymous. Within the field
there is much debate as to the use of language when speaking about the capture of
outcomes and impacts.

Is the practice really (and indeed is there a difference

between) ‘action research’ and ‘inquiry based teaching’?

What about reflective

practice within the context of finding out, and is this the same as being the reflective
practitioner (e.g. Schon, 1983)?

What do phrases like ‘data collection’ do to

people? There is evidence in this study that the language of (action) research was
problematic for both professional groups; this and other aspects explored below
suggest that neither professions inhabited the research aspects of their project with
much confidence or comfort.

An enquiry can be conducted around a project whereby the practitioners in question
conduct an evaluation in the manner of an external judge rather than adopt the
practitioner informed, incremental problem solving approach of the action
researcher. Both teachers and creative practitioners at times struggled with the
expectation that their project produce findings based in evidence, never mind that
this ideally should have happened via robust action research cycles. Overall the
data in this study points to teachers and practitioners being reasonably well matched
when it came to their capacities for and reflections about the enquiry aspects of the
work. Individual views varied as to whether action research was engaged in to drive
their own learning, to maximise project impacts or was about them being
accountable.

5.1

Learning how to do research, appreciating a reflective ethos

Regardless of whether participants called their data capture ‘action research’, or
whether any third person such as the mentor would count what they did as action
research, teachers (n = 10) and creative practitioners (n = 11) both valued the
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chance to engage in action research and said that the project helped them to hone
their own research skills (teachers n = 13, creative practitioners n = 10). People in
established partnerships valued projects for the research skills gained twice as
much as those in new partnerships; doing an action research project was marginally
more valued by established partnerships. Teachers and creative practitioners in
secondary schools were the most vocal about the value of both engaging in action
research and learning about research while their counterparts in primary schools
were the most vocal about finding it problematic.

For the most part, those teachers and practitioners who professed research skills
development described this in terms of ‘being better able to do’ and ‘having a better
understanding of’ the practical aspects of carrying out data collection and analysis,
not in terms of arriving at different understandings about the place and value of
being an evidence informed practitioner.

Occasionally, the value of being

facilitated to be a reflective practitioner, realising the value of this practice, did come
through:

‘The action research has been valuable. The most difficult thing for teachers
is the time to reflect on the pupils as the usual pace of delivery does not allow us to
do this as it is all delivery.

The project has helped us to do this because reflecting

had to happen by project design, we have to reflect. So we learnt about reflection
and how this might form part of our CPD programme. There were whole school
issues raised by the project and this was welcomed by school. (Teacher, secondary
school).

There is only a small case, if any, to be made that teachers are the more
institutionalized into appreciating research skills development.

Furthermore, there

is no sense in the data that teachers saw this increment as part and parcel of the
everyday necessity of assessment and monitoring curriculum attainment. McGuigan
(2008) sees inquiry based practice as a ‘professionalising process that reflects a
recent shift of emphasis away from teachers as skilled curriculum deliverers to
teachers as key contributors to educational thinking.’ (McGuigan, ibid, p. 12).

No

teachers in this study expressed any sentiments around their own agency in
contributing to educational thinking or debate, though there were glimpses of
engaging with the project because it was something more than delivery:
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‘We were attracted to this because it was an action research project, as
opposed to delivery, it’s what we were already interested in.’ (Teacher, nursery
school)

It behoves creative practitioners just as much, if not more, to be better at evidencing
the positive impacts that are attributable to partnership projects, given that many of
them make a living this way:

“I’ve been twenty five years in the business so adopting an intelligent
research approach is a timely occurrence. I enjoyed the opportunity.” (Creative
practitioner, secondary school)

‘For me, the research is the lynch pin.

As a creative practitioner you’re

encouraged to bid for opportunities but without having an education background.
From the creative practitioner’s point of view it’s excellent having to deal with all of
this.’ (Creative practitioner, primary school)

The reflective ethos of the project, a chance to do focused reflection, was valued but
to a lesser extend than becoming better at ‘research’; secondary school teachers
valued it more than any other group, and existing partnerships more so than new
partnerships:

‘We have reflected – a strength has been the time we built in for reflection,
not all the money has gone on delivery.’ (Creative practitioner, nursery school)

Practitioners from both groups spoke of the importance of pupil voice in the data,
teachers slightly more so (teachers n = 8, creative practitioners n = 5).

Bragg

(2007) offers an interesting review on consulting with young people engaged in
creative partnership projects and highlights a number of interesting ways in which
pupil voice can be captured.

The photographic, filmic, log and scrapbook

techniques that she outlines were in evidence in this programme and seem to have
been embraced by both professional groups as a valid way of allowing evidence to
surface.

Clearly the resource to observe, collect data, consider and discuss was welcomed
by some creative practitioners.
freelance entrepreneurs

As a professional group mainly inhabited by

or small independent arts organisations, creative
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practitioners cannot be institutionalized in the same way that teachers run the risk of
being. But another aspect of this is that rarely is there a mechanism for them to
receive structured continued professional development.

In a small scale way, the

programme was offering precisely this. For some, an immersion in research was
not an easy transition, but one that seems to have reaped benefits:

‘The action research side of things was a bit overwhelming. Basically I didn’t
have a clue and had to muddle through, we had to go through a pain barrier.
Coherently looking for change and development was hard, I don’t feel it was easy to
see. But there was CPD for both me and the teacher in terms of the action research
- one, suck it and see, second, do it having learnt from your first attempt…….we had
to work very hard at making this a true action research project, and the mentor was
good at drawing stuff out of us.’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school).

Given that the curriculum is so packed, it is not surprising that some teachers
welcomed a chance to sit back, take stock and discuss their thoughts with another
person. Likewise, the chance to conduct a qualitative enquiry around an aspect of
learning of their choosing, and about which they often exhibited a professional
instinct, may have been in pleasant contrast to the constant, quantitative
assessment of curricular attainment: teachers’ relationships with the different
ideologies at play between formal assessment and evidence based practice would
make an interesting follow-up study. If the ‘teacher technician’ of today has little
chance to actively engage with pedagogic theory (Hill, 2004, talks of the
‘detheorizing’ of teacher education) then, even though there may have been little
conscious awareness of any sally into theory, the opportunity may seem very
attractive – or, conversely, threatening.

The extent to which the action research

aspect of projects was unwelcome or threatening is discussed below.

5.2

Action research as problematic

Individuals from both groups felt that the research aspect was at times and in part
problematic; there are no differences between the professional groups per se.
Teachers and creative practitioners in primary schools expressed negative emotions
around the action research requirement more frequently than did their counterparts
in secondary schools. Further enquiry would be necessary to ascertain precisely
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why, although more of the primary partnerships were new partnerships and this may
have had a bearing.

Problematic aspects mainly revolved around people feeling that there was a
mismatch between the research requirement and all available capacity being taken
up with the creative activity aspect of the project:

‘The focus was delivery and experiences for pupils, it was about money to
pay for and the chance to work with a creative practitioner……..the project is so allencompassing that all of you is involved – there’s no time to observe, you’ve joined
in! The research was secondary.’ (Teacher, special school).

‘Logistically the project is already big enough without having to do the data
capture too. It really needs someone whose sole role it is to do the observations
rather than managing the class. I wasn’t able to capture it as I was too hands on;
there were too many distractions to watch it all happen. The project really needs the
funding for a third ‘observer’ person.’ (Teacher, secondary school).

There was also some feeling about a mismatch between the research requirement
and the skills people felt they possessed.

A clash of research ethos could

sometimes be detected, both in terms of the research approach perceived as being
prescribed by the programme versus the participant’s own preferences:

‘Speaking for myself, I found the action research quite difficult.

My

expectation was that it would need to be done in a formal way but I didn’t feel this
was appropriate.

I’d used observations, photos, talking with children – less

documentary stuff. The evidence comes from the children’s questions, their interest,
their artefacts: these are all extremely relevant and important and should be
accepted as a valid part of the evidence.’ (Creative practitioner, primary school).

and in terms of differences between individuals in different professional groups:

‘The teacher tried to develop tick list assessment then began to understand
that this type of data collection was not appropriate. Quantitative is not the way to
go, it’s not an appropriate way to measure creativity. What about creativity in terms
of how we do the data capture?’ (Creative practitioner, secondary school).
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5.3

Working with a research mentor

Finally, there was no marked difference between the professional groups in terms of
how they reflected on working with their action research mentor. Teachers and
creative practitioners felt that their action research mentor was a valuable resource
in that mentors had been supportive and able to assist with research methods
expertise. Likewise, where there was negativity, this was reasonably equally spread
between the two professional groups.

Teachers and creative practitioners in

established partnerships found the mentor more valuable than their counterparts in
new relationships.

The extent to which this can be read as a new partnership

forming a sense of togetherness by rejecting an external party is explored in the
following section, as is whether or not there is a different affordance where secure
and established relationships are concerned.

6.

Using social theory to help understand patterns in the data

The first part of this Discussion chapter has interrogated the results for the presence
of any characteristic, typical or habitual professional viewpoints. We might consider
these to be expressions of ‘default’ professional positions and evidence that
individuals might be ‘speaking’ a particular professional position or identity. It is
clear from the above that a case could be made for this throughout the four topics
under investigation.

For example, there is an ongoing discourse to which both teachers and creative
practitioners are exposed that speaks of teaching as a profession in which practice
constantly needs improving and in which there is always some new requirement to
get to grips with. It is therefore not surprising that, as a group, teachers read the
project as being about continued professional development for themselves and
other adults, and found value in it accordingly. Creative practitioners, on the other
hand, are not exposed to a continuous institutional mantra of self-improvement.
Although many spoke of the ways it which participating in it had helped them to
develop their own professionalism, this group did not see it as about their own
learning in the same way or to the same extent.

Where they did see learning

potential for adults, they saw it in terms of what teachers could learn. Thus the
thought processes of both groups are impacted upon by discourses on teacher
learning needs.

Another example is the extent to which performance and
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competency pedagogies were valued differently. This could be read as teachers
and creative practitioners respectively perceiving project value as that which is
fundamental to or synonymous with their professional core functions: when
reflecting on projects both professional groups valued what they value per se.

The first half of this chapter takes us some way towards appreciating that
professional group belonging can impact on what individuals perceive as being
valuable. However, ‘characteristic’, ‘typical’ and ‘habitual’ run the danger of being
somewhat stereotypical if such conclusions are not considered a little more deeply.
It is necessary to mobilize social scientific theory if a deeper understanding of any
relationship between professional group belonging and project value as perceived is
to be achieved.

What follows is the use of the formalized theories outlined in

Chapter 4 as lenses in order to make further sense of the why within patterns and
tendencies in the results.

The reason for using more than one social theory as a

lens is explorative: given that creative partnerships in education are not routinely, or
ever, exposed to a social psychological reading, it has been interesting to this
researcher to try several theories of identity for their usefulness.

6.1

Social identity theory lens

On the face of it, there seem to be very clear boundaries that distinguish teachers
and creative practitioners as two discrete groups. Not all of these arise from the
motivational group identification processes described in a socio-psychological
account of social identity but some are structural boundaries that in themselves
outline a duality. The teacher is internal to the school, the creative practitioner
external; the teacher has permanence within the organization, the creative
practitioner is a temporary fixture; the teacher is salaried to have many ongoing
functions within the school, the creative practitioner is given a service level contract
to deliver one piece of work.

Other boundaries are socio-historical: the teacher

has a relationship with the school community, and relationships with people within it,
that differ enormously from those the creative practitioner can have.

All of the above can impact on what partners value within the project they carry out
together, and sometimes this is about pragmatics. A teacher is in a position of
advantage when it comes to noticing any project impacts on other members of staff:
s/he shares a staffroom and staff meetings with people that the creative practitioner
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may not, and therefore is more physically exposed to circumstances in which impact
may be revealed. S/he has a longer term relationship with members of the school
community and the ongoing school management activities to which all contribute,
and thus is in a better position to judge any change as a consequence to the project.
Beyond that is where it gets interesting.

Physical circumstances do prescribe the

two groups under investigation here, but nonetheless there is evidence that social
processes of identification are at play.

A teacher or a creative professional is an

identity that can be inhabited in a variety of ways whereby social practices including
discourse construct what that identity might be, what it is not in relation to other
identities, and how individuals might operate within the identity prescribed.
Individuals are situated and self-situate (or self-categorize, Capozza and Brown,
2000; Brewer and Hewstone, 2004) within versions of what it means to be a teacher
or creative practitioner and it is these boundaries that are the more remarkable in
terms of how they may impact on behaviour.

Central to the notion of self-categorization theory is the idea of prototype (Hogg and
Terry, 2001). Prototypes are a form of stereotype or idealized embodiment of group
identity that captures and represents group identity in the form of an exemplary
member or ideal type. Protoypes function as key reference points for the self in that
they allow people to gauge how they, and others, match up to the group-held
exemplar or ideal, and thus strong motivational drives in the form of subjective
norms (for example, to ‘be’ a certain way) are created. Within the results examined,
the different professional groups tended to perceive project value as synonymous
with what they, as a profession, value per se: evidence that respective and
subjective professional norms are present. The project is to some extent ‘translated’
into that which sits at the heart of professional being, whatever that may be.
Aligning one’s perception of a phenomenon (i.e. project) to core group values could
serve the same psycho-social, motivational function as identifying with a group and
taking on its agenda (Deaux, 2000) , as well as being indicative of aspiring to a
prototype.

That teachers valued performance pedagogies more than creative practitioners did,
and that the latter valued competency ones, brings both professional groups
comfortably into line with discourses that currently differentiate them and their
practices.

The teacher who perceives a project as valuable to academic

achievement (and three times more teachers than creative practitioners did) is
experiencing being at the centre of what is currently valued in education, i.e.
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attainment, and is therefore secure within the professional grouping. Similarly, the
creative practitioner may need to perceive greater value in the processes which set
her/him apart from curriculum focused pedagogies, such as competency in
envisioning and making: things that reside in the core function of being a creative
practitioner.

Professional group belonging can give rise to certain mindsets which are, in
themselves, brought into being and shaped by discourse. In order to feel part of the
group, it is necessary to internalize the discourse (LeCourt, 2004).

In this way

language is a signifier of group belonging (Migdal, 2004) as well as providing
insights into the way that society organizes itself and the ways in which its members
make sense of themselves (Fiske, 2002).

Group membership can be revealed not

only via the positions that people ‘speak’ but via the very words they use.

In this

study, creative practitioners ‘spoke’ a professional identity as a less risk-averse
group in the way that they valued projects and this is in line with Pringle’s (2002)
assertions that remaining open, taking risks and being radical is fundamental to
being an artist, and with Galton’s (2008) view that it is creative practitioners not
teachers that encourage pupils to take risks. But eighteen (that is, more than three
quarters of the creative practitioners) actually talked a language of risk: projects
permitting pupils to experience ‘working with freedom’, ‘risk taking’, ‘flexibility’ and
‘improvisation’.

In comparison teachers used these terms to a much lesser extent,

preferring instead the phrase ‘trying something new’.

A similar phenomenon may also be at play in the language used to describe positive
impacts on the adult self in the project. Although there was an equal valuing of
projects as positive emotional experiences, teachers talked about ‘enthusiasm’,
‘excitement’ and ‘being inspired’ (implicitly, outward-facing focus and orientated
towards action) and creative practitioners used the more affective language of
‘pleasure’, ‘enjoyment’ and ‘fun’.

Again, the use of language demonstrates an

alignment with what teachers and artists ‘do’. It is clear from the literature pouring
out of Creative Partnerships that artists and creative practitioners purposely
encourage play as a learning mechanism (e.g Pringle, 2009) and that an essential
aspect of an artist coming into school is that it is ‘fun’. Teachers, excepting those
that work in Key Stage 1 contexts, seem unable to foreground play, despite the
value of play being long understood (Else, 2009); instead they work within a context
where achievement is valued.

If your aim is be counted as part of the group that

achieves, then ‘enthusiasm’, ‘excitement’ and ‘inspiration’ can possibly get you
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further than ‘fun’ and ‘enjoyment’.

Again, both professional groups seem to

describe project value in ways that could be seen as positively promoting the
normative values of the groups to which they belong, and in so doing, according to
the mechanisms of social identity, potentially raise their own self-esteem.

The

processes of social identity theory are insidious, and there is no suggestion in this
thesis that individuals were in anyway conscious of valuing what they did for any
motivational reason.

SIT, with its processes of in-group and out-group intergroup relations (Haslem et al.,
2003), is a potentially useful way of looking at the dynamics of partnership
interaction when there has been a professional clash and/or a conflict of ideologies,
and disquiet about the more taxing aspects of partnership is becoming increasingly
featured in the literature, e.g. Hanley, 2003; Thomson, Hall and Russell, 2006.
Although, according to both teachers and creative practitioners, the perceived
benefits of partnership work far outstripped any problems experienced: twice the
number of creative practitioners to teachers talked about a culture clash, whereas
teachers tended to see the artist ‘being a good fit’ and therefore culture clash was
avoided. Good communication and planning was seen by teachers as militating
against culture clash, and it is entirely possible that some schools selected a
creative practitioner partner on the basis of who would not clash with school’s
agenda for the project. Both these perspectives reveal the presence of an in- and
out-group, a self and other, and new partnerships rather than established tended to
experience a clash of professional cultures.

The few instances of clash that did occur centred around different professional
knowledges, and different aspirations for the project vying for dominance. There
were also a few instances of the physical space of school not being suitable for the
way the creative practitioner wanted to work. The most noticeable instances of
conflicting ideologies centred around the action research aspect, but rather than this
necessarily being inter-group conflict between teachers and creative practitioners,
this was sometimes played out as a disconnect between what project partners
thought was appropriate and manageable and what they felt they were ‘required’ to
do, the latter often presumed as emanating from the person or presence of the
research mentor.

Approximately a third of project partners felt that there was mismatch between their
own understanding of and existing skill in research processes and the data capture
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and handling requirements of the programme.

There was also a sense from a

minority that the research requirement was designed in a way that was ignorant of
the fact that one cannot be in the midst of delivery and stand back and observe at
the same time. This is a good example of where a disconnect occurred, seen here
as a conflict of knowledges about the point of the project, leading to a mismatch of
priorities. The project was designed, funded and promoted in such a way that action
research and the time to do it was emphasized, and there was no expectation that
partners spend the entire budget on putting creative practitioners into classrooms
and in front of young people (in fact very much the opposite was true). That a small
number of partnerships read the project opportunity as a chance to do a fairly well
funded artist’s residency, with as many pupils as possible having an art experience,
and then found the action research unpalatable and problematic, is a good example
of two ideologies colliding.

Where there were frustrations such as those described above, this was often
articulated as the programme design being at fault, in other words, individuals
identifying with the partnership, not the programme overall, as the locus of the
correct view.

A third example of a clash of ideologies arising from the action

research aspect is where a small number of creative practitioners felt that
quantitative measures had no place in the capture of creativity: this brought them
into conflict with teachers who had wanted to measure project success by looking at
exam results.

Finally, new partnerships tended to be more negative about the

research mentor they worked with compared with how existing and established
partnerships reported: in an minority of cases, there was a categorical assertion that
the mentor ‘was not part of the primary relationship’. SIT dictates that groups form
in relation to who ‘is’ and others who are ‘not’, and there is some evidence here that
the partnership itself was seen as a group to which people did, or did not, belong.

Deleuze and Guattari (1983, in Brown and Lunt, 2002) suggest that groups
territorialize, and the division of labour that some of the partnerships enacted in this
study is suggestive of this. SIT, within the context of organizational merger (Terry
2001; van Leeuwen and van Knipperberg, 2003) whereby parties might agree to
differ has a relevance to this study if partnership can be seen as a sort of merger.
Perhaps merger is a good metaphor for partnership work, especially where the
partnership is nascent. Rather than work through areas of potential conflict, some
partnerships in this study chose to carve up roles and responsibilities from the start,
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and in this way conflict was avoided as there was nothing further to navigate or
negotiate; it is telling that, more often than not, it was new partnerships that did this.

Regardless of Creative Partnerships’ rhetoric of co-facilitation etc., in new
partnerships it was generally the case that the creative practitioner did the art, whilst
the teacher managed the behaviour of the class. As the quotes in the first half of
this chapter demonstrate, this seemed to suit both partners. Territorializing the bit
that you are good at and is well within your comfort zone possibly serves the
function of affording success according to what your profession ‘does’, bringing you
closer to the prototype ‘good teacher in control’ or ‘good creative practitioner who
makes things’.

These motivation drivers are, once more, probably not consciously

experienced: institutional practice creates systems and the experiences of those
subjected to them (Jenkins, 2008), and the institution of school is no exception. It is
easy to see how a natural order of things is constructed: teachers manage children
while creative practitioners make things because that’s how it works; this is must be
a particularly attractive belief at the early stages of learning how to do partnership
work.

In theory, the creative partnership with its emphasis on ‘co’ and ‘shared’ is fertile
ground for ambiguity and border crossings. Ambiguous membership, particularly in
organizational life (Bartel and Dutton, 2001), can occur when individuals go beyond
a periphery, perhaps eventually leading to new representations being built as to
group and group norms.

An example of this in this study is when creative

practitioners categorically stated that the project had no value to them in terms of
CPD, and then went on to list the extent to which engagement had increased their
own professionalism. Confusion and dissonance can occur when individuals are
forced outside their comfort zones: the creative practitioner is constructed as the
agent of change, not the recipient, and such group-held beliefs give rise to
sentiments such as ‘the project is not about my learning’, yet in many cases it
clearly was about this.

This is evidence of an identity clung to and spoken in the

face of actual experience that suggests otherwise: not one of these creative
practitioners realized the contradiction.

There is evidence that people were using the opportunity to learn about and
experience the ideological and physical spaces inhabited by the ‘other’. Teachers
valued the opportunity to engage with what could be seen as core within the identity
of creative practitioners: the role of the arts, project management, networking and
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working with others. Despite what some creative practitioners said about the project
not being about their learning, and the relatively low numbers of creative
practitioners looking at the project as a CPD opportunity for themselves, creative
practitioners valued learning about the culture of school and using pupil-centred
approaches.

It would be wrong to close this section on social identity with any impression that
once groups are fixed people are stuck with them and in them.

There is a

permeability to intergroup boundaries (Terry 2003; Adams, 2007) whereby is it
possible to move from one group to another, or, as may be the case in this study,
particularly with very mature partnerships, move into the partnership as the new
group. It is feasible to cross into the domain of the other (as this study shows, even
if that crossing is not a conscious experience) especially when and where a
particular context potentiates this.

Creative partnership work, despite the danger of

culture clash, is such a context as the underpinning ethos is one of co-facilitation
and coming together to be more than the sum of parts.

That not all creative

partnerships see the potential for crossing the borders of professional domains
indicates the extent to which the ethos is (mis)understood.

In many ways, the

epistemological exchange that occurred in projects was not equal in depth: whereas
some teachers experienced a shift in professional schema and assimilated new
knowledges that they felt fundamentally changed their practice, some creative
practitioners learnt how school operates.

There were, however, some creative

practitoners who experienced deeper learning than this, for example, in terms of
how to work with young people. However, the impression remains that both parties
identified with the creative practitioner as the party bringing in the skill and the
change, and the idea of project ‘magic’ as located in the person of the creative
practitioner is explored below.

6.2

Social representations theory as a lens

As outlined in Chapter 4, it is not uncommon for social representations theory (SRT)
to underpin data exploration within a schools/educational context. Similarly, SRT
has already been used to examine group-held norms in contexts where separate
epistemologies meet (e.g. Jovchelovitch, 2006).

The section above outlines how

the programme brought practitioners with different epistemologies and group
identities into partnership with each other. This section reviews some of the social
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representations (SRs) in common usage within the domains of teaching and
creativity and examines the results of this study for their presence, as well as
looking out for any other evidence of traditional knowledges that can be passed on
through institutional mechanisms. It becomes clear that participant use of SRs may
not have been sufficient or frequent enough to be an indicator of professional group
belonging, and that sometimes the SRs that are present signpost a difference
between two groups other than the two professional type groups.

Creative practitioner is a SR that was used extensively by interviewees from both
professional groups. Before the advent of Creative Partnerships, the term did not
exist in the sense that it does now; previous to 2000 people talked about artists’
residencies (a SR in itself) when they meant an artistic or creative professional
coming into school to do some work.

Creative partnerships in education has

likewise become an everyday part of the discourse, in this study referred to more
often than not as ‘the partnership’. The SR of ‘creative genius’, whereby creativity is
locked inside the person of the artist who imports it to the school, seems to be alive
and well in what some teachers said. Even though no teachers used the word
‘genius’, there is evidence of the reification of the creative practitioner as having
special qualities and agency, e.g.: ‘the creative practitioner has the artist’s vision’;
‘delivery was founded on her skills’; ‘it was wonderful to work with the creative
practitioner, someone with different ideas’, etc.

Terms such as ‘co-delivery’ and ‘co-facilitation’ featured more frequently in the talk
of those in established partnerships, and it was these partnerships that tended to
have slightly more relaxed boundaries in terms of what roles people played. People
in new partnerships had a greater tendency to carve projects up in a way that
highlighted tacit professional knowledges, making sure that they are used to efficient
advantage. This may have been a pragmatic decision taken by those coming to
terms with partnership for the first time, and there was pressure to get things done
rather than merely explore what being in partnership was like. However, the way
that some of these teachers and creative practitioners described the division of
labour tended to construct the creative practitioner as the non-teacher with artistic
power located within their person, just as the creative practitioners in Pringle’s
(2002) research were clear that they did not see themselves as teachers but that
they had skills to share. Furthermore, some creative practitioners were constructed
by both professional groups as the creative lead and, by implication, the keeper of
the direction that the project would take. In contrast, some teachers talked, and
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were talked about, as having power and authority within the classroom and were
subsequently assigned a ‘crowd control’ role, this in line with the powers and
authorities traditionally assigned to teachers in the classroom (Seddon and
Palmiera, 2007).

It is apparent that two traditional knowledges are being rehearsed in the ways that
some participants, particularly those in new partnerships, talked about their projects:
the creative practitioner as importer of creative magic and agent of change and the
teacher as behaviour monitor who is in receipt of, and helps others be in receipt of,
the creative offering.

Overall, any distinction to be made between groups in terms

of their use of language and SRs can most usefully be made between new and
established partnerships, rather than between teachers and creative practitioners.

As well as signaling specific power relations in terms of how the social construction
of creative partnership is played out, the SRs used by some interviewees in this
study reflect the many SRs in current and common usage when people discuss
education.

Both teachers and creative practitioners thought that projects were

valuable opportunities for pupils to explore, experiment, engage in new experiences,
take ownership and make decisions. Although these terms are not SRs, they are all
established key indicators of ‘being creative’ and the creative engagement literature
is full of them (e.g. QCA, 2004), and the language of creative operation is fast
becoming a new traditional knowledge within this sphere.

Phrases such as ‘pupil-centred’, ‘pupil voice’ and ‘pupil ownership’ were frequently
used by both professional groups; see Tables 4 and 5, Chapter 6.

These can be

seen as SRs of a more specialized pedagogical discourse that emerged from childcentred education theories of, for example, Vygotsky (e.g. 1962) and Piaget (e.g.
1975), as well as being somewhat reflective of the personal transformation agendas
that have dominated Western thinking for more than fifty years (e.g. Rogers, 1951).
What is interesting is that the use of these phrases never occurred as part of an indepth discussion of Paigetian, Vygotskyan or any other child development theory,
but were spoken as simple nouns or adjectives with no contextualizing or theorizing
explanation: ‘The project was very much about pupil voice’;
centred’;

‘There was lots of pupil ownership’.

‘It was very pupil

There are no real differences

between the way that the two professional groups used the terms, they were used
frequently and throughout by both groups.
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‘Learner empowerment’, ‘personalized learning’ and ‘inclusion’ were also frequently
alluded to if not said outright: these are all current, socially generated
representations of education and the role of education in society.

Other SRs that

were articulated include ‘best practice’, ‘standards agenda’ and ‘specialist status
school’: again, these all serve to position phenomena such as schools and
education in the way that they are verbally constructed and regarded. By ‘talking
the talk’, the participants in this study are part of the process of bringing these
representations into being, but they did not necessarly mobilize vocabularies or SRs
in a way that allows professional group distinctions to be made.

Markova and White (1987) discuss the predictive power of SRs; that they are a good
tool for looking at emerging attitudes. Although action research has been around for
over half a century (e.g. Lewin, 1951), it has enjoyed a renaissance in the
schools/educational context in the last decade with the (then) Department for
Education and Skills launching its Best Practice Research Scholarship scheme in
2000 (see Furlong, Salisbury and Coombs, 2003). The term action research was
used throughout the interviews by all participants (which is not surprising given that
the phrase appears in the title of the programme) but not in any way that indicated
knowledge of the emancipatory uniqueness of action research as an approach, nor
any other distinct aspect of it. In other words, there was no authoritative articulation
that revealed any understanding of the aetiology and political purpose of action
research that sets it apart from other research approaches. Additionally, as the
author of this thesis was also the researcher who led the evaluation of the
programme, it was clear throughout that people used the term action research all
the time, yet did not always carry out their investigation in a way that others might
class as action research in the strictest sense.

In this study, all of the following SRs:

‘learning curve’; ‘learning journey’; ‘inquiry

based learning’; ‘community of enquiry’ and ‘reflective practitioner’ featured
increasingly in the discourse from the arts organization that brokered the project
programme, and to a small extent were spoken by some of the participants
themselves.

Because of the way that SRs operate, it is appropriate that, for

example, ‘reflective practitioner’ has varied take-up as a term, depending on
whether one is looking at the strategic or practice level of resolution. Emerging in
the work of Schon (1983), the idea of the reflective practitioner is not at all new, but
is currently gaining ground in the education-speak that is beginning to filter into
common usage.
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As with all discourses that mutate from specialist to ‘common sense’, terms that are
currently very visible in the polemic and advocacy emerging from Whitehall, and in
the discursive activity that surrounds such, may only occasionally feature in the way
people actually and informally speak at the practice level.

For example, the

Qualifications and Curriculum Authority’s National Database of Accredited
Qualifications features accredited units in being a Reflective Practitioner but as a
term or SR it only featured occasionally in the way that people in this study talked
about their projects. Here, there is evidence that teachers alluded to the value of
reflective practice more frequently than creative practitioners did, although there was
not sufficient use of recognizable SRs per se during interviews for any signaling of
professional group belonging. The real difference is found between the SR-strewn
discourses mobilized by strategic bodies (e.g. Creative Partnerships and the arts
organization that brokered the programme in this study) and how people at the
practice level of projects currently speak.

Both SIT and SRT subscribe to realist epistemologies in that individuals are seen as
interpreting knowable facts that are out there as part of a natural order and ‘true’
even though it can be argued that in both cases human action is a force that brings
what can be known into being. It is this discursive psychology approach that is next
used as a lens on the results.

6.3

Critical discursive psychology as a lens

Arising from the social constructionist school of thought, the critical discursive
psychology approach states that human action as constitutive per se, that is, we
create the social world and, in so doing, what can be experienced and known in it
(Gergen, 1985; 1999). In other words, the very discursive action in which we are
immersed constructs us because the subject positions we can and do subsequently
inhabit are brought into being this way.

What is of interest to this study is: do the

ways in which participants talk about their projects reveal the subject positions that
they inhabit, and furthermore does their discursive action reinforce these positions
and in some cases invoke new ones? The first half of this chapter reviews the four
project topics for any subject positions that participants seem to speak, and this
detail is not repeated here. Rather, examples are explored using theoretical devices
such as situated practice and interpretative repertoires (Potter and Wetherell, 1987)
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and technologies of the self (Foucault, 1988) to further determine if any participant
report reveals and invokes professional-type-specific subject positions.

Although the difference between groups is at times subtle (see Tables 3 and 4,
Chapter 6) it is evident that the different professional groups did at times use
interpretative repertoires aligned to professional type. In being the group that spoke
most volubly about impacts for pupils, teachers are inevitably invoking a subject
position of ‘child education expert’. Likewise they revealed themselves as guardians
of the curriculum and its contents in the way that they valued performative
pedagogies and reflected on projects as valuable to formal attainment to a greater
extent than did creative practitioners.

Bearing in mind that not all creative

practitioners talked at length or even at all about impacts for pupils (so as a group
the volume of talk about pupils was substantially less) creative practitioners took up
a position of providing a space that was alternative to the curriculum in the way that
they, in greater number than teachers, talked about freedom, flexibility, innovation
and risk taking. Interestingly, there is little evidence that creative practitioners saw
themselves as experts on (young people’s) creative engagement: as a group they
commented less on this than teachers did (Table 1, Chapter 6). On the very rare
occasions that a project did not have a positive impact on pupils, the teachers
concerned saw this as an inadequacy located in the pupil, not any fault of the school
system or their own actions: this suggests that there is a sovereignty to schooling
that is for the most part unchallenged.

No creative practitioner reflected that a

project failing to positively affect pupils was due to something located within the
pupil.

Creative practitioners did not interpret the project as about their own learning to the
extent that teachers did, although it is clear that both most participants thought that
the project had impacted positively on them. The institution of school is the domain
of teachers, not of visiting external partners, so different social forces are at play in
the way that the professional groups are situated to perceive and interpret the point
of the project. Teachers found the experience instructive of their arts and creativity
skills and the role of the arts in the curriculum, while creative practitioners did not
reflect this to the same extent. This reinforces the sense, discussed in sections
above, that the creative practitioner is situated as the project expert and the teacher
is the recipient of knowledge and skills transfer.

This is reciprocated to the extent

that just over half of the creative practitioners ‘learnt about the culture of school’.
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There may be, however, differences in why the respective groups gained what they
did. In his genealogical approach, Foucault (1988) talks of technologies of the self,
that is, the institutional practices that transform individuals into ‘docile bodies’. In
this way, people can become professionally encultured into self-discipline and selfregulation via the insidious, regulatory processes that organizational mechanisms
place on them.

Variation in the extent to which professional types thought that the

project was about their adult learning - their own, their partner’s, other educators in
the school - is perhaps a reflection of how these people are situated to read the
world.

Teachers, continually subjected to a discourse on constant training needs

where education and teaching are concerned, read the project as a CPD opportunity
for themselves and for other educators (Tables 7 and 8, Chapter 6), but not so much
a training opportunity for creative practitioner partner.

Furthermore, they tended to

see the potential of further knowledge transfer in terms of default epistemologies,
i.e. not experiential, knowledge transformation but in the form of a didactic, cascade
model of inset.

Creative practitioners did see opportunity for their own professional gain and selfimprovement (not to the extent that teachers had) but unlike teachers did see it as a
CPD opportunity for their partner.

All the results point to one conclusion: both

teachers and creative practitioners saw the project a chance for teachers to learn
more than they saw it as a CPD opportunity for creative practitioners. Throughout,
the discursive acts of interpreting and discussing the project in this way reinforced
the subject positions that already existed.

But this is not to say that subject positions are forever fixed and unchanging: the
example of creative practitioners denying that the project was about their own
learning and then going on to discuss the ways in which they had gained as
professionals (discussed at length in one of the preceding sections) demonstrates
that it is possible to ‘speak’ contradictory positions at any one time. These creative
practitioners may be occupying a subject position that is in flux and they are not yet
at the point of where they recognize this: they may never personally and consciously
experience an ontological shift, such are the ways in which social constructionist
processes work. The teachers in this study may likewise have been moving towards
a new subject position, this time around creativity in the curriculum. At the time of
data collection (2005) the creative curriculum was not the dominant discourse in
education that is in 2009, though their professed learning around pupil-centered
approaches and working with others (Table 5, Chapter 6), together with gaining a
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better grasp of the role of the arts in the curriculum, anticipates this change in
pedagogic direction to some extent.

There was no real evidence that the more institutionalized of the groups coped
better with the requirement to carry out research. Despite monitoring and audit
being rife in the day-to-day life of schools coupled with the present onus on teachers
to be ever accountable, this did not translate as the teacher group being better able
to take the requirement to be evidence-based in their stride. Current debates about
teachers being key contributors to education thinking (McGuigan, 2008) as
evidence-based practitioners was perhaps a debate too much in its infancy in 2005
to have been an habitable subject position for the teachers in this study. In terms of
creative practitioners, rarely have there been any mechanisms for them to receive
structured continued professional development around being evidence based, and
in a small-scale way the programme was offering precisely this.

For some, an

immersion in research was not an easy transition, but one which was very timely.
Throughout their reflections on doing action research there are glimpses of both
professional groups engaging with the project because it was more than delivery,
plus evidence of taking on a transformative dialogue in the form of research-speak,
so there is some sense of a collective movement into a new space.

Participants professed very positive experiences of being in partnership and there
are no marked differences between professional types nor between new and
established partnerships in terms of the partnership itself being a good one. People
in all these permutations invoked a subject position of being a ‘good’ partner:
‘commitment’; ‘learning curve’, ‘learning how to do things together’; ‘the time
necessary to settle down and work things out’; ‘shared’. Partnerships that function
well necessitate a lot of ‘self work’ and often one or both parties need to change
their mind about aspects of what is to happen.

Somewhat surprisingly, the

partnership as a new space in which practitioners could learn from each other was
not a commonly expressed view (see Table 10, Chapter 6). Perhaps there is a
relationship between this and the tendency of new partnerships (half the total
number of partnerships) to carve the project up according to existing roles and
expertise.

Situated practices and interpretative repertoires generate constructions of what it
means to be a member of a particular professional group and these to some extent
contain metaphors, arguments and terms that ‘speak’ the group and therefore
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professional group belonging.

Not only did the two professional groups think

differently about the project in terms of who it was for, but also perceived the
project’s ‘physical’ boundary differently, with their respective perceptions bound up
in the various physical spaces that they personally inhabit. Classroom- and schoolbound teachers held the project as valuable for the community houses in these two
spaces, while creative practitioners were more able to look beyond the school gates.
But, as is clear here, situated practices mutate as situations change: as new
strategic discourses come on line, such as evidence-based practice and the creative
curriculum, they seep into practice-level talk and eventually into praxis.

This

process continuously reinvents and reconstructs the subject positions adopted by
teachers and creative practitioners: if the fieldwork was repeated today, the
outcomes would be different according to how discursive activity in the last four
years has changed the context.

6.4

Cultural studies’ readings of identity

This study has been interested in what it means to be a teacher or creative
practitioner at the beginning of the 21st Century and what that means in terms of
how the persons ‘read’ the work they have engaged in together.

The genealogical

approach to identity (du Gay, 2000), of which the Foucaultian position referred to
above, and Rose’s (1996) regimes of the person are both part, proposes that human
subjectivities are constructed by specific socio-historic practices. It is through such
that we acquire the attributes, such as beliefs, attitudes and knowledges, that we
feel and experience as if a they were the natural order. Cultural studies’ readings of
identity expand the discursive account of identity formation and likewise propose
that types of personhood are socially constructed and lived out as historically
constituted identities, without this being ever-apparent to the subject. As can be
seen from the above, these identities can be stable or in flux depending on the
socio-historic externalities (including the actions of the subjects themselves) that
have an influence at any one time.

The identities on offer in society at any one time are the vehicles by which people
conduct themselves and their relationships with others. Both Mauss’ (1938; 1985)
inhabitable personhoods and Weber’s (1919; 1994) personae housed in distinctive
orders of living or departments of existence are theoretical concepts that allow us to
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view the roles of teacher and creative practitioner as culturally comported
subjectivities that influence - possibly even bind – actual persons to ways of being.

Right now is a decade of partnership with the practice permeating many elements of
society from the strategic to the practice level. For educationalists, it is a mark of
professionalism to have worked in partnership with external others, and teachers in
this study talked of being able to put the project ‘on their CV’. For many freelance
creative practitioners, working in partnerships with schools is both a financial
necessity and a further foot though the door in terms of significantly funded projects
like Creative Partnerships.

But partnerships function as spaces in which and

personhoods and personae can be unfixed. There is some evidence that people in
this study were using the partnership opportunity to learn about and experience the
ideological and physical spaces normally inhabited by the other; that they were,
without necessarily being consciously aware, exploring alternative inhabitable
personhoods and orders of being.

The workplace is almost inevitably hierarchical and schools are more hierarchical
than many organizations.

Personhoods and inhabitable subjectivities are bound

with power dynamics that again can often appear to be the natural order of things.
The projects provided an interesting opportunity to examine power in the context of
what teachers and creative practitioners value. Teachers identified the projects as
valuable to their own learning, possibly because they are primed to read
opportunities in this way, but the creative practitioners less so. Going purely on the
number of outcome spaces yielded per professional group, the teacher group’s
professed learning gains were considerably greater.

But does this greater gain

maintain a sense of the sovereignty of teacher within his/her domain? There is
rather a sense that the teacher’s sovereignty was disrupted by the creative
practitioner group’s rejection of projects as learning grounds for themselves, a
position possibly reinforced by creative practitioners being seen as the agents of
change in whom creative power is invested.

Any strategic intention that the

programme or network of projects might operate as a mechanism to enculture a
disparate group of creative practitioners into evidence-based ways of thinking may
or may not have worked, and such is beyond the remit of this study.

Crucially here, there are other ways on offer in relation to how one does one’s
profession. Elias’ (1968) idea of figuration, that is, network of interdependencies,
allows identities and selves to be variable and contingent. Likewise, Bourdieu’s
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(1987) notion of the trajectory of the self allows all the disparate positions that an
individual might variously, chaotically and simultaneously experience throughout a
professional life to be re-written, overwritten and reconciled as a self on a journey for
the sake of psychological cogency. In this study a sense emerged that the deepest
partnerships were those existing partnerships where there was a blurring of
professional domains, perhaps where the partners tried on for size or explored the
sphere of the other; these were the partnerships that used the ‘co-’ words when
describing their experiences of partnership (see Table 10, Chapter 6).

Partnership can offer a different way of being an educator or a creative practitioner
and it would be interesting to revisit the individuals in this study to see if the ongoing
phenomenon of partnership practice has changed individuals and the way they
conduct themselves within their work personae. There was no evidence at the time
of collecting this data that either professional group was better at moving into the
space of the other, despite there possibly being differences in the extent that the
groups had undergone epistemological change, the teacher group’s perhaps being
deeper.

Attendant to the idea that partnership potentially provides a space to

experience the domain of the other is the idea that a new category of professional
person ‘being good at partnership work’ can be constructed and that partnership
itself can be a new order of being. In postmodern society, what one identifies with is
one way of being and there are always other choices on offer, other ways of being a
person.

In conclusion, the latter half of this chapter has examined the creative partnership
data via a series of four lens (social identity theory, social representation theory,
discursive psychology and cultural studies readings of identity), systematically
viewing and further explicating data that had already been organized according to a
phenomenographic analysis and then considered in terms of the ‘peaks’ and areas
of interest that this analysis yielded. What remains is to draw conclusions as to the
main findings yielded by the analyses; these are presented in the next chapter. It is
also important to consider the extent to which mobilizing the social theories served a
useful function and can be recommended as an approach for anyone wanting to
understand partnership data in this way. Chapter 9 (Evaluation) considers each
lens in turn and considers relative usefulness, as there is clearly a difference here,
as well as reflects on the idea of pulling together lens that cross an epistemological
divide.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion

1.

Does professional identity impact on what is valued?

Chapters 6 and 7 demonstrate that there were noticeable differences in the way that
the different professional types in this study valued the projects that they did
together. Some of the differences may be of a pragmatic nature and may simply
reflect a material situation. For example, overall there was much greater volume of
teacher commentary when it came to reporting project impacts for pupils. This could
due to the teacher being circumstantially closer to the pupil group being reflected on
and therefore in an advantaged position in terms of being able to notice and
comment. That teachers, typically confined within four walls of a classroom, valued
project work for the networking opportunities that it afforded, and that creative
practitioners valued a chance to learn about the culture of school is likewise
common sense.

Sometimes the striking differences are between groups according to partnership
type or school type rather than professional type.

For those that are new to

partnership practice, there may be an interesting relationship between the time and
energy necessary to get the hang of partnership at the expense of being able to
recognize benefits; relatively more negative experiences might arise as a
consequence of the challenges that learning how to engage in partnership inevitably
bring. In contrast, those in established relationships may have more resource to
experience and focus on any benefits to themselves as practitioners: rather than
having to focus on ‘how to’, they are afforded a focus on ‘what is the meaning of?’ A
difference is apparent between secondary schools and primary schools in the way
that the action research element was valued, partners in primary school contexts
seem to have found this aspect of the project more problematic. However, the
majority of partnerships in the primary school context were new relationships so
perhaps in this example school type difference is compounded by partnership type.

There are some noteworthy differences between the results of teachers and creative
practitioners that support the conclusion that various normative professional values
are at play. It can be reasonably implied from the results that both teachers and
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creative professionals talked about their projects in terms of what these professions
value per se rather than what it was theoretically possible to value. This suggests
that the way the projects are variously valued is to some extent ‘translated’ into, or
replicates, that which lies at the heart of conventional perceptions of ‘being a
teacher’ or ‘being a creative practitioner’. Reasons as to why this occurred might
include unconscious motivational forces exerting pressure: the aligning of perceived
project value to core professional group values and standards is suggestive of
aspiring to prototype norms.

Furthermore, such could also be an indication of

professional enculturation whereby individuals are socially tutored into certain ways
of thinking about, seeing and reading situations.

Sometimes professional group difference is reflected in the language used as well
as the valued aspect itself. A strong example in the study is the language used by
creative practitioners that set them apart as the less risk averse group: they used
the language of risk and uncertainly more positively; the languages used around
projects as being pleasurable also could also be revelatory of professional norms
and values.

It is clear that any professional sense of self is subject to change. As dominant
discourses change, professional positions or niches that are available for
inhabitation likewise mutate. In this study, it was possible to see both professional
groups in a state of flux. Creative Partnerships is part of a discourse that seeks to
professionally develop a wide, disparate group of persons, but some of the creative
practitioners in this study, who clearly did experience CPD outcomes and talked of
such in terms of their value, did not consciously realise this and instead articulated
an opposing rhetoric. Teachers were shown to be moving through a space where
the locus of creative agency is unfixed: they often transparently attributed it in the
traditional way, i.e. located within the person of the creative practitioner, yet the
same teachers articulated projects to be valuable because they gave prominence to
pupil agency, pupil ownership and pupil-centred approaches.

There was no

evidence that either creative practitioners or teachers realized that, at times, they
mobilizing conflicting discourses in the ways in which they respectively spoke of the
projects.

What people didn’t seem to value is just as revealing as what they did.

As

discussed in Chapter 7, the inquiry based learning and action research requirements
of the project seem to have been somewhat problematic to both professional groups
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equally.

Teachers and creative practitioners were well matched when it came to

capacities for, and understandings of, action research. Such appeared to be a fairly
new concept to both professional types, although action research per se has been
around for nearly sixty years, and tends to fall in and out of fashion in educational
contexts.

No-one in this study reflected on why they might value something to the extent that
they did and whether processes of professionalization were at play. To some extent
this is because the focus of the researcher’s open-ended questions did not steer a
reflection into this domain, although the conversations were very open-ended so an
interviewee could have introduced this idea if they had wanted to.

Within the

creative partnerships in education literature, there are small number of project
narratives that examine why creative partnership projects fail when there is a
disconnect between the professional cultures involved, and these do make apparent
the fact that different value systems are in tension. However, there is no sense in
the literature that people spontaneously or otherwise consider why they value the
impact that they have just attributed to project work. Neither is there any sense that
research and evaluation activities encourage any exploration of this; the focus is
invariably on what impacts are attributable.

The social processes reviewed in this study are themselves to a very great extent
absent from conscious day-to-day thought processes. There is no suggestion in this
thesis that individuals were in any way conscious of being subjected to societal and
institutional practices, let alone in the habit of attributing their perceptions of project
value to these processes. In terms of their experience of partnership they do not
seem to be any exception to the tendency in the field to contain little self-conscious
reference to academic theory about partnership; they are just as ‘theoretically
unanchored’.

This is not to say that the partnerships here did not exemplify good

practice: in terms of how people worked together, they frequently did. Rather that
perhaps it would assist the professions to be able to come together as effectively as
possible if they were exposed to more information as to what it means to engage in
partnership per se, including the reasons why this might be hard.
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2.

What did the application of social theory as series of lenses

achieve?

As outlined in Chapter 4, the application of formalized social scientific theories such
as social identity theory and social representations theory within educational
research is common practice in some schools of thought and research domains.
Such is, however, absent from the creative partnerships in education research
literature to date. To that extent alone it has been interesting to use these theories
and others as a spotlight on the results, and they have served as a vehicle for
exploring the potential meaning of data patterns that may not have been possible
without them.

2.1

Social identity theory

Social identity theory proposes that individuals identity with groups that form in
relation to who ‘is’ and others who are ‘not’ and that motivation forces linked to selfesteem exert a pressure on people to align themselves with group norms and
values; that at times this behaviour might be aspirational of a group prototype or
exemplar. The sense of there being two distinct professional groups was clearly
present in the data and the language and mechanisms of social identity theory
permitted this difference to be looked at in a satisfactory way. However, in the
absence of having asked the individuals concerned if and how professional mores
impacted on how they perceived and valued projects, it can only be suggested, not
asserted, that the mechanisms of social identity influenced how people reported
their projects.

Group membership can perhaps be seen most clearly when professional identities
are thrown into relief by a clash of cultures between two different sectors. Such did
not happen in any extreme way in this study but there were undercurrents of this as
explored in Chapter 7.

Furthermore, there is some evidence here that the

partnership itself was seen as a group to which people did, and did not, belong. On
occasion, the partnership could define itself as the in-group by relegating the
research mentor to an outsider position.
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2.2

Social representations theory

The use of social representations theory allowed jargons and terms that were
commonly and unselfconsciously employed to surface.

Two different traditional

knowledges were to some extent rehearsed via the distinct lexicons of the teacher
and the creative practitioner when they respectively described project value and
these provide some small indication of professional group belonging.

Some

commonly used social representations: creative practitioner, the partnership, and
action research were used equally by both professional groups.

It became clear that participant use of recognisable social representations may not
have been sufficient nor frequent enough to signpost distinctive group belonging.
To some extent this may be because social representations tend to have a stronger
presence within discourses where strong human emotions are at play and where
there has been huge media engagement, such as within environmentalism, health
and conflict resolution.

However, the various social representations that were

present and absent in the speech of interviewees allowed ‘group’ differences to be
located between the strategic (i.e. policy) level and practice (i.e. project) levels to be
identified. Here, usefulness of social representations theory is not so much in terms
of professional group difference between teachers and creative practitioners but
between policy makers and practitioners of any professional type.

2.3

Social constructionist theories

The social constructionist position is that human action, including discourse, is
constitutive per se, that we create the social world and what can be experienced and
known. Therefore discursive psychology and cultural studies theories of identity
permit the phenomenographic results to be examined for any evidence that people
inhabit particular professional subjectivities and are possibly even engaged in
constructing new ones.

Do the ways in which participants talk about the value of

their projects reveal the positions that they inhabit, and does their discursive action
reinforce these positions and in some cases invoke new ones? To some extent and
at times both groups mobilized interpretative repertoires that were aligned to
professional type. Teachers ‘spoke’ a subject position of child education expert and
of being guardian of the curriculum, while creative practitioners talked discourses
traditionally aligned with artistic endeavor. Interestingly, creative practitioners did
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not take up a expert subject position in terms of creativity or the creative
engagement of others, although in some projects they definitely inhabited the niche
of project lead. It is evident that at times both professional types were invoking the
novel subject position of ‘good partner’.

Discursive psychology theories allowed a constructive unpicking of patterns in the
results that provided a way of seeing how social and organisational processes
position individuals. Again, this is an insidious process and people are not always, if
ever, consciously aware of the processes that exert pressure on their perception of
the world and what world there is to perceive.

But rather than being forcibly

enjoined by organizational mechanisms of control to internalize regulating practices
and therefore irrevocably bound to be a certain way, this study suggests that being a
teacher is a subject position that can influence, in ways that are not always apparent
to the subject, how a creative project can be perceived by that subject. Creative
practitioners are perhaps as a group less exposed to institutional mechanisms,
given that many of them are freelancers from the cultural/creative sector.

This

sector has, of course, its own norms and practices and these may strongly influence
how the creative practitioner builds a professional sense of self, but the
institutionalisation of teachers seems to take place within highly defined perimeters
of curriculum and accountability.

In particular, theories of identity provided by discursive psychology and cultural
studies allowed a profitable examination of how people were positioned to do
partnership practice, which of itself was a very valued aspect of the project. At the
beginning of this century, the creative partnership in education was a relatively new
space in which individuals were immersed and on one level it can be expressed as a
reasonably simple Venn diagram of participation between teachers, creative
practitioners and pupils.

But, as partnership practice evolves, the typically

delineated domains of ‘teacher’ and ‘creative practitioner’ can relax, causing the
boundaries of the diagram to become blurred. This does not necessarily mean a
global blurring of roles within education, although the literature begins to allude to
this in the way that different professional roles may be tried on by individuals from
other traditions or professions. Nor does it mean that all partnerships will have fuzzy
boundaries; the results of this study show that traditional paradigms are sometimes
strictly adhered to and sometimes not. Some of the partnerships within this study
had very crisply delineated roles for respective professional types and new
partnerships tended to have the more rigid boundaries in terms existing expertise as
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perceived.

Established partnerships seemed to have a richer experience of it and

they reported the value of co-facilitation and co-delivery to a greater extent.

3.

What next?

The data in this study has been analysed and the subsequent results reviewed and
explored in such a way that permits relationships between reported value and
professional group belonging to be suggested.

Professional norms are present

within the values that people perceive in phenomena.

Teachers and creative

practitioners are shaped by the systems and professional spheres in which they
reside and in ways of which they seldom have conscious awareness, they certainly
did not speak of such.

This study functions as a first step into the use of social scientific theories as a way
of better understanding creative partnerships in education work. The use of social
theory as a spotlight on creative partnerships practice is a methodological innovation
and the exposure of professional enculturation within the context of creative
partnership work has political implications for the future policy makers. All further
theoretical, methodological, conceptual and political implications that this study
provides are reviewed in the Chapter 9 (Personal Evaluation) which functions as an
epilogue to this thesis.

The study has given rise to a series of further questions that it would be not be
sensible to try to answer from this data set. This research was not set up to explore
the subsequent questions that came to mind during the Discussion phase and
additional research is recommended. For example, the data in the present study
would not allow robust, evidence-based judgments as to whether teachers talking
about projects allowing them to adopt pupil-centred approaches is quite the same
(or is perhaps an entirely different thing) as creative practitioners talking about
teachers adopting pupil-centred approaches. This would make an interesting follow
up line of enquiry.

Likewise, it is not clear what the interviewees in this study precisely and deeply
meant when they reported that the project had left school with a legacy. Perhaps
both groups were simply reflecting that creative practitioners bring with them
tangible things such as practical skills and concrete ideas that then sit in school as a
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kind of toolkit.

Further research would be necessary to explore what it means in

term of the different pedagogies and ideologies when creative practitioners pass the
baton into the hands of the teachers: what mechanisms and conditions of passing it
on are necessary and best? What are the differences between knowledge transfer
and knowledge transformation? Teachers’ relationships with the different ideologies
at play between formal assessment and evidence-based practice would make an
interesting follow-up study.

Perhaps, in the future, one possibility for educational practice lies in the direction of
the distinctions between teachers and external partners reducing.

This process is

already underway to a certain extent: many creative practitioners already consider
themselves to be educators, and the remit to schools to permeate and underpin all
areas of the curriculum with creativity can only serve to bring teachers face-to-face
with their own ability to provide for this requirement. There were a few individuals in
this study, representative of both professional types, who embraced their projects
from the happy position of being both an artist and a teacher, and who saw huge
advantage in being both.

Although the subjectivities of teacher and creative

practitioner did not seem to cause crises of identity or too much culture clash in this
study (whereas such things have happened elsewhere) perhaps a good educational
future for young people would be one that encourages usefully fuzzy boundaries.
Rather than being enjoined by organizational mechanisms of control to internalize
regulating practices and therefore be forcibly bound to be a certain way, this study
suggests that being a teacher or a creative practitioner are subject positions that can
influence, in ways that are not always apparent to the subject, how phenomena such
as a creative project can be read. This does not preclude the eventual migration of
professional persons to more synergic and joined up ways of both being and
working.
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Chapter 9: Personal Evaluation
This short chapter comprises my personal reflections on the that way that the study
has been executed and the contribution it offers. I review what I think makes this a
doctoral level study, as well as the potential complexities of using a data set
originally yielded by a funded evaluation. This chapter also considers how pursuing
the doctorate developed me as a researcher. The tone of this chapter is purposely
personal, hence the use of the first person.

1.

The parameters of this study

There were two fundamental foci to this study.

The first was to establish, via

phenomenographic analyses, if people ascribed value to their shared partnership
projects in a way that suggested a relationship between ‘what was valued’ and
‘professional group type’ (teacher and creative practitioner).

The second was to

explore the usefulness of three social scientific theories, as well as accounts of
identity that emerge from cultural studies, as lens on the data when professional
group comparisons were drawn.

Other variables, such as partnership type and

school type, were also considered alongside professional type.

This study offers an appreciation and understanding of what might underpin
partnership practice, and considers in more depth that which others, such as
Thomson, Hall and Russell (2006) have begun to look at: namely the relationship
between partnership practice and the professional values, expectations and ways of
working that individuals may bring with them.

Whereas the above authors and

others use a single case study approach to describe the tensions that made the
project they evaluated unsuccessful, this study looks across twenty three
partnership projects in order to establish if a relationship between professional group
belonging and how projects were perceived can be suggested. Without repeating
the conclusions laid out in Chapter 8, this study does demonstrate that there were
notable differences in the values that the two distinct groups ascribed to the projects
that they shared.

Not only does this study scale up the size of inquiry compared with studies like
those conducted by Thomson et al. but it also actively looks for a relationship
between two aspects, rather than merely provide a descriptive account of success
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and failure.

I don’t want to use the terms dependent variable and independent

variable here to respectively describe ‘professional group’ and ‘what was valued’ as
to do so would introduce language from an experimental research paradigm that I
have avoided throughout, but one of the ways in which this study advances
knowledge in the field is that is builds an inquiry that focuses on the relationship of
two phenomena (‘group belonging’ and ‘valued’) rather than the relationship
between two individuals.

Chapter 8 also sets out whether the use of social scientific theories and a cultural
studies’ reading of identity as lens on the data added anything to what is known, or
can be known, about creative partnership practice. Again, I don’t want to repeat
conclusions I have laid out elsewhere: suffice it to say that, to date, I have not found
any published examples of academic theory being used to attain a deeper and more
theoretically grounded understanding of creative partnership practice. Interestingly,
in his keynote presentation at Cape UK’s international conference, ‘Creativity:
Luxury or Lifeline?’, in September of this year, the director of the new national
flagship organization Creativity, Culture and Education declared that it was time that
the ‘partnership’ aspect of ‘Creative Partnerships’ was considered. This doctoral
study is therefore very timely, if indeed the strategic lead in the field is beginning to
consider the implications of the tactical and operational facilitation of partnership, as
well as partnership work at the practice level, not having informed awarenesses.

I would go one step further and suggest that the disconnect between partnership
praxis (by which I mean the everyday knowledge and skills that come from
experience) and academic, theoretical knowledge (in the form of the social scientific
theory that has the potential to inform what influences how partnership work plays
itself out) is very unhelpful. This study is an attempt to theoretically elucidate some
of the common occurrences within partnership practice, such as the uncomfortable
mismatch between the creative practitioner’s vision and the teacher’s expectations,
in order that practice in the field might become better informed and more self-aware.
Without the inclusion of academic theory as part and parcel of a new and deeper
consideration of what it means to do partnership work, it is hard to see how the
tension between the strategic level assertion that ‘partnership is good’ and the all
too frequently heard complaint at the practice level ‘why is so hard to do?’ can be
ameliorated in any truly informed and convincing way. My having conceived of this
as a useful avenue to explore several years before any such debate appeared in the
general and widespread discourses around creative partnership practice is
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personally gratifying, and the ability to see gaps and anticipate the direction of
movement in any field is, I think, an indication of thinking at doctoral level. I hope
that this study will be a contribution to any resultant sea changes in the debates that
centre on what partnership work entails.

2.

Choices of theoretical grounding

What are the advantages of using more than one theory as lens on the data, as
outlined in the Introduction and Methodology chapters? In this study, I don’t claim to
pull the various theories mobilised into a metatheory, and building theory was never
the intention of this doctorate. Given the epistemological differences between the
social cognition paradigms of social identity theory and social representations theory
on the one hand, and the social constructionism of discursive psychology and
cultural studies readings of identity on the other, I would not have considered this an
achievable goal! Rather, theories from different schools of thought (see Fig 1, page
65) are used in turn to see what they individually offer in the way of illuminating
difference and variation within the phenomenographically laid out results of data
analysis. One of the founding premises of this thesis is that academic theories, be
they social scientific or any other, do not as yet feature in the discourses
underpinning creative partnership work.

If this thesis was to be a step in that

direction, then it seemed sensible to test several theories for their potential,
especially given (as has already been said) my interest in pan-theoretical
resonances and linkages where perhaps connections are not traditionally asserted.
I find it interesting to consider if and how different epistemological paradigms
potentially converge with each other in some aspects, even though they do not
cohere as one school of thought. Again, I feel this is an indication of the difference
between working at doctoral level, as opposed to (what feels like, in retrospect) the
more linear expectations attached to masters level work.
Social identity theory was an obvious initial choice for it focuses on group belonging
to the extent that its appositeness for a study examining the impact of professional
type is very compelling. There is also an established tradition of using SIT to help
understand the dynamics of the workplace, as is demonstrated in the literature
reviewed in Chapter 4. Given that social representations theory is not mainstream
within the Anglo-American tradition, why was it chosen for this study? SRT was
selected because, as is discussed in this thesis, it has a good synergy with SIT, and
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together the theories allow an exploration of the relationship between group
belonging and the expression of this through language events, that is, via the social
representations that come into being.
The inclusion of social constructionist theory in the form of discursive psychology
was precisely in order to cross the epistemological divide laid out in Figure 1. In
other words, to explore the potential of a school of thought that has, at its heart, a
fundamentally different ontology to that of the social cognition stance, in order to
gauge what very different epistemologies could offer as lens on the categories of
description. In having thrown a purposely wide net, I would conclude that both the
social cognitive perspective and social constructionism have much to offer anyone
wishing to ground their understanding of partnership work in theory.
I chose not to include communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 1991) to
theoretically ground this study (even though it initially felt like there were good
synergies with the subject matter) for two reasons. Firstly, there was already a lot to
encompass in one thesis. Secondly, to do so would have meant embracing yet
another, and very different, school of thought: that of cognitive anthropology. This is
an area that I do not, as yet, have a working knowledge of and I did not feel I wanted
to expand my horizons that diversely in this one study.

Having got to the end of the study, I feel that SIT and discursive psychology were
the most illuminating two lens of the four, furthermore that the most fruitful approach
to examining creative partnership data should include both a social cognition
element and a social constructionist one. SIT was the more useful of the social
cognitive perspectives, and, even though an epistemological divide has to be
acknowledged,

worked

interestingly

alongside

the

discursive

psychology’s

technologies of the self and situated practices: both SIT and discursive psychology
afford a good demonstration of how teachers and creative practitioners can be seen
to be speaking their relative and unconscious professional positions in the ways that
projects were consciously valued.

As it happens, neither the raw data, nor subsequent analytic treatment of it, showed
the professional groups using social representations in such a way that signified
notable group difference, see Section 2.2 of Chapter 8. This could be the case for
several reasons, including the subject matter itself having limited potential for the
generation of social representations (unlike, for example, climate change, health or
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conflict resolution, all very emotive as well as global subjects). Another reason may
be that creative partnerships, as a concept and practice, is still relatively nascent in
the UK and perhaps more time needs to elapse before the socially constructed
terms within discourses located at the strategic level can filter through to the practice
level.

I say this because the one notable ‘group difference’ in this study, as

indicated by the use of social representations, was between the strategic (i.e. policy)
level and the practitioner level. Whatever the reason, I would conclude that, in this
study, SRT had limited usefulness as a lens on the data.

I would therefore be

circumspect about its true utility as an instrument of explication in any marginal
activity, such creative partnerships in education, especially if that practice was
young and/or did not have a strongly emotive element.

3.

Choice of phenomenographical analysis

Chapter 5 outlines in detail why I did not elect to use analytic methodologies other
than phenomenography. I discovered phenomenography as an analytic technique
while I was struggling with interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA). When I
first revisited the pre-existing raw data of interview transcripts for the purposes of
this doctoral study, I had opted for IPA as my method of (re)analysis and kept
coming up against the problem of IPA being securely located within a
phenomenological paradigm, and the thrust of my study not being fundamentally
phenomenological.

This poorness of fit worried me greatly, and yet thematic

analysis seemed too imprecise and undistinguished an alternative. Striving for this
precision and appositeness is something that I now recognise as doctoral level
thinking, as opposed to what had sufficed previously.

I came across phenomenography quite serendipitously when exploring the research
methods literature for a deeper understanding of how to analyse data that was
‘phenomenological’ in the sense that the interviewee’s report was to be taken as the
truth as spoken by that person (i.e. their truth), but where the focus of the enquiry
was differences between people, not the phenomenon in question.

What was

particularly challenging was finding a method that suited ‘people’ numbering in the
tens, not one or two. Discovering the existence of phenomenography was a real
‘aha!’ researcher moment. Given that it’s ultimate goal is to develop descriptions of
the range of ways in which a phenomenon can be experienced (Bowden, 1995) here
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was a method of analysis that would allow me to lay out to view what a teacher, as
opposed to a creative practitioner, ascribed as of value but, crucially, where a
degree of researcher interpretation in the way that categories of description were
conflated is a permissible part of the process.

Not only that, but as a methodology I could see how it could be used to describe the
experiences of a larger group of people than is advisable within phenomenological
analysis. Having arrived at an exhaustive series of outcome spaces per forty six
individuals, devising an incremental framework to layer on top of this, thus permitting
the looking across results in order to achieve the ‘professional group’ view, took
much time and creative problem solving, and this stretched me as a researcher. I
have, of course, come across group comparisons via phenomenographic
techniques, but not with a data set as large as forty six and the templates that I used
to aggregate individual results into group results were of my own devising. With
hindsight, I would reflect that forty six was a very large (possibly unnecessarily so)
data set to work with: it literally took several months to get from forty six sets of raw
data to the hundred+ page document in which project pair transcripts are
exhaustively laid out as categories of description. These have not been included in
this thesis, beyond the example provided as Appendix 7 as it was felt that an
appendix exceeding a hundred pages was too unwieldy. I think that the scale of the
work as much as anything is a sign of working at doctoral level.

4.

Circumstances of data collection

Given that my data was originally collected within the remit of a contracted
evaluation, have I provided something more substantial than simply and
retrospectively attaching a theory to a pre-existing data set because the data
happened to be there as a convenient starting point? I would answer this question
by saying it was more a case of locating a data set that would allow me to carry out
the study that I wanted to conduct, which would involve me re-analysing it from
scratch anyway. I wanted to provide an account of partnership work that developed
further my sense (the first inkling of which was due to the initial 2003 study outlined
in Chapter 2) that teachers and artists had a tendency to view and value the projects
they had in common in such ways that pointed to differences between the
professional groups in question. Furthermore, I sensed that these differences might
be better understood if theories about group belonging, the language events (i.e.
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social representations) that groups construct and use as well those that focus on the
social construction of meaning, were brought into play. That meant starting with a
data set that contained detailed ascriptions of value, or attributions that could be
read as value, and I knew from having been the principal investigator of the funded
evaluation described in Chapter 5 that the original raw data was suitable in this way.
Furthermore, I had access to the data in its complete form, and that it was likely that
I would get permission to use them.

I have considered whether that fact that the data originated from a funded evaluation
gave rise to anything that negatively impacted on its suitability.

That I led the

evaluation; designing and conducting all of the interviews singlehandedly, was
definitely an advantage as this meant I was completely appraised of the quality
control measures in place when the fieldwork was conducted: see Chapter 5,
Section 3.5. The funding body had a slight steer in terms of who was included in the
evaluation but, as this was a measure put in place to ensure a representative (albeit
not proper random) sample across the 104 projects, I can only see this as an
advantage. Social desirability effect may well have reared its head in so far as
people may have felt obliged to report their projects in a particular (i.e. positive)
manner given that I was an evaluator contracted by the programme funder.
However, this study is about looking at inter-group differences, not about whether
people can be shown to be telling ‘the truth’: phenomenography takes as a truth that
which people speak of themselves and of their experiences.

The fact that the projects were part of an overarching programme was definitely an
advantage because it meant that one set of semi-structured stimulus questions was
applicable throughout; this consistency supports the reliability i.e. dependability and
trustworthiness of the study: see Section 3.5.1, Chapter 5. The funder had required
certain topics to be covered by these stimulus questions, such as perceived impacts
for pupils as well as impacts on self and project partner, but I saw these as being
eminently suitable as the topics within the (later stage) phenomenographic analyses.

Under the aegis of the funded evaluation, the client did require the data to be
analysed and reported in a certain way, i.e. thematically, and funnelled into
descriptive statistics, but as I went back to the raw data as the starting point for this
study, the type of analysis that the client had originally required had little to do with
the analyses in this study. There were advantages to already knowing the data, in
that I already had a strong impression of it as a starting point, although more than
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two years elapsed between completing the analysis within the evaluation and
analysing it for this doctorate. These two years probably functioned as an important
‘cooling off’ period that allowed me to come back to it with fresh eyes and an entirely
different analytic perspective.

In terms of generalisability, given that data was collected from a study limited to
England, not even the UK, how transferable are the findings? I feel confident that
there are enough policy based and pedagogical similarities between this programme
and like projects here in Britain and across the Atlantic (for example, the programme
is very similar in ethos to the programmes and approaches that comprise CAPE
Chicago) that findings from this study may well have resonance for other creative
partnership practices. I would say that the knowledge yielded does not transfer well
into the Continental European context, the dominant tradition there presently being
one of cultural heritage and aesthetics, not creative engagement via partnerships
between sectors.

5.

Choices in terms of comparisons made

Three comparative analyses were performed as outlined in detail in Chapter 6.

All

three yielded something of interest that contributed to the main arguments
presented in this thesis and were therefore worth performing. I don’t feel that the
‘partnership type’ and ‘school type’ analyses detracted from the main analytic thrust,
i.e. ‘professional type’, because these additional two analyses were done alongside
the professional type analysis. In other words, in the same way that (within the
experimental paradigm) a two-way analysis of variance looks at the impact of two
independent variables at the same time, in this qualitative study both the
‘partnership’ and ‘school’ type analyses were performed within an analysis of
professional type.

There were other analyses that could have been performed and weren’t.

For

example, there was no specific analysis by teacher skill set e.g. arts teacher as
opposed to general ‘teach everything’ teacher. In one way though the study did
yield research intelligences about this: most of the projects were arts projects so the
assumption that most (not quite all) of the secondary school teachers had an arts
specialism is correct.

One of the main differences between secondary and primary

schools is that the latter do not tend to employ subject specialists, whereas
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secondary schools do. In this way the comparison between secondary and primary
schools functions as a rough comparison of specialist teacher versus general
teacher, so the findings that apply to the school type analysis (see Chapter 6)
potentially tell us something interesting about teacher type groups. Perhaps this
would be an interesting avenue for a future study. Other considerations as to what
might serve as further work building on from this study are presented in Chapter 8.
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6.

How did I develop as a researcher?

My journey to undertake a doctorate commenced in 2002. At that time, I launched
myself into the project presented here as initial study, see Chapter 2, in the hope
that it would be suitable to form the basis of a PhD thesis. However, not only was it
somewhat lacking in any new knowledge or understanding to offer to the field (save
the glimpse of professional group difference that seeded this study), but it used a
predominantly quantitative methodology, in the form of my Pupil’s Views
questionnaire, that I felt, at the end of the study, was not sufficiently tested nor
proven to withstand a doctoral level write-up and subsequent examination. I did
experiment with running inferential statistics on the results (not presented in Chapter
2) but, again, was too unhappy with aspects of the underpinning instrument to take
the write-up any further. So, given the unease that I felt, coupled with the realisation
that the results were somewhat uninspiring, I felt it was better to learn from it, put it
to one side, and start again. I think that being able to make decisions for oneself as
to the real potential of a data set or research circumstance, including being able to
abandon a course of action to which you have already dedicated a lot of work, is
part of a new maturity that marks a difference between doctoral level and that which
precedes it.

Also, this determination in the face of a negative experience was an indication of
something new happening to me on a personal and professional level. I had, to
date, found academic attainment relatively straightforward and painless.

Thus I

realised that research activity at the required level was going to demand a lot of me
and that getting it to be adequate was in fact a very large task, especially given that I
was registered as a part time student due to my full-time academic job. One of the
ways in which I did grow as a researcher and academic was in the realisation that
some things take a long time, more years than you would choose in fact, if you are
to do them some sort of justice; and that deep reserves of resolve and stamina are
vital. To be entirely honest, I had no idea in the summer of 2002 that it would take
me seven and a half years to get to this point, but I feel that the long and at times
challenging journey will be invaluable to my future supervision of research students,
some of whom, like me, may not be in the position of being able to register full-time
and be free of distractions such as a demanding job.
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Given that the initial study had stimulated an interest in what turned out to be fruitful
line of inquiry, next came the task of attaining a data set that was suitable for the
study that I wanted to conduct. I did gain the permission of Creative Partnerships
Bradford to base my new data collection in their programme but I was unsuccessful
in getting enough participants to agree to interviews.

Creative Partnerships

Bradford was at a crucial stage of its development and beginning to work with some
demanding evaluation methodologies and processes of its own, and I believe that
the schools and creative practitioners involved were already heavily burdened with
coming to terms with these to see ‘more research’ as an attractive proposition, so I
abandoned that line of inquiry also.

The more I tried, I think the more I realised

what ‘research’ demands of its agents and participants. At this point, due to large
changes in the academic department in which I worked which affected my team
directly, I decided that I had to put my doctoral aspirations to one side for a while. In
2006 I realised that a data set already in my possession, arising from an evaluation I
had led a year earlier, was in fact very suitable for what I wanted to do, and the rest
comprises this thesis.

7.

Finally, what do I feel I have contributed to the field?

The implications and innovations achieved by this study have already been set out
in Chapter 1 and revisited at times throughout the thesis. It is not a theoretical
innovation to use SIT and SRT together; this is, in some quarters, common practice.
However, a modest attempt at theoretical innovation is attempted by looking across
epistemologically distinct schools of thought (even disciplines, in that we encompass
psychology and cultural studies here) for synergies and resonances, even though no
meta-theoretical pulling together could ever be claimed. The conceptual, as well as
political, innovation that this study can claim is the use of social theories to ground
and elucidate creative partnership practice: such is not established within the
discourse to date and this absence is beginning to be questioned in some strategic
level quarters.

Methodologically speaking, there is also innovation in the use of

phenomenographic analysis within the creative partnership field as this has not been
done previously to my knowledge, but I feel it has been an apposite choice.

The further political implications of this study are that social scientific theories can
make provision for and advance new and hopefully more enlightened ways of
thinking at the applied level. To reiterate somewhat what has already been said in
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Chapter 1, they can provide the ideological parameters for framing shift in ways that
can be enacted at the practice level. Social theory does have the power to inform
and support us as practitioners and, in so doing, shape our ideas about the social
world, including what and how we can be within it, such as how to enact partnership
practice more effectively. It is hoped that this study will make a worthwhile and
illuminating contribution to this.
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Appendix 1

Appendix 1: Pilot study data analysis: Pupils Views Questionnaires
Table 1A: Analysis of full data set section 1: ‘Myself and the Arts’ compared with ‘Myself and the Project’
Part 1
Item No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Excel ref:

Part 2
Item No

Excel ref:

07
1
36
08
2
37
09
3
38
10
4
39
11
5
40
12
6
41
13
7
42
overall means for section:

Generic
‘before’
measure
in of 0
in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 0 in %

Direction

Generic
‘before’
measure
in of 1
in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 1 in %

Direction

Generic
‘before’
measure
of 2 in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 2 in %

Direction

13.0
28.0
16.9
29.4
19.6
05.3
27.6
20.0

12.2
20.3
13.5
24.0
11.0
02.0
22.0
15.0

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

04.1
06.5
06.2
09.0
00.0
04.5
08.5
05.5

04.9
05.7
06.5
07.7
04.1
02.8
05.7
05.3

⇑
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓

82.9
65.4
77.0
61.9
80.4
90.2
63.8
74.5

82.9
74.0
80.0
68.3
85.0
95.1
72.4
79.7

=
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑

1

Table 1B: Analysis of full data set section 3: ‘Myself and Others’ compared with ‘Me, Others and the Project’
Part 1
Item No

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Excel ref:

Part 2
Item No

Excel ref:

28
22
57
29
23
58
30
24
59
31
25
60
32
26
61
33
27
62
34
28
63
35
29
64
overall means for section:

Generic
‘before’
measure
in of 0
in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 0 in %

Direction

Generic
‘before’
measure
in of 1
in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 1 in %

Direction

Generic
‘before’
measure
of 2 in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 2 in %

Direction

18.4
10.6
15.4
28.0
16.7
7.7
8.9
10.2
14.5

15.9
15.0
19.5
21.5
12.2
14.8
21.1
19.9
17.5

⇓
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑

7.3
3.7
5.7
26.8
5.3
7.7
8.9
10.2
9.45

11.8
10.2
10.6
23.2
13.0
16.8
12.6
13.8
14.0

⇑
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑

74.3
85.8
78.9
45.1
78.0
84.6
75.6
69.9
74.0

72.4
74.8
69.9
55.3
74.8
68.4
66.3
66.3
68.5

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

2

Table 1C: Analysis of full data set section 2: ‘Myself and School’ compared with ‘School and the Project’
Part 1
Item No

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Excel ref:

Part 2
Item No

Excel ref:

14
8
43
15
9
44
16
10
45
17
11
46
18
12
47
19
13
48
20
14
49
21
15
50
22
16
51
23
17
52
24
18
53
25
19
54
26
20
55
27
21
56
overall means for section:

Generic
‘before’
measure
in of 0
in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 0 in %

Direction

Generic
‘before’
measure
in of 1
in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 1 in %

Direction

Generic
‘before’
measure
of 2 in %

Project
specific
‘after’
measure
of 2 in %

Direction

18.3
32.9
36.2
29.0
23.7
22.2
24.8
15.6
20.3
35.4
27.6
21.6
08.5
29.7
24.7

23.2
27.6
24.1
22.0
23.3
21.6
25.6
17.1
17.9
25.7
23.0
20.0
14.2
25.6
22.2

⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇓

04.1
14.0
09.3
11.4
13.1
09.9
13.8
06.2
06.5
17.1
20.2
09.4
15.0
11.8
11.6

18.3
17.5
15.1
11.4
35.1
24.9
32.9
23.3
16.3
25.3
19.3
14.3
14.6
18.7
20.5

⇑
⇑
⇑
=
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇑

77.6
53.1
54.5
59.6
63.3
67.9
61.4
78.2
73.2
47.6
52.3
69.0
76.4
58.5
63.8

58.5
54.9
60.8
66.5
41.6
53.5
41.5
59.6
65.9
49.0
57.8
65.7
71.1
55.7
57.3

⇓
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

3

Table 1D: Comparison of ‘agree’ (positive responses) for ‘General’ and ‘Project Specific’ across 8 projects
Project by name

Myself &
Art

Myself &
Project

Kodak Digital Imaging
Arena of Life (SS)
Shakespeare Summer School (SS)
Poetry Residence
NH Art Festival Exhibition
Sing Out
Sounding Out
Espresso Education

74.4
75.6
89.4
74.4
81.0
70.1
70.4
74.3

80.6
79.8
85.7
80.8
75.3
74.6
80.7
77.1

⇑
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇑
⇑

Myself &
School

Project &
School

59.3
65.1
74.7
66.5
66.0
63.2
61.0
72.6

63.4
37.0
59.8
63.2
54.6
50.0
58.4
51.4

⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

Myself &
Others

Me, Others
& Project

68.0
83.1
83.6
78.9
75.0
66.8
69.7
72.5

63.1
80.2
82.9
71.1
71.3
60.5
66.7
67.5

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

Table 1E: Comparison of ‘disagree’ (negative responses) for ‘General’ and ‘Project Specific’ across 8 projects
Project by name

Myself &
Art

Myself &
Project

Kodak Digital Imaging
Arena of Life (SS)
Shakespeare Summer School (SS)
Poetry Residence
NH Art Festival Exhibition
Sing Out
Sounding Out
Espresso Education

4.0
0.8
5.3
10.3
6.0
5.8
7.2
0.0

4.2
3.4
0.8
7.9
5.8
0.22
9.6
0.0

⇓
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇑
=

Myself &
School

Project &
School

9.8
9.5
9.4
20.2
6.9
7.6
15.6
1.4

13.9
42.3
18.4
25.9
18.0
24.6
20.2
0.0

⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇓

Myself &
Others

Me, Others
& Project

12.9
4.4
8.0
13.3
7.4
3.1
12.5
0.0

15.1
10.3
4.6
19.0
9.8
13.4
17.8
2.5

⇑
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑

4

Table 1F: Comparison of ‘not sure’ (neutral responses) for ‘General’ and ‘Project Specific’ across 8 projects
Project by name

Myself &
Art

Myself &
Project

Kodak Digital Imaging
Arena of Life (SS)
Shakespeare Summer School (SS)
Poetry Residence
NH Art Festival Exhibition
Sing Out
Sounding Out
Espresso Education

21.7
23.5
9.8
15.2
13.1
24.1
22.5
25.7

15.3
16.8
13.5
11.3
18.8
23.2
9.8
22.9

⇓
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓

Myself &
School

Project &
School

31.0
24.7
17.0
13.3
27.1
29.3
23.4
25.7

22.7
20.6
21.8
10.9
25.2
25.8
21.4
48.6

⇓
⇓
⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇑

Myself &
Others

Me, Others
& Project

19.0
12.5
11.2
7.7
1.8
21.9
17.8
17.5

21.8
9.6
12.5
9.9
19.5
26.2
15.5
30.0

⇑
⇓
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇑

Table 1G: Comparison of ‘agree’ responses for ‘Myself and School’ / ‘The Project and School’ across 8 projects

Project by name

School subset general eg attendance
Myself &
Project &
School
School

Kodak Digital Imaging
Arena of Life (SS)
Shakespeare Summer School (SS)
Poetry Residence
NH Art Festival Exhibition
Sing Out
Sounding Out
Espresso Education

61
61
82
69
72
77
67
97

69
29
60
63
62
51
67
53

⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
=
⇓

School subset curricular subjects
Myself &
Project &
School
School

67
66
76
72
73
68
66
68

65
25
52
56
47
44
54
32

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

School subset cognitive skills
Myself &
School

Project &
School

52
67
70
61
57
53
54
67

60
51
67
67
57
54
58
53

⇑
⇓
⇓
⇑
=
⇑
⇑
⇓
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Table 1H: Analysis by arts genres: overview

Myself and the Arts – Fine
Art
Myself and the Arts - Music
Myself and the Arts - Drama
Myself and the Arts - Writing

Myself and School – Fine Art
Myself and School – Music
Myself and School – Drama
Myself and School – Writing

Myself and Others – Fine Art
Myself and Others – Music
Myself and Others– Drama
Myself and Others– Writing

generic
before
measure
of 0 in %

project
specific after
measure of 0
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 1 in %

project
specific after
measure of 1
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 2 in %

project
specific after
measure of 2
in %

direction

19.8

16.6

⇓

4.2

4.3

⇑

76.0

79.1

⇑

23.1
16.3
15.2

14.8
15.1
11.3

⇓
⇓
⇓

4.7
3.2
10.3

6.8
2.0
7.9

⇑
⇓
⇓

70.3
80.5
74.4

77.4
83.0
80.8

⇑
⇑
⇑

29.8

25.3

⇓

8.6

14.1

⇑

61.7

60.6

⇓

25.6
20.0
13.3

23.0
21.3
10.9

⇓
⇑
⇓

12.6
9.8
20.2

21.8
29.7
25.9

⇑
⇑
⇑

59.1
70.2
66.5

55.2
49.1
63.2

⇓
⇓
⇓

18.6

21.7

⇓

10.8

12.9

⇑

70.6

64.5

⇓

19.3
11.8
7.7

19.5
11.1
9.9

⇑
⇓
⇓

9.0
4.9
13.4

16.2
7.3
19.0

⇑
⇑
⇑

71.7
83.3
78.9

64.4
81.6
71.1

⇓
⇓
⇓
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Table 1I: Analysis by arts genres: visual art projects

Myself and Art / Project
Myself and School
Myself and Others

generic
before
measure
of 0 in %

project
specific after
measure of 0
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 1 in %

project
specific after
measure of 1
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 2 in %

project
specific after
measure of 2
in %

direction

19.8

16.6

⇓

4.2

4.3

⇑

76.0

79.1

⇑

29.8
18.6

25.3
21.7

⇓
⇓

8.6
10.8

14.1
12.9

⇑
⇑

61.7
70.6

60.6
64.5

⇓
⇓

Table 1J: Analysis by arts genres: music projects

Myself and Music
Myself and School
Myself and Others

generic
before
measure
of 0 in %

project
specific after
measure of 0
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 1 in %

project
specific after
measure of 1
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 2 in %

project
specific after
measure of 2
in %

direction

23.1

14.8

⇓

4.7

6.8

⇑

70.3

77.4

⇑

25.6
19.3

23.0
19.5

⇓
⇑

12.6
9.0

21.8
16.2

⇑
⇑

59.1
71.7

55.2
64.4

⇓
⇓
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Table 1K: Analysis by arts genres: drama projects

Myself and Drama
Myself and School
Myself and Others

generic
before
measure
of 0 in %

project
specific after
measure of 0
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 1 in %

project
specific after
measure of 1
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 2 in %

project
specific after
measure of 2
in %

direction

16.3

15.1

⇓

3.2

2.0

⇓

80.5

83.0

⇑

20.0
11.8

21.3
11.1

⇑
⇓

9.8
4.9

29.7
7.3

⇑
⇑

70.2
83.3

49.1
81.6

⇓
⇓

Table 1L: Analysis by arts genres: creative writing

Myself and Creative Writing
Myself and School
Myself and Others

generic
before
measure
of 0 in %

project
specific after
measure of 0
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 1 in %

project
specific after
measure of 1
in %

direction

generic
before
measure
of 2 in %

project
specific after
measure of 2
in %

direction

15.2

11.3

⇓

10.3

7.9

⇓

74.4

80.8

⇑

13.3
7.7

10.9
9.9

⇓
⇓

20.2
13.4

25.9
19.0

⇑
⇑

66.5
78.9

63.2
71.1

⇓
⇓
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Table 1M: Analysis by arts genres: ‘Myself and School’ and The Project and School’ in subsections.
Arts genres:

General - mean of Items 8, 9, 20

Fine Art by item

generic
75.3; 47.1; 74.2

project specific
65.2; 56.2; 77.5

mean
Music by item

65.5
77.9; 59.3; 75.6

66.3
57.0; 53.5; 72.1

mean
Drama

70.9
69.4; 62.9; 83.3

60.9
39.8; 47.2; 50.0

mean
Creative Writing

71.9
93.1; 41.4; 72.4

45.7
62.1; 69.0; 75.9

69.0

69.0

mean

Cognitive – mean of Items 10, 11, 17,
18, 19, 21.
generic
project specific
49.4; 58.4; 40.4 63.6; 64.0; 51.7
56.3; 63.6; 56.2 60.2; 62.9; 53.9
54.1
59.4
51.2; 48.8; 46.5 54.7; 64.0; 49.4
44.7; 66.3; 61.6 49.4; 65.9; 57.0
53.2
56.7
66.7; 82.9; 66.7 61.1; 75.0; 47.2
58.3; 86.1; 50.0 63.9; 66.7; 41.7
68.5
59.3
58.6; 65.5; 48.3 69.0; 71.4; 44.8
58.6; 75.9; 58.6 69.0; 75.9; 72.4
60.9
67.1

Academic – mean of Items 12, 13, 14,
15, 16.
generic
project specific
62.9; 70.5; 66.3 47.7; 56.2; 53.9
73.0; 69.7.
66.3; 68.5
68.5
58.5
65.9; 63.5; 52.3 44.2; 40.0; 37.2
81.2; 70.9
62.8; 65.1
66.8
49.9
47.2; 74.3; 72.2 16.7; 50.0; 22.2
71.4; 91.7
40.0; 66.7
71.4
39.0
79.3; 62.1; 62.1 44.8; 86.2; 41.4
89.7; 65.5
55.2; 51.7
71.7
55.9
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Table 1N: Analyses of primary school and secondary school projects, ‘General’ and ‘Project Specific’.
School type
Primary school projects:
P1 Kodak Digital Imaging
P2 Espresso Education
P3 Poetry Residence
P4 NH Art Festival Exhibition
P5 Sing Out
P6 Sounding Out
Secondary school projects:
S1 Arena of Life
S2 Shakespeare Summer School

Myself &
Art

Myself &
Project

74.4
74.3
74.4
81.0
70.1
70.4

80.6
77.1
80.8
75.3
74.6
80.7

75.6
89.4

79.8
85.7

Myself &
School

Project &
School

⇑
⇑
⇑
⇓
⇑
⇑

59.3
72.6
66.5
66.0
63.2
61.0

63.4
51.4
63.2
54.6
50.0
58.4

⇑
⇓

65.1
74.7

37.0
59.8

Myself &
Others

Me, Others
& Project

⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

68.0
72.5
78.9
75.0
66.8
69.7

63.1
67.5
71.1
71.3
60.5
66.7

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

⇓
⇓

83.1
83.6

80.2
82.9

⇓
⇓
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Table 1O: Analysis school sector: comparison of ‘agree’, ‘disagree’ and ‘don’t know’

Myself and Arts/Project
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
School ‘general’
8
9
20
School ‘academic’
12
13
14
15
16
School ‘cognitive’
10
11
17
18
19

General
Primary (%)
?
x
√

Project
Primary (%)
?
x
√

General
secondary(%)
?
x
√

Project
Secondary(%)
?
x
√

13
28
17
31
22
6
29

4
7
7
10
0
4
9

83
65
76
60
79
90
62

12
20
14
23
11
2
24

6
6
7
9
4
3
6

82
74
79
68
85
95
70

14
30
14
22
8
3
19

5
2
0
5
0
5
8

81
68
87
73
92
92
73

14
24
11
32
14
0
3

0
0
5
0
0
3
5

87
76
84
68
87
97
87

19
32
9

4
15
16

77
54
75

22
29
12

16
15
13

62
56
75

14
38
5

2
8
11

84
54
84

29
21
29

30
30
22

41
49
49

22
22
26
16
23

12
12
14
5
7

66
67
60
79
70

22
23
27
18
19

32
23
29
19
15

46
54
44
63
66

32
27
16
16
5

17
0
14
14
3

51
73
70
70
92

30
14
32
16
8

54
35
46
46
24

16
51
22
38
68

35
32
37
27
23

11
12
18
20
11

54
56
45
53
66

25
22
26
23
21

15
13
25
20
13

60
65
49
57
66

41
11
24
27
11

2
5
11
13
2

57
84
65
60
87

22
24
22
24
16

16
0
32
14
19

62
76
46
62
65

11

21
Myself and Others
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

29

11

60

26

16

58

32

17

51

22

35

43

19
11
17
29
18
8
16
22

8
3
6
29
5
7
10
2

73
86
77
42
77
85
74
76

17
16
21
22
13
15
24
20

12
11
12
23
15
19
14
15

71
73
67
55
72
66
62
65

14
8
8
24
11
3
11
14

5
3
3
11
2
8
2
2

81
89
89
65
87
89
87
84

5
8
8
19
5
14
8
19

14
5
3
21
3
2
3
5

81
87
89
60
92
84
89
76

Table 1P: Analyses of project timing: in-school, out-of-school hours, ‘General’ and ‘Project Specific’.
Project timing
In school hours
P1 Kodak Digital Imaging
P2 Espresso Education
P3 Poetry Residence
P5 Sing Out
Out of school hours
P4 NH Art Festival Exhibition
P6 Sounding Out
S1 Arena of Life
S2 Shakespeare Summer School

Myself &
Art

Myself &
Project

74.4
74.3
74.4
70.1

80.6
77.1
80.8
74.6

81.0
70.4
75.6
89.4

75.3
80.7
79.8
85.7

Myself &
School

Project &
School

⇑
⇑
⇑
⇑

59.3
72.6
66.5
63.2

63.4
51.4
63.2
50.0

⇓
⇑
⇑
⇓

66.0
61.0
65.1
74.7

54.6
58.4
37.0
59.8

Myself &
Others

Me, Others
& Project

⇑
⇓
⇓
⇓

68.0
72.5
78.9
66.8

63.1
67.5
71.1
60.5

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓

75.0
69.7
83.1
83.6

71.3
66.7
80.2
82.9

⇓
⇓
⇓
⇓
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Table 1Q: Analysis by EAZ cohort: Section 1: ‘Myself and Art’ and ‘Myself and the Project’

EAZ
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

Item no:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
means
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
means
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
means

% ‘not sure’
13
27
23
30
21
6
35
22
7
24
10
18
10
7
17
13
18
32
16
38
25
3
30
23

General measure
% ‘disagree’ % ‘agree’
1
86
6
67
3
74
5
65
0
80
1
92
6
58
3
75
6
87
7
69
10
80
10
72
0
90
7
86
13
70
8
79
6
76
7
61
7
77
12
51
0
75
6
91
8
62
7
70

% ‘not sure’
14
17
17
28
8
1
25
16
11
17
14
18
16
1
21
14
13
25
10
24
10
3
21
15

Project specific measure
% ‘disagree’
% ‘agree’
4
82
4
80
6
77
2
70
1
91
2
96
8
67
4
80
3
86
7
76
10
76
6
76
6
79
3
96
3
76
5
81
7
81
5
70
5
85
14
62
6
84
3
93
7
72
7
78

13

means for ‘B’
means for ‘H’
means for ‘W’

22
13
23

3
8
7

75
79
70

16
14
15

4
5
7

80
81
78
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Table 1R: Analysis by EAZ cohort: Section 2: ‘Myself and School’ and ‘School and the Project’
EAZ:
Item:
General aspects
B
8
B
9
B
20
means
Cognitive aspects
B
10
B
11
B
17
B
18
B
19
B
21
means
Academic aspects
B
12
B
13
B
14
B
15
B
16
means
overall means B
General aspects
H
8
H
9
H
20

% ‘not sure’

% ‘disagree’

% ‘agree’

% ‘not sure’

% ‘disagree’

% ‘agree’

22
40
14
25

6
14
22
14

58
46
65
56

27
25
15
22

18
17
18
18

56
58
67
60

48
27
49
22
25
39
35

9
9
8
15
6
13
10

43
64
43
63
70
48
55

28
23
30
20
22
25
25

13
10
23
18
18
24
18

60
67
47
62
61
51
58

34
26
27
21
22
26
30

10
5
8
12
3
8
10

56
69
66
68
76
67
60

26
18
24
13
17
20
22

33
25
27
22
15
24
20

41
57
49
65
68
56
58

17
26
23
22

1
21
10
11

82
53
68
68

17
25
14
19

18
23
11
17

65
52
75
64
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cognitive aspects
H
10
H
11
H
17
H
18
H
19
H
21
means
academic aspects
H
12
H
13
H
14
H
15
H
16
overall means H
W
8
W
9
W
20
means
cognitive:
W
10
W
11
W
17
W
18
W
19
W
21
means
academic

22
21
25
26
16
20
22

10
13
24
20
11
17
16

68
66
51
54
73
63
63

19
24
18
21
18
27
21

11
7
30
17
10
16
15

70
69
52
61
72
58
64

18
20
14
11
18
16
20
17
31
10
19

16
7
18
4
9
11
13
5
9
14
9

66
73
68
85
73
73
67
78
60
76
71

20
14
17
20
17
18
19
25
31
15
24

41
18
44
27
24
31
21
18
14
14
15

39
68
40
54
59
52
60
56
55
71
61

38
37
31
33
23
32
32

10
13
21
24
12
8
15

52
51
48
43
65
60
53

25
20
28
26
19
24
24

20
17
24
23
16
17
20

55
63
48
51
65
59
56

16

W
12
W
13
W
14
W
15
W
16
means
Overall means W
means for ‘B’
general
cognitive
academic
overall section 2
means for ‘H’
general
cognitive
academic
overall section 2
means for ‘W’
general
cognitive
academic
overall section 2

17
22
32
14
23
22
26

15
16
17
4
8
12
13

67
62
51
83
69
66
62

24
33
35
18
22
26
25

33
30
31
22
13
26
21

43
37
35
60
66
48
55

25
35
26
30

14
10
8
10

56
55
67
60

22
25
20
22

18
18
24
20

60
58
56
58

22
22
16
20

11
16
11
13

68
63
73
67

19
21
18
19

17
15
31
21

64
64
52
60

19
32
22
26

9
15
12
13

71
53
66
62

24
24
26
25

15
20
26
21

61
56
48
55
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Table 1S: Analysis by EAZ cohort: Section 1: ‘Myself and Others’ and ‘Me, Others and the Project’
EAZ
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
W
W
W
W
W
W
W
W

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
means
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
means
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

% ‘not sure’
13
17
14
27
24
9
18
20
18
20
6
14
20
9
4
10
11
12
21
10
17
33
17
10
18
24

% ‘disagree’
10
5
8
28
7
10
11
9
11
7
1
9
27
2
10
4
13
9
6
5
2
28
6
5
12
9

% ‘agree’
77
79
79
46
68
81
71
71
72
73
93
78
54
89
86
86
76
79
74
85
81
39
77
85
70
67

% ‘not sure’
22
17
20
27
11
13
24
20
19
10
9
16
13
11
17
16
17
14
16
21
22
23
13
17
24
23

% ‘disagree’
14
8
10
25
14
15
13
14
14
7
7
7
24
13
14
11
11
12
14
14
14
22
13
20
14
17

% ‘agree’
65
76
70
48
75
72
63
66
67
83
85
78
63
76
69
73
72
75
70
66
64
55
75
64
62
60

18

means
means for ‘B’
means for ‘H’
means for ‘W’

19

9

72

20

16

65

18
12
19

11
9
9

72
79
72

19
14
20

14
12
16

67
75
65

19

Appendix 2

Appendix 2: Interviews with head teachers

Social

Personal

Project artform

Table 2A: interviews with 15 Head teachers: impacts for pupils, staff and school
impact reported
pupil interest in artform, attendance up
pupil interest in related curricular subject
pupil artform skills same subject area
Improved teaching practice / skills
Embedded, sustained, useful resources
opportunity for staff to be reflective
increased diversity of pupil experience
inclusive - positive impact on all abilities
ownership, independence, proactive
attentive, better concentration, on task
improved behaviour, responsible attitude
raised self esteem, confidence, self image
valued project, took pride, satisfaction
value of public event, professional arena
positive benefit working with practitioner
develops school-artist partnership
enhanced relationship w. teacher / school
allowed staff to see pupils in a new light
collaboration work mature peer relations
cross-school and cluster working
within-school event/sharing important
community relations, social cohesion
teamwork, co-operation social
enjoyed, was fun, therapeutic
excited, inspired, motivated, enthusiastic

A

B
*

C

D

E

*
*

*

F

G

H

*

*

*
*
*

J

K

L

M

N

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*

O

*
*

*

I

*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*
*

T
1
3
1
8
5
1
1
4
2
2
3
10
1
4
9
1
2
5
4
3
1
4
3
6
3

1

Fun

Social

Personal

Creativity

Curriculum

Project artform

Table 2B: interviews with 17 teachers: impacts for pupils
impact reported
more interest in artform, attendance project
up
more interest in related curricular subject
better artform skills within same subject area
professional level specification of resources
greater interest in extra curricular
opportunities
improved related curricular skills eg. ICT
improved core curriculum skills literacy, S&L
improved core curriculum attainment SATs
inclusive project positive impact on all
abilities
memory, carry things in head
more creative, imaginative response
exploration and play, practical and hands-on
risk taking, trying something new
ownership, independence
leadership, taking control
very attentive, better concentration, on task
improved behaviour, responsible attitude
raised self esteem and confidence, self
image
valued project, took pride, satisfaction
value of public event, professional arena
positive relationship with external
practitioner
enhanced relationship with class teacher
inter-year collaboration, better peer relations
teamwork, co-operation social competence
enjoyed, was fun,
excited, inspired, motivated, enthusiastic
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*

*
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*

*
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*
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T

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

9
8
9
4
4
6
7
13
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Table 2C: interviews with 17 teachers: impacts for adults
Impact cited

Interviewee identification numbers

T

Useful links with the
curriculum
Working with Ext. P inspiring

1

5

Raising of teacher skills

1

3

4

Raising of teacher
confidence
Personal value to
participants
Opportunity to see pupils
anew
See pupil contribution anew

4

5

6

7

8

3

7

9

11

Freedom to experiment

11

Teamwork, unity

3

4

2

Cross-school / -cluster work

3

4

2

Value of event for
community
Value professional level
event
Enjoyment, enthusiasm

4

6

7

6

13

17

5

6

7

School gets valuable
resource

6

8

9

10

13

1

1
5

6

7

9

10

11

13

10
3
2

8

11

4
2
1

9

4
3

11

4
1
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Appendix 3

Appendix 3: Full transcript of interview with SB, teacher at X High School.
Please choose three words that sum up the project for you
“The project was stimulating, challenging and enjoyable for adults
and children. It was also about pupils’ creative questioning, and for them
it was colourful and visual. The creative practitioner also found this to be
the case, although I think she was ‘slightly disappointed in the outcome’,
with the product. But school was not disappointed!”
“Kids were very enthusiastic about this project. 100% of them got a
level 5 in science. This is part of the picture – there is an impact.”
Could you tell me more about impacts for pupils?
“Raised their levels of engagement with subjects, not only science,
like writing. Some were more sparked by science than usual. Their
creative writing skills are raised when compared with before. In terms of
their questioning there’s evidence that they are asking more creative
questions. Better questions are being asked. Although our control data is
superficial, its both qualitative and quantitative – we looked at Bloom’s
taxonomy and can see they’ve moved up the levels.”
“They took pictures, creative, wonderfully creative pictures. Project
was a chance to use the technology, so it’s impacted on their use of
technology. Also their use of interview techniques.”
“Its too early to say if there is any lasting effect!”
“They enjoyed it. I hope to see the less motivated keep on
engaging at this level. Pupils comments were all positive, some in depth.
This counts as evidence.”
“Their creativity. Used creative processes throughout. The way
they looked and things and saw things in a different light – deeper thought
processes, for example ‘What do muscles think?’
“The project was looser – it was planned, but had built in flexibility
to allow pupils to explore what grabbed them. Framework was built
on/structured around what we knew about the class - we weren’t totally
free as this was a project within the curriculum, plus there was only so
much time and money.”
Was there anything about the project that served as CPD for yourself?
“I can see ways to extend this in a cross-curricular way, but not at
the moment. Also, in terms of project mechanics and organisational skills,
who to go to for advice, this has escorted us into CP in the region, by the
way. I’m much more comfortable with meaningful data capture and now
more certain of my research skills. In terms of the writing up I want to do
something readable and manageable, so there’s a challenge there and I’m
sure that the creative practitioner will help. I’ve honed my observational
skills, more able to read what’s going on with the children.”
What about CPD for others?
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“Yes in that other science teachers in the Rural Academy can use it.
For creative practitioner as well, she is more confident working with that
age group and those abilities - her teaching skills have improved. We’re
reflected on this and she’s transferred her learning across to working with
another group.”
“The co-delivery aspect enthuses people to be actively engaged that the best CPD can take place within your own classroom. Its also CPD
for other scientists on the beach, getting more of an idea how to work with
children. In the long term, I’m enthusiastic it will. Its money well spent on
CPD: I can’t think of a better way of doing it. Being there on the ground
and doing it and reflecting, changing, adapting and reviewing with
someone alongside with skills and enthusiasm to provide the feedback
loop –its definitely the way forward, to work alongside enthusiastic
people.”
“You’ve got to have something to hang it on. If you are focussed it
is the way to go. Its cheaper to do top down broadcast to lots type inset
but that’s an information delivery system rather than CPD.”
What has your experience as the lead teacher been like?
“Senior management have given me freedom to run it, it’s a
relationship of trust that I’ll get on with it. The Deputy Head very much a
part of the project. Other staff are generally speaking supportive, those
who are not are in a minority. School works well as an organisation, its
collegiate and collaborative. Between the children and ourselves is a
relationship build over the years, there’s trust and a will to work with you.
You can see that they’re prepared to get involved.”
“With this size of school personality can be involved. Personally
speaking I’m relaxed and the children are trusting. Its good it’s a small
school, the weaker staff can be carried.”
Was there anything that you feel did not work so well?
“Perhaps something but I couldn’t put my finger on it. Yeah this
was a really good project especially the image gathering bits. Perhaps my
interviews and audios might have been done better. In terms of the
research angle I might have done this differently. Pupils were involved in
data capture, pupils exploring what sort of questions should be asked.
This is another check against the project.
“The creative practitioner would have liked more time with the kids,
but there were time and financial constraints. Had to be careful to balance
the money for planning and reflection. We – teacher and creative
practitioner – gave more time than was paid for, out goodwill.
Did this or anything else constrain the project?
“Nothing internal. Me and the partner worked well as a pair and
wish the mentor had been involved. But we did this bit another way –
using the contacts we have via Creative Partnerships. Neither time not
national curriculum tests have impacted negatively on the project– you
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can take time off and you can help children to be better, its all process and
skill and content knowledge.
Is doing a creative action research project a new direction for you?
“No, I’ve done action research before. I realised that experimental
model data gathering would not work so used the model of the kids taking
part in the research so the research processes reinforced the outcomes. If
you are going to do research, it should benefit kids and adults in their
learning processes: research and scientific and creative writing and image
taking learning.”
“It was clearly flagged up as an action research project and that
you needed to use some of the money to achieve this bit of it - that was
the message.”
“Both school and me as a teacher have a lot of experience of
running creativity projects in school, the use of artefacts etc. Very
committed to the creative processes, music and arts. Spark from this took
us through to creative writing, so project impacts for the kids include the
transferable skills into the curriculum. We’re a small school so we are
generally able to be flexible.”
Whose ‘voices’ are present in the research?
“We’ve tried to write it up with different pupils speaking - there’s
audio, written comments. I’ve used their quotes, their voice, might have
tweaked it a bit but its authentic, plus my interpretations of their ‘voice’.
Then my voice as being involved as a teacher and a researcher. There is
so much evidence that I’ve had to put my perceptions in via my filters but
I’ve backed all that up with data from elsewhere.”
Is this a new or an existing partnership?
“I’ve worked with the creative practitioner before as part of a
science, technology and business schools project so yes she has worked
closely with the school before. Actually school chose the creative
practitioner on the basis of previous project. We’ve already had a positive
experience of co-working: we share having high expectations and we both
felt strongly that it would be mutually beneficial. It’s enriched my
teaching. Its very different, co-working, from the first bit on planning
onwards, all the dovetailing etc.
What was your experience of being mentored?
“This all happened too late. We have had a relationship with the
mentor but it started late. There was not enough time to sort something
out. We were disappointed that she couldn’t do it. Where there’s a will
there’s a way! Only useful to have a mentor if they are in early enough and
really involved in the planning, ours is two and half hours a way and didn’t
manage to take up the several opportunities that we offered –
disappointing lack of response. We had one visit, nothing useful from our
point of view because we’d done it by then, the data capture plan was
complete. Our bid was very clear so maybe she felt that we were sorted
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but it would have been useful. Felt like the one visit as a checking up and
‘to justify my existence’ sort of visit.
“The mentor’s role wasn’t good, it didn’t work. She hasn’t done the
few things was asked for. In other aspects, in terms of personality, she
could have become more involved and do the things she could have
done.”
Has the project gone into the wider school?
“We’ve worked alongside the English department – we’re all so
busy but they’ve been supportive, not hugely involved but will filter back.
We’re a small school so this allows for good communication.”
Does school have plans for the broader dissemination of your project?
“Ideally yes as members of the Rural Academy, which is a small
school collaborative network using ICT – intranet and shared web
resources – and sharing expertises. People have certainly been invited to
come and observe, the opportunity is there even if people haven’t taken it
100%. There are key meeting in which we’ll feed back.” The project will
also go to the Heads of Science conference and be used as a model.
Again, outside of the immediate school and into the wider community
there is the Teaching and Learning group where we share good practices
and experiences, its mutually supportive, will feed into this.”
Do you have any links with Creative Partnerships in your region?
“We’ve tried to get into Phase 2 of CP in Cumbria via the work that
we’ve completed. We’ve got previous experiences of working with
CapeUK. Actually we had some involvement in setting up Creative
Partnerships in Cumbria in that a school project was used as a pilot. The
bond between CP and school could be stronger, there are contacts that I
intend to foster via this project.”
Are you an Artsmark school and/or have done Space for Sports and Art?
“No, not yet, we haven’t had a static enough staff with these
interests. We’re got specialist status for technology. No we haven’t done
Space for Sports and Arts.”
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Appendix 4

Appendix 4: How categories nest and result in outcome spaces within a topic.
Appendix 3, previous, shows the process of working up through hierarchical categories of description for a whole transcript. The transcript is scrutinised for
the teacher’s account of what values he attaches to the creative project and the project’s meaning in terms of impacts. A finite number of different reported
impacts can be indentified. These values or attributions have relationships to each other and can be placed into sets or categories of description. A category
of description can be shown to be hierarchical by examining the relationships between reported impacts. These categories of description, or outcome
spaces, describe the different ways in which the research participant understands the creative project in terms of its various values in his subjective opinion.
Appendix 4 (i.e. this appendix) presents a step-by-step, figurative example of how the researcher handled the analysis in order to demonstrate the mechanics
of building a hierarchical category of description/outcome space. Such also reveals the relationships between reported project values. Presenting the
analysis as boxes of text that nest into series of superordinate boxes provides a practical demonstration of how someone’s recalled engagement of an event
(here, the event is the creative project) is an experience (phemomeno-) that can be interpreted and laid out (-graphic).
For example, ‘positive impact on science exam grades’ and ‘creative writing skills increased’ are different impacts but both can count upwards as ‘improved
core subject attainment’: In this relationship ‘improved core subject attainment’ is superordinate as a impact and this positions the other two as subordinate to
it.

improved core subject attainment

Better science exam scores

Creative writing skills increased

Another example, ‘greater interest in science’ and ‘greater interest in other curricular subjects’ can both count as ‘greater interest in curricular subjects’:

Greater interest in curricular subjects

Greater interest in science

Greater interest in writing

1

Next, these two examples ‘improved core subject attainment’ and ‘greater interest in curricular subjects’ can be nested into a further superordinate the
category which could be called ‘Development in terms of the formal curriculum’:

Development in terms of the formal curriculum

improved core subject attainment

Better science exam scores

Creative writing skills increased

Greater interest in curricular subjects

Greater interest in science

Greater interest in writing

This category of description or outcome space, which sits within the topic of Impacts for Pupils, would be end here because other reported impacts of pupils
(such as ‘finding it enjoyable’ and ‘working collaboratively’) do not satisfactorily nest upwards within the formal curriculum category. ‘Finding it enjoyable’
might nest into an ‘Emotional response to the project’ outcome space, whereas ‘working collaboratively’ might nest into ‘Social development’.
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‘Development in terms of the curriculum’, ‘Positive emotional response to the project’ and ‘Social Development’ are all discrete outcome spaces within the
Impacts for Pupils topic as these three categories do not have a hierarchical relationship, and cannot be nested without loss of meaning. So the analysis
would look like this:
Topic = Impacts for pupils

Outcome space: curriculum

Attainment

Sci

Eng

Interest

Sci

Eng

Outcome space: social development

Collaboration

SHARE

TRUST

Social literacy
literaliteracy

E.I
.*

empathy

Outcome space: positive emotional
response

Enjoyment

JOY

FUN
M

Excitement

UP BEAT

BUZZ

* E.I. = emotional intelligence

N.B.Of course, all reported impacts and values are important in their own right and, in a way, nesting means that one ends up with a kind of shorthand such
as pupils experienced social development impacts rather than the detail of collaboration, tolerance, gaining in emotional literacy etc. But although not
particularly useful at the level of looking at how any one individual might report what was of value, this summative shorthand is very necessary when the remit
is to run the fairly large group comparisons as in this thesis.
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Appendix 5

Appendix 5: Working up through hierarchical categories of
description for a whole transcript
The whole transcript is scrutinised for the teacher’s account of what values he attaches
to the creative project and the project’s meaning in terms of impacts. A finite number of
different reported impacts/values can be indentified and these are highlighted in green.
These have relationships to each other and can be placed into sets or categories of
description. A category of description can be shown to be hierarchical by examining the
relationships between things. These categories of description, or outcome spaces not
only describe the different ways in which the research participant understands the
creative project in terms of its various values but also how the researcher construes this:
phenomenography sits within an interpretative paradigm.
[Q: Please choose three words that sum up the project for you]
“The project was stimulating, challenging and enjoyable for children…..”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
interesting (superordinate category)
“stimulating” (subordinate category)

broader impacts for pupils (topic)
negative emotional response (outcome space)
project as pressure (superordinate category)
“challenging” (subordinate category)

broader impacts for pupils (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
pleasurable (superordinate category)
“enjoyable” (subordinate category)

“…..and adults.”
impacts for self (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
interesting (superordinate category)
“stimulating” (subordinate category
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impact on self (topic)
negative emotional response (outcome space)
project as pressure (superordinate category)
“challenging” (subordinate category)

impact on self (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
pleasurable (superordinate category)
“enjoyable” (subordinate category)

impact on project partner (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
interesting (superordinate category)
“stimulating” (subordinate category)

Impact on project partner (topic)
negative emotional response (outcome space)
project as pressure (superordinate category)
“challenging” (subordinate category)

broader impacts for pupils (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
pleasurable (superordinate category)
“enjoyable” (subordinate category)

“It was also about pupils’creative questioning….”
development of pupils as creatively able (topic)
exploration (outcome space)
investigate/interrogate (superordinate category)
“creative questioning” (subordinate category)
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“and for them it was colourful and visual.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
valuable process/product (outcome space)
aesthetic worth (superordinate category)
“colourful and visual” (subordinate category)

“The creative practitioner also found this to be the case….”
impact on project partner (topic)
valuable process/product (outcome space)
aesthetic worth (superordinate category)
“colourful and visual” (subordinate category)

“although I think she was ‘slightly disappointed in the outcome’, with the
product.”
impact on project partner (topic)
negative emotional response (outcome space)
disappointment (superordinate category)
“disappointed in outcome” (subordinate category)
“disappointed with the product” (same subordinate
category)

“But school was not disappointed!”
impact on school as a whole (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space )
pleased (superordinate category)
“school not disappointed” (subordinate category)

“Kids were very enthusiastic about this project.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
attitude to learning (outcome space)
motivation (superordinate category)
“very enthusiastic” (subordinate category)
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“100% of them got a level 5 in science. This is part of the picture – there is an
impact.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
formal curriculum attainment (outcome space)
better exam results (subordinate category)
“100% of them got a level 5 in science” (sub cat)

[Q: Could you tell me more about impacts for pupils?]
“Raised their levels of engagement with subjects, not only science, like writing.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
engagement with formal curriculum
improved engagement with/enthusiasm for core subjects (super
category)
“raised their level of engagement with science” (sub cat)
“raised their level of engagement with writing” (same sub. cat)

“Some were more sparked by science than usual.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
engagement with formal curriculum (outcome space)
improved engagement with/enthusiasm for core subjects (super
category)
“more sparked by science than usual” (subordinate category)

“Their creative writing skills are raised when compared with before.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
formal curriculum attainment (outcome space)
improved subject skills (superordinate category)
“creative writing skills are raised” (subordinate category)
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“In terms of their questioning there’s evidence that they are asking more creative
questions.
development of pupils as creatively able (topic)
exploration (outcome space)
investigate/interrogate (superordinate category)
“creative questioning” (subordinate category)

“Better questions are being asked”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
formal curriculum attainment (outcome space)
improved subject skills (superordinate category)
“better questions” [speaking & listening] (subordinate category)

“Although our control data is superficial, it’s both qualitative and quantitative –
we looked at Bloom’s taxonomy and can see they’ve moved up the levels.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
development of cognitive ability (outcome space)
better comprehension and application (superordinate category)
“moved up levels in Bloom’s Taxonomy” (subordinate cat.)

broader impacts for pupils (topic)
development of cognitive ability (outcome space)
better analysis and synthesis (superordinate category)
“moved up levels in Bloom’s Taxonomy” (subordinate cat.)

“They took pictures, creative, wonderfully creative pictures.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
art form development (outcome space)
process (superordinate category)
“took wonderfully creative pictures” (subordinate category)
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“Project was a chance to use the technology, so it’s impacted on their use of
technology.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
formal curriculum attainment (outcome space)
improved subject skills (superordinate category)
“impacted on their use of technology” (subordinate category)

Also their use of interview techniques.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
pupils as researchers (outcome space)
improved skill at research processes (superordinate category)
“impacted on their use of interview techniques”(sub. cat.)

“Its too early to say if there is any lasting effect. They enjoyed it. I hope to see
the less motivated keep on engaging at this level. Pupils comments were all
positive, some in depth. This counts as evidence.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
pleasurable (superordinate category)
“enjoyable” (subordinate category)
“all comments were positive” (same subordinate category)

“Their creativity. Used creative processes throughout.”
development of pupils as creatively able (topic)
working creatively (outcome space)
“their creativity”
“used creative processes throughout”

“The way they looked at things and saw things in a different light.”
development of pupils as creatively able (topic)
working imaginatively (outcome space)
visualisation (superordinate category)
“the way they looked at things” (subordinate category)
“saw things in a different light” (same subordinate category)
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“They used deeper thought processes, for example ‘What do muscles think?’
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
development of cognitive ability (outcome space)
thinking skills (superordinate category)
“used deeper thought processes” (subordinate cat.)

“The project was looser – it was planned, but had built-in flexibility….”
impact on self (topic)
own professional development (outcome space)
working with pupils (superordinate category)
“planned but with built-in flexibility” (subordinate category)

“…..to allow pupils to explore what grabbed them. Framework was built
on/structured around what we knew about the class - we weren’t totally free as
this was a project within the curriculum, plus there was only so much time and
money.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
attitude to learning (outcome space)
ownership (superordinate category)
“explored what grabbed them” (subordinate cat.)

[Was there anything about the project that served as CPD for yourself?]
“I can see ways to extend this in a cross-curricular way, but not at the moment.”
impact on self (topic)
own professional development(outcome space)
curriculum management (superordinate category)
“ can see ways to extend this cross-curriculum” (sub. cat.)

“Also, in terms of project mechanics and project organisation skills,”
impact on self (topic)
own professional development (outcome space)
project management (superordinate category)
“project mechanics” (subordinate category)
“project organisation” (same subordinate category)
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“who to go to for advice….”
impact on self (topic)
own professional development (outcome space)
networks (superordinate category)
“who to go to for advice” (subordinate category)

“this has escorted us into CP in the region, by the way.”
impact on the school as a whole (topic)
networks (outcome space)
networked into regional structure (superordinate category)
“has escorted us into CP in the region” (subordinate cat.)

“I’m much more comfortable with meaningful data capture…”
action research (topic)
understanding research methodology (outcome space)
better at processes/practicalities (superordinate category)
“more comfortable with meaningful data capture (sub. cat.)

“and I’m now more certain of my research skills.”
action research (topic)
understanding of research methodology (outcome space)
better at processes/practicalities (superordinate category)
“more certain of my research skills” (subordinate category)

“In terms of the writing up I want to do something readable and manageable….”
action research (topic)
understanding of research methodology (outcome space)
better at processes/practicalities (superordinate category)
“want to write something readable and manageable” (sub. cat.)
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“so there’s a challenge there…..”
impact on self (topic)
negative emotional response (outcome space)
project as pressure (superordinate category)
“a challenge there” (subordinate category)

“and I’m sure that the creative practitioner will help.”
partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (outcome space)
collegiate/collaborative (superordinate category)
“the creative practitioner will help” (subordinate cat.)

“I’ve honed my observational skills……”
action research (topic)
understanding research methodology (outcome space)
better at processes/practicalities (superordinate category)
“I’ve honed my observational skills” (sub. cat.)

“and I’m more able to read what’s going on with the children.”
impact on self (topic)
own professional development (outcome space)
working with pupils (superordinate category)
pupil world view (subordinate category)
“more able to read what’s going in with the children
(sub.cat.)

[What about CPD for others?]
“Yes in that other science teachers in the Rural Academy can use it.
impact on others beyond the school (topic)
informs the wider community (outcome space)
project as example of good practice (superordinate category)
“other science teachers in the Rural Academy can use it” (sub
cat)
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“For creative practitioner as well, she is more confident working with that age
group…..”
impact on project partner (topic)
professional practice (outcome space)
working with pupils (superordinate category)
“more confident working with that age group” (sub. cat.)

“and those abilities…..”
impact on project partner (topic)
professional practice (outcome space)
working with pupils (superordinate category)
“more confident working with those abilities” (sub. cat.)

“And her teaching skills have improved.”
impact on project partner (topic)
professional practice (outcome space)
working with pupils (superordinate category)
“teaching skills have improved” (sub. cat.)

We’re reflected on this and she’s transferred her learning across to working with
another group.”
impact on project partner (topic)
professional practice (outcome space)
working with pupils (superordinate category)
“transferred her learning across to another group” (sub. cat.)

“The co-delivery aspect enthuses people to be actively engaged …..”
partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (outcome space)
benefits of co-delivery (superordinate category)
“co-delivery aspects enthuse people” (subordinate cat.)
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“that the best CPD can take place within your own classroom.”
partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (outcome space)
benefits of co-delivery (superordinate category)
“best CPD that can take place in your classroom” (sub. cat.)

“Its also CPD for other scientists on the beach, getting more of an idea how to
work with children.”
impact on others beyond the school (topic)
informs the wider community (outcome space)
continued professional development (superordinate category)
“CPD for other scientists on the beach” (subordinate category)

impact on others beyond the school (topic)
informs the wider community (outcome space)
continued professional development (superordinate category)
“more of an idea how to work with children” (subordinate
category)

“In the long term, I’m enthusiastic it will.”
impacts for self (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
created enthusiasm (superordinate category)
“I’m enthusiastic it will” (subordinate category

“Its money well spent on CPD: I can’t think of a better way of doing it. Being there
on the ground and doing, reflecting, changing, adapting and reviewing…”
action research (topic)
understanding research methodology (outcome space)
better at processes/practicalities (superordinate category)
“doing, reflecting, changing, adapting and reviewing” (sub cat.)
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“with someone alongside with skills and enthusiasm to provide the feedback
loop…”
partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (outcome space)
collegiate/collaborative (superordinate category)
“someone alongside providing feedback loop” (sub. cat.)

“……its definitely the way forward to work alongside enthusiastic people.”
partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (outcome space)
collegiate/collaborative (superordinate category)
“way forward = work alongside enthusiastic people” (sub. cat.)

“You’ve got to have something to hang it on. If you are focussed it is the way to
go. Its cheaper to do ‘top-down broadcast to lots’ type of inset but that’s an
information delivery system rather than CPD.” (This is a general statement about the
superiority of one type of CPD over another and not a reflection on the project.)

[What has your experience as the lead teacher been like?]
“Senior management have given me freedom to run it, it’s a relationship of trust
that I’ll get on with it.”
impact on self (topic)
own professional development(outcome space)
project management (superordinate category)
“SM have given me freedom to run it” (sub. cat.)
impact on self (topic)
support of colleagues (outcome space)
senior management support (superordinate category)
“trust that I’ll get on with it” (sub. cat.)

“The Deputy Head very much a part of the project.”
impact on self (topic)
support of colleagues (outcome space)
senior management support (superordinate category)
“Deputy Head very much a part of the project” (sub. cat.)
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“Other staff have been generally speaking supportive, those who are not are in a
minority.”
impact on self (topic)
support of colleagues (outcome space)
non-senior management support (superordinate category)
“other staff have been generally speaking supportive” (sub
category)
“School works well as an organisation, its collegiate and collaborative. Between
the children and ourselves is a relationship build over the years, there’s trust and
a will to work with you. You can see that they’re prepared to get involved. With
this size of school personality can be involved. Personally speaking I’m relaxed
and the children are trusting. Its good it’s a small school, the weaker staff can be
carried.” (This are statements about the general ethos of the school and the
relationships within, not a reflection on the project.)
[Was there anything that you feel did not work so well]
“Perhaps something but I couldn’t put my finger on it? Yeah this was a really
good project especially the image gathering bits.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
art form development (outcome space)
process (superordinate category)
“good – especially image gathering bits” (subordinate category)
“Perhaps my interviews and audios might have been done better. “In terms of the
research angle I might have done this differently.”

action research (topic)
understanding of research methodology (outcome space)
better at processes/practicalities (superordinate category)
“my interviews/audios might have been done better” (sub cat)
“research angle – I might have done this differently”
“Pupils were involved in data capture, pupils exploring what sort of questions
should be asked. This is another check against the project.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
pupils as researchers (outcome space)
improved skill at research processes (superordinate category)
“pupils involved in data capture” (sub. cat.)
“pupils exploring what sort of questions asked (same s.c.)
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“The creative practitioner would have liked more time with the kids, but there were
time and financial constraints.”
impact on project partner (topic)
reality of working with school sector (outcome space)
time and resources (superordinate category)
“would have liked more time working with kids ” (sub. cat.)
“Had to be careful to balance the money for planning and reflection.”
impact on self (topic)
own professional development (outcome space)
project management (superordinate category)
“careful to balance the money” (subordinate category)

We – teacher and creative practitioner – gave more time than was paid for, gave
goodwill.

impacts for self (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
created enthusiasm (superordinate category)
“gave more time than we were paid for” (subordinate category
“gave goodwill (same subordinate category)

impacts for project partner (topic)
positive emotional response (outcome space)
created enthusiasm (superordinate category)
“gave more time than we were paid for” (subordinate category
“gave goodwill (same subordinate category)

[Did this or anything else constrain the project?]

“Nothing internal. Me and the partner worked well as a pair…”
partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (outcome space)
collegiate/collaborative (superordinate category)
“me and the partner worked well as a pair” (subordinate cat.)
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“…and wish the mentor had been involved.”
action research (topic)
negative view of mentor (outcome space)
engagement inadequate (superordinate category)
“wish the mentor had been involved” (subordinate category)
“But we did this bit another way – using the contacts we have via Creative
Partnerships.”
impact on self (topic)
own professional practice (outcome space)
project management (superordinate category)
“used the contacts we have via CP” (subordinate category)

impact on project partner (topic)
professional practice (outcome space)
project management (superordinate category)
“used the contacts we have via CP” (subordinate category)

“Neither national curriculum tests nor time impacted negatively on the project –
you can take time off and you can help children to be better, its all process and
skill and content knowledge.” (This is a general assertion and not a reflection on the
project).
Is doing a creative action research project a new direction for you?
“No, I’ve done action research before. I realised that experimental model data
gathering would not work…”
action research (topic)
appreciated the ethos (outcome space)
qualitative approach (superordinate category)
“realised that experimental model would not work” (sub cat)

“…..so used the model of the kids taking part in the research so the research
processes reinforced the outcomes.”
action research (topic)
appreciated the ethos (outcome space)
pupils as researchers (superordinate category)
“used the model of kids taking part” (sub cat)
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“ If you are going to do research, it should benefit kids and adults in their learning
processes: research and scientific and creative writing and image taking
learning.” (General assertion).

“Both school and me as a teacher have a lot of experience of running creativity
projects in school, the use of artefacts etc. Very committed to the creative
processes, music and arts.” (General assertion, not a reflection on the project).

“Spark from this project took us through to creative writing, so project impacts
for kids include the transferable skills into the curriculum.”
broader impacts for pupils (topic)
formal curriculum attainment (outcome space)
improved subject skills (subordinate category)
“transferable skills into the curriculum” (sub cat)

“We’re a small school so we are generally able to be flexible.” (General assertion).

[Whose ‘voices’ are present in the research?]
“We’ve tried to write it up with different pupils speaking - there’s audio, written
comments. I’ve used their quotes, their voice, might have tweaked it a bit but its
authentic.”
action research (topic)
appreciated the ethos (outcome space)
multiple stakeholder voices (superordinate category)
“tried to write it up with different pupils speaking” (sub cat)
“used their quotes, their voices” (same sub cat)

“……plus my interpretations of their ‘voice’.”

action research (topic)
understood the research ethic (outcome space)
multiple stakeholder voices (superordinate category)
“my interpretation of their voice” (sub cat)

“Then my voice as being involved as a teacher and a researcher.”
action research (topic)
understood the research ethic (outcome space)
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multiple stakeholder voices (superordinate category)
“my voice as teacher and researcher” (sub cat)

“There is so much evidence that I’ve had to put my perceptions in via my
filters……”
action research (topic)
understood the research ethic (outcome space)
multiple stakeholder voices (superordinate category)
“my perceptions in via my filters” (sub cat)

“…….but I’ve backed all that up with data from elsewhere.”
action research (topic)
understanding of research methodology (outcome space)
better at processes/practicalities (superordinate category)
backed all that up with data from elsewhere (subordinate cat)

[Is this a new or an existing partnership?]
“I’ve worked with the creative practitioner before as part of a science, technology
and business schools project so yes she has worked closely with the school
before.”
partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (outcome space)
benefit of pre-existing relationship (superordinate category)
“I’ve worked with the creative practitioner before” (sub. cat.)
“Yes she has worked closely with the school before” (sub cat)

“Actually school chose the creative practitioner on the basis of previous project.
We’ve already had a positive experience of co-working……”
partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (superordinate category)
benefit of pre-existing relationship (sub. cat.)
“already had a positive experience of co-working” (sub
cat)

“…. we share having high expectations and we both felt strongly that it would be
mutually beneficial.”
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partnership working (topic)
positive partnership (outcome space)
collegiate/collaborative (superordinate category)
“we share having high expectations” (subordinate cat.)
“we both felt very strongly that it would be mutually beneficial”

“It’s enriched my teaching.”
impact on self (topic)
own professional practice (outcome space)
benefits of co-delivery (subordinate category)
“its enriched my teaching” (sub category)

“Its very different, co-working, from the first bit on planning onwards, all the
dovetailing etc.” (general observation).

[What was your experience of being mentored?[

“We were disappointed that she couldn’t do it. Where there’s a will there’s a
way!”
action research (topic)
negative view of mentor (outcome space)
engagement inadequate (superordinate category)
“disappointed she couldn’t do it” (subordinate category)
“where there’s a will there’s a way” (same subordinate category)

“….and didn’t manage to take up the several opportunities that we offered –
disappointing lack of response. We had one visit, nothing useful from our point
of view because we’d done it by then, the data capture plan was complete.
action research (topic)
negative view of mentor (outcome space)
engagement inadequate (superordinate category)
“didn’t manage to take up several opportunities” (sub-cat)
“disappointing lack of response” (same subordinate category)
“one visit, nothing useful from our point of view” (same sub cat)
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“Our bid was very clear so maybe she felt that we were sorted but it would have
been useful. Felt like the one visit as a checking up to justify her own existence’
sort of visit.”
action research (topic)
negative view of mentor (outcome space)
engagement inadequate (superordinate category)
“it would have been useful” (subordinate category)
“one visit checking up to justify her own existence” (sub cat)

“The mentor’s role wasn’t good, it didn’t work”
action research (topic)
negative view of mentor (outcome space)
engagement inadequate (superordinate category)
“mentor’s role wasn’t good (subordinate category)
“it didn’t work” (same subordinate category)

“She hasn’t done the few things was asked for. In other aspects, in terms of
personality, she could have become more involved and do the things she could
have done.”
action research (topic)
negative view of mentor (outcome space)
engagement inadequate (superordinate category)
“hasn’t done the few things was asked for” (subordinate
category)
“she could have become more involved” (same sub cat)

[Has the project gone into the wider school?[
“We’ve worked alongside the English department…..”
impact on other educators in the school (topic)
sharing practice (outcome space)
cross curricular working (superordinate category)
“we’ve worked alongside the English department” (subordinate
cat)
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“……we’re all so busy but they’ve been supportive, not hugely involved but will
filter back.”
impact on self (topic)
support of colleagues (outcome space)
non-senior management (superordinate category)
“they’ve been supportive” (subordinate category)

“We’re a small school so this allows for good communication.” (General comment
about school and not a reflection on the project).

[Does school have plans for the broader dissemination of your project?]
“Ideally yes as members of the Rural Academy, which is a small school
collaborative network using ICT – intranet and shared web resources – and
sharing expertises. People have certainly been invited to come and observe, the
opportunity is there even if people haven’t taken it 100%. There are key meeting
in which we’ll feed back.”
impact on others beyond the school (topic)
continued professional development (outcome space)
project as example of good practice (superordinate category)
“people have been invited to come and observe” (sub cat)

“The project will also go to the Heads of Science conference and be used as a
model. Again, outside of the immediate school and into the wider community
there is the Teaching and Learning group where we share good practices and
experiences, its mutually supportive, will feed into this.”
impact on others beyond the school (topic)
continued professional development (outcome space)
project as example of good practice (superordinate category)
“project will go to Heads if Science conference” (sub cat)
“will feed into Teaching and Learning group” (same sub cat)

[Do you have any links with Creative Partnerships in your region?]
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“We’ve tried to get into Phase 2 of CP in Cumbria via the work that we’ve
completed. We’ve got previous experiences of working with CapeUK. Actually we
had some involvement in setting up Creative Partnerships in Cumbria in that a
school project was used as a pilot. The bond between CP and school could be
stronger, there are contacts that I intend to foster via this project.
impact on self (topic)
own professional practice (outcome space)
networks (superordinate category)
“there are contacts I intend to foster via this project (sub cat)

[Are you an Artsmark school and/or have done Space for Sports and Art?]
“No, not yet, we haven’t had a static enough staff with these interests. We’re got
specialist status for technology. No we haven’t done Space for Sports and Arts.”

“But even though this hasn’t been funded but has been out of goodwill, can still
justify it as it felt worthwhile – we’d have done something anyway if we hadn’t
been successful in getting the bid.” (General summative observation)
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Appendix 6

Appendix 6: Nested categories of description resulting in outcome
spaces
PARTNERSHIP ‘S’ High School
Teacher’s keywords:
Stimulating, challenging, enjoyable
Topic = development of pupils as creatively able:
Exploration
- investigate/interrogate
• creative questioning
• creative questions
Working imaginatively
- visualisation
• way they looked at things
• saw things in a different light
•
Topic = broader impacts for pupils:
Art form development
- process
• took wonderfully creative pictures
• good - especially image gathering bits
Positive emotional response
- pleasurable
• enjoyed it
• enjoyable
• all comments were positive
- interesting
• stimulating
Negative emotional response
- project as pressure
• challenging
Valuable product/process
- aesthetic worth
• colourful
• visual
Attitude to learning
- motivated
• very enthusiastic
- ownership
• explored what grabbed them
Formal curriculum attainment
- better exam results
• 100 Level 5 in science
- improved subject skills
• creative writing skills are raised
• better questions (speaking and listening)
• use of ICT

1

Formal curriculum engagement
- improved engagement with/enthusiasm for core subjects
• raised engagement with science
• raised engagement with writing
• more sparked by science
Development of cognitive ability
- better comprehension and application
• moved up levels in Bloom’s taxonomy
- better analysis and synthesis
• moved up levels in Bloom’s Taxonomy
- thinking skills
• used deeper thought processes
Pupils as researchers
- improved skill at research processes
• using interview techniques
• pupils involved in data capture
• pupils exploring what sort of questions asked
Topic = impact on self:
Positive emotional response
- pleasurable
• enjoyed it
- interesting
• stimulating
- created enthusiasm
• enthusiastic will provide CPD for others
• gave more time than we were paid for
• gave goodwill
Negative emotional response
- project as pressure
• challenging
• a challenge there
Own professional development
- curriculum management
• can see ways to extend cross-curriculum
- project management
• project mechanics
• project organisation
• SM have given me freedom to run it
• had to balance the money
• used the contacts we had via CP
- networks
• who to go to for advice
• there are contacts I intend to foster via this project
- working with pupils
• pupil world view (more able to read what’s going on with the children)
Support of colleagues
- senior management support
• deputy head very involved
• SM trust that I’ll get on with it
- non senior management support
• other staff have been supportive
• they’ve been supportive

2

Topic = impact on project partner:
Positive emotional response
- pleasurable
• enjoyed it
- interesting
• stimulating
- created enthusiasm
• gave more time than we were paid for
• gave goodwill
Negative emotional response
- project as pressure
• challenging
- disappointment
• disappointed in outcome
• disappointed in product
Valuable product/process
- aesthetic worth
• colourful
• visual
Professional practice
- working with pupils
• more confident working with that age group
• more confident working with those abilities
• teaching skills have improved
• transferred her learning across to another group
- project management
• used the contacts we had via CP
Reality of working with school sector
- time and resources
• would have liked more time working with kids
Topic = impact on other educators in the school:
Sharing practice
- cross curricular working
• we’ve worked alongside the English Department
Topic = impact on school as a whole:
Positive emotional response
- pleased
• school not disappointed
Networks
- networked into regional structure
• has escorted us into CP in the region
Topic: impact on others beyond the school:
Informs wider community
- project as an example of good practice
• other science teachers in the Rural Academy can use it
• people have been invited to come and observe
• project will go to Heads if Science conference
• will feed into Teaching and Learning group
- continued professional development
• CPD for other scientists on the beach
• more of an idea how to work with children

3

Topic = partnership working:
Positive partnership
- collegiate/collaborative
• the creative practitioner will help
• someone alongside providing feedback loop
• way forward is to work alongside enthusiastic people
• me and the partner worked well as a pair
• we share having high expectations
• we both felt strongly that it would be mutually beneficial
- benefits of co-delivery
• co-delivery aspects enthuse people
• best CPD you can get in your classroom
• its enriched my teaching
- benefit of pre-existing relationship
• I’ve worked with the creative practitioner before
• yes she has worked closely with the school before
• already had a positive experience of co-working
Topic = doing action research:
Understanding of research methodology
- better at processes/practicalities
• more meaningful data capture
• more certain of my research skills
• want to write up something readable and manageable
• I’ve honed my observational skills
• doing, reflecting, changing, adapting and reviewing
• my interviews/audios might have been done better
• research angle – I might have done this differently
• realized that experimental model would not work
Appreciated the ethos
- pupils as researchers
• used the model of the kids taking part
- qualitative approach
• realized that experimental model would not work
- multiple stakeholder voices
• tried to write it up with different pupils speaking
• used their quotes, their voices
• my interpretation of their voice
• my voice as a teacher and researcher
• my perceptions via my filters
Negative view of mentor
- engagement inadequate
• wish the mentor had been involved
• disappointed she couldn’t do it
• where there’s a will there’s a way
• didn’t manage to take up several opportunities
• disappointing lack of response
• one visit, nothing useful from our point of view
• it would have been useful
• one visit checking up to justify her own existence
• hasn’t done the few things was asked for
• she could have become more involved

4

Appendix 7

Appendix 7: Categories of description/outcomes spaces for teacher and creative
practitioner respectively for one project.
PARTNERSHIP 19: X High School
Teacher’s keywords:
Creative Practitioner’s keywords:
‘Stimulating’, ‘challenging’, ‘enjoyable’
Creative, positive experience,
Topic = development of pupils as creatively able:
Working imaginatively
- visualisation
• way they looked at things
• saw things in a different
light
Exploration
- investigate/interrogate
• creative questioning
• creative questions
General creativity
- working creatively
• used their creativity
• used creative processes
throughout

Working imaginatively
- freeing it up/opening it out
• using their imagination
• thinking w. broader
horizons
- working laterally
• looking at potential
Exploration
- investigate/interrogate
• new/different questions
• prepared to be surprised
• used interrogative
questions
Risk taking
- new experiences
• prepared to do new things
• have new experiences

Topic = broader impacts for pupils:
Art form development
- making artefacts
• took wonderfully creative
pictures
• good - especially image
gathering bits
Positive emotional response
- pleasurable
• enjoyed it
• enjoyable
• all comments were
positive
- interesting
• stimulating
Negative emotional response
- project as pressure
• challenging
Valuable product/process
- aesthetic worth
• colourful
• visual
Attitude to learning
- motivated
• very enthusiastic
- ownership
• explored what grabbed

Art form development
- making artefacts
• produced something of
value
• produced an intelligent
artifact
- art skill
• improved standard of work

Positive emotional response
- exciting/inspiring
• inspired by the project
• excited by the seashore
- enthusiasm
• came alive

Attitude to learning
- motivation & enthusiasm
• made the effort
• involved
• keen
- ownership
• room in the project to
bring own ideas
• individual response
- transfer
• used knowledge they
already had

1

them
Formal curriculum attainment
- better exam results
• 100 Level 5 in science
- improved subject skills
• creative writing skills are
raised
• better questions (speaking
and listening)
• use of ICT
Formal curriculum engagement
- improved engagement
with/enthusiasm for core subjects
• raised engagement with
science
• raised engagement with
writing
• more sparked by science
Development of cognitive ability
- thinking skills
• used deeper thought
processes
- better comprehension and
application
• moved up levels in
Bloom’s taxonomy
- better analysis and synthesis
• moved up levels in
Bloom’s Taxonomy
Pupils as researchers
- improved skill at research
processes
• using interview techniques
• pupils involved in data
capture
• pupils exploring what sort
of questions asked

• from outside to inside
commitment
• sustained commitment for
long periods

Formal curriculum attainment
- improved subject skills
• improved standards of
work for some pupils
Development of cognitive ability
- thinking skills
• lateral thinking
- relationships and connections
• cause and effect
Communication and verbal skills
- views and opinions
• use of questions
Social development
- collaboration
• better working together
Personal development
- confidence and self esteem
• pleased with themselves
- global person development
• greater awareness of
what’s out there
Development of cognitive ability
- thinking skills
• lateral thinking
• looking at potential
- causal relationships
• understood cause and
effect
- transferability
• used knowledge already
had
• going from outside to
inside

Topic = impact on self:
Positive emotional response
- pleasurable
• enjoyed it
- interesting
• stimulating
- created enthusiasm
• enthusiastic will provide
CPD for others
• gave more time than we
were paid for
• gave goodwill

Positive emotional response
- created enthusiasm
• I was very enthused by
this project
Own professional development
- subject expertise
• that use of ICT can create
barriers
- pupils’ learning styles
• that some approaches can
create barriers to learning

2

Negative emotional response
- project as pressure
• challenging
• a challenge there
Own professional development
- curriculum management
• can see ways to extend
cross-curriculum
- project management
• project mechanics
• project organisation
• SM have given me
freedom to run it
• had to balance the money
• used the contacts we had
via CP
- networks
• who to go to for advice
• there are contacts I intend
to foster via this project
- working with pupils
• pupil world view (more
able to read what’s going
on with the children)
• planned but with built in
flexibility

-

-

allowing for surprises
• surprised that they
bothered to do it so well
pedagogy
• the importance of subject
expertise

Support of colleagues
- senior management support
• deputy head very involved
• SM trust that I’ll get on
with it
- non senior management support
• other staff have been
supportive
• they’ve been supportive
Topic = impact on project partner:
Positive emotional response
- pleasurable
• enjoyed it
- interesting
• stimulating
- created enthusiasm
• gave more time than we
were paid for
• gave goodwill
Negative emotional response
- project as pressure
• challenging
- disappointment
• disappointed in outcome
• disappointed in product
Valuable product/process
- aesthetic worth
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•
•

colourful
visual

Professional practice
- working with pupils
• more confident working
with that age group
• more confident working
with those abilities
• teaching skills have
improved
• transferred her learning
across to another group
- project management
• used the contacts we had
via CP
Reality of working with school sector
- time and resources
• would have liked more
time working with kids
Topic = impact on other educators in the school:
Sharing practice
- cross curricular working
• we’ve worked alongside
the English Department
Topic = impact on school as a whole:
Positive emotional response
- pleased
• school not disappointed

Curriculum matters
- embedding
techniques/approaches
• project impacts have
transferred to other parts
of the curriculum

Networks
- networked into regional structure
• has escorted us into CP in
the region
•
Topic: impact on others beyond the school:
nforms wider community
Informs wider community
- project as an example of good
- project as an example of good
practice
practice
• other science teachers in
• they’ve fed it out beyond
the Rural Academy can
to other schools
use it
• people have been invited
to come and observe
• project will go to Heads if
Science conference
• will feed into Teaching and
Learning group
- continued professional
development
• CPD for other scientists on
the beach
• more of an idea how to
work with children

4

Topic = partnership working:
Positive partnership
- collegiate/collaborative
• the creative practitioner
will help
• someone alongside
providing feedback loop
• way forward is to work
alongside enthusiastic
people
• me and the partner
worked well as a pair
• we share having high
expectations
• we both felt strongly that it
would be mutually
beneficial
- benefits of co-delivery
• co-delivery aspects
enthuse people
• best CPD you can get in
your classroom
• its enriched my teaching
- benefit of pre-existing relationship
• I’ve worked with the
creative practitioner before
• yes she has worked
closely with the school
before
• already had a positive
experience of co-working

Positive partnership
- established partnership
• an existing relationship is
important
• that it pre-existed had an
effect

-

exploring roles and functions
• that being a scientist as
well as an artist made a
difference

Topic = doing action research:
Understanding of research
methodology
- better at processes/practicalities
• more meaningful data
capture
• more certain of my
research skills
• want to write up
something readable and
manageable
• I’ve honed my
observational skills
• doing, reflecting,
changing, adapting and
reviewing
• my interviews/audios
might have been done
better
• research angle – I might
have done this differently
• realized that experimental
model would not work

Understanding of research
methodology
- better at processes/practicalities
• next time I would know
how to get the evidence
• we’d use stuff we already
know
Action research elements problematic
- data gathering
- mismatch
• didn’t dawn on me it was
an action research project
• didn’t go into to do an
investigation
• wrong to put a numerical
value on creative pieces

Appreciated the ethos

5

-

-

-

pupils as researchers
• used the model of the kids
taking part
qualitative approach
• realized that experimental
model would not work
multiple stakeholder voices
• tried to write it up with
different pupils speaking
• used their quotes, their
voices
• my interpretation of their
voice
• my voice as a teacher and
researcher
• my perceptions via my
filters

Topic = being mentored
Negative view of mentor
- engagement inadequate
• wish the mentor had been
involved
• disappointed she couldn’t
do it
• where there’s a will there’s
a way
• didn’t manage to take up
several opportunities
• disappointing lack of
response
• one visit, nothing useful
from our point of view
• it would have been useful
• one visit checking up to
justify her own existence
• hasn’t done the few things
was asked for
• she could have become
more involved

Negative view of mentor
- engagement inadequate
- the role/presences
• I was horrified that this
would eat up time
• some people might need
one, we didn’t

6
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Appendix 8: An example of intra-project comparison mapping of topics, outcome spaces and superordinate categories
KEY:
Teacher = yellow
Creative Practitioner = blue
Both = green

Partnership: No. 9
School type: Secondary

Table 1: intra-project comparison of topics, outcome spaces and superordinate categories
TOPIC
Impacts on
pupils as
creatively able

OUTCOME SPACE
Risk taking/experimentation

TEACHERS SAID:

BOTH SAID:

Trying something new
Purposeful
Assessing value

Decision making
Taking control
Commenting on own or
others’ work
Challenge in appropriate way
Overcoming challenges
Working things through

Problem solving
Broader impacts
on pupils

CREATIVES SAID:
Taking risks
Being flexible

Positive emotional response

Pleasurable
Exciting / inspiring

Attitude to learning

Motivation & enthusiasm
Ownership
Concentration & application
Commitment
Transfer
Thinking skills

Development of cognitive
Social development
Personal development

Relationships with others
Collaboration
Confidence and self esteem
Improved behaviour
Self awareness

1

Pupils as researchers
Reflective processes
Impact on self

Improved research skills
Space / focus valuable
Pupils active within this
Flexibility

Own creativity
Own art skills / knowledge
Positive emotional response
Negative emotional response
Own professional development

Working creatively
Use of media/equipment
Pleasurable
Enthusiasm
Project as pressure
Project management
Networking
Pupils’ learning styles
Pupil-centred approaches
Pupils’ socio-emotional needs
Enlightening & informative

Impact on
project partner
Impact on other
educators in the
school
Impact on the
whole school
Experience of
partnership

Doing action
research

Support of colleagues
Reflective processes
Their professional development
Reflective practice/processes
Reflective practices/processes

No impact
School’s learning
School ethos / culture
Positive partnership

Learning about school sector/culture
Senior management support
Opportunity to observe
How to engage with action research
Space / focus valuable
Value of reflection

Limited or non existent effect
Enlightening and informative
Changing nature
Existing partnership
Benefit of codelivery /
cofacilitation

Partnership issues
Research methods skills
Appreciated the ethos

Culture clash
Better
@processes/practicalities
Pupils as researchers
Qualitative approach

2

Multiple stakeholder voices
Action research approach
Action research problematic
Experience of
being mentored

Negative view of mentor
Positive view of mentor

Data gathering
Mismatch
Role played
Supportive
Useful external eye
Research methods
expertise

3

Appendix 9

Appendix 9: Mapping of outcome spaces and superordinate categories of description for ‘professional group type’
comparison
Figures in Columns 4 represent the number of times the superordinate category of description occurs within the teacher group data, likewise
figures in Column 5 within the creative practitioner group data.
T = topic

Table 1: Outcome spaces and superordinate categories of description for ‘professional group type’ comparison
T
1

OUTCOME SPACE
Working imaginatively

1
1

General creativity
Exploration

1

Risk / experimentation

1

Purposeful

1

Assessing value

1

Problem solving

2

Art form development

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY
Using their imagination
Visualization
Invention
Working creatively
Investigate/interrogate
Freedom
Taking risks
Improvisation
Trying something new
Flexibility
Decision making
Taking control
Application
Commenting on own/others’ work
Critically evaluating work
Challenge in an appropriate way
Overcoming challenges
Finding solutions
Working things through

TEACHERS
2
1
4
3
3
2
7
1
7
1
5
3
2
4
1
0
3
3
0

CREATIVE Ps
2
1
2
3
3
4
8
2
2
4
3
4
0
2
1
1
1
0
1

MOST FREQUENT GRP
Equal
Equal
Teacher
Equal
Equal
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Equal
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner

Making artefacts

2

1

Teacher

1

2

Positive emotional resp.

2
2

Negative emotional resp.
Valuable process / product

2

Attitude to learning

2

Formal curricular attain.

2
2

Formal curriculum engage
Development of cognitive

Technical skill/ability
Broaden use media/equip
Audience
Language of the arts
Response to the art form
Pleasurable
Interesting
Exciting / inspiring
Enthusiasm
Project as pressure
Aesthetic worth
Developing a product
Pupil voice
Following valuable process
Display/performance
Motivation & enthusiasm
Ownership
Self organize/time manage
Planning & decision making
Concentration & application
Commitment
Transfer
Working with independence
Peer to peer
Better exam results
Improved subject skills
More enthusiasm/engage
Thinking skills
Comprehension application
Analysis and synthesis
Relationship & connections

6
2
4
3
4
14
4
10
4
2
1
2
3
7
3
7
14
2
3
3
2
3
1
1
4
6
4
3
2
3
4

4
2
0
1
2
11
1
11
4
0
0
3
1
4
2
7
12
0
2
4
4
3
0
0
2
3
1
7
0
0
5

Teacher
Equal
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Equal
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Equal
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Equal
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner

2

2

Communication and verbal

2

Social development

2

Personal development

2

Pupils as researchers

2

Reflective processes

3

Own creativity

3

Own art skills / knowledge

3

Own Personal develop.

3

Positive emotional resp.

Articulation
Speaking & listening
Views and opinions
Vocabulary
World of work
Relationships with others
Inclusion
Collaboration
Emotional literacy
Confidence and self esteem
Improved behaviour
Self awareness
Sense of achievement
Wellbeing
Improved research skills
Evaluating and assessing
Space / focus valuable
Shared discursive valuable

10
6
2
4
2
14
5
11
6
11
6
5
2
2
2
3
2
2

5
4
4
3
0
7
1
9
5
4
4
4
0
1
1
0
0
3

Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner

Risk taking/experimentation
Flexibility
Problem solving
Working creatively
Technical skill / ability
Use of media/equipment
Audience / display
Confidence
Personal achievement
Pleasurable
Interesting
Enthusiasm

7
4
2
7
6
6
1
4
2
8
1
9

6
3
0
0
0
2
0
0
3
9
3
5

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher

3

3
3

Negative emotional resp.
Own professional develop.

3

Support of colleagues

3

Valuable process / product

3

Reflective processes

Inspiring/exciting
Project as pressure
Limited / did not achieve CPD
Curriculum matters
Communication & articulation
Role of arts in curriculum
Subject expertise
Professionalism
Project management
Networking
Working w. different pupil types
Pupils’ learning styles
Pupil-centred approaches
Pupils’ socio-emotional needs
Allowing for surprises
Enlightening & informative
Re-discovery
Pedagogy
Independence
Working with others
Learnt about culture of school
Teaching for creativity
Senior management support
Support of non-SMT
Developing a product
Pupil voice
Following valuable process
Worth the effort
Level of resource
Audience
Space / focus valuable

8
6
1
5
1
7
3
6
9
7
0
0
14
4
4
6
4
8
2
10
0
2
9
6
0
0
3
1
1
0
7

5
7
2
4
0
4
2
9
4
3
3
5
12
4
3
7
2
3
0
6
12
3
3
1
1
1
5
0
1
1
4

Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Equal
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Equal
Creative practitioner
Teacher

4

4
4

Personal development
Positive emotional resp.

4
4

Negative emotional resp.
P’s professional develop.

4

Valuable process / product

4
4

Research processes/ethic
Reflective practice/process

5

Their CPD

Shared discursive valuable
Opportunity to observe

2
2

2
0

Equal
Teacher

Confidence
Pleasurable
Interesting
Enthusiasm
Inspiring/exciting
Project as pressure
Curriculum matters
Role of arts in curriculum
Subject expertise
Project management
Pupils’ learning styles
Pupil-centred approaches
Pupil management
Different pupil types
Culture of school
Allowing for surprises
Enlightening & informative
Pedagogy
Working with others
Aesthetic worth
Developing a product
Following valuable process
Level of resources
Evaluative processes
Space / focus valuable

0
1
1
3
1
1
0
2
0
1
1
5
1
1
3
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
1
1
1

1
1
0
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
1
1
0
2
2

Creative practitioner
Equal
Teacher
Equal
Creative practitioner
Equal
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Equal
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Equal
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner

Working with pupils
Pedagogy

3
0

3
1

Equal
Creative practitioner

5

5

Their arts skills / knowl.

5

Their creativity

5

Positive emotional resp.

5
5
5

Personal development
Value of process / product
Sharing practice

5
5

Reflective practice/process
Research methodology

6
6

Special out of the ordinary
Positive emotional resp.

6
6

No impact
Curriculum matters

6

School as community

6

School as creative

Working with other adults
Project management
Enlightenment/discovery
Curriculum matters
No impact / negative impact
Technical skill / ability
Use of media / equipment
Risk taking
Experimentation
Working creatively
Inspired / excited
Enthusiasm / committed
Confidence
Developing an output
Collegiate support
Not supportive
Value of reflection
Better at processes

2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
0
2
1
2
0

1
0
2
2
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
1
1
0
0
1

Teacher
Teacher
Equal
Equal
Teacher
Equal
Teacher
Equal
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner

Departure from the everyday
Pleasurable
Enthusiasm
Limited or non existent effect
Embedding technique/approach
Cross curriculum
Pedagogy
Sharing practice
Supportive internal community
Awareness of wider comm.
Risk taking
Flexibility

1
1
1
1
4
2
2
2
3
2
2
1

0
1
1
2
5
0
1
7
1
2
0
0

Teacher
Equal
Equal
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Equal
Teacher
Teacher

6

6

School performance

6

School’s learning

6

School profile

6

School ethos / culture

7

Informs wider community
Builds wider community

8

Positive partnership

8

Partnership issues

9
9

Research methods skills
Appreciated the ethos

Display
Celebration event
Discovery
Dissemination
Enlightening and informative
Specialist status
Seen as successful
Positively reinforced
Changing nature

0
1
2
3
3
2
1
2
1

2
1
1
0
1
0
2
0
0

Creative practitioner
Equal
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher

Project example good practice
CPD for wider community
Arts focus to this

2
1
0

4
0
1

Creative practitioner
Teacher
Creative practitioner

New partnership
Existing partnership
Benefits codelivery/cofacilitation
Exploring roles and functions
Learnt skills from each other
Communication was good
Professional cultures a good fit
Culture clash

9
13
14
12
4
8
7
3

6
14
14
9
4
2
1
7

Teacher
Creative practitioner
Equal
Teacher
Equal
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner

Better @processes/practicalities
Pupils as researchers
Qualitative approach
Quantitative approach
Multiple stakeholder voices
Action research approach
Evaluation and assessment
Doing evidence based practice

13
1
3
2
8
10
2
2

10
0
0
1
5
11
2
2

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Equal
Equal

7

9

Action research problem

10 Negative view of mentor
10 Positive view of mentor

Data gathering
Mismatch skills / capacity
Time / energy
Roles and responsibilities

3
7
1
1

2
8
2
0

Teacher
Creative practitioner
Creative practitioner
Teacher

Engagement inadequate
Role played / remit
Supportive
Useful external eye
Assisted with the report
Research methods expertise
Good fit with the project’s focus

5
4
13
1
4
9
2

5
5
9
2
3
8
2

Equal
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Creative practitioner
Teacher
Teacher
Equal

8

Appendix 10

Appendix 10: Comparison of outcome spaces for partnership (‘new partnership’ vs ‘established partnership’) alongside
professional type (teacher vs creative practitioner)
Key:
T=
CP =
NP =
EP =

teacher
creative practitioner
new partnership
established partnership

Table 1: Comparison of outcome spaces for partnership alongside professional type.
Row

OUTCOME SPACE

Topic 1
Working imaginatively
1
General creativity
2
Exploration
3
Risk / experimentation
4
Purposeful
5
Assessing value
6
Problem solving
7
Topic 2
Art form development
8
Positive emotional response
9
Negative emotional response
10
Valuable process / product
11
Attitude to learning
12
Formal curricular attainment
13

FULL DATA SET

NEW PARTNERSHIP

T
3
4
6
15
8
4
5
45

CP
4
2
5
9
5
3
1
29

n=
7
6
11
24
13
7
6
74

CP
T
T
T
T
T
T

T
0
2
3
7
5
2
3
22

CP
1
2
2
5
3
1
0
14

n=
1
4
5
12
8
3
3
36

CP
=
T
T
T
T
T

11
18
2
13
18
10

7
14
0
8
18
5

18
32
2
21
36
15

T
T
T
T
=
T

5
8
1
8
8
5

3
8
0
4
10
3

8
16
1
12
18
8

T
=
T
T
CP
T

ESTABLISHED
PARTNERS
T
CP
n=
3
3
6
2
0
2
3
3
6
8
4
12
3
2
5
2
2
4
2
1
3
23
15
38
6
10
1
5
10
5

4
6
0
4
8
2

10
16
1
9
18
7

=
T
=
T
T
=
T

EP
NP
EP
=
NP
EP
=

T
T
T
T
T
T

EP
=
=
NP
=
NP

1

14
15
16
17
18
19

Development of cognitive
Communication and verbal
Social development
Personal development
Pupils as researchers
Reflective processes

Topic 3
Own creativity
20
Own art skills / knowledge
21
Own Personal development
22
Positive emotional response
23
Negative emotional response
24
Own professional development
25
Support of colleagues
26
Valuable process / product
27
Reflective processes
28
Topic 4
Personal development
29
Positive emotional response
30
Negative emotional response
31
P’s professional development
32
Valuable process / product
33
Research processes/ethic
34
Reflective practice/processes
35
Topic 5
Their CPD
36

9
13
17
15
5
4
135

9
11
10
8
1
2
93

18
24
27
23
6
6
228

=
T
T
T
T
T

4
5
9
6
2
1
62

3
6
5
5
0
1
48

7
11
14
11
2
2
110

T
CP
T
T
T
=

5
8
8
9
3
3
73

6
5
5
3
1
1
45

11
13
13
12
4
4
118

CP
T
T
T
T
T

EP
EP
NP
EP
EP
EP

13
8
6
14
6
20
10
4
9
90

7
1
3
14
8
22
4
6
4
69

20
9
9
28
14
42
14
10
13
159

T
T
T
=
CP
CP
T
CP
T

6
4
4
6
4
9
5
2
3
43

2
0
1
8
6
9
2
4
1
33

8
4
5
14
10
18
7
6
4
76

T
T
T
CP
CP
=
T
CP
T

7
4
2
8
2
11
5
2
6
47

5
1
2
6
2
13
2
2
3
36

12
5
4
14
4
24
7
4
9
83

T
T
=
T
=
CP
T
=
T

EP
EP
NP
=
NP
EP
=
NP
EP

0
3
1
8
1
1
1
15

1
5
1
10
2
3
2
24

1
8
2
18
3
4
3
39

CP
CP
=
CP
CP
CP
CP

0
0
0
3
0
1
0
4

1
3
1
6
1
1
1
14

1
3
1
9
1
2
1
18

=
=
=
CP
=
CP
=

0
3
1
5
1
0
1
11

0
2
0
4
1
2
1
10

0
5
1
9
2
2
2
21

=
T
T
T
=
CP
=

NP
EP
=
=
EP
=
EP

7

4

11

T

3

3

6

=

4

1

5

T

NP

2

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Their arts skills / knowledge
Their creativity
Positive emotional response
Personal development
Value of process / product
Sharing practice
Reflective practices/processes
Research methodology

Topic 6
Special out of the ordinary
45
Positive emotional response
46
No impact
47
Curriculum matters
48
School as community
49
School as creative
50
School performance
51
School’s learning
52
School profile
53
School ethos / culture
54
Topic 7
Informs wider community
55
Builds wider community
56
Topic 8
Positive partnership
57
Partnership issues
58

0
4
2
1
0
2
1
0
17

1
2
0
3
1
1
0
1
13

1
6
2
4
1
3
1
1
30

CP
T
T
CP
CP
T
T
CP

0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
6

1
2
0
3
0
1
0
0
10

1
3
1
3
0
2
0
0
16

CP
CP
T
=
=
CP
=
=

0
3
1
1
0
1
1
0
11

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
3

0
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
14

=
T
T
T
CP
T
T
CP

NP
=
=
NP
EP
NP
EP
EP

1
2
1
7
5
2
1
7
3
3
32

0
2
2
6
7
0
2
2
2
0
23

1
4
3
13
12
2
3
9
5
3
55

T
=
CP
T
CP
T
CP
T
T
T

0
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
0
12

0
2
1
2
5
0
2
1
1
0
14

0
3
2
4
7
1
3
3
3
0
26

=
T
=
=
CP
T
CP
T
T
=

1
1
0
5
3
1
0
5
1
3
20

0
0
1
4
2
0
0
1
1
0
9

1
1
1
9
5
1
0
6
2
3
29

T
T
CP
T
T
T
=
T
=
T

EP
NP
NP
EP
NP
=
NP
EP
NP
EP

2
0
2

4
1
5

6
1
7

CP
CP

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

=
=

2
0
2

4
1
5

6
1
7

CP
CP

EP
EP

27
3
30

23
7
30

50
10
60

T
CP

14
2
16

12
4
16

26
6
32

T
CP

13
1
14

11
3
14

24
4
28

T
CP

NP
NP

3

Topic 9
Research methods skills
59
Appreciated the ethos
60
Action research problematic
61
Topic 10
Negative view of mentor
62
Positive view of mentor
63

14
15
12
41

10
14
12
36

24
29
24
77

T
T
=

6
9
7
22

2
9
5
16

8
18
10
38

T
=
T

8
6
5
19

8
5
7
20

16
11
10
39

=
T
CP

EP
NP
EP

9
16
25

6
11
17

15
27
42

T
T

3
8
11

6
7
13

11
15
24

CP
T

6
8
14

0
4
4

6
12
18

T
T

NP
NP

4

Appendix 11

Appendix 11: Comparison of superordinate categories for partnership (‘new partnership’ vs ‘established partnership’)
alongside professional type (teacher vs creative practitioner)
Key:
T=
CP =
NP =
EP =

teacher
creative practitioner
new partnership
established partnership

Table 1: Comparison of superordinate categories for partnership alongside professional type
ROW

OUTCOME SPACE

Topic 1
1
Working imaginatively
2
3
4
General creativity
5
Exploration
6
7
Risk / experimentation
8
9
10
11
Purposeful
12
13
14
Assessing value

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

Using their imagination
Visualization
Invention
Working creatively
Investigate/interrogate
Freedom
Taking risks
Improvisation
Trying something new
Flexibility
Decision making
Taking control
Application
Commenting on own/others’ work

NEW PARTNERSHIP
T

CP

n=

0
0
0
2
1
2
3
1
4
0
3
2
1
2

0
1
2
2
1
1
4
2
1
1
2
2
0
2

0
1
2
4
2
3
7
3
5
1
5
4
1
4

ESTABLISHED
PARTNERSHIP
T
CP
n=
=
CP
CP
=
=
T
CP
CP
T
CP
T
=
T
=

2
1
4
1
2
0
4
0
3
1
2
1
1
2

2
0
0
1
2
3
4
0
1
3
1
2
0
0

4
1
4
2
4
3
8
0
4
4
3
3
1
2

NP vs EP

=
T
T
=
=
CP
=
=
T
CP
T
CP
T
T

EP
=
EP
NP
EP
=
EP
NP
NP
EP
NP
NP
NP
NP

1

15
16
17
18
19

Problem solving

Topic 2
20
Art form development
21
22
23
24
25
26
Positive emotional resp.
27
28
29
30
Negative emotional
31
Valuable process / prod.
32
33
34
35
36
Attitude to learning
37
38
39
40
41

Critically evaluate
Challenge in an appropriate way
Overcoming challenges
Finding solutions
Working things through

0
0
2
2
0
25

0
0
0
0
0
21

0
0
2
2
0
46

=
=
T
T
=

1
0
1
1
0
27

1
1
1
0
1
23

2
1
2
1
1
50

=
CP
=
T
CP

EP
EP
=
NP
EP

Making artefacts
Technical skill/ability
Broaden use media/equip
Audience and performance
Language of the arts
Response to the art form
Pleasurable
Interesting
Exciting / inspiring
Enthusiasm
Project as pressure
Aesthetic worth
Developing a product
Pupil voice
Following valuable process
Display/performance
Motivation & enthusiasm
Ownership
Self organize/time manage
Planning & decision making
Concentration & application
Commitment

0
4
2
2
1
2
6
1
7
0
1
0
1
2
5
3
2
6
2
1
2
2

1
1
1
0
0
0
7
1
4
3
0
0
2
0
2
2
2
7
0
1
0
2

1
5
3
2
1
2
13
2
11
3
1
0
3
2
7
5
4
13
2
2
4
3

CP
T
T
T
T
T
CP
=
T
CP
T
=
CP
T
T
T
=
CP
T
=
T
=

2
2
0
2
2
2
8
3
3
4
1
1
1
1
2
0
5
8
0
2
1
0

0
3
1
0
1
2
4
0
7
1
0
0
1
1
2
0
5
5
0
1
4
2

2
5
1
2
3
4
12
3
10
5
1
1
2
2
4
0
10
13
0
3
5
2

T
CP
CP
T
T
=
T
=
CP
T
T
T
=
=
=
=
=
T
=
T
CP
CP

EP
=
NP
=
EP
EP
NP
EP
NP
EP
=
EP
NP
=
NP
NP
EP
=
NP
EP
EP
NP

2

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Formal curricular attain.
Formal curric. engage
Develop. of cognitive

Communication / verbal

Social development

Personal development

Pupils as researchers
Reflective processes

Transfer
Working with independence
Peer to peer
Better exam results
Improved subject skills
More enthusiasm/engage
Thinking skills
Comprehension application
Analysis and synthesis
Relationship & connections
Articulation
Speaking & listening
Views and opinions
Vocabulary
World of work
Relationships with others
Inclusion
Collaboration
Emotional literacy
Confidence and self esteem
Improved behaviour
Self awareness
Sense of achievement
Wellbeing
Improved research skills
Evaluating and assessing
Pupils actively involved

2
1
1
1
4
1
0
2
2
3
4
4
1
1
2
8
3
6
2
4
4
3
1
0
0
2
2
116

1
0
0
1
2
1
3
0
0
0
3
1
2
2
0
4
1
3
1
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
1
68

1
1
2
6
2
3
3
2
2
3
7
5
3
3
2
12
4
9
3
6
6
5
1
0
0
2
3
184

T
T
T
=
T
=
CP
T
T
T
T
T
CP
CP
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T

=
=
T
T

1
0
0
3
2
3
3
0
1
1
6
2
1
3
0
6
2
5
4
7

2
0
0
1
1
0
4
0
0
5
2
3
2
1
0
3
0
6
4
2

2
2
1
2
2
1
2
112

2
2
0
1
1
0
2
84

3
0
0
4
3
3
7
0
1
6
8
5
3
4
0
9
2
11
8
9
4
4
1
3
3
1
4
196

CP
=
=
T
T
T
CP
=
T
CP
T
CP
CP
T
=
T
T
CP
=
T

=
=
T
T
T
T
=

=
NP
NP
EP
NP
EP
EP
NP
NP
EP
EP
=
=
EP
NP
NP
NP
EP
EP
EP
NP
NP
NP
EP
EP
NP
EP

3

Topic 3
70
Own creativity
71
72
73
74
Art skills / knowledge
75
76
77
Own Personal develop.
78
79
Positive emotional resp.
80
81
82
83
Negative emotional
84
Own CPD
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

Risk taking/experimentation
Flexibility
Problem solving
Working creatively
Technical skill / ability
Use of media/equipment
Audience / display
Confidence
Personal achievement
Pleasurable
Interesting
Enthusiasm
Inspiring/exciting
Project as pressure
Limited / did not achieve CPD
Curriculum matters
Communication & articulation
Role of arts in curriculum
Subject expertise
Professionalism
Project management
Networking
Working w. different pupil types
Pupils’ learning styles
Pupil-centred approaches
Pupils’ socio-emotional needs
Allowing for surprises
Enlightening & informative

4
2
2
3
4
3
1
2
1
4
0
3
3
4
1
2
1
1
3
3
4
3
0
0
4
1
0
2

3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
2
2
3
6
0
2
0
2
0
5
2
3
3
2
5
1
1
2

7
3
2
3
4
3
1
2
2
10
2
5
6
10
1
4
1
3
3
8
6
6
3
2
9
2
1

T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
=
CP
CP
T
=
CP
T
=
T
CP
T
CP
T
=
CP
CP
CP
=
CP
=

3
2
0
4
2
3
0
2
1
4
1
6
5
2
0
3
0
6
0
3
5
4
0
0
10
3
4
4

3
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
3
1
3
2
1
2
2
0
2
2
4
2
0
0
3
7
3
2
5

6
4
0
4
2
5
0
2
3
7
2
9
7
3
2
5
0
8
2
7
7
4
0
3
17
6
6
9

=
=
=
T
T
T
=
T
CP

T
=
T
T
T
CP

T
=
T
CP
CP

T
T
=
CP

T
=
T
CP

NP
EP
NP
EP
NP
EP
NP
=
EP
NP
=
EP
EP
NP
EP
EP
NP
EP
NP
NP
EP
NP
NP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP

4

98
99
100
101
102
103
104 Support of colleagues
105
106 Valuable process / prod
107
108
109
110
111
112 Reflective processes
113
114
115
topic 4
116 Personal development
117 Positive emotional resp.
118
119
120
121 Negative emotional
122 P’s professional develop
123
124
125

Re-discovery
Pedagogy
Independence
Working with others
Learnt about culture of school
Teaching for creativity
Senior management support
Support of non-SMT
Developing a product
Pupil voice
Following valuable process
Worth the effort
Level of resource
Audience
Space / focus valuable
Shared discursive valuable
Opportunity to observe

2
3
0
6
0
1
4
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
83

0
1
0
4
5
2
2
0
1
1
5
0
0
1
2
0
0
76

4
2
4
0
10
5
3
6
2
1
1
5
1
0
1
4
1
159

T
T
=
T
CP
CP
T
T
CP
CP
CP
T
=
CP
=
T
=

2
5
2
4
0
1
5
4
0
0
3
0
1
0
5
1
2
112

2
2
0
2
7
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
2
0
74

4
7
2
6
7
2
6
5
0
0
3
0
2
0
7
3
2
186

=
T
T
T

Confidence
Pleasurable
Interesting
Enthusiasm
Inspiring/exciting
Project as pressure
Curriculum matters
Role of arts in curriculum
Subject expertise
Project management

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
0
2
1
1
1
2
1
1

CP
CP
=
CP
CP
CP
CP
=
CP
CP

0
1
1
3
1
1
0
1
0
1

0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
1
1
4
2
1
1
1
0
1

=
T
T
T
=
T

CP

=
T
T
=
=
T
=
=
=
T
CP

T

CP

T
=
T

EP
EP
EP
NP
EP
NP
=
EP
NP
NP
NP
NP
EP
NP
EP
EP
EP

NP
=
EP
EP
EP
=
=
NP
NP
=

5

126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135 Valuable process / prod.
136
137
138
139 Res. processes/ethic
140 Reflective practice
141
Topic 5
142 Their CPD
143
144
145
146
147
148
149 Their arts skills / knowl.
150
151 Their creativity
152
153

Pupils’ learning styles
Pupil-centred approaches
Pupil management
Different pupil types
Culture of school
Allowing for surprises
Enlightening & informative
Pedagogy
Working with others
Aesthetic worth
Developing a product
Following valuable process
Level of resources
Evaluative processes
Space / focus valuable

1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
6

0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
1
17

1
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
1
1
2
1
23

T
CP
T
=
T
=
=
=
CP
=
=
CP
T
=
CP

0
1
0
1
2
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
18

0
3
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
11

0
4
0
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
1
2
29

=

=

NP
EP
NP
EP
EP
EP
EP
EP
=
EP
EP
NP
NP
NP
EP

Working with pupils
Pedagogy
Working with other adults
Project management
Enlightenment/discovery
Curriculum matters
No impact / negative impact
Technical skill / ability
Use of media / equipment
Risk taking
Experimentation
Working creatively

1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1

3
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
2
0
0

4
1
2
0
2
2
0
2
1
3
0
1

CP
CP
=
=
=
=
=
=
T
CP
=
T

2
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
1
1
2
2
1
0
0
1
1
0

T
=
T
T
=
=
T
=
=
T
T
=

NP
NP
NP
EP
=
=
EP
NP
NP
NP
EP
NP

CP

=
T
T
CP
CP

T
T
T
CP

=
=
CP

6

154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

Positive emotional resp.
Personal development
Value of process / prod
Sharing practice
Reflective practice
Research methodology

Topic 6
162 0ut of the ordinary
163 Positive emotional resp.
164
165 No impact
166 Curriculum matters
167
168
169 School as community
170
171
172 School as creative
173
174 School performance
175
176 School’s learning
177
178
179 School profile
180

Inspired / excited
Enthusiasm / committed
Confidence
Developing an output
Collegiate support
Not supportive
Value of reflection
Better at processes

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
11

0
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
14

0
1
3
0
2
1
0
0
25

=
T
CP
=
=
T
=
=

1
1
1
0
1
0
2
0
15

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
0
2
1
19

T
T
T

Departure from the everyday
Pleasurable
Enthusiasm
Limited or non existent effect
Embedding technique/approach
Cross curriculum
Pedagogy
Sharing practice
Supportive internal community
Awareness of wider comm.
Risk taking
Flexibility
Display
Celebration event
Discovery
Dissemination
Enlightening and informative
Specialist status
Seen as successful

0
0
1
1
3
1
0
1
2
1
1
1
0
1
0
2
1
0
1

0
1
1
1
2
0
0
5
1
2
0
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
1

0
1
2
2
5
1
0
6
3
3
1
1
2
2
0
2
2
0
2

=
CP
=
=
T
T
=
CP
T
CP
T
T
CP
=
=
T
=
=
=

1
1
0
0
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
2
2
0

0
0
0
1
3
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

1
1
0
1
4
1
3
3
1
1
1
0
0
0
3
1
2
2
1

T
T
=

CP

T
=
T
CP

CP
CP

T
T
CP

T
T
T
=
=
=
T
T
T
T
CP

EP
=
NP
EP
NP
NP
EP
EP

EP
=
NP
NP
NP
=
EP
NP
NP
NP
=
NP
NP
NP
EP
NP
=
EP
NP

7

181 School ethos / culture
182
183
Topic 7
184 Informs wide community
185
186 Builds wider community
Topic 8
187 Positive partnership
188
189
190
191
192
193
194 Partnership issues
195
Topic 9
196 Research methods skills
197 Appreciated the ethos
198
199
200
201
202
203
204 Action research problem

Positively reinforced
Changing nature

0
0
17

0
0
18

0
0
35

=
=

2
1
20

0
0
9

2
1
29

T
T

EP
EP

Project example good practice
CPD for wider community
Arts focus to this

0
0
0
0

2
0
1
3

2
0
1
3

CP
=
CP

2
1
0
3

2
0
0
2

4
1
0
5

=
T
=

EP
EP
NP

New partnership
Existing partnership
Benefits codelivery/cofacilitation
Exploring roles and functions
Learnt skills from each other
Importance of good comms/
planning
Professional cultures a good fit
Culture clash

8
2
6
8
3
6

6
4
6
6
3
1

14
6
12
14
6
7

T
CP
=
T
=
T

1
11
8
4
1
2

0
10
8
3
1
1

1
21
16
7
2
3

T
T
=
T
=
T

NP
EP
EP
NP
NP
NP

3
2
38

1
5
32

4
7
70

T
CP

4
1
32

0
2
25

4
3
57

T

=
NP

Better @processes/practicalities
Pupils as researchers
Qualitative approach
Quantitative approach
Multiple stakeholder voices
Action research approach
Evaluation and assessment
Doing evidence based practice
Data gathering

5
0
0
2
3
4
2
1
2

2
0
0
1
2
5
2
2
0

7
0
0
3
5
9
4
3
2

T
=
=
T
T
CP
=
CP
T

8
1
3
0
5
6
0
1
1

8
0
0
0
3
6
0
0
2

16
1
3
0
8
12
0
1
3

=
T
T
=
T
=
=
T

CP

CP

EP
EP
EP
NP
EP
EP
NP
NP
EP

8

205
206
207
208
Topic 10
209 Negative view of mentor
210
211 Positive view of mentor
212
213
214
215

Mismatch skills / capacity
Time / energy
Roles and responsibilities

5
1
1
26

3
2
0
19

8
3
1
45

T
CP
T

2
0
0
27

5
0
0
24

7
0
0
51

CP

Engagement inadequate
Role played / remit
Supportive
Useful external eye
Assisted with the report
Research methods expertise
Good fit with the project’s focus

1
2
8
1
1
4
0
17

4
3
5
1
2
4
1
20

5
5
13
2
3
8
1
37

CP
CP
T
=
CP
=
CP

4
2
5
0
3
5
2
21

1
2
4
1
1
4
1
14

5
4
9
1
4
9
3
35

T
=
T

=
=

CP

T
T
T

NP
NP
NP

=
NP
NP
NP
EP
EP
EP
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Appendix 12

Appendix 12: Comparison of school type (primary, secondary, nursery, special) alongside professional type (teacher vs
creative practitioner)
Table 1: Comparison of school type alongside professional type
TOPIC

OUTCOME SPACE

SUPERORDINATE CATEGORY

1

Working imaginatively

Using their imagination
Visualization
Invention

1

General creativity

Working creatively

1

Exploration

Investigate/interrogate
Freedom

1

Risk / experimentation

Taking risks
Improvisation
Trying something new
Flexibility

1

Purposeful

Decision making
Taking control
Application

1

Assessing value

Commenting on own/others’ work
Critically evaluate
Challenge in an appropriate way

1

Problem solving

Overcoming challenges
Finding solutions
Working things through

2

Art form development

Making artefacts
Technical skill/ability

FULL SET
n = 46

PRIMARY
n=8

SECONDARY
n=9

NURSERY
n=2

SEN
n=4

T
2
1
4
3
3
2
7
1
7
1
5
3
2
4
1
0
3
3
0

CP
2
1
2
3
3
4
8
2
2
4
3
4
0
2
1
1
1
0
1

T
1
0
0
1
0
1
3
0
2
1
2
1
1
3
0
0
1
2
0

CP
1
0
0
0
1
2
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

T
1
1
4
1
2
1
2
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
2
1
0

CP
1
1
2
2
2
2
4
1
1
3
2
3
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

T
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CP
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

T
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
4
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CP
0
0
0
1
0
0
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
6

1
4

0
2

1
1

2
2

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
2

0
0

1

Broaden use media/equip
Audience and performance
Language of the arts
Response to the art form
2

Positive emotional resp.

Pleasurable
Interesting
Exciting / inspiring
Enthusiasm

2

Negative emotional

Project as pressure

2

Valuable process / prod.

Aesthetic worth
Developing a product
Pupil voice
Following valuable process
Display/performance

2

Attitude to learning

Motivation & enthusiasm
Ownership
Self organize/time manage
Planning & decision making
Concentration & application
Commitment
Transfer
Working with independence
Peer to peer

2

Formal curricular attain.

Better exam results

2

Formal curric. engage

More enthusiasm/engage

2

Develop. of cognitive

Thinking skills

Improved subject skills

Comprehension application
Analysis and synthesis

2
4
3
4
14
4
10
4
2
1
2
3
7
3
7
14
2
3
3
2
3
1
1
4
6
4
3
2
3

2
0
1
2
11
1
11
4
0
0
3
1
4
2
7
12
0
2
4
4
3
0
0
2
3
1
7
0
0

0
1
2
1
3
1
4
3
1
0
0
2
3
2
2
3
0
1
2
1
1
0
0
2
4
1
1
0
1

0
0
1
1
5
1
3
2
0
0
1
0
2
1
0
6
0
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
0

2
1
0
1
7
3
4
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
4
9
1
2
0
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
2
2
2

0
0
0
1
3
0
7
1
0
0
1
1
2
0
7
3
0
1
0
3
1
0
0
2
2
1
4
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
1
3
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

Relationship & connections
2

Communication / verbal

Articulation
Speaking & listening
Views and opinions
Vocabulary

2

Social development

World of work
Relationships with others
Inclusion
Collaboration
Emotional literacy

2

Personal development

Confidence and self esteem
Improved behaviour
Self awareness
Sense of achievement
Wellbeing

2

Pupils as researchers

Improved research skills

2

Reflective processes

Pupils actively involved

3

Own creativity

Risk taking/experimentation

Evaluating and assessing

Flexibility
Problem solving
Working creatively
3

Art skills / knowledge

Technical skill / ability
Use of media/equipment
Audience / display

3

Own Personal develop.

Confidence
Personal achievement

3

Positive emotional resp.

Pleasurable

4
10
6
2
4
2
14
5
11
6
11
6
5
2
2
2
3
4

5
5
4
4
3
0
7
1
9
5
4
4
4
0
1
1
0
3

1
4
3
1
2
1
6
0
5
2
4
3
1
0
0
1
2
0

0
2
3
2
2
0
4
0
4
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
1
1
0
0
3
2
4
2
4
1
0
0
0
1
1
3

1
1
0
2
0
0
2
1
3
0
2
1
2
0
0
1
0
1

2
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
1
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
1

2
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
1

1
3
2
0
1
1
3
3
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
0
0
0

2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
1

7
4
2
7
6
6
1
4
2
8

6
3
0
0
0
2
0
0
3
9

3
2
1
1
3
0
1
2
0
1

3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
4

3
2
1
2
2
3
0
2
2
5

1
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
2

0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
2
1
2
0
0
0
1

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

3

Interesting
Enthusiasm
Inspiring/exciting
3

Negative emotional

Project as pressure

3

Own CPD

Limited / did not achieve CPD
Curriculum matters
Communication & articulation
Role of arts in curriculum
Subject expertise
Professionalism
Project management
Networking
Working w. different pupil types
Pupils’ learning styles
Pupil-centred approaches
Pupils’ socio-emotional needs
Allowing for surprises
Enlightening & informative
Re-discovery
Pedagogy
Independence
Working with others
Learnt about culture of school
Teaching for creativity

3

Support of colleagues

Senior management support
Support of non-SMT

3

Valuable process / prod

Developing a product
Pupil voice
Following valuable process

1
9
8
6
1
5
1
7
3
6
9
7
0
0
14
4
4
6
4
8
2
10
0
2
9
6
0
0
3

3
5
5
7
2
4
0
4
2
9
4
3
3
5
12
4
3
7
2
3
0
6
12
3
3
1
1
1
5

0
4
3
1
0
0
1
4
2
3
1
4
0
0
6
0
2
2
1
4
0
4
0
0
4
3
0
0
2

1
2
0
2
1
1
0
2
1
4
1
2
1
2
5
1
2
2
2
0
0
2
3
0
1
0
1
1
2

1
4
2
4
1
5
0
0
0
1
7
2
0
0
6
3
2
1
0
2
2
4
0
2
3
3
0
0
1

1
2
2
3
1
3
0
0
1
3
2
0
1
1
6
1
1
5
0
3
0
2
6
2
0
0
0
0
3

0
1
2
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
2
2
1
0
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

1
0
2
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0

4

Worth the effort
Level of resource
Audience
3

Reflective processes

Space / focus valuable
Shared discursive valuable
Opportunity to observe

4

Personal development

Confidence

4

Positive emotional resp.

Pleasurable
Interesting
Enthusiasm
Inspiring/exciting

4

Negative emotional

Project as pressure

4

P’s professional develop

Curriculum matters
Role of arts in curriculum
Subject expertise
Project management
Pupils’ learning styles
Pupil-centred approaches
Pupil management
Different pupil types
Culture of school
Allowing for surprises
Enlightening & informative
Pedagogy
Working with others

4

Valuable process / prod.

Aesthetic worth
Developing a product
Following valuable process

1
1
1
7
2
2

0
1
0
4
2
0

1
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
5
0
1

0
1
0
3
1
0

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
3
1
1
0
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
3
0
0
1
2
1
0
0

1
1
0
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
0
5
0
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
3
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
1
1
3
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
3
0
0
1
1
1
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

5

Level of resources
4

Res. processes/ethic

Evaluative processes

4

Reflective practice

Space / focus valuable

5

Their CPD

Working with pupils
Pedagogy
Working with other adults
Project management
Enlightenment/discovery
Curriculum matters
No impact / negative impact

5

Their arts skills / knowl.

5

Their creativity

Technical skill / ability
Use of media / equipment
Risk taking
Experimentation & flexibility
Working creatively

5

Positive emotional resp.

Inspired / excited
Enthusiasm / committed

5

Personal development

Confidence

5

Value of process / prod

Developing an output

5

Sharing practice

Collegiate support

5

Reflective practice

Value of reflection

5

Research methodology

Better at processes

6

0ut of the ordinary

Departure from the everyday

6

Positive emotional resp.

Pleasurable

Not supportive

Enthusiasm
6

No impact

Limited or non existent effect

1
1
1

0
2
2

0
1
0

0
0
1

1
0
1

0
2
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

3
0
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
0
2
1
2
0

3
1
1
0
2
2
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
1
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

3
0
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
2
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6

Curriculum matters

Embedding technique/approach
Cross curriculum
Pedagogy

6

School as community

Sharing practice
Supportive internal community
Awareness of wider comm.

6

School as creative

6

School performance

6

School’s learning

Risk taking
Flexibility
Display
Celebration event
Discovery
Dissemination
Enlightening and informative

6

School profile

6

School ethos / culture

Specialist status
Seen as successful
Positively reinforced
Changing nature

7

Informs wide community

Project example good practice
CPD for wider community

Builds wider community

Arts focus to this

Positive partnership

New partnership
Existing partnership
Benefits codelivery/cofacilitation
Exploring roles and functions
Learnt skills from each other
Importance of good comms/ planning
Professional cultures a good fit
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Partnership issues

Culture clash
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7
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3
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0
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Research methods skills

Better @processes/practicalities

9

Appreciated the ethos

Pupils as researchers
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Qualitative approach
Quantitative approach
Multiple stakeholder voices
Action research approach
Evaluation and assessment
Doing evidence based practice
9

Action research problem

Data gathering
Mismatch skills / capacity
Time / energy
Roles and responsibilities

10

Negative view of mentor

Engagement inadequate
Role played / remit

10

Positive view of mentor

Supportive
Useful external eye
Assisted with the report
Research methods expertise
Good fit with the project’s focus
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